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servers is able to decode messages from the smartcard withoutpossibility of

any server 11 compromising the system by forging messages.
To further prevent tampering messages may be paddedout with extra

data, prior to encryption, that is randomly generated each time a messageis
sent. The messages mayalso be paddedoutto the same length each time.
Each time an encrypted message mustbe resent(eg. due to a system error)it
will be different. It will not therefore be possible to determine which

messages are associated with which events. The recipient may ignore the
extra data.

Server

The server 11 functions muchasaserverfor a traditional distributed

gaming system would, with someadditional features:
e An account is maintained for each smartcard that exists. In addition to

player accounting and games information the account holds the
encryption key(s) used for the smartcard and other information required to
monitorsecurity.

e Software to detect tampering.

* Encryption for smartcard communications and highly secure storage of
smartcard keys.

e The server 11 reads the gametype played and verifies the gamble. The
outcome and amountbetare used to adjust the players account. Any

discrepancy betweenthe server determined result and that of the game
console are either system bugs or an attempt at tampering. .

Security Server

Ensuring security of the server 11 may be a difficult and expensive
process, In theory any software modifications on the server 11 require
complete recertification of the software.

An encryption server 113 (See Figure 9) may be provided to physically
separate the functions of the server 11 and encryption. Whensoftware
unrelated to security is changed on the server 11 the security system does not
need to be recertified. All communications between the server 11 and

consoles 12 passes through the security server 113.
To match the bandwidth of the game server 11 and security server 113

to the application one or more gameservers 11 may be used with one or more
security servers 113, in any combination.
Hierarchical Server Architecture
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A large network maybe constructed containing an hierarchy of servers
(See Figure 10). The function of the servers is somewhat different to that
described for a single server system. Advantages overa single level network

are possible:

e When random numbersare generated by the top level server 111 the

games cannotoperate withoutit, ensuring a high level of control. The top
level server 111 is able to maintain highly accurate accounting of the

entire system.

e The lowerlevel servers 112 need not have a high level of security if they

are not involved in payouts, in which case payouts are determined by a

higher level server 111 that does have high level security.
* The low level servers 112 are used for local monitoring and accounting

and can improve responsetime.

e Ina very large system the load is distributed across multiple servers.
Lowerlevel servers 112 off load communicationstraffic.

e Communications from the console 12 to its server 11 must berelatively

fast to keep games responsive. Communications betweenthelevels of
server need notbe fast, if the top level server 111 generates a large number
of random numbers and downloadsthem to the lowerlevel servers 112 for

later use. Games can proceed without immediate communication to the
top level server 111 until the supply of random numbers runsout.

Smartcards 23 may use public key encryption(ordigital signatures) on
game outcome messages, with the public key knownto eachof the .
appropriate levels of servers. In this implementation both the low level
server 112 and higherlevel server 111 can keep track of games and
accounting information. The low level server 112 can verify transactions, but
not modify them.

Examples of possible implementationsare:-

State wide networks spanning an entire state, such as Nevadain the
USAor Victoria in Australia. The lowerlevel servers 112 would be located

in casinos or clubs and the top level server 111 controlled by the governing

body ofthat state.

OnInternet a central high security server 113 distributes games

(including random numbers) to lower security servers. The lowerlevel
servers 112 have a reduced responsibility to not loose gamesorresults, but

since it is not possible for them to tamper with games, security requirements
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are reduced. Attempts to tamperare easily detected by the top level server
111.

A low level server 112 is implemented on an aeroplane.
Communications between the aeroplane server 112 and ground based high
level, high security server 113 maybeslow,or only used when the plane has
landed.

Verification Server

In an alternate implementation verification of games and accountsalso
takes place on a verification server, in addition to verification by the normal
game server. This enables enhanced security as some types of tampering at
the game server canbe detected, depending on the system implementation
used. The verification server may be run,for example, by a government

controlled regulatorto audit commercial establishments.
Copiesof all communications to the smartcard affecting game

outcomes, from the smartcard to server reporting game outcomes, and

acknowledgments, are sent by the gameserver to the verification server.
Messagesare encrypted, suchthat the verification server can read

messages between the gameserver and smartcard. This may require that the
verification server has the encryption keys shared by the gameserver and
smartcard, or that an encryption methodis used that allows a three way
secure communication. Preferably, the game and verification server cannot

forge the identity of the other.
Verification Mode

The secure storage means may be provided with a verification mode in
which the memory contents of the secure storage means may downloaded to

an external device. Preferably, in the interests of security, secret encryption

keys stored within the secure storage means are not disclosed. Crytographic
technuiques are used to ensure only an authorised party is able to initiate the
verification mode. Typically it is the server using its secret key which is
authorised, but other parties may be used whenthe secure storage meansis

provided with a secret verification key. Preferably invocation of device
verification disables the secure storage means from futher use, except for

device verification, and minimal changes are made to memory contents.
Downloaded Console Code

Traditional gaming machinesdo notallow the downloading of code
because tampered code can cheat the system. Because console security is
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solely dependent on the smartcard and encrypted communications, thenit is
perfectly reasonable to download code to the console 12 as part of the game
package. No possible code can compromise the security of the system,
except in so far as it may mislead the player into the nature of the game
being played. However, to further enhance security, code may be
authenticated with methods such as digital signatures or encryption.

It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art that numerous
variations and/or modifications may be madeto the invention as shownin

the specific embodiments without departing from the spirit or scopeof the
invention as broadly described. The present embodimentsare, therefore, to
be consideredin all respects as illustrative and notrestrictive.
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CLAIMS:

1, A method ofoperating a gaming systemincludingat least one gaming

console, the console including secure storage means andauserinterface

allowing a userto initiate a game and observe a result, the method including
the stepsof:

storing gameor gamble outcome information in the secure storage
meansforuse by the console to produce a game or gamble outcome

respectively; and

uponreceipt ofa user inputinitiating a game, producing a game
play sequence including a game and/or gamble outcomeindication
determined by the game or gamble outcome information stored in the
secure storage meansaloneor in combination with a user input.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the information stored in the secure

storage meansis a sequential list of outcome information relating to a
sequence of future gamesto be played on the console.
3. The methodof claim 2, wherein the game outcomeinformation stored

in the secure storage means, is in the form of a set ofrandom numbers
sufficient to generate an entire game outcome.
4, The methodof claim 1, wherein the information stored in the secure

storage means is a random numberseed from which outcome information
relating to a sequence of future gamesto be played on the consoleis
generated by operation of a random numbergenerator.
5. The method of claim 4, wherein the random numbergeneratoris

provided as a pseudo-random numberalgorithm.
6. The method of claim 4 or 5, wherein the game outcome information

generated by the random numbergenerator,is in the form ofa set of random
numbers sufficient to generate an entire game outcome.

7. The methodof claim 4 or 5, wherein the outcome informationis a

random numberused to determine a gamble outcome and the secure

processing meansin the console then chooses a game outcome whichwill
achieve that gamble outcome.
8. The method as claimed in claim 7, wherein the game outcome chosen

depends upon the game being played.
9. The methodas claimed in any oneof claims7 or 8, wherein the game

is chosen by the player.
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10. The methodas claimedin any oneof claims 7,8, or 9, wherein the
gameis chosen bythe console.
11. The methodas claimed in any oneof claims 7, 8, 9 or 10, wherein the

gamebeing played includesa plurality of game outcomes correspondingto
the gamble outcome corresponding to the random numberandoneof the
game outcomesis chosen bythe console.
12. The method as claimed in any one of claims 10 or 11, wherein games

or outcomes chosenby the console are chosen at random. ,
13. The methodas claimed in any one of claims 10 or 11, wherein games

or outcomes chosen bythe console are chosen sequentially.
14. The methodas claimed in any one of the preceding claims wherein the

secure storage meansis removably connectable to or readable and writable
by the console.
15. The method of claim 14, wherein the information relating to future

gaine outcomesstored in the secure storage meansis stored before the secure
storage means is connected to the console.
16. The method of claim 15, wherein the secure storage meansis a

programmable card which is preprogrammed with outcome information
before orafter acquisition by a user and is inserted into the console by the
user to produce one or more game outcomeson the respective console.
17. The method as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 16, wherein the

production of the game or gamble outcome determination is performed ina
secure processing means connectedto the secure storage means by way ofa
secure communications path.
18. The method as claimed in claim 17, wherein communications over the

secure communications path are secured by encryption.
19. The methodas claimed in claim 17, wherein communications over the

secure communications path are secured by physical security means.
20, The method as claimedin any oneof claims 17, 18 or 19, wherein the
secure processing meansis a smartcard or smartcard chip whichis
permanently fixed in the console.
21. The methodas claimed in any oneof claims 1 to 13, wherein the
secure storage meansis a smartcard or smartcard chip which is permanently
fixed in the console.

22. The method as claimedin any one of claims 1 to 20, wherein the

secure storage meansis a smartcard which is removable from the console.
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23. The method of claim 21 or 22, wherein the secure storage means

carries playeridentification and credit information.
24. The method of any one of claims 1 to 14, wherein a gaming serveris

provided andis in communication with each gaming console, the gaming
server being arranged to calculate the outcomeinformation in relation to a

game for storage in a secure storage means and to send outcomesignals to
the console in which the secure storage meansis located, the method

including the steps of:

in the gaming server, precalculating data whichpartially or
completely defines an outcomeof at least one game on one console,
and generating and sendingto the respective console a signal
indicating the precalculated data prior to a userinitiating the game
on the console;

in the console, receiving the data signal and storing the data as

part orall of the game or gambleoutcome information in the secure
storage means.

25. The method of claim 24, wherein the console, uponreceiptof the user

inputto initiate a game, generates and sendsa signal to the gaming server
indicating that the stored information has been used to determine the
respective game or gamble outcome.
26. The method of any one of claims 1 to 14, wherein a gamingserveris

provided and is in communication with each gaming console, and each
console, uponreceipt of the user input to initiate a game, generates and
sends a signal to the gamingserver indicating that the stored information has
been used to determine the respective game or gamble outcome.
27. The method as claimed in claim 24, 25 or 26, wherein the gaming

server additionally performs the function of an accounting server whereby
the accounting serveris arranged to maintain credit account information in

relation to a player playing a game on the gaming system and to send
accounting information to the console on whichthe playeris playing.
28. The method as claimedin any oneof claims 1 to 26, wherein an

accounting serveris provided and is in communication with each gaming
console, the accounting server being arranged to maintain credit account
information in relation to a player playing a game on the gaming system and
to send accounting information to the console on which the player is playing.
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29. The method of claim 27 or 28, wherein the console, upon receipt by of

the user input to initiate a game, generates and sends-data to the accounting
serverto allow the accounting server to update the players account.
30. The method of claim 24, wherein the console communicates to the

gamingserverdata to enable the gaming server to verify the game.
31. The method of any one of claims 24 to 30, wherein the console saves
data sent to each server and uponreceipt of a secure signal indicating that
the respective serverhas received the data thendeletes the data from
memory.

32. The methodof any oneofclaims 24 to 31, wherein the precalculated
data is transmitted from the gameserverto the secure storage meansin the
console and the gameverification data is transmitted by the secure storage

meansto the gameserver. ,
33. The method of claim 27, 28 or 29, wherein the accounting data is

transmitted from the serverto the secure storage meansin the console.

34. The method of claim 25 or 26, wherein the secure storage means,is not

in communication with the gaming server when the gameis played, and each
time the secure storage means is next connected to the gaming server,it will
generate and senda signalto the serverindicating the stored game outcome
information that has been used.

35. The method as claimedin any oneofclaims 24 to 34, whereinsignals
generated by the server and console to transmit game outcomesorto indicate
gaine play, are encrypted prior to beingsent.
36. The method of claim 35, wherein encrypted signals are each provided

with a piece of unique information prior to encryption suchthatdifferent
signals containing the same gameinformation are different to one another
after encryption.

37. The method as claimedin any oneof claims 24 to 36, wherein the

server includes an auditing function to check the game and/or gamble
outcome data returned from the secure device in the console.

38. The method as claimedin claim 35, 36 or 37, wherein the game

outcome calculation and the encryption and decryption of signals to and
from the gameserverare performed in the console by the smartcard.
39. The method as claimedin any oneof claims 24 to 38, wherein an
hierarchical network of gaming servers are provided with the console
connected to a low order, low security network server which performs low
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security and routine control and communication, while passing high security
signals to higher level gaming servers having highersecurity.
40. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the gameor gamble

outcome information represents a plurality of predetermined gamble
outcomes whichare stored in the secure storage means.

41. The methodas claimed in claim 40, wherein the game outcome

information is stored asalist of values representing a plurality of game
outcomes.

42. The methodas claimed in claim 41, wherein all unused values in the

secure storage means, exceptforan initial value, are hidden and playing
gamesdiscloses the values one by one.
43. The methodas claimed in claim 40, wherein the game outcome

information is stored as aninitial value representing a game outcome, and

values representing subsequent gamesare generated fromtheinitial value
using a pseudo-random numberalgorithm.
44. The method as claimed in claim 40, 41, 42 or 43, wherein the secure

storage meansis a smartcard or smartcard chip. .
45. The method as claimed in claim 44, wherein the player can redeem the

smartcard device at any time for the amountof the last disclosed value.
46. The methodas claimed in claim 45, wherein the redemption of the

value on the smartcard is carried out via secure communication between

smartcard and an accounting server.
47. The method as claimedin claim 45 or 46, wherein the last disclosed

value of the smartcard is the sum of the value of gamble outcomesfor all

games played on the smartcard.
48. The method as claimed in claim 45, 46 or 47, wherein uponinitiation

of a game byaplayer, the consoleretrieves the new value of the smartcard
device and displays an appropriate game sequence.
49. The method as claimedin claim 48, wherein the player acquires a

smartcard device with a fixed numberof values.

50. The methodas claimed in claim 49, wherein the smartcard deviceis

provided with a list of predetermined outcomes, and gameplay includes a
step in which the player makes a bet on the outcome of each game.
51. The method as claimed in claim 50, wherein for each outcome

disclosed the playerfirst makes a bet, which is written to non-volatile
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memory in the smartcard device, and the total value owedto the playeris
calculated from the wins andlosses for each bet and outcome.

52, The method as claimed claim 51, wherein the player redeems the

smartcard device for a latest value owed to the player.

53. The method as claimed in claim 52, wherein the secure storage on the

smartcard device is accessed via controlled access provided by the smartcard
device.

54. The method as claimed in claim 53, wherein the secure storage on the

smartcard is accessed via a secure communications system within the

console.

55. The method as claimed in claim 54, wherein the secure

communications system is provided by a furthersmartcard device.
56. The method as claimed in any oneof claims 40 to 55, wherein the

smartcard device is programmed with multiple functions, only one of which

is a gaming accelerator.
57, The method of claim 56, wherein the smartcard device is programmed

for use as an ID card and/ora credit card and/or a bank ATMcard.

58. The methodof claim 57, wherein the protocol to access the smartcard

device is compatible with another mode of the smartcard.
.59, The method as claimedin any oneof claims 24 to 39, wherein the

console sendsa signal to the secure storage means describingastateof a

gamebeing played to the gameto the server.
60. The method of claim 59, wherein the secure storage means encodesthe

message for transmission to the server.
61. The method of claim 59 or 60, wherein the message indicates start of

game, end of game, playerselections, gametype, or amountbet.
62. A gaming system includingat least one gaming console, the console
including secure storage means and a userinterface allowing a userto
initiate a game and observe a result, the system including:

secure storage meansfor storing game or gamble outcome
information used by the console to produce a game or gamble
outcome; and

gamecontrol meansin the console arranged to receive a user

input initiating a game and to produce a game play sequence
including a game and/or gamble outcomeindication determined by
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the game or gamble outcomeinformation stored in the secure storage
meansaloneor in combination with a userinput.

63. The system of claim 62, wherein the information stored in the secure
storage meansis a sequential list of outcome information relating to a
sequenceof future gamesto be played on the console.
64. The system of claim 63, wherein the game or gamble outcome
information stored in the secure storage means, is in the form ofa set of

random numberssufficient to generate an entire gamble outcome.
65. The system of claim 64, wherein the information stored in the secure
storage meansis a random numberseed from which outcomeinformation
relating to a sequenceof future gamesto be played on the consoleis
generated by operation of a pseudo-random numberalgorithm.
66. The system of claim 65, wherein the game outcomeinformation
generated by the pseudo-random numberalgorithm,is in the form ofa set of
random numberssufficient to generate an entire game outcome.

67. The system of claim 66, wherein the outcome information is a random
numberindicating a gamble outcome value and the console then chooses a
game outcome which will achieve that gamble outcomevalue.
68. The system as claimedin any oneof claims 62 to 67, wherein the
secure storage means is removably connectableto or readable and writable
by the console.

69. The system of claim 68, wherein the information relating to future
game outcomesstored in the secure storage means is stored before the secure
storage means is connected to the console.
70. The system of claim 69, wherein the secure storage meansis a
programmable card which is preprogrammed with outcome information
before orafter acquisition by a user andis inserted into the console by the
user to produce one or more game outcomesonthe respective console.
71. The system as claimed in any one of claims 62 to 70, wherein a secure
processing meansis provided to produce the game or gamble outcome
indication and is connected to the secure storage means by wayof a secure

communications path.

72. The system as claimed in claim 71, wherein the secure processing
meansis a smartcard or smartcard chip which is permanently fixed in the
console.
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73. The system as claimed in any one of claims 62 to 67, wherein the
secure storage meansis a smartcard or smartcard chip which is permanently
fixed in the console.

74, The system as claimed in any oneof claims 62 to 72, wherein the
secure storage meansis a smartcard or smartcard chip which is removable
from the console.

75, The system of claim 74, wherein the secure storage meanscarries

player identification and credit information.
76. The system of any oneof claims 62 to 75, wherein a gaming serveris
provided in communication with each gaming console, the serverbeing
arranged to calculate the outcome information in relation to a gamefor
storage in a secure storage means and to send gameor gamble outcome
signals to the console in which the secure storage meansis located, and the
console including receiving meansforreceiving the game or gamble outcome

signal and storing the information carried in the signal as the game or gamble
outcomeinformation in the secure storage means.

77. The system as claimed in claim 76, wherein the server includes an
auditing means for checking game and/or gamble outcomedata returned from
the secure device in the console. ;

78. The system of any one of claims 62 to 75, wherein a gaming serveris

provided in communication with each gaming console, the serverincluding
an auditing means for checking game and/or gamble outcome data returned
from the secure device in the console.

79. The system as claimedin claim 76, 77 or 78, the server and console
each includes encryption and decryption means to encode transmission of
game outcomesand/ortransmissions indicating gameplay.
80. The system as claimed in claim 77, wherein the encryption and
decryption meansin the console is a smartcard.
81. The system as claimedin any oneof claims 76 to 80, wherein an
hierarchical network of gamingservers are provided with the console
connectedto a low order, low security network server which performs low
security and routine control and communication, while passing high security
signals to higher level gaming servers having higher security.
82, The system as claimed in claim 62, wherein the game outcome
information represents a plurality of predetermined gamble outcomes which

are stored in the secure storage means.
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83. The system as claimed in claim 82, wherein the secure storage means
is a smartcard or a smartcard chip.

84. The system as claimed in claim 83, wherein the secure storage device
is arranged to keep hiddenall unused values until disclosed by playing a
respective game.

85. The system as claimed in claim 84, wherein the console is arranged to

display an appropriate game sequence in whichit retrieves, the new value of
the smartcard device uponinitiation of a game by a player.

86. The system as claimed in claim 85, wherein the smartcard deviceis

originally provided with a fixed numberofvalues.
87. The system as claimed in claim 86, wherein the smartcard device is

provided withalist of predetermined outcomes, and the console includes a
bet input meansarrangedto receive a bet on the outcomeof a game.
88. The system as claimed in claim 87, wherein a non-volatile memoryis

provided in the smartcard device for recording player bet values , and the
total value owedto the player.

89. The system as claimed in claim 88, wherein the smartcard deviceis
provided with controlled access means in communication with the secure
storage means for secure communication therewith.
90. The system as claimed in claim 88, wherein the console is provided
with a secure communications system for secure communication with the

secure storage device.
91. The system as claimed in claim 91, wherein the secure
communications system is provided by a further smartcard device.
92. The system as claimedin any one of claims 83 to 91, wherein the
smartcard device which provides the secure storage means is programmed

with multiple functions, only one of which is a gaming accelerator.
93. The system of claim 92, wherein the smartcard device which provides
the secure storage means, is programmedforuse as an ID card and/ora credit
card and/or a bank ATM card.

94. The system of claim 93, wherein the protocol to access the smartcard
device which provides the secure storage means, is compatable with another
modeof the smartcard.

95. The system as claimed in any one of claims 76 to 61, wherein the
console sendsa signalto the server via the secure storage means describing a

state of a game being played to the gameto the server.
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96. The method of claim 95, wherein the secure storage means encodes the

message for transmission to the server.
97. The method of claim 95 or 96, wherein the message indicates start of

game, end ofgame,playerselections, game type, or amountbet.
98. A secure storage meansfor use in a gaming console which includes a
user interface allowing a userto initiate a game and observea result, the
secure storage means being arranged to store game or gamble outcome
information used by the console to produce a gamble outcome.
99. The secure storage meansof claim 98, wherein the informationstored
in the secure storage meansis a sequential list of outcome information
relating to a sequence offuture games to be played on the console.
100. The secure storage meansof claim 99, wherein the game outcome
information stored in the secure storage means, is in the form ofa set of
random numberssufficient to generate an entire gamble outcome.
101. The secure storage meansof claim 100, wherein the information stored
in the secure storage means is a random numberseed from which outcome
informationrelating to a sequence of future gamesto be played on the
console is generated by operation of a pseudo-random numberalgorithm.
102. The secure storage meansof claim 101, wherein the game outcome
information generated by the pseudo-random numberalgorithm,is in the
form of a set of random numberssufficient to generate an entire game
outcome.

103. The secure storage meansof claim 101, wherein the outcome
information is a random numberindicating a gamble outcomevalue.
104. The secure storage meansas claimed in any one claims98 to 105,
wherein the secure storage meansis arranged to be removably connectable to
or readable and writable by the console.

105. The secure storage meansof claim 98, wherein the information relating
to future game outcomesstored in the secure storage meansis stored before
the secure storage meansis connected to the console.
106. The secure storage meansof claim 105, wherein the secure storage
meansis a programmable card which is preprogrammed with outcome
information before orafter acquisition by a user andis arrangedto be

‘insertable into the console by the user to produce one or more game

outcomeson the respective console.
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107. The secure storage meansas claimed in any one of claims 98 to 106,
wherein a secure processing meansis provided, and the secure storage means

is arranged to be connected to the secure processing means by way of a
secure communications path, and the secure processing meansis arranged to
provide the gamble outcome. ,
108. The secure storage meansas claimed in any one of claims 98 to 103,
wherein the secure storage means is a smartcard or smartcard chip whichis
arranged to be permanently fixed in the console.
109. The secure storage means as claimed in any oneof claims 98 to 107,

wherein the secure storage meansis a smartcard which is removable from the
console.

110. The secure storage meansofclaim 109, wherein the secure storage
meanscarries playeridentification and/or credit information.
111. The secure storage meansof any oneof claims 98 to 110, wherein the
secure storage meansis arranged to communicate with a gaming server via a

gaming console, the serverbeing arranged to calculate the game or gamble
outcome information in relation to a game for storage in the secure storage
means and to send outcomesignals to the secure storage meansvia the
console, the secure storage meansbeing arranged to receive andstore the
game or gamble outcomeinformation.
112. The secure storage meansof claim 111, wherein the game or gamble
outcome information received by the secure storage meansfrom the serveris
combined with existing information held by the secure storage meansto

generate a game or gamble outcome.
113. The secure storage meansof claim 111 or 112, wherein upon receipt by
the consoleof the user inputto initiate a game, the secure storage means

generates and sendsa signal via the console to the gaming serverindicating
that the stored information has been used to determine the respective game

or gamble outcome.
114. The secure storage meansof any one ofclaims 98 to 108, wherein the
secure storage meansis arranged to communicate with a gamingserver via a
gaming console, and uponreceipt by the console of the userinputto initiate
a game, the secure storage means generates and sends a signalvia the console
to the gamingserverindicating that the stored information has been used to
determine the respective game or gamble.
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415, The secure storage meansof claim 113 or 114, wherein the signal sent
to the gaming server includes data indicating a game played ora function
performed and the secure storgage meansstoresthe data sentto the server
until the gaming server acknowlegesreceiptof the signal.
116. The secure storage means of claim 111, 112, 113, 114 or 115, wherein
communications betweenthe gaming server and the secure storage meansis

encrypted.
117. The secure storage meansas claimed in claim 98, wherein the game
outcome information representsa plurality of predetermined gameor gamble
outcomes whichare stored in the secure storage means.

118. The secure storage meansas claimed in claim 117, wherein the secure

storage meansis a smartcard or a smartcard chip.
119. The secure storage meansas claimed in claim 118, wherein all unused
values in the secure storage means, exceptfor the initial value, are hidden
and playing gamesdiscloses the values one by one.
120. The secure storage meansas claimed in claim 119, includinga fixed
numberofinitial values.

121. The secure storage meansas claimed in claim 120, including aninitial

list of predetermined outcomes.
122. The secure storage meansas claimed in claim 121, wherein the
outcomesareinitially stored in a secure form accessible only during game
play whereby they are disclosed oneat a time as gamesare played.
123. The secure storage meansas claimed in claim 98, wherein for each
outcomedisclosed the playerfirst makes a bet, which is written to non-
volatile memory in the smartcard device, and the total value owed to the
playeris the sum of wins andlosses for each bet and outcome.
124. The secure storage meansas claimed in claim 123, wherein the secure
storage on the smartcard is accessed via a secure communications system
within the console.

125. The secure storage meansas claimed in claim 124, wherein the secure
communications system is provided by a further smartcard device.
126. The secure storage meansas claimed in any one of claims 118 to 125,
wherein the smartcard device is programmed with multiple functions, only
one of which is a gaming accelerator.
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127. The secure storage meansof claim 126, wherein the smartcard device

is programmedfor use as an ID card and/or a credit card and/or a bank ATM
card.

128. The secure storage meansof claim 127, wherein the protocol to access
the smartcard device is compatible with another modeof the smartcard.
129. A secure removable control device for use in a gaming console which

includesa user interface allowing a userto initiate a game and observe a
result, the control device being arranged to supply game or gamble outcome
information used by the console to produce a game outcome.
130. The control device of claim 129, wherein the information supplied by

the control device is a sequential list of outcome information relating to a
sequence of future gamesto be played on the console.
131. The control device of claim 130, wherein the game outcome

information supplied by the control device,is in the form of one or more
random or pseudo-random numberssufficient to generate an entire game
outcome.

132. The control device of claim 130, wherein the outcome information is a

random numberindicating a gamble outcome.

133. The control device as claimed in any one of claims 129 to 132, wherein

a secure processing meansis provided within the control device, the secure
processing means being arranged to provide the game outcome indication
134. The control device as claimed in any one of claims 129 to 132, wherein

a secure processing meansis provided, connected to the control device by
wayof a secure communications path, and the secure processing means
being arranged to provide the game outcomeindication.
135. The control device as claimed in claim 134, wherein the secure

processing means is a smartcard or smartcard chip which is permanently
fixed in the console.

136. The control device as claimed in any oneof claims 129 to 134, wherein
the control device is a smartcard or smartcard chip which is permanently
fixed in the console.

137. The control device as claimed in any one of claims 129 to 134, wherein
the control device is a smartcard which is removable from the console.

138. The control device of claim 136 or 137, wherein the control device

carries player identification and/orcredit information.
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139. The control device of any one of claims 129 to 138, wherein the control
device is arranged to communicate with a gamingserver via the gaming
console.

140. The control device of claim 139, wherein uponreceipt by the console

of the user input to initiate a game, the contro] device generates and sends a
signal via the console to the gaming server and/or an accounting server_
indicating the details of the game outcome information that has been used to
determine the respective game or gamble outcome.
141. The control device of claim 139 or 140, wherein communications

between the control device and the server is secured by encryption.

142. The control device as claimed in claim 129, wherein the game outcome

information represents a series of game or gamble outcomes whichare

supplied by the control device.
143. The control device as claimed in claim 142, wherein the control device

is a smartcard or a smartcard chip.

144, The control device as claimed in claim 143, wherein for each game

outcomethe playerfirst makes a bet, which is written to non-volatile
memory in the smartcard device, and the total value owedto the player
calculated from wins andlosses for each bet and outcome. |
145. The control device as claimed in claim 144, wherein the secure storage

on the smartcard is accessed via a secure communications system within the

console.

146. The control device as claimed in claim 145, wherein the secure

communications system is provided by a further smartcard device.
147. The control device as claimed in any one of claims 143 to 146, wherein

the smartcard device is programmed with multiple functions, only oneof

whichis a gaming accelerator.
148. The control device of claim 147, wherein the smartcard deviceis

programmedfor use as an ID card and/or a credit card and/or a bank ATM
card.

149. The control device of claim 148, wherein the protocol to access the
smartcard device is an extension of another modeof the smartcard.

150. A virtual casino system including a gaming server, a gaming console

and at least one virtual gaming machine operable via the console, each

virtual gaming machine having its own accounting, and combinations, and
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each virtual machine being uniquely identified and capable of being returned

to at any time by the player.
151. The virtual casino system of claim 150, wherein each virtual machine

is only capable of being returned to for play by the player providedit is not
in use by anotherplayer.

152. The virtual casino system of claim 150 or 151, wherein a player can

observe on the console the operation of a virtual machine while it is in use

by anotherplayer.
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(57) Abstract: A system (100) and method for connecting remote player devices (110) to regulated host gaming devices (160) ina
networkto provide remote gameplay. A host gaming device (160) is configured to provide game informationto a plurality of remote
player devices (110) to allow remote play of the host game device (160). Whether each remote player device (110) is permitted to
receive gaming data is based upon,atleast in part, the geographic location of the remote player device (110).
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CONNECTING

GAMING DEVICES TO A NETWORK FOR REMOTE PLAY

Background of the Invention

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention generally relates to electronic devices. In particular,

the invention relates to methods and systemsofinteractive gaming.

DescriptionoftheRelatedTechnology

[0002] Traditionally, the way for a gaming operator to increase revenue from

gaming devices is to increase the number of gaming devices available for play. In order for

casinos to increase the number of gaming devices available for play, casino floor space must be

added to house the additional gaming devices. The floor space allocated to house additional

gaming devices must meet specific criteria as defined by the gaming authority for the jurisdiction
in which the gaming devices are to be located. Providing additional floor space is an expensive

processfor casino operators and often requires constructing new casino properties. Also, adding

gaming devicestypically requires paymentofadditional licensing fees for each additional game.

[0003] A trend in the gaming industry has been to provide Internet gaming. Internet

gaming allows players to make wagers on the outcome of casino style games similar to that

described above, except that the player does not have to be physically located in a casino to do

so. Internet players make wagers and play casino games using a personal computer and wager on

games running on computers connected to the Internet.

[0004] Morebroadly,interactive gaming is the conduct of gambling games through

the use of electronic devices. The popularity of Internet gambling sites has indicated a strong

market for remotely accessible gaming, or other interactive gaming. Regulated casino operators

strongly desire to provide interactive gaming while capitalizing on existing infrastructure. Thus

there is a need for improved electronic devices that support regulated remote gaming.

Summary of the Invention

[0005] The system of the present invention has several aspects, no single one of

which is solely responsible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the scope of this

invention as expressed by the claims which follow, its more prominent features will now be

discussed briefly. After considering this discussion, and particularly after reading the section

entitled “Detailed Description of the Invention” one will understand how the features of this

invention provide advantages which include providing remote gaming in regulated environment.

-l-
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[0006] A gaming system and method of using the sameto allow a host gaming device

to be played from remote player devices to allow casino operators to obtain maximum advantage

from their gaming licenses.

{0007] Moreparticularly, in one embodiment gaming system may comprise a data

network, a host gaming device connected to the data network, the gaming device configured to

execute at least one game and a plurality of remote player devices connected to the data network.

Each of the remote player devices is configured to receive game information provided by the host

gaming device. Whether each remote player device is permitted to receive gaming data may be

based upon,at least in part, the geographic location of the remote player device.

[0008] The host gaming device may be configured to allow no more than a

predetermined number of remote player devices to concurrently receive game information provided

by the host gaming device during the gaming session. This predetermined number may be

determined by a gaming agency.

[0009] In another embodiment of a gaming system, at least one of the plurality of

remote player devices may be permitted to receive game data based upon, at least in part, the

geographic location of the remote player device, an age of a user of the remote player device.

[0010] A gaming system according to the invention may also include a central gaming

controller configured to record gaming transactions on the host gaming device and on each remote
gaming device. |

[0011] The data network may be, in part, the Internet, and be comprised of one’ot

more logical segment, which may include closed-loop networks. The host gaming device may be

configured to identify the geographic location of a remote player device based, at least in part,on
logical segment corresponding to the remote player device. A mobile communications network, or

a GPS device mayalso allow identification of the geographic location of the remote player device.

[0012] The host gaming device maybe in a location approved by a gaming agency and

include at least one game control configured to provide local use. This game control may be

disabled when the host gaming device is providing game information to a remote player device. A

host gaming device may also be configured to save an encrypted gamestate allowing a gameto be
resumed following a device or networkfailure.

[0013] A remote player device may be coupled to a credential device configured to

receive information relating to a user of the remote player device. The information relating toa

user may include the age of the user, or a password that is input by the user. The credential device
is a smart card reader, a biometric device such as a fingerprint reader, or any type of input device.
The credentials may be verified against information, such as age, password, or fingerprint in a

database configured to provide information associated with each of a plurality of users of the
gamingsystem. oo

-2.
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(0014) In another embodiment, a gaming system may be comprised of a means for

executing at least one game, the game providing game information during its execution, a local

access means provides local access to the game information for a user in a location approved by a

gaming agency, player means for receiving game information, presenting the game information to a

user and providing at least one game control, a means for providing the game information over-a

data network to a predetermined numberof receiving means, means for determining the location of

the receiving means, and meansfor disabling the local access means. Other similar embodiments

may also be comprised of means for creating an auditable record of gaming transactions on the

playing means and on the gaming means.

[0015] Another embodiment of a gaming system, in addition to the features of the

embodiments discussed above, may also include customized promotional messages to players of

gaming devices.

[0016] On a remote player device, an embodiment of a method of remotely accessing

a host gaming device may include: establishing access to the host gaming device through a data

network, receiving gaming related information from the host gaming device through the data

network, presenting the gaming related information to a player, receiving at least one control signal
from the player, sending the control signal to the host gaming device through the data network, and

disabling local use of the host gaming device. In one embodiment, the method may also include
recording each gamingtransaction occurring on the remote player device. Another embodimentof

the method may include providing a geographic location of the remote player device. In another
embodimentof the method,the age of the user of the remote player device is also provided. ae

[0017] On a host gaming device, an embodiment of a method of providing remote
access, including: verifying the geographic location of a remote player device, establishing a

gaming session on a host gaming device from a remote player device through a data network,
receiving at least one control signal from the remote player device through the data network, and

sending gaming related information from the gaming device through the data network. One

embodimentof a method may also include recording each gamingtransaction occurring on the host
gaming device,

[0018] In order to provide tolerance for failures of system components, a method of
resuming an interrupted gaming session on a gaming device is provided. One embodiment of a
method may include generating a gaming state of the gamingsession on the first gaming device,
encrypting the gamingstate, transporting the encrypted gamingstate from the gaming device. The
method may also include the converse: transporting the encrypted gaming state from the first

gaming device to a second gaming device, decrypting the gaming state on the second gaming
device; and loading the gamestate into a second gaming device to resume the gamingsession.

3-
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[0019} Axi embodiment of a gaming system which provides for resuming interrupted

gaming sessions across a data network. The system may include a first host gaming device

connected to the data network, the gaming device configured to execute at least one game, generate

a gaming state based on execution of at least one game, encrypt the gaming state, and send the

encrypted gaming state over the data network. A second host gaming device may be connected to

the data network, the second gaming device configured to receive the encrypted gamingstate over
the data network, decrypt the gaming state, and resume executing at least one game from the
gaming state. A plurality of remote player devices, configured to receive game information

provided by the host gaming device, may be connected to the data network. The gamingstate may
include user payment or credit information, and game jackpot or payout information.

{0020] Another embodiment of a gaming system providing resumption of interrupted
gaming sessions may include means for executing at least one game, means for generating a

gaming state based on execution of at least one game, means for encrypting the gamingstate, and

means for sending the encrypted gaming state. The system may also include meansfor receiving

the encrypted gaming state, means for decrypting the gaming state and means for resuming

executing at least one game from the gamingstate.

(0021) To enable gaming regulatory compliance, methods authenticating gaming

system users are also provide. An embodiment of a method of authenticating a user of a host

gaming device may include receiving a security certificate from the smart card, sending the security

certificate from the gaming device to an authenticator device, receiving an authentication reply
from the authenticator, and playing a gamein response to the authenticationreply. -

[0022] An embodiment of the method may also include presenting the security
certificate from the gaming deviceto a certificate authority for authentication over a data network.

[0023] An embodimentof a method of authenticating a user of a remote player device

for playing a host gaming device may includereceiving an indicia of identity for a user, sending the
indicia of identity to an authenticator device, receiving an authentication reply from the
authenticator device, and authorizing use of a host gaming device based on the indicia of identity.

The indicia of identity for a user may be provided by a biometric device, a smart card, or a
password provided by the user. .

[0024] Another embodiment of a gaming system provides authentication of users.

The system may include a data network, a host gaming device interfaced to the data network, a

plurality of remote player devices interfaced to the data network, and a security device configured

to provide player credentials to at least one remote player device. The each of the remote player

devices may be configured to receive game information provided by the host gaming device. The

host gaming device may provide gameinformation to a predetermined number of permitted remote
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player devices. Whether a remoteplayer device is permitted to receive gaming information may be

based upon, at least in part, on player credentials provided by the security device.

[0025] In one embodiment, a method of remotely accessing a gaming device provides

for creating records of gaming transactions on both host gaming devices and remote player devices

sufficient to provide an auditable record for a gaming authority in the jurisdiction. The method

may includeestablishing a gaming session on a gaming device for a remote player device through a

data network, sending gaming related information from the gaming device through the data

network, receiving at least one control signal from the remote player device through the data

network, creating an auditable gaming session record representing each gaming transaction of a

gaming session on the host gaming device and on the remote gaming device. In addition, the

record maybesent to a third party, such as a gaming authority, through the data network.

[0026] In another embodiment of a gaming system, the gaming system includes a

network comprised of a pluralityof logical segments. A security policy controls the flow of data

between logical segments. A host gaming device may be connected to the data network, the

gaming device configured to execute at least one game. A plurality of remote player devices may

be connected to the data network. The plurality of remote player devices are each configured to -

receive game information provided by the host gaming device, and to control a gaming session

established on the gaming device, subject to the security policy. The security policy may be based,

at least in part, on the geographic location of a logical segment.

[0027] One embodiment of the gaming system may include a promotional message

server to deliver customized promotional messages to users of the gaming system. In this

embodiment, a gaming system may include a data network, a promotional message server

configured to provide customized promotional messages. Each message may be customized with

information associated with a user of the gaming system. In addition, a gaming system may
include a host gaming device interfaced to the data network, and a plurality of remote player
devices interfaced to the data network. Theplurality of remote player devices are each configured

to receive game information provided by the host gaming device and to receive and present
promotional messages.

[0028] In another embodiment, a gaming system may include a means for data
communication, means for executing at least one game, meansfor providing game information over

the data network to a predetermined numberof receiving means, a plurality of means for receiving

game information over the data communication means. Each means for receiving game

information may be coupled to a meansfor receiving customized promotional messages. A gaming

system mayalso include a means for presenting promotional messages in conjunction with gaming
data.
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(0029) A related method of displaying information on a remote player device is also’

provided. The method may include receiving a promotional message on a remote player device,

presenting the promotional message in conjunction with gaming information for an amountof timé;

and removing the promotional message from the remote player device. Information in the

promotional message may be used to calculate the amount of time to present the promotional

message.

[0030] A remote player interface of a gaming system may have a number of

embodiments. In one embodiment of a gaming system, the gaming system includes data network, a

host gaming device interfaced to the data network, and at least one remote player device interfaced

to the data network. The remote player device is configured to receive game information provided

by the host gaming device. The remote player interface of the gaming system mayinclude a video

display device in communication with the remote player device and a remote control device in

communication with the remote player device. The remote control device is configured to control

operation of a game.

[0031] An embodiment of method of remotely accessing a gaming device may inchide
establishing a gaming session on the host gaming device from a remote player device througha

data network, receiving gamingrelated information from the host gaming device through the data
network, presenting gaming related information to a player via a video display device, receivingat
least one control signal generated by a remote control device for controlling the gaming session,
and sending the control signal to the host gaming device through the data network.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0032] FIG.1 depicts a simplified block diagram of a gaming system according to one

embodimentofthe invention.

[0033] FIG.2 depicts a simplified block diagram of system elementsrelating to a host

gaming device of FIG.1 according to one embodimentofthe invention.

[0034] FIG, 3 depicts a simplified block diagram of system elements relating to a

remote player device of FIG, 1 according to one embodimentofthe invention.

[0035] FIG. 4 is a flowchart depicting the sequence of events for acknowledging

command messagesin a gaming system as embodied in FIG.1. _
[0036] FIG. 5 is a flowchart depicting the sequence of events for establishing:a

remote gaming session, playing a game, and terminating the remote gaming session in a gaming

system as embodied in FIG.1.

[0037] FIG.6 is a flowchart depicting the sequence of events for transferring funds

from a player’s source offunds in the gaming system of FIG.1.
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[0038] FIG. 7 is a flowchart depicting the sequence of events for a host gaming

device of FIG.2 to connect to a network using security certificates and a certificate authority. -
(0039} FIG.8 is a flowchart depicting the sequence of events for a gaming device of

FIG. 2 to build and deliver an encrypted block of data representing the complete state of the

gamingdevice.

{0040} FIG.9 is a flowchart depicting the sequenceof events for retrieving a block of
data representing the state of a gaming device from a database and loading the block into a gaming
device as performed by a gaming system embodimentas in FIG.1.

[0041] FIG. 10 is a more detailed block diagram of a gaming system as depicted in

FIG.1.

[0042] FIG. 11is a detailed block network diagram ofa portion of a gaming system

as depicted in FIG. 10.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment

[0043) The following detailed description is directed to certain specific embodiments

of the invention. However, the invention can be embodied in a multitude of different ways as

defined and covered bythe claims. In this description, reference is made to the drawings wherein

like parts are designated with like numerals throughout. -
[0044] In a traditional casino environment, gaming devices are generally located on a

gaming floor. Gaming devices are subject to regulation by gaming regulatory agencies,
Regulations may limit the locations where gaming devices may be placed and by limit usersof
gaming devices to those of legal age to gamble in the respective jurisdiction. Regulatory agencies

for a given jurisdiction may also limit the number of licensed gaming devices provided to a

licensee. Where gaming devices are physically located on a casino gaming floor, verification of

whether a device is being usedin its licensed location within the jurisdiction may be determined by

physical inspection of the gaming floor. Further, monitoring of the gaming floor in casinos ensures

that players are of legal age as set by the jurisdiction.

[0045] An embodiment of a gaming system according to the present invention allows

a licensed host gaming device to be used by one or more remote player devices geographically
separated from the host gaming device, but still located within the jurisdiction of a gaming
authority. FIG. 1 depicts a simplified block diagram of an embodiment of a gaming system 100
according to the invention. One or more host gaming devices 160, 161, 162 are licensed gaming

devices. Although three host gaming devices are shown on FIG. 1, the gaming system 100 may

employ any number of host gaming devices ranging from one to thousands. For convenience of
discussion, set forth below is a description ofcertain aspects of the host gaming device 160. It is to
be appreciated that the other gaming devices may contain the following or different aspects.

7.
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[0046] A host gaming device may be any device, comprised of electronic, mechanical,

or a combination of electronic and mechanical components, which is used for gaming and which

affects the result of a wager by determining win or loss. A host gaming device 160 is connected to

a data network 150. In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 1, the data network of gaming system 100

is comprised of three logical segments. Gaming network 150 connects each host gaming device

160 and related elements such as the database 170 and central gaming controller 180. Remote

network 120 connects remote player devices 110, 111, 112 to the system. Backbone network 140

provides interconnection between the gaming network 150 and the remote network 120.

[0047] The database 170 may be computer server running database software, or any

other commercially available database solution. In one embodiment, as depicted, the database 170,

is a casino database. In other embodiments, the database may also contain other data related, or

unrelated to the casino operation.

[0048] Remote network 120 connects remote player devices 110, 111, 112 to the

system. Each remote player device 110 allows a user to play a game executing on a host gaming

device 160. For convenience of discussion, set forth below is a description of certain aspects of the

remote player device 110. It is to be appreciated that the other remote player devices may contain

the following or different aspects. Although three remote player devices are shown on FIG.1, the

gaming system 100 may employ any number of remote player devices ranging from one to

thousands. -

[0049] The remote network 120 may be any form of computer network, as discussed
below. In one particular embodiment, the remote network 120 is part of a network provided by a

cable television system. FIG. 10 depicts an embodiment of a gaming system where the remote

network 120 is provided through a digital home communications terminal (DHCT) 1000, such as a

set-top box. , .

[0050] Each host gaming device 160 may be located in any location approved by a

gaming agency, such as a casino gaming floor. A host gaming device 160 provides a legally

regulated random number generator. Once generation of random number has been performed, a

game result is determined. Any further interaction through the game’s user interface is for the

benefit of a user. For example, in one embodiment of a gaming system, the host gaming device

may be a slot machine. After payment is made, through a coin, token, credit device,etc, the player

pulls a lever arm to execute play. In a mechanical game, for example, a slot machine, a gameresult

may be determined by the interaction of spinning wheels. In a host gaming device 160 of an

embodiment of the present invention, however, pulling the arm triggers generation of a random

number which determines the game result. Thus any spinning wheelsorits electronic equivalent is
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purely for entertainment ofthe user. A host gaming device 160 plays at least one game of chance,

including, but not limited to, Slots, Blackjack, Poker, Keno, Bingo, or Lotteries.

[0051] FIG.2 depicts a more detailed block diagram of an embodiment of a gaming

system 100 showing additional gaming system elements coupled to the host gaming device 160.

The host gaming device 160 may include local controls 220 such as an arm. The host gaming

device 160 may have a display 210 to present the results of a game to a user. Further, the gaming

device 160 may have a smart card reader 280. Functions of the smart card reader 280 may include

receiving payment for a game, or identifying a user for promotional or loyalty programs. A

biometric identity device 290, such as a fingerprint scanner, may be used for similar functions by
the gaming system.

[0052] Networks 120, 140, 150 may include any type of electronically connected:

group of computers including, for instance, the following networks: Internet, Intranet, Local Area

Networks (LAN) or Wide Area Networks (WAN). In addition, the connectivity to the network

may be, for example, remote modem, Ethemet (IEEE 802.3), Token Ring (IEEE 802.5), Fiber

Distributed Datalink Interface (FDDI) Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), Wireless Ethernet

(IEEE 802.11), or Bluetooth (EEE 802.15.1). Note that computing devices may be desktop, server,

portable, hand-held, set-top, or any other desired type of configuration. As used herein, the network

includes network variations such as the public Internet, a private network within the Internet, a secure

network within the Internet, a private network, a public network, a value-added network, an intranet,

and the like. In embodiments of the present invention where the Internet is the backbone network

140, gaming network 150 and remote network 120 may form a virtual private network (VPN)

transported over the Internet.

[0053] In preferred embodiments, the remote network 120 may be a closed-loop

network, such as the cable network depicted in FIG. 10. A closed-loop network 120 may have a

limited geographic scope which allows the geographic location of a remote player device 110 to be

identified. For example, a given cable network may be limited to a specific hotel. Each hotel room

may be provided with a remote player device 110 which may then be identified with that location.

In other embodiments, the remote network 120 may be a mobile telephone network whichis
capable of identifyinga caller’s geographic location. .

[0054] As depicted in the simplified block diagram of FIG. 3, a remote player

interface 300 may comprise a remote player device 110, a display 310 for presenting game

information and a control 320 to provide user game control for the remote player device 160. In

one embodiment, a remote playerinterface 110 may also comprise a remote control 395 to provide
game controls. In preferred embodiments of the remote control, the connection 394 between the

remote control 395 and the remote player device 160 may be any type of wireless connection,
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including infra-red based protocols, or a RF wireless protocol such as Bluetooth (802.15.1), The
remote control 395 may also be connected to the remote player device 160 through a wired

connection such as Universal Serial Bus (USB), serial, or equivalent connection. The remote

control 395 may also include controls customized for gaming. A handheld computer may also
comprise a remote control 395. |

{0055} The display 310 may be a television, a personal computer, or a handheld

computer device. A fixed or wireless telephone handset may comprise a display 310 and controls
320 of a remote player interface. In some embodiments the controls 320 may be integrated with

display 310, as for instance, in a touch screen.

[0056] In one embodiment, the game information may be a random number which
represents the result of the game, information related to gaming device jackpots, or player credits.

In another embodiment, the gaming information may be multimedia, sound and images, including,

in one embodiment, video, representing the execution of a game. In another embodiment, game

information may also be software for execution on a remote player device 110 or on any element of

a remote player interface 300, such as a remote control 395, which interactively presents the game
through the remote player interface 300. /

[0057] To enable regulatory conformance of the gaming system, gaming device users

must be geographically within an approved jurisdiction and of legal age in the jurisdiction. In.a

regulated gaming environment, such as a gaming floor, physical control of the premises allows

enforcement of this requirement. For remote player devices 110 not operated in the regulated

gaming environment of a gamingfloor, the age of the user of a remote player device 110 must be

verified before game information is provided by a host gaming device 160. Credentials may be

received from a user using a variety of security devices and compared to records, such as ina
database 170 to confirm identity and thus age ofthe user.

[0058] To ensure compliance with regulatory requirements, a gaming system 100 may

identify the geographic location of a remote player device 110. As discussed above, a network 120

may be a closed-loop network 120 whose devices are thereby identified in geographic location by

the location of that network. Other embodiments may employ a GPS system on the remote player

device 110 to provide the geographic location of the device 110. In other embodiments, the remote

network 120 may be a mobile communications network which provides the geographic location of

network clients, such as a remote player device 110.

[0059] In one embodiment, a security device may be a smart card reader 380 that is
coupled to the remote player device 110. In embodiments using a smart card reader, a user inserts
a smart card into the reader which provides credentials sufficient to verify the age of the user. In
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one such embodiment, indicia present on the smart card reader are compared to recordsin a casino

database 170 to verify the age of the user.

[0060] In other embodiments, a remote player device 110 may be coupled to a

biometric identity device 390, such as a fingerprint scanner. In one embodiment, information.

received from the biometric identity device 390 may be compared to records in a casino database.

170 to verify the age of the user. In other embodiments a biometric identity device 390 may be

retinal scanneror facial recognition device.

(0061) In some embodiments, the controls 320 may include an input device (not

pictured in FIG. 3) coupled to a remote player device 110 to receive a password or PIN as.a

security device. The password or PIN may be comparedto information, such as records in a casino
database 170 to verify the identity, and thus the age, of the remote player device user. For

example, the input device may be a keyboard, rollerball, pen and stylus, mouse, or voice

recognition system. The input device may also be a touch screen associated with an output device.

The user may respond to prompts on the display by touching the screen. The user may enter

textual or graphic information through the input device. The controls 320 may be coupled to a

display 310 in the form of a personal computer, a television, a television with a set-top box, a

handheld computer, or a telephone, fixed or mobile, handset. ,
[0062] Embodiments of a remote player device 110 may be a television, a cable

interactive set-top box, a remote control, a personal computer, or a mobile or fixed telephone

handset. Another embodiment may comprise a handheld computer coupled to a fixed or preferably

wireless network. Also, a host gaming device 160 may also be a remote player device 110.

{0063] In one embodiment, a remote gaming device 110 may be in a location

approved by a gaming agency with controls 320 and display 310 which match the appearance of a

stand-alone gaming device. For example, a remote gaming device 110 may be appear to be a slot

machine with an arm control 320, a mechanical or electronic “slots” display 310. In other

embodiments, remote gaming devices 110, regardless of location, may have controls and displays

which match the appearance of a host gaming device 160. This may include control devices

coupled to personal computers or set-top boxes which may be customized for one or more games.

[0064] Indicia of identity and age received from a smart card reader 380, biometric

identity device 390, or user entry of a password may also be compared to records stored on the

remote player device 110. For example, a remote player device 110 in a hotel room may be

programmed by hotel staff to store identification information for eligible guests in the room
containing the gaming device without the identification information being included in the casifio
database 170. In these embodiments, access to the remote player device thus mayitself bean

indicium of legal age to the central gaming controller 180 or host gaming device 160.
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[0065] A central gaming controller 180 may manage the interaction of remote player

devices and host gaming devices. The central gaming controller 180 may comprise one or more

server computers or may be integrated with a host gaming device. In the embodiment depicted in

FIG. 10, the application server 1027 and request processing servers 1023 comprise the central

gaming controller 180.

[0066] One embodimentof a gaming system 100 comprises a single remote player on

a remote player device 110 establishing a gaming session on a host gaming device 160 with no

local player using the host gaming device 160. In this embodiment, the local controls 220 of a host

gaming device 160 become disabled for local play during the remote gaming session.

Correspondingly, a host gaming device 160 in this embodiment also becomes unavailable for

remote play while a player uses the local controls 220 to use the host gaming device 160.

[0067] Another embodiment comprises a single player using the local controls 220 of

a host gaming device 160 and a single remote player on remote player device 110 concurrently.

Thus in this embodiment, the local game controls 220 on the host gaming device 160 are not

disabled during the remote gamingsession.

[0068] Another embodiment of the gaming system 100 comprises a single local player

of the host gaming device 160 and multiple remote players on a plurality of remote player devices

110 having concurrent gaming sessions. A similar embodiment comprises multiple concurrent

remote players and no local players on the host gaming device 160 because the local controls 220

may be disabled during the remote gaming sessions.

[0069] Another embodiment of a gaming system 100 comprises one or more remote

player devices 110 which are physically located in a location approved by a gaming agency and

networked to a host gaming device 160 that hosts both local and remote player sessions. Players

physically located in the casino may occupy a remote player device 110 and play the games
provided by the host gaming device 160. Concurrently, gaming sessions to one or more remote

player devices 110 physically located outside the casino may be provided. Thus, in this
embodiment, players may concurrently play using the host gaming device 160, a physically remote

player device 110, or a remote player device 110 in a location approved by a gaming agency.

[0070] Another embodiment of the invention comprises one or more remote player

devices 110, physically located in a location approved by a gaming agency andat least one host

gaming device 160. In this embodiment, player sessions may only be established on a host gaming
device 160 from a remote player device 110 if that remote player device 110 is physically located

in a location approved by a gaming agency, such as a casino gaming floor. Players may also play

the host gaming device 160 using local controls 220 concurrently with remote player sessions.
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Thus, in this embodiment, players may concurrently play using the host gaming device 160, or a

remote player device 110that is located in a location approved by a gaming agency.

[0071] In each of the above disclosed embodiments, the remote player devices 110
that may concurrently receive game information from a host gaming device 160 may belimited to a

predetermined numberthat is determined by a regulatory gaming agency for the jurisdiction.

[0072] A remote player device 110 that is physically located in the casino in a
location approved by a gaming agency, such as a casino gaming floor, may differ from a remote

player device physically located outside the casino floor. In one embodiment, a remote player

device 110 located in a location approved by a gaming agency resembles the appearance of a stand-

alone gaming device and may thus be similar in appearance and operation to the host gaming

device 160.

[0073) In one embodiment, a remote player device 110 requests game data from the

host gaming device 160 by sending a request for a game to a central gaming controller 180. The
central gaming controller 180 then transmits the request for a game to the host gaming device 160.

The host gaming device 160 receives the request and provides game data to the central gaming

controller 180 that passes to the remote player device 110. That information is then translated into

a game by the remote player device 110 and displayed or performed to the player. The remote
player device 110 may contain on-board hardware and software that may be required to present a

game. The regulated portion of hardware and software required to execute a game, such as a

random numbergenerator, is on the host gaming device 160 and the information transmitted to the

remote player device 110 each time a game is requested.

[0074] Gaming devices according to an embodiment of the invention may use mixed-

protocol delivery systems for game content and game results. Game information and results

comprising image and sound data may be delivered by packet based network protocols such as IP

datagrams, by connection-oriented network protocols, or by a combination of both. Streaming

media protocols may also be employed. During a given gaming session, these communication
methods may be used interchangeably or concurrently. -

[0075] In one embodiment, communication over the data networks 120, 140, or 150,
may use IP datagrams to package image and sound data comprising a host gaming deviceinterface

and display, encrypts it, and delivers it to the remote player device. ”

[0076] Internet Protocol (IP) is a network layer protocol used by many corporations,

governments, and the Internet worldwide. JP is a connectionless network layer protocol that

performs addressing, routing and control functions for transmitting and receiving datagramsover a
network. The network layer routes packets from source to destination. An IP datagram is a data

packet comprising a header part and a data part. The header part includes a fixed-length header
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segment and a variable-length optional segment. The data part includes the information being

transmitted over the network. As a connectionless protocol, IP does not require a predefined path

associated with a logical network connection. Hence, IP does not control data path usage. If a

network device or line becomes unavailable, IP provides the mechanism needed to route datagrams

around the affected area.

[0077] The remote player interacts with a game through a remote player interface 300.
A remote player device 110 may send commands back to the central gaming controller 180 as, in

one embodiment, IP datagrams. The IP datagramsare interpreted by the central gaming controller

180 and used to proxy user interface interaction between the gaming device and the remote player.

Gameresults may also be packaged as JP datagrams and delivered to the remote player through this

method.

(0078) Alternative embodiments may use connection-oriented protocols such as TCP,

or a combination of connection oriented protocols and connectionless packet protocols such as IP.

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is a transport layer protocol used to provide a reliable,

connection-oriented, transport layer link among computer systems. The network layer provides

services to the transport layer. Using a two-way handshaking scheme, TCP provides the

mechanism for establishing, maintaining, and terminating logical connections among computer

systems. TCP transport layer uses IPas its network layer protocol. Additionally, TCP provides

protocol ports to distinguish multiple programs executing on a single device by including the

destination and source port number with each message. TCP performs functions such as

transmission of byte streams, data flow definitions, data acknowledgments, lost or corrupt data re-"

transmissions, and multiplexing multiple connections through a single network connection.

Finally, TCP is responsible for encapsulating information into a datagram structure.

[0079] Static content comprising the game interface or other elements of the game
may be delivered to the remote player device 110 and stored on the remote player device. This

delivery of content may use a mixed-protocol as described above. A static image may be a fixed

image or an animation activated by the remote control device. Such images may further be

overlaid with additional game content such as images and sound that is delivered dynamically

during gameplay.

[0080] In an embodiment of the invention, a central gaming controller 180 converts
image and sound data comprising the gaming device interface and display from the remote machine

into a data stream (for example but not limited to MPEG-2), encrypts it, and delivers it to the
remote player device 110. The remote player interacts with the game using the remote player

interface 300 to send commands back to the central gaming controller as IP datagrams. The IP
datagrams may beinterpreted by the central gaming controller 180 and used to proxy user interface
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interaction between the gaming device 160 and the remote player device 110. Game results may

also be packaged as a data stream and delivered to the remote player through this method.

[0081] FIG.4 is a flowchart depicting a method employed when a command message

is acknowledged by a central gaming controller 180 according to one embodiment of a gaming

system 100. Depending on the embodiment, additional steps may be added, others removed, steps

merged, or the order of the steps rearranged. Note that in some embodiments, not all messages

received by the central gaming controller 180 need be acknowledged. Starting at step 401, a
command messageis sent to the central gaming controller 180 by a host on the network. The host

may be remote player device 110 used for remote play, or other authorized network devices. Next,

at step 405, a qualified request message is received by the central gaming controller 180. Moving

to step 410, the message is then recorded in a database. The database may be a casino database
170. Proceeding to step 415, the message is processed and a response prepared. Next at step 420,

the response is recorded in the database. Moving to step 425, the response is sent back to the
requesting device. At step 430, a test to determine whether an acknowledgmentof the message has

been received is made. Continuingat step 435, if the timeout value has passed control continues to

step 440,if the timeout period has not expired control returns to step 430. Moving to step 440,

whether the message has not been acknowledged by the originating host is tested. If

acknowledgement has been received, control proceeds to 445, if not control proceeds to step 455.

At step 445, the message status is recorded as “RECEIVED”andthe process moves to the end

state. Returning to step 455, where the process flow continues following an unacknowledged
message, the system sends a status request message to the sending host. Next, at step 460, if the

originating device responds to the message then flow continues to step 465, otherwise control

moves to step 480. Moving to step 465, a diagnostic message is sent to query whether the

originating device is ready to receive the original message. Next at step 470, if the originating host
respondsthat it is ready to receive the original message, then control transfers to step 425 but if the

originating host fails to respond then control moves to step 480. Moving to step 480, the status of

the originating host is set to offline until such time as the originating host can respond or

reinitializes, and the process movesto theend state.

[0082] FIG.5 is a flowchart depicting a method used when a request for a remote

gaming session is received, when playing a game, and when terminating the remote gaming

session. Depending on the embodiment, additional steps may be added, others removed, steps

merged, or the order of the steps rearranged. Starting at 510, a request for a remote gaming session

is received as a request for a secured encrypted connection to the central gaming controller 180.
Included in the request are the remote players security credentials in the form of a security
certificate, for example, X.509 certificate. Next at 515, the security credentials are authenticated.
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This authentication may be performed by submitting the security certificate to a certificate

authority for authentication. Moving to 520 if the player is not authenticated, control reverts to

515. Continuing to step 525, the central gaming controller 180 establishes a secure encrypted

connection with the remote player device 110. Next, at step 530, if required the player transfers

funds to use during the remote gaming session. Continuing to step 535, the player then chooses a

host gaming device 160 to play. Next, at step 540, in one embodiment, when a host gaming device

160 is chosen for remote access play the local controls of the host gaming device 160 is disabled to

prevent local play. Moving on to step 545, a remote play session is opened on the host gaming

device 160. Continuing at step 550, after a remote gaming session is established on the host

gaming device, the central gaming controller 180 sends a message to the host gaming device 160

instructing it to displace representations of its user controls, graphics and sounds to the remote

player interface 300. The central gaming controller 180 directs the host gaming device 160

controls over the secured encrypted connection and manages the remote gaming session. Next at

step 555, the remote player may transfer funds from a player accountto the host gaming device 160

for wagering on the host gaming device 160. Moving to step 560, a wager is made. Next at, 656 a
game is played. Continuing to step 570, the central gaming controller 180 delivers the results of

the game to the remote player interface 300. Next at step 571, the remote player may repeat the

sequence from step 560. Next at step 575, if there are any credits on the host gaming device 160

when the player terminates the remote gaming session, the central gaming controller 180

automatically transfers those credits back to the players account. Moving to step 580, the central

gaming controller 180 terminates the remote gaming session with the host gaming device 160.

Continuing to step 585, the central gaming controller 180, enables local play on the host gaming

device 160, control is then transferred to the end state. .

[0083] FIG. 7 is a flowchart depicting a method for a host gaming device 160 to

become connected to a network using security certificates and a certificate authority. Depending
on the embodiment, additional steps may be added, others removed, steps merged, or the order of

the steps rearranged. Starting at 705, a host gaming device 160 starts the process of connecting to a

network aspart ofits initialization mode. Continuing to step 720, at a point during initialization,

the host gaming device 160 submits a security certificate to a certificate authority for

authentication. Moving to step 725, the certificate authority authenticates the certificate. Next at

step 730, if the certificate is authenticated control moves to step 740, otherwise control moves to

step 735. Continuing on to step 740, the host gaming device 160 is permitted onto the network and

the process movesto its end state. Returning to step 735,if the certificate is not authenticated then

a log entry is generated and the host gaming device 160 is not permitted onto the network,
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[0084] Embodiments according to the invention may also use instant messaging

and/or email messaging systems. Typical instant messaging systems permit computer users to type-

text messages and add file attachments into a host program and have the host program

automatically deliver the text through a virtual direct connection to a target computer. Public email

systems are those available for general use, as over the internet. Examples of public instant

messaging systems in use today include but are not limited to chat programs like IRC, MSN

Messenger, AOL Instant Messaging and a host of others. Private systems are restricted to a casino

or gaming system. Typical email messaging systems permit messages and file attachments to be

entered into a host program and addressed to a specific recipient on a network. These messages

may not be delivered directly to the addressee, but are sent to a storage area where the recipient

mayretrieve the message at a time of their own choosing.

[0085] Gaming devices 160 and remote player devices 110 routinely exchange

information with a central gaming controller 180 for, typically, but not limited to, account and

game tracking functions. In one embodimentof the invention, devices may send and receive data

over public and/or private email-type messaging systems. The message body of anyparticular

message may vary, using a proprietary or non-proprietary format, and may be encrypted or in.

human-readableformat. Messages may be sent at a time determined by the message originator,

typically, but not exclusively, in response to an event. The recipient of the message may be any

device capable of consuming the message. The message recipient may be responsible for checking

the prescribed message storage area for messages addressedto it. The message recipient may reply

to a reccived message or may generate a new messageto a specific recipient, a group of recipients,

or all recipients connected to the system. Remote player devices 110 may periodically check for

new messagesin the system and process them.

[0086] According to one embodimentof the invention, gaming devices 160 may send

and receive data over public and/or private instant messaging systems. The message body of any

particular message may vary, using a proprietary or non-proprietary format, and may be encrypted

or in human-readable format. Messages may be sent at a time determined by the messagé

originator,typically, but not exclusively, in response to an event. The recipient of the message may

be any device capable of consuming the message. Both the gaming device 160 and the message
recipient may queue incoming and outgoing messages. Queuing messages permits devices

involved in instant message communications to accept new messages while processing received

messages and to generate outgoing messages for delivery as system resources permit. ~

(0087] In another embodiment according to the invention, devices may send and

receive data over public and/or private email-type messaging systems. The message body of any

particular message may vary, using a proprietary or non-proprietary format, and may be encrypted

or in human-readable format. Messages may be sent at a time determined by the message
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originator, typically, but not exclusively, in response to an event. The recipient of the message may

be any device capable of consuming the message. The message recipient may be responsible for

checking the prescribed message storage area for messages addressedto it. The message recipient

may reply to a received message or may generate a newmessageto a specific recipient, a group of

recipients, or all recipients connected to the system. Gaming system devices 110 and 160 may

periodically check for new messages in the system and process them.

[0088] Embodiments according to the invention may present promotional messages

during remote play sessions. Messages sent may comprise instant messages for promotional

information, notification of events, or other pieces of information that can be communicated

electronically. Promotional messages may also include jackpot and bonus information. A

promotional message server may be used to construct and send promotional messages. In one

embodiment, a computer server, comprising a central gaming controller 180, may also comprise the

promotional message server.

[0089] A user interface may be provided to construct message templates. These

templates are then used to construct a deliverable message. Embodiments of a message template

may comprise a timeout value that indicates how long the messageis to be displayed, the frequency

with which the message displays in relationship to other scheduled messages, a limitation value

that prevents the message from being displayed too often and an expiration date after which the

message is no longer used in the system. Custom graphics and display modes may also be
specified for a message template, such as icons, animations, and various scrolling methods.

[0090] A remote player device 110 may present a promotional message for an amount

of time determined from the contents of the promotional message. The promotional message may

be presented to a user in conjunction with gaming information. The presentation may contain

icons, animations, and variousscrolling methods. In addition multimedia such as sound and video

may beutilized.

[0091] The promotional message server may also provide a dynamic data insertion

function to insert player information such as the player’s name or birthday into a message prior to

delivery. Dynamic data insertion may be accomplished through the use of specialized tags within

the message body. When encountered, the tag characters within the messageare replaced with data

from a related data source. The specific tag’s character sequence is associated with a specific

subset of the data in the data source, such as a player’s namein a data source ofplayer information.

Processing comprises reading the data source andits subsets, parsing the specialized tags from the

message template, indexing the data source and replacing the tag characters with data from the data

source to create a deliverable message for each item in the data source. This sequence continues

until all the data in the data source has been included in messages, The messages may be delivered
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as they are created or queued until all items in the data source have been used to create messages,

then all messages maybesent at the sametime.

(0092) In one embodiment, a gaming system 100 may comprise a card readerinstalled

in a gaming device 280 or remote player device 380. Promotional messages may be based on ©

information obtained about a player that is either stored on a card inserted into the card reader or

by using identifying information from the card to access the casino’s proprietary database

systems 170. .
[0093] One embodiment of the promotional message server may also provide a

dynamic grouping function in which a subset of players currently gaming is selected and collected
into a group. Casino operators may address a message template to this dynamic subset of current

players and send a specific message or messages exclusively to that subset. These messages may

be constructed using the dynamic data function. The dynamic grouping function may use criteria
specified by the casino and available in the casino’s proprietary database systems 170 andcriteria

generated by live gaming activity to establish a profile that players must meetto be selected. The

criteria may comprise loyalty points the player has eared, a player’s birthday, length of current

gaming session, or other data that is collected by the casino on players and gamingactivity.

[0094] The dynamic grouping function may be scheduled to run at time intervals

determined by the casino. Each time the interval is reached the promotional gaming server

searches for current players that meet the established criteria and builds a dynamic group then

sends the assigned message to that group of players exclusively. The gaming devices 160, remote

player device 110, card readers installed in gaming devices 280 and remote player device 380, and

casino proprietary database systems 170 may provide data to search for players that meet the

specified criteria and assemble them into a dynamic group.

[0095] In one embodiment of the invention, the casino may advertise a casino

sponsored event. The casino mayusea user interface display to construct the message and schedule

its delivery start time, duration of the message e.g. number of hours, days, weeks, or months that
the message will run, and specific values that weight the message’s delivery interval and frequency

amongst other promotional messages scheduled in the system. The style of message may also be

specified, including but not limited to flashing, scrolling, scroll direction, and the use of custom

graphics. The casino operator may also specify the criteria players must meet to receive the

message. Once the casino operator accepts the promotional message configuration, the

promotional message server may deliver the message across a network to remote player devices

110 or host gaming systems 160.

[0096] An embodiment of a gaming system 100 may provide for the electronic

transfer of funds to a gaming device for the purpose of making wagers. Whena player chooses a

gaming device 160 to play remotely, funds are electronically transferred to the gaming device and
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appear as credits on the gaming device 160. The player then uses those credits to make wagers on

game outcome. When the player is finished, the system transfers any remaining credits on the |

gaming device back to the source of fundsorto an alternate storage. Limitations on the amount of

funds transferred may be set for a minimum or maximum amount transferred, a minimum or

maximum amount transferred within a given time period, or a minimum or maximum amount

transferred for the life of the account, or a combination of any of these. The limitation may also

vary between accounts, permitting one account to have a different limitation on transfers than
another. When the limitation set is reached, further transactions are prevented until the limitation

is resolved. The limitation may be set voluntarily by the player, by the casino, or by a gaming

authority. Limitations may be set for all players within a specific jurisdiction or for selected

players only. The source of funds used by a player for remote access play may be maintained in a

database located on a computerthatis directly or indirectly connected to the casino network 150.

[0097] FIG. 6 is a flowchart depicting an embodiment of the invention whereby a

player transfers funds from a bank account to a player account for the purpose of wagering on

games. Depending on the embodiment, additional steps may be added, others removed, steps

merged, or the order of the steps rearranged. Starting at step 601, a remote player device 110

initiates an electronic funds transfer. Continuing to step 605, the central gaming controller 180

verifies the remote players banking information. Next at step 610, if the banking information is

valid, control transfers to step 620, otherwise control moves to step 615. Continuing at step 620,

the remote player device 110 prompts the player to enter the amount of the transfer. Moving to

step 615, the central gaming controller 180 verifies fimd availability. Next at step 630, if funds are

not available control moves to step 615. Otherwise, control moves to step 635, where, in a one
embodiment, the ‘central gaming controller 180 may consult a casino database 170 and determine
whether the remote players total gaming activity exceed limits placed on that activity. Next at step

640, if the limit is reached control moves to step 615. Otherwise, continuing at step 645, the

transfer is completed. Retuming to step 615, if the players banking information is not correct,

funds are not available or a transfer limit is reached, then the transaction is canceled and control

transferred to the endstate. .

[0098] An embodiment of a gaming system 100 may record the interaction between

remote players and host gaming devices 160 during remote gaming sessions for the purposeof
resuming games in-progress after a communicationsfailure. If at anytime the connection between

the remote player and a gaming device becomes unavailable, the system has a sufficient record of

player positions to restart the gameas at the time justprior to the failure. Thus an embodiment of a

gaming system may record, transfer, and reinstate on a like device an encrypted block of data

representing the precise state of a particular gaming device 160 at the time that the data block is

requested. The encrypted block of data is generated by the gaming device 160 and transferred
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using a communication protocol. The encrypted block of data may be used to continue a gamein-

progress that was interrupted by a gaming device 160 failure or other system failure. In addition,

the payer’s wagerandcredit data along with gaming payout data may be includedin the data block.

The data may also be transported to another gaming device 160 for the purpose of completing an

interrupted game or resuming a gaming session. The destination gaming device 160 receives the

encrypted block of data, decrypts it, and loads the gamestate into its own systems, allowing a game-

in-progress to complete or a game session to continue.

[0099] FIG.8 is a flowchart depicting a method for a gaming device 160 to build and

deliver an encrypted block of data representing the complete state of the gaming device.

Depending on the embodiment, additional steps may be added, others removed, steps merged, or

the order of the steps rearranged. Starting at 805, a central gaming controller 180 sends a message

to a host gaming device 160to initiate the build of the encrypted data block. Continuingto step 10,

the gaming device responds with an acknowledgement. Next, at step 815, the gaming device 160

begins the build process. When finished with the build and encryption process, at step 820, the

gaming device saves the data block to non-volatile memory in the gaming device. Continuing to

step 825, the gaming device 160 sets an indication that may be queried by the central gaming

controller 180 as to the status of the build/encryption process. Moving to step 830, the central

gaming controller 180 checks the gaming device’s status. Next at step 835, if the build/encryption

process is complete, control continues to step 840, otherwise control returns to step 830. Moving

to step 840, the central gaming controller 180 retrieves the data block fromthe gaming device 160.
Next, at step 845, when the central gaming controller 180 has retrieved the data block it saves the

data block to a database. Continuing to step 850, the central gaming controller then checks the

validity of the saved data block. If the data block is not verified then the central gaming controller

initiates another retrieval by returning control to step 840.

[0100] FIG.9 is a flowchart depicting a method for retrieving an encrypted block of

data representing the state of a gaming device from a database and loading the encrypted block into

a gaming device. Depending on the embodiment, additional steps may be added, others removed,

steps merged, or the order of the steps rearranged. Starting at step 905, the central gaming

controller 180 retrieves a saved encrypted data block from the database. Next at 910, the controller

180 verifies the integrity of the data block. Continuing to 915, if the data block is verified, control

continues to step 925,ifnot control movesto step 920. Returningto the flow of control at 925, the

central gaming controller 180 notifies a target gaming device 160 of an intent to upload the data

block. Next, at step 930, the target gaming device 160 responds with a message indicating whether

it is available for the upload. Movingto step 935, if the target device is ready control moves to
step 940, if not control is diverted to step 920. Returning back to step 940, the encrypted data
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block is uploaded to the target gaming device 160. Next at step 945, the target gaming device 160

verifies the encrypted data block. Moving on to step 950, if the data block was verified, the

gaming device moves on to step 955, if not verified, control moves to step 920. Continuing on to

step 955, the gaming device 160 initializes its state to the new state defined by the received data

block and the process moves to the end state. Returning back to step 920, which is reached on

error conditions, an error log entry is generated and the requesting process notified.

[0101] FIG. 10 is a block diagram depicting one embodiment of a gaming system
according to the present invention wherein the host gaming devices 160 are available for remote

play over a network that connects to a cable modem termination system. The cable modem

termination system 1005 is located at the head-end of a cable television provider who makes

broadband network connectivity available as a service to its customers. Cable television customers

whosubscribe to broadbandordigital television services access the remote network 120 through a

digital home communications terminal (DHCT) 1000. The remote player device 110 may be a

stand-alone cable modem or a set-top box that includes a cable modem and a digital television

broadcast decoder. The DHCT 1000 may, in some embodiments include the remote player device
110. The remote player interface 300 may be any device or combination of devices that remote

players operate to interact with the remote player device 110, for example,a television with remote

control or a personal computer. To connect to the central gaming controller 180, a remote player

uses the remote player device 110 to send messages, using, in one embodiment, IP datagrams,

through the DHCT and the cable modem termination system 1005. The cable modem termination

system 1005 uses a network router 1004 to route the IP datagrams over a network connection 140

to the central gaming controller 180. The backbone network connection 140 can be any type of

network connection such as a dedicated T1 or fiber optic over which network traffic can be

exchanged. In preferred embodiments the backbone network 140 is part of a closed loop network.

However, in other embodiments, a public network such as the Internet may form at least a portion

of the backbone network. Encryption of the data may be performed,either at the endpoints such as

remote player device 110, at a host gaming device 160, at a central gaming controller 180, over
network 120, or only over network 140.

[0102] Network traffic from the remote network 120 and backbone network 140

travels over a numberofvirtual local area networks (VLAN) configured using a multilayer network

switch 1022. Segmenting the internal network into VLANscreates security zones whereby only

permitted network traffic appears on a given VLAN.

[0103] IP datagrams are received over the backbone network 140 through network

router 1020 and firewall 1021. Network router 1020 filters IP datagrams that are not coded with

the configured port for access to the gaming network 150. If an IP datagram passes the network
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router 1020 it then must pass the firewall-1021 in order for the IP datagram to be processed by the

request processing server(s) 1023 which comprise a portion of a central gaming controller 180 in

this embodiment.

[0104] The firewall 1021 has two network interfaces 1050, 1051; the external-facing

network interface 1050 is connected to the router 1020 and the internal-facing network interface

1051 is connected to the multilayer network switch 1022. In this configuration the firewall 1021

acts as a type of network switch that may perform additional security checks on the IP datagram,

then move the datagram to the internal-facing network interface 1051 where the multilayer network

switch 1022 movesthe datagram to the VLAN where request processing server(s) 1023 are located.

{0105] Each request processing server 1023 has two network interfaces 1052, 1053,

both connected to the multilayer network switch 1022. Each network interface 1052, 1053 may be

configured on a different VLAN of the multilayer network switch 1022. The multilayer network

switch 1022 moves IP datagrams between the firewalls 1021 internal-facing network interface 1051

and the request processing server(s) 1023 external-facing network interface 1052. This
embodiment provides a layer of protection for the host gaming devices 160 in the event that the
request processing server(s) 1023 are compromised.

{0106} When an IP datagram arrives at a request processing servers 1023 external-

facing network interface 1052, the request processing server 1023 interprets the IP datagram and

issues commandsover its internal-facing network interface 1053 to the application server 1027.

The request processing server 1023 may reject invalid commands or make other determinations as

to the appropriateness of a request that prevent the request from being passed on to the application
server 1027. Likewise, the request processing server 1023 may request data from the application

server for use in building its own response to the request, which may or may not require an
acknowledgementfrom the remote player device 110 as described below.

[0107] Command messages received by the application server 1027 may be recorded
in a database using the database server 1025. The application server 1027 then executes the

command, which may include any function relevant to the operation of the host gaming device 160

and may or may not return data to the request processing server 1023 for delivery to the remote

access player. In one embodiment, the database server 1025 may comprise the casino database

170. In other embodiments the database server 1025 and the application server 1027 may comprise

the casino database 170.

[0108] Some commands mayrequire the remote player device 110 to acknowledge the

receipt of information sent from the central gaming controller 180. For commandsthat require

acknowledgement, the central gaming controller 180 queues the status of the messages that are sent

to the remote player device 110. The status of messages sent but not acknowledged is stored in a
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database as “open” using the database server 1025. When the remote player device 110 receives
the message it sends an acknowledgment message back to the central gaming controller, which in
turn marks the message in the database as “closed”; indicating that the message has reached its

destination and has been acknowledged. If the message is not acknowledged within a specified
timeout,the message is resent. FIG. 4 depicts the sequence of events for the receipt, queuing and

response loop for qualifying messages.

[0109] Recording of messages between the remote player device 110 and a host
gaming device 160 by the central gaming controller 180 allows each gameor transaction, on both

the host gaming device 160 and remote player device 110, to be recorded. This allows each host

gaming device or remote player device to be individually auditable using standard accounting

practices in the gaming jurisdiction where the game is located. In one embodiment, a third party,

‘such as a gaming authority may be sent the records of games and transactions online by the gaming
system 100.

{0110} Whenthe application server 1027 receives a command request that requires

communication with gaming devices 160, 161, 162 it connects to those devices using terminal
server 1035. Terminal server 1035 provides Ethernet connectivity to the RS232 serial interface

1054 of the game. Through that interface the remote player device 110 communicates to the
gaming devices 160, 161, 162 using a communications protocol supplied by the gaming machine
manufacturer. The protocol includes commands that permit the remote operation of the gaming

devices 160, 161, 162 and the reporting of game results so that the application server 1027 can

control remote play.

[0111] FIG. 11 depicts a more detailed network diagram of one embodiment of
network 150 and elements of a gaming system 100 connected to network 150. This includes a host

gaming device 160, and a database 160. As in the embodiment of FIG. 10, a central gaming

controller 180 may be comprised of request processing servers 1027 and an application server 1023

connected to one or more VLANsofnetwork 150.

[0112] While the above detailed description has shown, described, and pointed

out novel features of the invention as applied to various embodiments, it will be understood that

various omissions, substitutions, and changes in the form and details of the device or process
illustrated may be made by those skilled in the art without departing from the spirit of the

invention. The scope of the invention is indicated by the appended claims rather than by the

foregoing description. All changes which come within the meaning and range of equivalency of

the claims are to be embraced within their scope.
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WHATIS CLAIMED IS:

1, A gaming system comprising:

a data network, wherein the data network is comprised of at least one logical
segment, wherein at least one logical segment is 2 closed-loop network;

a host gaming device connected to the data network, the gaming device configured

to execute at least one game wherein the host gaming device in a location approved by a

gaming agency;

a plurality of remote player devices connected to the closed-loop network; and

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device and on each ofthe plurality of remote player

devices,

wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device, and

wherein the host gaming device is configured to provide game information to a

predetermined numberofpermitted remote player devices.

2. A gaming system comprising:

a data network;

a host gaming device connected to the data network, the gaming device configured

to execute at least one game; and

a plurality of remote player devices connected to the data network,

wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device,

wherein the host gaming device is configured to provide game information to a

predetermined numberofpermitted remote player devices, and

wherein at least one of the plurality of remote player devices is permitted based

upon,at least in part, the geographic location of the remote player device.

3. The system of Claim 2, wherein the predetermined number is determined by a

gaming agency.

4. The system of Claim 2, wherein at least one of the plurality of remote player

devices is permitted based upon,at least in part, an age of a user of the remote player device.

5. The system of Claim 2, wherein the data networkis, at least in part, the Internet.

6. The system of Claim 2, wherein the data network is comprised of at least one
logical segment. |

7. The system of Claim 6, wherein at least one logical segment is a closed-loop
network.
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8. The system of Claim 6, wherein the host gaming device is configured to identify

the geographic location of a remote player device based, at least in part, on a logical segment

correspondingto the remote player device.

9. The system of Claim 2, wherein the host gaming device is configured to identify

the geographic location of a remote player device based, at least in part, on information provided

by a mobile communications network.

10. The system of Claim 2, wherein the host gaming device is configured to identify

the geographic location of a remote player device based, at least in part, on information provided

by a GPS device.

11. The system of Claim 2, wherein the data network is, at least in part, the casino
intranet.

12. The system of Claim 2, wherein the data network is, at least in part, the hotel

intranet.

13. The system of Claim 2, wherein the data network is, at least in part, a wireless

network.

14. The system of Claim 2, wherein the host gaming device is in a location approved

by a gaming agency.

15. The system of Claim 2, wherein the host gaming device includes at least one game

control configured to provide local use.

16. The system of Claim 15, wherein the host gaming device is configured to disable

local use when the host gaming device is providing game information to a remote player device. .

17, The system of Claim 2, wherein each of the remote player devices is in a location

approved by a gaming agency.

18. The system of Claim 2, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device. .

19. The system of Claim 2, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on each ofthe plurality of remote player devices.

20. The system of Claim 2, wherein the gaming information is, at least in part,

software.

21. The system of Claim 2, wherein at least one remote player device is coupled to a

credential device configured to receive informationrelating to a user of the remote player device.

22. The system of Claim 21, wherein the information relating to the user is an age of
the user.
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23. The system of Claim-21, wherein the information relating to a user is a password

that is input by the user.

24, The system of Claim 21, wherein the credential device is an input device

configured to receive a password from the user.

25. The system of Claim 21, wherein the credential device is a smart card reader.

26. The system of Claim 21, wherein the credential device is a biometric device.

27. The system of Claim 28, wherein the biometric deviceis a fingerprint reader.

28. The system of Claim 21, further comprising: a database configured to provide

information associated with eachof a plurality of users of the gaming system.

29. The system of Claim 28, wherein the information associated with a user includes a

password.

30. The system of Claim 28, wherein the information associated with a user includes

an age of the user.

31. The system of Claim 28, wherein the information associated with a user includes

information relating to a fingerprintof the user.

32. The system of Claim 2, wherein the host gaming device is configured to encrypt

the game information.

33. The system of Claim 2, wherein the game information is provided via a public
email system.

34, The system of Claim 2, wherein the game information is provided via a private

email system.

35, The system of Claim 2, wherein the game information is provided through a public

messaging system.

36. The system of Claim 2, wherein the game information is provided through a

private messaging system.

37. A gaming system comprising:

a data network;

a host gaming device in a location approved by a gaming agency connected to the

data network, the gaming device configured to execute at least one game; and
a plurality of remote player devices connected to the data network.

wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device, and

wherein the host gaming device is configured to disable local use of the gaming

device when providing game information to the remote player devices.
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38. The system of Claim 37, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device.

39. The system of Claim 37, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on each of the plurality of remote player devices.

40. The system of Claim 37, wherein the host gaming device is configured to allow no

more than a predetermined number of remote player devices to concurrently receive game

information provided by the host gaming device.

41. A gaming system comprising:

gaming means for executing at least one game, the game providing game

information during execution;

local access meansfor providing local access to the game information for a user in

a location approved by a gaming agency;

player means for receiving game information, presenting game information and

providing at least one game control;

means for providing the game information over a data network to a predetermined

numberofreceiving means; ,

means for determining the location of the receiving means; and

means for disabling the local access means.

42. The system of Claim 41, further comprising:

a means for creating an auditable record of gaming transactions on the gaming
means.

43. The system of Claim 41, further comprising:

a means for creating an auditable record of gaming transactions on the playing
means.

44, The system of Claim 41, wherein the predetermined number is determined by a

gaming agency.

45. The system of Claim 41, further comprising:

means for receiving information associated with a user of the gaming system.

46. The system of Claim 45, wherein the information associated with the user includes

the age ofthe user.

47. The system of Claim 45, wherein the means for receiving information associated
with a user is a smart card reader.

48. The system of Claim 45, wherein the means for receiving information associated

with a user is a biometric identity device.
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49. The system of Claim 45, wherein the means for receiving information associated

with a user is a keyboard configured to receive a password.

50. The system of Claim 45, wherein the user information includes, at least, a

credential for authentication of the user.

51, The system of Claim 50, further comprising:

means for authenticating the credential coupled to means for limiting access to the

gaming system.

52. A method of remotely accessing a host gaming device on a remote player device

comprising:

establishing access to the host gaming device from the remote player device

through a data network;

receiving gaming related information from the host gaming device through the data

network;

presenting the gaming related information to a player;

receiving at least one control signal from the player; .

sending the control signal to the host gaming device through the data network; and

disabling local use of the host gaming device.

53. The method of Claim 52, further comprising:

recording each gaming transaction occurring on the remote player device.

54. The method of Claim 52, further comprising:

providing a geographic location of the remote player device.

55. The method of Claim 52, further comprising:

providing information relating to a user of the remote player device to the gaming

device. _

56. The method of Claim 55, wherein the information relating to a user includes, at

least, the age ofthe user.

57. The method of Claim 52, further comprising:

allowing no more than a predetermined number of remote player devices to

concurrently establish a gaming session on the gaming device.

58. A methodofproviding remoteaccessto a host gaming device comprising:

verifying a geographic location of a remote player device;

establishing a gaming session on a host gaming device from a remoteplayer device

through a data network;

receiving at least one control signal from the remote player device through the data

network;
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sending gaming related information from the gaming device through the data

network;

59. The method of Claim 58, further comprising:

recording each gaming transaction occurring on the host gaming device.

60. The method of Claim 58, further comprising:

receiving information relating to a user of the remote player device on the gaming

device.

61. The method of Claim 60, wherein the information relating to a user includes, at

least, the age ofthe user.

62. The method of Claim 58, further comprising:

disabling local access to the gaming device.

63. The method of Claim 58, further comprising:

allowing no more than a predetermined number of remote player devices to

concurrently establish a gaming session on the gaming device.

64. A methodofresuming an interrupted gamingsession onafirst host gaming device

comprising:

generating a gaming state of the gaming session onthe first gaming device;

encrypting the gamingstate;

transporting the encrypted gamingstate from the first gaming device;

transporting the encrypted gamingstate to a second gaming device;

decrypting the gaming state on the second gaming device; and

loading the gamestate into a second gaming device to resume the gamingsession.

65, A gaming system comprising:

a data network;

a first host gaming device connected to the data network, the gaming device

configured to:

execute at least one game,

generate a gaming state based on execution ofat least one game;

encrypt the gaming state; and

send the encrypted gaming state over the data network;

a second host gaming device connected to the data network, the gaming device

configured to:

receive the encrypted gamingstate over the data network;

decrypt the gamingstate;

resume executingat least one game from the gamingstate; and

a plurality of remote player devices connected to the data network,
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wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device.

66. The system of Claim 65, wherein the remote player devices are each configured to

receive an encrypted gamingstate from a first gaming device over the data network and to send the

encrypted gamingstate to the second gaming device.

67. The system of Claim 66, wherein the first gaming device is the second gaming

device. ;

68. The system of Claim 65, wherein the second gaming device is configured to

receive an encrypted gamingstate fromafirst gaming device over the data network.

69. The system of Claim 65, wherein the gaming state includes user payment

information.

70. The system of Claim 65, wherein the gaming state includes gaming machine

payout information.

71. The system of Claim 65, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device.

72. The system of Claim 65, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on each ofthe plurality ofremote player devices.

73. A gaming system comprising:

meansfor executing at least one game;

means for generating a gaming state based on execution of at least one game;

meansfor encrypting the gaming state;

meansfor sending the encrypted gamingstate;

means for receiving the encrypted gamingstate;

meansfor decrypting the gamingstate; and

means for resuming executing at least one game from the gamingstate.

74, The system of Claim 73, wherein the gaming state includes user payment
information. . |

75. The system of Claim 73, wherein the gaming state includes gaming machine

payout information.

76. The system of Claim 73, further comprising:

a meansfor creating an auditable record of gamingtransactions onthe host gaming
device.
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77. The system of Claim 73, further comprising:

a meansfor creating an auditable record of gaming transactions on each of the

plurality ofremote player devices.

78, A method of authenticating a user of a host gaming device comprising:

receiving a security certificate from the smart card;

sendingthe security certificate to a certificate authority for authentication:
receiving an authentication reply from the authority; and

playing a game in response to the authentication reply.

79. A method of authenticating a user of a remote player device comprising:

receiving an indicia of identity for a user;

sendingthe indicia of identity to an authenticator device;

receiving an authentication reply from the authenticator device; and

authorizing use of a host gaming device based on the indicia of identity

80. The method of Claim 79, wherein the indicia ofidentity for a user is provided by a

biometric identity device.

81. The method of Claim 79, wherein the indicia of identity for a user is provided by a

password input by the user.

82. The method of Claim 79, wherein the indicia of identity fora user is provided by a

smart card.

83. A gaming system comprising:

a data network;

a host gaming device interfaced to the data network;

a plurality of remote player devices interfaced to the data network; and

a security device configured to provide player credentials to at least one remote

player device,

wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device,

wherein the host gaming device is configured to provide game information to a

predetermined number ofpermitted remote player devices, and

wherein at least one of the plurality of remote player devices is permitted based

upon, at least in part, on player credentials provided by the security device.

84. The system of Claim 83, wherein the security device is a smart card reader.

85, The system of Claim 83, wherein the security device is a biometric device.

86. The system of Claim 83, wherein the security device is an input device.

87. The system of Claim 86, wherein the player credentials are, at least in part, a

password.
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88. The system of Claim 83, wherein the remote player device is authorized to receive

game information provided by the host gaming device based, in part, on the player credentials.

89. The system of Claim 83, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device.

90. The system of Claim 83, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on eachofthe plurality of remote player devices.

91. A method of remotely accessing a gaming device comprising:

establishing a gaming session on a gaming device for a remote player device

through a data network;

sending gaming related information from the gaming device through the data
network;

receiving at least one control signal from the remote player device through the data

network.

creating an auditable gaming session record representing each gaming transaction
of a gaming session on the host gaming device;

creating an auditable gaming session record representing each gaming transaction

of a gaming session on the remote gaming device; and

sending the record to a third party through the data network.

92. The method of Claim 91 wherein the third party is a gaming authority.

93. A gaming system comprising:

a data network comprised of a plurality of logical segments wherein a security

policy controls the flow of data between logical segments;

a host gaming device connected to the data network, the gaming device configured

to execute at least one game; and me

a plurality of remote player devices connected to the data network,

wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device, and

wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to control a

gaming session established on the gaming device subject to the security policy wherein the

security policy is based, at least in part, on the geographic location of a logical segment.

94. The system of Claim 93, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device.
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95. The system of Claim 93, further comprising:
a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on each ofthe plurality of remote player devices.

96. A gaming system comprising:

a data network;

a promotional message server configured to provide customized promotional

messages wherein cach message is customized with information associated with a userof
the gaming system;

a host gaming device interfaced to the data network; and

a plurality of remote player devices interfaced to the data network,
wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device and to receive and present promotional

messages.

97, The system of Claim 96, wherein the remote player devices are in a location

approved by a gaming agency.

98. The system of Claim 96, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device.

99, The system of Claim 96, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on each ofthe plurality of remote player devices.

100. The system of Claim 96, wherein promotional message are comprised of bonus
information.

101. The system of Claim 96, wherein promotional message are comprised of jackpot

information.

102. The system of Claim 96, further comprising: at least one database configured to

provide information associated with a plurality of users of the gaming system.

103. The system of Claim 96, wherein each of the plurality of remote game devices is

associated with a user. .

104. The system of Claim 96, further comprising a smart card reader configured to

provide information associated with a user of the gaming system.

105. The system of Claim 102, wherein the database is configured to provide

information which forms,at least in part, the content of the promotional message.

106. The system of Claim 96, wherein each of the plurality of remote player devices is

configured to receive and present the promotional message in conjunction with game information

provided by the host gaming device.
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107. The system of Claim 106, wherein each of the plurality of remote player devicesis

configured to present the promotional message for an amountoftime.

108. The system of Claim 106, wherein the amountof time is based, at least, in part on

information associated with the promotional message.

109. The system of Claim 102, wherein the database is configured to provide

information which comprises,at least in part, the content of the promotional message.

110. The system of Claim 96, wherein the promotional messages are transported via an

instant messaging system.

111. The system of Claim 96, wherein the promotional messages are transported via an

email system.

112. A method of displaying information on a remote player device comprising:

receiving a promotional message on a remote player device;

presenting the promotional message in conjunction with gaming information for an

amountoftime; and

removing the promotional message from the remote player device.

113. The method of Claim 112, further comprising

calculating the amount of time based, at least in part, on information associated

with the promotional message.

114. A gaming system comprising:

means for data communication;

meansfor executing at least one game;

means for providing game information over the data network to a predetermined

numberofreceiving means; and

a plurality of means for receiving game information over the data communication

means, each coupled to a meansfor receiving customized promotional messages.

115. The method of Claim 114, further comprising:

meansfor presenting customized promotional messages in conjunction with game

information.

116. The method of Claim 1 14, further comprising:

means for sending promotional messages.

117. The method of Claim 114, further comprising:

means for providing data used to select which players receive customized

promotional messages.

118. The method of Claim 114, further comprising:

meansfor providing data which forms, at least in part, the content of promotional

messages.
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119. The system of Claim 114,further comprising:

a means for creating an auditable record of gaming transactions on the host gaming

device. ,

120. The system of Claim 114,further comprising:

a means for creating an auditable record of gaming transactions on each of the

plurality of remote player devices.

121. A gaming system comprising:

a data network;

a host gaming deviceinterfaced to the data network;

at least one remote player device interfaced to the data network;

a video display device in communication with the remote player device; and

a remote control device in communication with the remote player device,

wherein the remote player device is configured to receive game information

provided by the host gaming device and the remote control device is configured to control

operation of a game.

122. The system of Claim 121, wherein the video display device is a television.

123. The system of Claim 121, wherein the video display device is a computer.

124. The system of Claim 121, wherein the video display device is a control device.

125. The system of Claim 121, wherein the remote player device is coupled to a cable

television system.

126. The system of Claim 121, wherein the data networkis, at least in part, the Internet.

127. The system of Claim 121, wherein the data network is, at least in part, the casino

intranet.

128. The system of Claim 121, wherein the data network is, at least in part, the hotel

intranet.

129. The system of Claim 121, wherein the data network is, at least in part, a wireless

network.

130. The system of Claim 121, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming
transactions on the host gaming device.

131. The system of Claim 121, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on each oftheplurality of remote player devices.
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132. A method of remotely accessing a host gaming device comprising:

establishing a gaming session on the host gaming device from a remote player

device through a data network;

receiving gaming related information from the host gaming device through the data

network;

presenting gaming related information to a player via a video display device;

receiving at least one control signal generated by a remote control device for

controlling the gaming session; and

sending the control signal to the host gaming device through the data network.

133. The method of Claim 132, further comprising:

recording each gaming transaction occurring on the remote player device.
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METHODS AND SYSTEMS OF PROVIDING REAL TIME ON-LINE CASINO GAMES

Background of the Invention

Field of the Invention :

This invention relates to methods and systems of providing real time on-line casino games.

Description of the Related Art

On-line casinos have been established to allow remote players to enter a web site and play simulated casino

games. Since the casino games are simulated by computer, the remote players do not have the realistic experience of

playing at a real casino with real dealers and interacting with other players. The remote players cannotrely on a real

dealer to deal real cards, but must rely on a computer algorithm to generate virtual cards. Players cannot be assured

that the virtual cards are generated fairly.

To provide a more realistic experience to remote players, and to alleviate their concern of a computer
generating virtual cards to disfavor the players, video images at a game table of a real casino can be transmitted to

remote players. Because remote players can see the video images of the game being played, they will find the

experience more realistic. However, video images captured by typical cameras may not be able to reliably and

automatically capture images of the cards being dealt. In addition, transmitting video images may not be suitable for a

remote player with limited bandwidth connection. Although a human operator can determine and enter information

such as the types of cards dealt or the types of dices rolled to be transmitted to a remote player, such a process may.

be time consuming and vulnerable to human error. Therefore, it is desirable to read cards reliably and to automatically

determine the type of every card being dealt, and to transmit such information in a space-saving non-video formatto

remote players.

Almost all casinos have slot machines. Many players believe that selecting the “right” slot machine can

improve one’s chance of winning. Many players believe that the ideal slot machine is one that has been playeda lot

recently but has not awarded large winnings. Since a large amounthas been entered into the slot machine but the slot

machine has not returned a large winning, it is believed that this slot machine is primed to return a large winning.

Other players belteve that a slot machine that has frequently awarded winnings in a recent period is an ideal machine.

Therefore, many players spend time to observe slot machines before they select one to play. However, making such

observations requires time and patience. For remote players, it is difficult, if not impossible, to observe slot machines
at a casino. Thereforeit is desirable to provide player with statistics on slot machines, such as the amount of money

entered into the slot machine within certain timeintervals, the amount of winning returned by the slot machines within

certain time intervals, the amount and the time of the last larga winning, and so forth. Statistics on real slot machings

as well as computer simulated slot machines can both be stored and madeavailable.
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Credit cards are often used to make on-line purchases. Using credit cards carries security risks, because

once a victim's name, card number and expiration date are obtained, a third person can use the victim's credit card

- account to make purchases. A smart card provides security against credit card fraud. Commercial embodiments of

smart cards include the Blue Card from American Express. To use a smart card to make a purchase at a web site, a

user typically inserts the smart card into a smart card drive connected to the user’s personal computer. For example, a

Blue Card user can insert the card into a compatible card drive that connects to an USB port of the user’s personal

computer. A user can also swipe the smart card at a smart card reader connected to a game center. Tha smart card

reader can be located at an ATM machine, a remote gaming kiosk at a shopping mall, a gametable local console at the

game center, and so forth. After inserting or swiping the smart card, the user is usually prompted to enter a pin

numberfor identification. A chip in the smart card stores information about the user. The website retrieves user

information stored on the smart card. The web site may optionally retrieve additional information about the user at a

database, for example a database maintained by a credit card company. Since the user needs both the smart card and

a pin number to use the smart card, smart cards are safer than credit cards. To alleviate the cost of buying and
installing smart card drives, smart disks allow smart card information to be stored on the smart disks and to be read

by floppy disk drives.

Although smart cards and smart disks are safer than credit cards, they do not provide flexibility and security

at the same time. For applications that only require a low level of information, requiring users to enter pin numbers

may be toa inconvenient to the users. For applications that require a high level of information, requiring users to enter

pin numbers may not provide enough security, since pin numbers are typically only four digits in length and can be

cracked through trial and error, especially if an automated process is used to try different pin number combinations. If

users are required to enter a pin number of greater length, the users will be further inconvenienced when they use the

smart card/smart disk to access applications that do not require strict security. What is desired is a flexible solution

that provides sufficient security for different types of applications without adding inconvenience to the users.

Summaryof the Invention

One aspect of the invention relates to a game table for a remote player to participate in a card game, the

game table including a card scanner configured to scan a card and to determine a type of the card, the card having an

embedded code that indicates the type of the card, the card scanner being connected to a server, the server being

configured to transmit the type of the scanned card to the remote player, one or more cameras connected to the

server, the cameras being configured to capture video images of the game table, the server baing further configured to

transmit the captured video imagas to the remote player, and a remote instruction system configured to receive playing

instructions from the remote player through the server, and to display the received playing instructions at the game

table in visual or audio form.

Another aspectof the invention relates to a method of enabling a remote playerto select a slot machine to

play, the method including storing statistics of a first slot machine and statistics of a second slot machine, displaying
-2-
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to the player at least a summary of the stored statistics ‘of the first slot machine, displaying to the player at least a

summary of the stored statistics of the second slot machine, and prompting the player to select a slot machine froma

plurality of slot machines, the plurality of slot machines including the first slat machine and the second slot machine.

Another aspect of the invention relates to a method of creating security requirements at a wabsite, the

method including displaying 2 plurality of available verification fields to an administrator of the website, prompting the

administrator to select one or moreverification fields from the plurality of available verification fields, and prompting a

user to enter data into the selected varification fields when the user requests entry into the website.

Another aspect of the invention relates to a method of enabling a remote playerto participate in a game at a

physical game center, the method including prompting the remote player to connect to a server that hosts the physical

gama center, varifying that the remote player is permitted by his/herjurisdiction to play at the game center,, verifying

that the remote player is financially qualified to play at the game center, identifying a financial account of the remote

player, prompting the remote player to enter playing instructions, receiving the entered playing instructions at the

gamecenter, playing a game at the gamecenter according to the received playing instructions, transmitting a status of

the played game to the remoteplayer, optionally transmitting video images of the played game to the remote player,

and updating a balance of the identified financial account of the remote player.

Another aspect of the invention relates to a method of a player playing a game at a remote physical game

center, the method including connecting to a server that hosts the game center, antering verification information to

satisfy legal requirements, entering playing instructions to a game to be played or being played at the game center,

receiving a status of the played game from the server, and optionally receiving video images of the played game from

the server.

Another aspect of the invention relates to a method for enabling a remote player to participate in a game

played in a casino remotely located from said remote player and providing the remote player with a realistic game
experience that substantially captures the visual and audio feel and excitement of the casino. The method includes

transmitting images to the remote player of a gamein progress, transmitting to the remote player sounds of the game

and voices of a dealer and on-site players, identifying a financial account of the remote player, prompting the remote

player whenit is the remote player's turn to play to enter playing instructions during the game, receiving at the casino

the entered playing instructions from the remote player while the game is being played, receiving from the remote

player an amount of wager specified by the remote player, communicating to the remote player the ongoing status of

the gamein substantially real time, and communicating to the remote player an amount of balance retained by the

ramote player.

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIGURE1 is a diagram showing one embodiment of users connecting to gamecenters.

FIGURE2 is a diagram showing one embodiment of users connecting to a hotel gamecenter.
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FIGURE3 is a flowchart showing one embodiment of the verification process.

FIGURE 4 is a diagram showing one embodiment of a gametable.

FIGURE5is a diagram showing one embodiment of a system for delivering data to remoteplayers.

FIGURE6 is a flowchart showing one embodimentofa processof allowing a usar to play a slot machine.

FIGURE 7, comprising FIGURE 7A and FIGURE 7B, is a flowchart showing one embodiment of a remote

player playing process. .

FIGURE 8 is a flowchart showing one embodiment of a process of a remote player playing a game of chess

against anotherplayer.

FIGURE 9 is a diagram showing one embodimentofa client device display.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment

Overview

FIGURE 1 is a diagram showing one embodiment of users connecting to game centers. Users use client

devices 102 to connect by wire or wirelessly to an on-line central gaming server 104 through a network. The client

devices 102 may include personal computers, network appliances, mobile phones, televisions, video game consoles,

custom gaming devices, a gaming console on a passengerairline or a cruise ship, and so forth. Video game consoles

include devices such as Sony Playstation, Nintendo Gameboy, Micrasoft X Box, and so forth. Custom gaming devices

include devices custom designed for playing one or more casino games. For example, one custom gaming device may

include buttons of “hit”, “stay”, “double”, “split”, and “buy insurance”, etc., corresponding to instructions in playing a

Black Jack game. Another custam gaming device may include selection buttons for the user to select playing

instructions displayed an a screen of the device. The network can be the Internet or an Intranet. The game server 104

verifies that the useris legally allowed and financially able to play. [n one embodiment, theverification is performed by

a verification server 106. The verification server 106 can be connected to a financial institution such as a bank or a

credit bureau. In another embodiment, the verification is performed by the central gaming server 104, More details of
the verification process are described below in connection with FIGURE3.

The central gaming server 104 is connected to game centers, including a virtual casino 108, a first casino

110, a sacond casino 112, and a cruise ship gaming facility 114. In one embodiment, a virtual casino 108 is a casino

with real dealers and real gametables but only accepts remote players. In another embodiment, a virtual casino 108

is a computer-simulated casino, it has no real dealers or real game tables. Each game center may be hosted by

secondary servers that are connected to the central gaming server 104. The dealers receive playing instructions from

remote players and play the games at the game tables according to the instructions. The first casino 110 and the
second casino 112 are casinos with physically present players but also equipped to allow playing by remote users. A

casino can also include a chain of casino establishments linked by a network. A cruise ship gaming facility 114 can be

connected wirelessly to the central gaming server 104,

Through the central gaming server 104, a user selects a game center 108, 110, 112, or 114 to play. In

another embodiment, the user directly connects to a game center server without accessing the central gaming server
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104. The useridentifies from the client device 102 a game to be played at the game center. The identified game that

includes the user is then started at the game center. The game of blackjack is described in the specification as an

example. Throughout the game, game information such as the cards dealt to the user, to the dealer, and to other

players at the table, and/or video imagesof the table, the dealer, the other players and the surrounding environment are

transmitted by the central gaming server 104 or a game center server from the game centerto the user's client device

102. User instructions such as hit, hold, split, double, or purchase insurance are transmitted through the central

gaming server 104 or a game center server to the game center. User instructions may also includa instruction to tip

the dealar. A dealer at the game center then follows the user's instructions in playing the game. More details of

transmitting game information are described below in connection with FIGURE4.

FIGURE 2 is a diagram showing one embodiment of users connecting to a hotel game center. A user

connects from the client davice 102 to an Internet front end server 202. In one embodiment, the Internet front end

server 202 is maintained or monitored by a government agency to ensure fairness. The Internet front end server 202

verifies the user and connects the user to the hotel central server 204, which is connected to a game table server 206

and a slot machine server 208. in another embodiment, the Internet front end server 202 uses an additional

verification server connected to a third party such as a financialinstitution to verify the user. The user can then

choose to play a table game such as Black Jack, Caribbean Studs, Roulette, and so forth, or play a slot machine. The

game table server 206 facilitates the remote playing of the table games. The slot machine server 208 facilitates the

remote playing of the slot machine games. In another embodiment, the user can also choose to play other types of

games, for example trivia games such as Jeopardy, Who Wantsto be a Millionaire, and so forth, board games suchas
Chess and Monopoly, computer games and wagering on future outcomes such as sporting evants. The hotel central

server 204 also connects to hotel rooms 210 and restaurants and bars 212. Hotel patrons can access the hotel

central server 204 to play table games or slot machines from their hotel rooms, using devices connected to the hotel

central server 204, such as televisions with remote controls, video game appliances, or custom gaming devices.
Patrons at restaurants and bars 212 can also access the hotel central server 204 to play table games or slot

machines, using devices connected to the hotel central server 204, such as televisions, video game appliances, or

custom gaming devices,

FIGURE 3 is a flowchart showing one embodimentof the verification process. A start block 302 proceeds to

block 304, At block 304, a server prompts a userto insert the user's smart card into a smart card drive connected to

the client device 102. !n another embodiment,instead of inserting the card into a smart card drive, the user inserts a

smart disk that stores the user‘s smart card information into a floppy disk drive. In yet another embodiment, the user

swipes the smart card on a smart card reader connected to the game center. Block 304 proceedsto block 306. At

block 306, the server prompts the user to enter a pin number associated with the smart card. Block 306 proceeds to
block 308. At block 308, the server prompts the user to enter additional verification information, such as the user's
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address, social security number, or other personal information. In one embodiment with a low level of information

requiremant, tha server does not prompt the user for additional verification information. Block 308 proceeds to block

310. At block 310, the server compares the user-entered information including the pin number and the additional

verification information against the data stored on the smart card. In another embodiment, the server compares the

user-antered information against user data stored at a database, such as the database of a credit card company or a

casino. If the user-entered information does not match the data stored on the smart card or data stored at the

database, then block 310 proceeds to block 312. In one embodiment of block 312, the server prompts the user to

enter verification information again. In another embodiment of block 312, the server denies the user request for game

play. The server may take additional steps such as notifying organizations such as the user's credit card company, the

company that issued the smart card, and/or tha game center.

Still referring to FIGURE 3,if the user-entered information matches the user data stored on the smart card or

the database, then block 310 proceeds to block 314. At block 314, the server examines the user demographics

information stored in the smart card or stored at the database, such as the age of the user and the jurisdiction of the

user against a legal database stored at the server or connected to the server. The lagal database stores information on

whether a jurisdiction permits its residents or citizens to participate in on-line gaming, and the age over which its

residents or citizens are permitted to participate in on-line gaming. The legal database can store additional information

about eachjurisdiction, such as the jurisdiction's regulations on differant types of on-line gaming. For example, a

jurisdiction may havedifferent rules regarding on-line gaming for non-profit purposes as compared to on-line gaming for

profit. For another example,a jurisdiction may permitits residents or citizens to only play in game centers organized or

monitored by its government. For yet another example,a jurisdiction maylimit its residents orcitizens to playing with

a certain credit limit or playing certain types of games. The information obtained from the legal database can be used

by the server to make jurisdiction-specific accommodations, for example, to only offer certain games permitted by the

jurisdiction to its residents or citizens, and to limit the type and amountof credit that can be usedbyits residents or
citizens in gaming. If the examination determines that the user is not permitted by its juristliction to join the game
center, then block 314 proceads to black 312, where the server informs the user and denies the user requestto join.

Still referring to FIGURE 3, if the user demographics information clears the legal database, then block 314

proceeds to block 316. At block 316, the server examines the user against information stored on tha smart card,

information stored at a financial database of the game center, or information stored at a financial database of a third

party financial organization such as a bank or a credit card company. In one embodiment, the server examines the user

information against a financial database of people who are financial risks. In another embodiment, the server checks

the user's financial information stored on the smart card and/or stored at the financial database, such as the user's

available credit, to ensure that the user has sufficient funds to join game play. In one embodiment, the user is
prompted to designate an account, such as a smart card account, a digital cash {or e-wallet) account, a credit card

account, or a debit card account as the account from which wager amounts will be drawn and winnings will be

transferred to.
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In one embodiment in which the server checks user information against a financial database, the server

preferably terminates connection with the financial database after it obtains required information from the financial

database. §n one embodiment, the server re-establishes connection with the financial database after the user has

finished playing and is ready to exit the game center, and updates the user’s account balance or other user information

at the financial database. If the user is deemed not financially qualified to play, then black 316 proceeds to block 312

to deny the user request to join. Otherwise block 316 proceeds to block 318, where tha server grants the user’s

request to join tha game center. The server can also make adjustments based on the information of the user. For

example, having known the country of the user, the server can recommend gamesthat are popular within that country

to the usar, or display a userinterface in the language of the country. Block 318 proceeds to an end block 320.

The user is optionally prompted to designate a playing limit, so that when the user's playing loss or playing

loss plus the current wager has reached the playinglimit, the user is reminded of the playing limit and asked to exit the

game center. In one implamentation, the user is allowed to increase the playing limit when the limit has been reached.

In one embodiment, the useris optionally prompted to designate a playing limit in terms of playing frequency or playing

time. For example, the user can limit his/her playing limit to a maximum of five hours within a seven-day period, or no

more than once within a day. When the user's playing time or playing frequency exceeds thelimit, the user is asked to
exit the game center. In one implementation, the user is allowed to increase the playing limit when the limit has been

reached. The playing limit option can be used to prevent excessive gaming and/or excessive gaming loss. The playing

limit can be stored on a database connected to the server or a smart card or smart disk of the player. In one

embodiment, the playing limit is enforced by all the game centers hosted by the server, so that the player cannot move

to another gamecenter to circumvent the playinglimit.

Smart Card Program Providing Multiple Levals of Security

A smart card program canbeinstalled by web sites that use smart cards or smart disks to verify users. The

smart card program specifies multiple levels of security. In one embodiment, three levels of information requirements

are specified. The first level requires reading the smart card by a smart card drive or smart card reader, or reading the

smart disk by a floppy disk drive. It does not require the user to enter a pin number. The second level requires reading

the smart card/smart disk and the entering of a pin number. Thethird level requires reading the smart card/smart disk,
the entering of a pin number, and the entering of additional verification information, for example the user's social

security number, address, full name, and/or date of birth. Information such as the user's pin number, addrass, full

name, date of birth, and purchase history can be stored on the smart card or at a user database of a credit card

company of gamecenter. In oneembodiment, a website verifies user-entered information against information stared
on the smart card. In another embodiment, a website uses the user identification information entered by the user or

stored on the smart card to find a user’s records at the user database. The web site then verifies user-entered

information against the user's information stored at the user database.
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After the smart card program is installed on a web site, the level of information required for the web site or

for each sub-sita of the web site is determined. For example, for reading a member-only newspaperarticle, thefirst

level of information may be applied to allow ease of access by members. For logging into a parsona! email account, the
sacond level of information may be applied to provide the right balance of security and ease of access. For buying an

expensive item on-line, the third level of information may be applied to ensure security. A web site can be categorized

into multiple sub-sites, for example a member-only sub-site and a public area sub-site. Each sub-site includes one or

More wab pages of the website.

in one embodiment, a web site administrator installs the smart card program and selects fromalist of

verification fields tha fields to be used for each level of information. For example, the user's date of birth can be

selected as the required entry field for the second Jevel of information, and the user's zip code and pin number can be

selected as the required entry fields for the third level of information. In theory, every field of information that is

stored on the smart card/smart disk can be used as a verification field. If the web site connects to a database for

verification, every field of user information stored on the database can also be used as a verification field. Using the

smart card program, the web sita administrator can specify a security level for each sub-site or each web page of the

website.

Game Table Davices

FIGURE4 is a diagram showing one embodiment of a gametable. In the exampleillustrated by FIGURE 4, a

Black Jack gameis played by a dealer 404, a physical player 406, and a remoteplayer at the game table 402. The

remote player is represented by the remote instruction system 408. In one embodiment, the remote instruction system

408 includes a screen, which displays the remote user's playing instructions. In another embodiment, the remote
a”

instruction system 408 includes multiple display buttonstitled “hit”, “stay”, “double”, “split”, “buy insurance”, and so

forth. Corresponding display buttons are activated according to the remote user's playing instructions.

In one embodiment,the player instruction system 408alsodisplays video images of the remote player. Video

images of the remote player are captured by a camera connected to the remoteplayer's client device 102. Displaying

video imagas of the remote player provides the dealer 404 and the physical player 406 with more comfort toward the

ramote player. It also deters fraudulent and underage players. In another embodiment, a remote player transmits a

photo file from the client device 102 to the player instruction system 408 ashis/her identification. A remote player

can also select an image representation as an avatar of himself/herself.

In one embodiment, the player instruction system 408 includes a speaker, which plays audio signals of

playing instructions from the remote player. In one implementation, the playing instructions ara transmitted from the

client device 102 to the game center in non-audio format as text or numerical information. Transmitting playing

instructions in non-audio format reduces the bandwidth and storage space requirements. The playing instructions are

then converted into audio format to be played by the play instruction system 408. Since the number of playing

instructions for a gameis limited, a limited number of corresponding audio files can be played to represent the playing
-8-
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instructions. In another implementation, the player instruction system 408 receives playing instructions in audio

format but in a foreign language spoken by the remote player. The player instruction system 408 then automatically
translates the playing instructions into the default language used by the game center. Since the vocabulary associated

with gameplay instructionsis very limited, a translation module withlimited memory and high processing speed can be

provided to provide fast and accurate translation. The translation can also be performed by a server, which then

transmits the translated audio to the player instructions system 408.

The dealer 404 deals cards out of a card shoe 432. Each card is embedded with a code, which is scanned by

a card scanner 434. The card scanner 434 can be placed inside tha card shoe 432, on the game table 402, or above

the game table 402. The card scanner 434 determines the type of the card. The card information is then transmitted

to the remote user. More details of card scanning are described below in the section titled “card scanning methods

and devices.”

A number of cameras can be used to capture video images to be transmitted to the remote player. For

example, an overhead camera 412, a dealer camera 414 facing the dealer 404, and a physical player camera 416

facing the physical player 406, can be used to capture video images. A plurality of cameras can be placed such that

each camera aims at a seat of the game table 402. The cameras can be turned on whenthe dealer or a physical player

occupies the seat. A microphone 422 can be used to record audio signals at the game table 402 to be transmitted to
the remote user. The microphone 422 can be used to record the voices of the dealer 404 and physical players 406,

and sounds of the game such as the sound of cards being dealt or a wheel being spun. In one embodiment, video

phones ara used to transmit images and audio signals between the remote player 408 and the game table 402. The

video phone at the game table 402 can be aimed to capture images of the cards dealt to the remote player 408. More
details of providing video images are described below in the sectiontitled “providing video images to the player.”

In ane embodiment, each physical player 406 uses a local console 410 at the game table to play the game.

In one embodiment, the local console 410 and the remote instructions system 408 ara interchangeable, because each
includes the features of the other. Therefore each device occupies a fixed location at the game table 402, and

functions as a local console 410 or a remote instructions system 408 depending on whether a physical player or a

remoteplayeris using the device. The local console 410 allows the physical player 406 to enter play instructions such

as “hit”, “stand”, and so forth. The physical player 406 enters play instructions, for example by pressing buttons on

the local console 410, clicking a mouse of the local console 410, or by speaking voice commands to the local console
410. The local console 410 can be integrated into the game table 402. For example, the buttons, display screen, of

microphone of the local console 410 can be placed on the game table 402. In one embodiment, the entered

instructions are transmitted to the server, which transmits the information to the ramote player. Therefore the remote

player can be informedof the plays of physical players at the game table 402.

Requiring physical players 406 to enter instructions into local consoles 410 has another advantage. Since

hand signals representing instructions such as “hit” and “stand” are subject to interpretation, physical players in

occasion have challenged dealer's interpretation of their hand signals as incorrect. Requiring physical players 406 to
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use {focal consales 410 reduces the need for dealer interpretation and the possibility of player challenge. In ona

embodiment, the local consola 410 is also configured to allow the physical player 406 to participate in conversation

with remote players at the game table 402, for example by using a chat room or an instant messaging service. Each

game table 402 can be organized as a chat room. Gametables 402 that play the same type of game ean also be
organized as a chat room. To provide better visual representation, a three-dimensional chat room can be used by

remote and physical players. Players can be represented by three-dimensional avatars that can change motions or

axpressions, Thelocal console 410 can also be equipped with a credit card reader or a smart card reader to accept the

physical player 406’s credit card or smart card, so that the physical player 406 can usehis/her credit card or smart

card accountto play the game.

In another embodiment, the plays of physical players 406 are captured by cameras 412 and 416 and/or the

microphone 422. The video and/or audio data is then transmitted fram the server to the client devices 102 of the

remote players, to inform the remoteplayers of the plays of the physical players 406.

Card Scanning Methods and Devices

Cards are often dealt quickly by a dealer 404 from a card shoe 432 to the game table 402, making capturing
video images of the cards difficult. In addition, a remote user may contest that because the video imageis unclear,

he/she had mistaken the displayed video image of one card as another card. For remote players with limited bandwidth

connection, transmitting video images of cards may result in delay. It is therefore advantageous to scan cards to

quickly andreliably determine the type of card dealt without controversy, and to transmit such information to remote

players in a space-saving non-video format.

In one embodiment, each card is embedded with a code thatindicates the type of the card, such as Spade of

Seven, Ace of Heart, and so forth. The code is preferably unreadable by humans. In one embodiment, a codeis printad

on the face up side of a card, so that a human can only see the code whenhe/she holds the card face up.

In one embodiment, the humanly unreadable code is embedded in a low-cost miniature chip. Commercial

embodimants of a miniature chip cost as low as several cents. The code embeddedin the chipis read by a chip reader,
for example a chip reader that reads the coda by transmitting a radio signal to the chip and receiving a returned radio
signal that identifies the embedded code. In another embodiment, the code can also be embeddedin a bar code, and a

bar code scanner scans the bar code as the card is removed from the card shoe 432. {n yet another embodiment, the

code is embedded as an invisible bar code in the card, and an infrarad scanner scans the code as the card is removed

from the card shoe 432. Making the bar code invisible not only further prevents player fraud, but also improves

aesthetics of the cards. The scanning device connects to the server. The server transmits the card-type information
to the client device 102. The client device 102 receives the card-type information and advantageously uses a display

application such as a Java applet to display the card ina graphic form to the user.

Raferring to FIGURE 4, in operation at a game table 402, a server determines the number of physical and

remoteplayers that participate in the game. The number of physical players 406 can be determined and entered into
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the server by the dealer 404 of the game table 402. The number of physical players 406 can also be determined by

using video images of the cameras at the game table 402, or by counting the number of active local consoles 410 at

the gametable 402. As a card is removed from the card shoe 432 and scanned by a card seanner 434,the destination

of the card (i.a., dealt to the dealer 404, dealt to a remote player, or dealt to a physical player 406) is immediately

determined, because the numberof players have been determined and the order of dealing cards (clack wise or counter

clockwise at the game table 402)is fixed. The server then displays to the remote players the cards dealt to each party

at the game table 402. in embodiments in which a player typically only read his/her own cards, for example in

Caribbean Studs, single-deck Black Jack, Pai-gow, and Let It Ride, the sarver then only displays to a remote player the

cards dealt to him/her. After a gama ands, the type of cards dealt to other players can be transmitted to the remote

player to ensure him/her that the game has been playedfairly. In one embodiment, the dealer flips every dealt card on

the game table 402 to be face up, the video images of the flipped cards and/or tha scanned card type information of

the flipped cards are transmitted ta remote players.

In some gamesat least a dice is rolled. For example, in the game of Craps, two dices are rolled. In ona

ambodiment, a human operator records the resulting number(s) of the dice(s) on a recording device connected to the

server. For example, the human operator enters a number from one through six for each rolled dice on the recording

device, or selects a button from the buttons “one” through “six” of the recording device for eachrolled dice, In another

embodiment, an overhead camera captures an imageof the rolled dice(s). For each rolled dice, a pattern recognition

program analyzes the image of the rolled dice to determine the resulting number of the dice. Since only up to six

possible outcomes are associated with each dice, and since each of the six possibla outcome imagesarerelatively

simple, a pattern recognition program can be programmed to quickly and reliably determine the result of the rolled
dices.

In another embadiment, information such as cards dealt and dices rolled are captured as video images by

cameras at the game table 402 and sent to the remote player. However, doing so requiresrelatively high clarity video

images. Therefore large bandwidth is required for connecting the player to the network, and the player may experience

a delay time in seeing the images. In yet another embodiment, the scanned card/dice information and the video images

of cards/dices are both displayed to the remote player. Therefore the player can use the scannad information for clear

viewing and quick playing. The video images provide realistic feelings to the player of being physically present at the

gametable.

Providing Video Images to the Player

Video cameras are placed at the game center to capture video images to be streamed to the client device

102. Audio data can also be recorded by microphones and streamed to client devices 102. The microphones can be

placed at game tables 402 or on dealers 404.

In one embodiment, when a remote player starts playing at a particular game table 402, the video images

captured by tha overhead camera 412 at the game table 402 is streamed to the player's client device 102. Since most
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game centers already have overhead camerasinstalled for monitoring purposes, the existing overhead cameras simply

need to be connected to a server to stream video images to remote player.

In another embodiment, a plurality of cameras are placed at each game table 402, For example, one camera

412 is directed at the game table 402, another camera 414 is directed at the dealer 404, other cameras 416 are each

directed at a physical player 406 at the game table 402. The video images captured by the plurality of cameras are

streamed to the user’s client device 102. The video images captured by the plurality of cameras can be displayed at

ona combined picture, or as multiple pictures each within an individual window. The remote user 408 at the client

device 102 is therefore able to have a realistic experience, because the user is able to watch the images of the dealar

404 and the physical players 406 at the game table 402. A camera can also be used to capture images of multiple

physical players 406 at the game table 402. For example, a camera can be programmedto aim at a physical player

406 or the dealer 404, and then switch aim to a different physical player 406 after every three seconds. A motion
sensitive camera or a voice sensitive camera canalso be used to aim at the physical player 406 or the dealer 404 that

spoke or moved.

As described abovein connection with FIGURE 4, remote players can capture video images of themselves by

using cameras connected to their client devices 102. The video images are then transmitted to the server. When

multiple remote players 408 are playing at the same game table 402, video images of the remote players 408 can be

usad ta enhance interaction between the remote players 408. in one embodiment, video images of the remote player

408 is displayed at its remota instruction system 408, and captured by a camera that is aimed at the remote

instruction system 408. The video images captured by the camera can then be transmitted to other remote players

408. In another embodiment, the server receives the original video images cf remote players 408 and transfers them

directly to the client devices 102 of the other remote players 408 at the same game table 402. Additional interaction

features, such as chat rooms or instant message services, can also be provided. Instead of video images, a remote

player 408 can also use a photo to representhis/her presence at the gametable 402.

In addition to video images and photos, a holographic image can be displayed at a game table 402 to

represent the presence of a remote player 408. A holographic image is a three-dimensional image formed by the

interference between a coherent laser beam andthe light scattered by the object being imaged. The image can be

viewed whenilluminated by the same light that formed the image. In one embodiment, holographic images of the

dealer 404, the cards being dealt, the physical players 406 and/or the game table 402 are recorded at the game center

and transmitted to the remote player’s client device 102. The client device 102 then reproduces the holographic

images. In another embodiment, a remote player 408 is prompted at his/her client device 102 to select a default

holographic image fromalist of default holographic images. Thelist of default holographic images represents different

types of persons, for example personsof different gender, age, and ethnicity combinations. The default image selected

by the player is then displayed at the game table 402 to represent the remote player 408. By using default

holographic images, the remote player 408 does not need to record a holographic image of himself or herself. The

remote player 408 also does not need to transmit his/her image data from the client device 102 to the server. Only the
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remote player's selection of an image needs to be transmitted. According to the received user selection, the selected

default holographic image is then displayed at the game table 402. In yet another embodiment, a holographic system

at the remote player's location records a holographic imageof at least a portion of the remote player 408, for example

the remote player's head. A holographic image can be recorded byilluminating the target with laser. Tha image record

is then transmitted to the server and used to reproduce a three-dimensional holographic image of the remote player

408 at the game table 402.

Streaming video images requires substantial bandwidth. In one embodiment, a server adjusts delivery rate

depending on the bandwidth of the client device 102. Far example, if a client device 102 is connected to the server by

a T-1 line, the server then streams video images to the client device 102 at a high rate, such as equal to the camera

refresh rate of the cameras at the game table 402. If a client device 102 is connected by a 28.8Kb modem, then the

server streams video images to the client device 102 at a lower rate. In another embodiment, the remote playeris

allowed to adjust video image delivery rate. A higher delivery rate provides a more realistic experience, but a lower

delivery rate typically still provide sufficient information for game play. In one embodimentin which video images from

a plurality of cameras can be streamed to the user, the remote player is allowed to select video images from only some

of the plurality of cameras to be streamed or displayed. For example, instead of video images of the dealer 404 and

other physical players 406, the remote player 408 may choosa to have only video images of the game table 402

streamed or displayed. The remote player 408 may choose to have video images transmitted only after a card is dealt.

FIGURE 5 is a diagram showing one embodiment of a system for delivering data to remote players 408. The

original madia server 502 is connected to a cache server 504, which is connected to multiple local servers 506. Each

local server 506 stores at least a portion of the original media server 502's data. Whenaclient device 102 requests

data, the cache server 504 selects aparticular local server 506 to deliver data to the client device 102. In one

embodiment, the local server 506 with the shortest physical distance to the client device 102 is selected. In another

embodiment, the local server 508 with the shortest network distance to the client device 102 is selected. In yet

another embodiment, the local server 506 with the least network congestion to the client device 102 is selected.

Commercial embodiments of cached delivery and delivering data to the “edge” of the network have been provided by

companies such as Netcache, Inktomi, Akamai, and so forth.

Commercial software-on-demand applications such as Extent’s EXEtenderallow software to be transmitted

to the client device 102 without installation. For example, in one embodiment in which the client device 102 is a

personal computer, software for providing a remote player-game center gameinterface is transmitted from a server to

the memory of the personal computer for execution, without the need for installing the software on the hard drive of

the personal computer. Therefore software can be executed almost instantaneously, without the time consuming

installation process and the need for storing the software on the hard drive. Thelikelihood of unauthorized copying is

also reduced. Software can be streamed to the client device, so that at any particular moment only a necessary

portion of the software is streamed to the client davice 102. Therefore client devices 102 with limited storage space

can execute large software programs.
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Providing Slot Machine Statistics to the Player

The statistics associated with a real or virtual slot machine can be displayed to the player. The statistics

can include the last time the slot machine awarded a winning to a player, the last time the slot machine awarded a

large winning {such as above $100) to a player, the amount of winnings, the total amount of winnings awarded by the

slot machine in certain time intervals, the total amount of money entered into the slot machine in certain time

intervals, the result of the last 100 plays, and so forth. Although the statistics are advantageously stored and

displayed to players automatically, statistics can also be entered by operators who observe playing slot machines,

Although human data entry maybelabor intensive, it can be limited to, for example, recording statistics only for high

raller slot machines that require large amounts to play, or only recording certain statistics such as the occurrence of

large winnings. The slot machines of the game center can be linked together, or linked to slot machines of other game

centers, to increase the potential jackpot amount. The slot machinestatistics provide the players with information and

incentive to play. The playeris enabled to select a slot machine to play after reviewing tha statistics. The statistics

data can also be used to comply with government regulations, to monitor the fairness of the slot machine operation,

and to provide tax, auditing and reporting information io the game centeror investors.

FIGURE 6 is a flowchart showing one embodiment of a process ofallowing a player to play a slot machine. A

start block 602 proceeds to block 604. At block 604, the server displays statistics associated with each slot machine

to the player. In one embodiment, the slot machines are virtual slot machines,i.e., computer simulated slot machines.

The statistics of each virtual slot machine are stored after every play. The statistics are sent from the server to the

player's client device 102. In another embodiment, the slot machines are physical slot machines in the game center.
The statistics of each slot machine are sent from a statistics storage medium through the server to the player's client

device 102. In one implementation of this embodiment, the slot machines for on-line play are located in an on-line play

area not available to physical players of the game center. In another implementation, the slot machines of the game

center can be shared by physical players and virtual players. A display panel on a physical slot machine or next to a

physical slot machine displays statistics of the slot machine to the physical players. .
Block 604 proceeds to block 606. At block G06, the server prompts the player to salact a slot machine to

play. In anothar embodiment, the server prompts the player to select a slot machine from slot machines that are

available to be played, In yet another embodiment, a record is kept storing the identifier of a slot machine as tha

personal favorite slot machine of the player. For exampla, the slot machine last played by the player on a previous visit

to the game center can be identified as the player's favorite machine. A slot machine that awarded the most recent

winnings to the player on a previous visit can also be identified as the player's favorite machina. Block 606 proceeds
to block 608. At block 608, the server determines if the selected slot machine is available to be played. The slot

machine is not available if it is currently being played by anothervirtuat or physical player,orifit is being taken off-line

for maintenance. If the slot machine is not available, then block 608 returns to block 606 to prompt the player to

select another slot machine. Otherwise block 608 proceeds to block 610.
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Still referring to FIGURE 6, at block 610, the server receives playing instructions on playing the next hand at

the selected stot machine. Playing instructions may include instruction to “spin the wheel”, instruction to double the

bet, instruction to triple the bet, and so forth. Block 610 proceeds to block 612. At block 612, a determination is
made as to whether the use has finished playing. Ifthe player has finished playing, for example if the player has

entered a “finish” instruction at block 610,orif the player has not entered playing instructions within a specified time

limit, then block 612 proceeds to an end block 618. Otherwise block 612 proceeds to block 614.

At block 614, the slat machine plays the received player instructions. In one embodiment, the received

player instructions are automatically sent to the slot machine to be played. In another embodiment, a human operator

plays the slot machine according to received player instructions. Although using human operators may be labor

intensive, it may provide more of a realistic feeling te remote players. Using human operators can belimited to high

roller slot machines to reduce the number of human operators required. Depending on the result of the play, either a

winning is awarded to the player or no winning is awarded. Block 614 proceeds to block 616. At block 616, the

Statistics of the slot machine is updated to reflect the current progress. For example, winnings paid out by the slot
machine and amounts entered into the slot machine are recorded with corresponding date and time, For a physical slot

machine,its statistics is stored in a storage medium located within the slot machine or connected to the slot machine.

The storage medium can be a volatile memory or a static memory. The statistics of multiple slot machines can be

Stored in the same storage medium as separate units of data. A display panel can be used to retrieve statistics from
the storage medium andto display to physical players at the game center. In one embodiment in which multiple slot

machines are connected by a slot machine server, the statistics for the each of the connected slot machines is stored

in a database of the server. A virtual slot machine is simulated by a simulation computer. The virtual slot machine's

statistics is stored in a database. Tha database is stored in a storage medium located within or connected to the

simulation computer. Block 616 returns to block 610 to receive the player playing instructions on playing the next

hand of the slot machine.

Remote Player Playing Process

FIGURE 7 is a flowchart showing one embodiment of a remote player playing process. FIGURE 7 is

separated into figures 7A and 7B foreaseofillustration. Referring to FIGURE 7A, a start block 702 proceeds to block

704, At black 704, the client device 102 connects to a server serving a game center, and the remote player is

prompted to provide verification information to the server. Details of one embodiment of a verification process have

been described above in connection with FIGURE 3. After. the server verifies the player and grants the player's request

to enter, block 704 proceeds to block 706. In one embodiment, based on the player's information such as country of

origin, age, and/or gender, etc., a custom interface is presented to the player. For example, for a player that is

identified as Chinese, a Chinese language interface can be presented to the player. For another example, based on the

player's previously played gamesat the gamecenter, or based on the most popular games played by other players from

the same country and/or of the same age and gender, one or more games can beidentified as the games mostlylikely
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to be played by the remote player. These games can be displayed in prominent positions in the interface presented to

the player. At block 706, the client device 102 receives from the server and displays video images of the game center.

In one embodiment in which multiple game centers are connected to the server, the player is prompted to select a game

center.

Block 706 proceeds to block 708, where the player is prompted to buy chips. After the player specifies the

amount of chips to buy, the amount of chips remaining to the player is advantageously displayed on the client device

102 atall times, to remind the player of the amount of chips left. The amount of remaining chips is updated through

the player playing process, depending on the player's winnings and loss.

In one embodiment, the player is prompted to buy chips when the player selects a gametable ta play. The

purchase requestis transmitted to the server, which transmits the request to the dealer at the selected gametable.

The server reduces the player’s account balance by the purchase amount, and the dealer places the chips at the game

table next to the player instructions system 408 that represents the player. When the player exits the game and the

gametable, the server increases the player's account balance by the amount of chips remaining at the game table, and

the dealer removes the chips from the table. In another implementation, whenthe player exits the game and the game

table, the server does not update the player's account balance, but keeps a record of the amount of remaining chips of

the player. Therefore the player is able to virtually “carry the chips” to other gametables or other game centers that _
honor the same chips. When the player is ready to exit the game center or the server, the server “redeems” the

player's remaining chips by increasing the player’s account balance by the chip amount. The playeris also provided

with the option to kasp the remaining chips at the player’s game center account to be used next time at the game

center. Ta encourage the player to keep the remaining chips with the game center, the game center can provide

incentives to the player, such as awarding interests to the player on the remaining chips or adding free chips to the

player's remaining chips.

In another embodiment, tha player is prompted to enter a wagering amount for every wagering opportunity

(such as every hand of cards) ina game. The wagering amountis transmitted to the server, which verifies the amount

against the player's account balance. If the player has sufficient funds to make the wager, then the wager requestis

granted. Otherwise the wager request is deniad and the player may be prompted to enter a lower wagering request. If

the player's jurisdiction has specified a wagering amount limit or a casino credit limit for players, the server also

verifies that the player’s wager does not exceed his/herjurisdiction'slimit.

Still referring to FIGURE 7A, block 708 proceeds to block 710. At block 710, the player is prompted to

select a game area in which a gameis played, such as a gametable in which a Black Jack gameis played, a room in

which Kenois played, a Wheel of Fortune wheel, or a slot machine. In one embodiment, the player is prompted to

select a game table from the displayed images of the game center. In another embodiment, the player is prompted to

select a game type such as Black Jack or slot machine, and is automatically assigned an available gametable orslot

machine that plays the selected game type. In a Wheel of Fortuna game, a dealer spins the wheel and waits for tha

wheel to cometo a final stop at a wheel landing area. The game of Black Jack is described below as an example.
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Block 710 proceeds to block 712. At block 712, the client device 102 receives and displays images of the selected

game table. Details of providing images of a game table to remote players have been described above in the section

titled “providing video images to the player.”

Block 712 proceeds to block 714. At block 714, a determination is made as to whether the player has

started playing a game at the selected gametable. If the playeris already in the process of playing a game, block 714

proceeds to block 720. Otherwise block 714 proceeds to block 716. At block 716, the player is promptad to indicate

that he/she is ready to participate in the next game. The player indication is transmitted to the dealer at the game

table. The remote instructions system 408 is then activated at the game table to represent the player. Block 716

proceeds to block 718. At block 718, a game module is advantageously activated at the client device 102 or
transmitted from the server to the client device 102. The game module includes instructions related to the game and
allows the player to play the game according to the rules. The game module can be transmitted to the client device

using a software-on-demand application described above. Block 718 proceeds to block 720.

At block 720, the cards dealt by the dealer are displayed at the client device 102. In one embodiment

described above in the section titled “card scanning methods and devices,” a code embedded in each of the cards dealt

by the dealer is scanned. The server then transmits the type of the card as text data or numerical data to the client

device 102. A display application such as an applet is advantageously utilized to display a card at the client device

102 according to the received card type information. The display application may ba downloaded from the server to

the client device 102. Block 720 proceeds to block 722. At block 722, the player is prompted to enter instructions,

such as “hit”, “stay”, “double”, “split”, and so forth. In one embodiment, the player speaks a voice commandinto a

microphone connected to the client device 102. The client device 102 receives the voice command and uses a voice
recognition program to recognize the instructions. The recognized instructions are then transmitted to the gametable.

In one implementation, the player trains the voice recognition programprior to starting the game, The player speaks a
voice command, advantageously in his/her native language, and identifies to the voice recognition program the

instruction that the voice command represents. After one or moreiterations of training, the voice recognition program

is able to recogniza the player's voice commands. The player can also interact with the dealer, physical players and

other remote players by entering and transmitting audio comments, by entering and transmitting video images of

himself/herself, by entering and transmitting chat messages or instant messages, and so forth. Block 722 proceeds to

block 724. At block 724,the playerinstructions are transmitted to the server, which transmits the player instructions

to the remote instructions system 408 at the game table. Other data such as audio data, video image data, chat

messages, instant messages, and so forth can also be transmitted. The dealer then executes the received player

instructions. Block 724 proceeds to block 730.

Failure situations can occur during a game. For example, the communication link between a remote player

and the server maybe interrupted or disconnected by the remote player or by network error. A remote player mayfail
to enter playing instructions within a specified time limit during a game. Rules are set to determine that a failure has

accurred. For example, a network monitoring program can be used to determine whether the network communication
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betweenthe remote player and the serveris functioning properly. A time limit such as ten seconds can be specified as

the tima limit under which the remote player must enter playing instructions. If a failure is determined to have

occurred, contingency rules are used to continue the game at the gametable 402. In one embodiment, a failed remote

player is considered as having entered a “surrender” instruction for the current game. A “surrender” instruction orders

the dealer to stop playing the player's hand, collect part of the player's wager for the game center, and return the

other part of the player’s wager to the player. The game center and the player usually each takes half of the player's

wager. In another embodiment, a failed remote player is considered to be entering contingency instructions for tho

remainder of the game. Contingency instructions are computer-generatedinstructions to be played in the absence of

player instructions. For example, contingency instructions such as “hit on 16 or less, stay on 17 or more” can be used

as the failed remote player's instructions in a Black Jack game. In one implementation, the remote player can select,

modify, or create contingency instructions for himself/herself prior to a game. For example, a conservative remote

player may prefer contingencyinstructions such as “stay on 16 or more.” For another example, a player may select,

modify, or create contingency instructions such as “split two 8's.” In the event of a failure, the server retrieves the

remote player's contingencyinstructions to continue the current game.

Remoteplayers can also back-bat on a game. A remoteplayer selects a game table 402 and receives video

images and/or audio signals of the game table 402. In one embodiment, car type information of each direct player and

dealer at the game table 402is transmitted to the remote player. In another embodiment, the remote player selects a

direct player at tha game table 402 and receives card type information of the selected direct player. A direct player is

a remote or physicalplayer that directly plays at the game table 402. Anindirect player is a player that back-hets on a

game at the gametable 402. The indirect player transmits an instruction indicating he/she wishes to back-bet, a direct

player selection, and a wager amount from the client device 102 to the server. If the indirect player back-bets on a

game such as Black Jack or Roulette, then the indirect player does not enter further playing instructions. The direct

player enters playing instructions or the dealerrolls the dices, and the indirect player’s winning or loss is determined

accordingly. If the indirect player back-bets on a game such as Caribbean Studs, the indirect player can choose to

copy the direct player's playing instructions or enter instructions of his/her own. The indirect player's winning or loss

is determined by the indirect player's playing instructions. Since the number of back-betting remote players at a game

table 402 is not limited by physical space near the gametable 402, and since a server instead of a dealer can receive

back-betting instructions and determine results, a potentially unlimited number of remote players can back-bet at a

limited number of game tables 402.

Referring to FIGURE 7B, at block 730, a determination is made as to whether the playeris exiting the game

table. A player can indicate that he/she will not play the next game at the table by entering, for example, a “exit game

table” instruction at the client device 102. In one embodiment, the player is determined to beexiting the gama center

if he/she has not placed a new wager within a specified time frame. If the determination is negative,i.e., if the player

wishes to keep playing at the game table, then block 730 returns to block 712 to keep playing. Otherwise block 730

proceeds to block 732. At block 732, a determination is made as to whether the player is ready to exit the game
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center. A player can enter an instruction at the client device 102 to indicate he/she is ready to leave the gamecenter.

if the playeris not ready to exit the game center, then block 732 returns to block 706, Otherwise block 732 praceeds

to block 734. At block 734, the chips remaining with the player is redeemed. The server redeems the chips by

increasing the player's account balance by the amount of the chips. In ona embodimentin which the player did not

purchase chips to play, the amount of winning or loss of the player is calculated, and the player's financial accountis

updated accordingly. When the player axits the game center, the server connects to a database of the game center or

a database of a third party financial organization, and updates the player's financial account. In other embodiments,

the player's financial account at tha database canalso be updated after the player exits a game table, after a gameat

the gametable, or after each play. Block 734 proceeds to an end block 736. In another embodiment, the player may

exit a game center but enter another game center hosted by the server to continue playing.

Player Rewards Program

The playing information of remote players can be recorded by a server and stored into a user playing history

database. The stored playing informationcan be used in a player rewards program. The playing information can

include the nameof the player, the identifier of the player, the amount of winning made by the player, the amount of

money spent by the player, date and time of playing, the types of games played by the player, and so forth. Multiple

casino chains or multiple casino locations within the same casino chain can share the same rewards program. In

addition to being used for a player reward program,the information can also be used for other purposes, for example in

making recommendations of product and services to the player, in determining the amount of casino credit to provide

the player, and in determining whether to grant the player a VIP or preferred guest status. The information can also be

used to comply with government reporting regulations and to ensure qualify of customer service.

In one embodiment, every time a remoteplayer plays at a casino, the server checks the user against the user

playing history database. {f the amount of money spent by the player has reached a certain triggering amount, then

the server announces a winning reward to the player. The server then prompts the player to designate an account to

receive the winning, or transfers the winning amount to a default account of the player. In another embodiment, a

fixed percentage of rebate is automatically credited to the player every time the player plays at the casino. Incentives

can also be provided to the player in the form of extra play opportunities, such as prompting the player to “play a free

hand!” at the expense of the gamecenter, or informing the player that “the casina doublas this wager for you!” Tha

playing information stored in the database can also be used to conduct drawings to award large prizes to one or more

players. The drawings can be random,or partially correlated to the playing information, such as the amount of money

a player has spent and the player's playing frequency. The player reward program can also replace or compliment the

axisting bonus program at a hotel or casino. For example, the money a player has spent on gaming can be used to earn
bonus points toward free stays at the hotel. The money a player has spent at other services of the casino can earn

cashpoints to be spent on gaming at the casino.
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In another embodiment, physical players at the casino can also join in the player rewards program. For

example, referring to FIGURE4, physical players can enter personalidentification information on local consoles 410 at

the game table 420. The rewards currently available to the physical player can be displayed on the local console 410.

For example, as the player continues playing, the player can view on the local console 410 the increasing amount of

bonus points or entitled prize winning. For remote players, the rewards information can be displayed on their client
devices 102.

Computerized Monitoring

A monitoring program can be used to replace or compliment human “pit bosses”. The monitoring program is

designed to watch for irregularities, such as a physical player or remote player winning abnormally large amounts of

money or winning constantly. In one embodiment, the monitoring program uses pattern recognition to analyze video

images from cameras at the gama table. For example, the monitoring program can betrained to distinguish normal

dealer and physical player motions from abnormal dealer and physical player motions. If the video image of a dealer

shows abnormal motions, such as thedealer reaching into his/her pocket, the monitoring program alerts a human

security supervisor.

The monitoring program also acts as a coach or supervisor to the human dealer. Using information such as

the types of cards dealt, the monitoring program can instruct the dealer on actions such as whether to hit or stand on

the dealer's hand, When the monitoring program detects a card dealt to the dealer as an “Ace”, the monitoring
program reminds the dealer to ask players if they wish to buy insurance. The monitoring program can issue warnings

if the dealer makes an error, for example continuing to deal a card to the dealer after dealer's hand exceeds 17. A

training device such as a device similar to the local console 410 can be placed next to the dealer 404 on the game

tabla 402, to provide real time instructions to train an inexperienced dealer 404. The training device displays the

playing instruction such as “hit” or “stand” regarding the dealer’s hand, and displays the total count of every player's

cards. The training device also displays the amount of money to be paid to or collected from each player after a game.

Since information such as the wining and losing amount on eachplayer and dealer at every game table can be

collected by the server, statistical data on winnings and losing can be used to provide tax, auditing and reporting data
to the game center, to government regulatory bodies, and to players. The game center can usestatistical data to

analyze the popularity and profitability of various game types and gamecenters.

To prevent players, especially remote players from counting cards, cards can be shuffled frequently, such as

every game, every other game, or every five games. A card shuffler can be used to shuffle cards, so that the dealer

need not shuffle the cards. A large number of decks of cards, such as four, six, oreight decks of cards can he used.

A continuous card shuffler can be integrated with the card shoa to shuffle cards after every game. After every game,

the dealer retrieves the dealt cards and places them into the continuous card shuffler, which shuffles all cards in the

shuffler. The dealer then deals cards from the shuffler. Since the cards are shuffled after every game, only a small

numberof decks of cards need to be used.
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OtherGames

In addition to games in which players play against the game center, remote players can use the on-line

system at a game center to play among themselves. The game center provides the on-line communication system and

optionally the game table and the dealer. The game center charges tha players a flat fee, a percentage of the total

wager, or a percentage of the winnings. The game center obtains the financial account information from each player

and ensures that each player has the sufficient fund that he/she wagers. The game center serves as an escrow service

to ensure that the losing players cannot refuse to pay the winning players.

For example, remote players can join an on-lina game center to play the game of poker. Referring to FIGURE

4, the remote players select a gametable 402 to play. A real dealer 404 at the game table 402 deals cards face down

to the remote players, each represented by a remota instructions system 408. Each card is scanned, and the card

information is transmitted to the remote player for whom the card is dealt. The remote players caninteract through

video, audio, chat room messages, instant messages, and so forth. The playing instructions, video images, audio

signals, messages, and so forth are transmitted from the originating remote players through the server to the

destination remote players.

For another example, ramote players can join an on-line gamecenterto play a board game such as chessor
monopoly. FIGURE8 is a flowchart showing one embodiment of a process of a remote player playing a game of chess

against a remote or physical player. A start block 802 proceeds to block 804, where a remote player enters a chess

room of the game center. The remote player is verified to ensure that he/she is permitted by law and financially

capable of playing a wagered game. Details of one embodiment ofa verification process have been described abovein

connection with FIGURE 3. The chess room can be a computer simulated room or a real room with real chess boards.

In one embodiment, a real chess board is located on a gametable, such as the gametable 402illustrated in FIGURE 4,

to enable a physical player to play against a remote player. A human referee moves the chess pieces on the real chess

board according to playing instructions from the remote player. In another embodiment, a chess board is displayed on

a computer screen located on a gametable, such as the game table 402 shown in FIGURE 4. The physicalplayer or

remote player issues instructions to mave the pieces on the chess board on the computer screen.

Still referring to FIGURE 8, block 804 proceeds to block 806, where the remote player broadcasts his/her

intant to find an opponent to play. The remote player's message can be broadcastto the entire chess room or the

entire game center. The remote player mayalsolimit tha messagereceiverto his/her friends identified by player name

or player identifier. Additional information, such as the remote player's rating, winlloss record at the chess room,

video image, photo image, and so forth, can also be broadcast. Block 806 proceeds to block 808, where the remote

player waits for an opponent's response, evaluates the opponent, and accepts or rejects the opponent. The remote

player may evaluate the opponent by reviewing the opponent's information transmitted to the remote player, such as

the opponent’s name, rating, winiloss record, video image, photo image, and so forth. The opponent can be another

remote player, or a physical player at the chess room. The remote player may also interact with the opponent using
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video images, audio conversation, chat massages, instant messages, and so forth. A physical player can interact with

the remote player using an on-line device, for example the local console 410 illustrated in FIGURE 4. {f the remote

player rejects the opponent, then the remote player continues waiting and evaluating other opponents until one

opponentis accapted. Block 808 then proceedsto block 810.

At block 810, the remote player and his/her opponent determines a wager amount for each party. The

partias may communicate using video images, audio conversation, chat messagas, instant messages, and so forth. The

parties may agree to enter unequal wager amounts. For example, party A, whois believed to be the stronger player,

wagars (thus stands to lose) $100, while party B, whois believed to be the weaker player, wagers {thus stands to

lose) $50. The server verifies that each party has sufficient funds to cover the wager. The parties also determine

whostartsfirst, for example by mutual agreement or by rolling a real or computer-generated dice. Block 810 proceeds

to block 812, where the remote player starts the game and transmits his/her move to the opponent. Othar

information, such as his/her video images, photo images, chat messages, instant messages, audio comments, etc., can

also be transmitted to the opponent. Block 812 proceeds to block 814, where the remote player receives the

opponent’s move and other information such as video images of the remote opponent, or video images of the game

table whera the physical opponentis located. In one embodiment in which the other player starts the first move of the

game, the orders of block 812 and block 814 are reversed.

Still referring to FIGURE 8, block 814 proceeds to block 816, where a determination is made as to whether

the game has ended. The game ends whenthe parties agree to a draw, or when one party resigns. If the game has

not ended, then block 816 returns to block 812 to continue playing. Otherwise block 816 proceeds to block 818,

where the losing party pays out his/her wagerto be collected by the winning party. The server transfers the wagered

amount from the losing party's account to the winning party’s account. The server also collects a flat fee or a

percentage of the wager from the losing party or both parties. Block 818 proceeds to an end block 820.

For yet another example, remote players can join an on-line game center to play a computer game, such as a

combat game, a role playing game, a strategy game, or a sports game. A plurality of player, for example dozens or

hundreds of players, can play in the same game. In one embodiment, each player pays a wager amount to play the

game, and the server transfers the losing players’ wager amounts to the account(s) of the winning player(s). The

server also transfers a flat fee or a percentage of the wager amountsto the game center.

Remote players can also join an on-line game center to place bets on a future outcome such as a sporting

event. The betting events need notbelimited to sporting events, but can be any events whose outcome can bereliably

determined. In one embodiment, the remote players bet against each other, with the game center taking a percentage

of the total wager or the winning. For example, remote players each enter a wager to predict the winner of the next

World Cup Soccer tournament. The images of the events such as sporting events can be transmitted to the players,

using the above-described devices. For example, the video images of a boxing match held at a casino can be

transmitted to the players who have bet on the match. The television images of a sporting event can also be

transmitted to players who bet on the event.
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In another embodiment of betting on a future outcome, the game center sells or auctions the virtual
ownership of a sports team, a race horse, a race car, or an athlete to one or more players at a price, The price is
deducted from the financial accounts of the purchasing players and credited to the game center. The purchasing

players become virtual owners. Different teams, horses, cars, and athletes can be purchased at different prices,

depending on their expected chance of success. After a sporting event, the game center pays winning amounts to the

virtual owners of the winning teams, horses, cars, and athletes. This embodiment provides to the players a sense of

ownership and therefore greatincentive.

In addition to real sporting events, a sporting event can be simulated and displayed. For example, based on

the team andindividual player statistics of NBA teams, such as team win-loss percentage, team average scoring per

game,player average rebounds per game, player shooting percentage, and so forth, a computer simulates the plays of

a 48-minute basketball gama between two NBA players. The simulated game can be displayed as a pre-game show

prior to the start of the real game. Physical and remote users can enter wagers to predict the result of the simulated

game.

FIGURE 9 is a diagram showing one embodimentof a client device display. A display screen for Black Jack is

shown as an example. The display screen 902 on the client device 102 includes a card section 904, an instruction

section 906, a wager section 908, and an image section 910. The card section 904 displays graphic representations

of the types of cards being dealt to the remote player and the dealer. The instruction section 906 displays the playing

instructions available to the player. The remote player enters playing instructions by selecting instructions in section

906 or speaking an audio command. The wager section 908 displays the amount of the player's current wager and

the player's remaining balance for game play. The player can specify a wager amount by entering an amount in section

908. Section 910 displays a video image of the gama table 902 transmitted from the gamecenter.

This application incorporates by referencein its entirety the Australian provisional application # PO7B41/00

titled “METHOD OF AND SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING AN ON-LINE CASINO GAME"andfiled on May 29, 2000.

This invention may be embodied in other specific forms without departing from the essential characteristics

as described herein. The embodiments described above are to be considered in all respects as illustrative only and not

restrictive in any manner. The scope of the inventionis indicated by the following claims rather than by the foregoing

description.
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WHATIS CLAIMED IS:

1 A gametable for a remote player to participate in a card game, the gametable comprising:

a card scanner configured to scan a card and to determine a type of the card, the card having an

embedded code that indicates the type of the card, the card scanner being connected to a server, the server

being configured to transmit the type of the scanned card to the remote player;

one or mora cameras connected to the server, the cameras being configured to capture video

images of the game table, the server being further configured to transmit the captured video images to the

remote player; and ,

a remote instruction system configured to receive playing instructions from the remote player

through the server, and to display the received playing instructions at the game tablein visual or audio form.

2. The game table of Claim 1, wherein the card scanner is configured to scan a card using a radio

signal.

3. The gametable of Claim 1, wherein the card scanneris configured to scan a card using an infrared

signal.

4. The gametable of Claim 1, wherein the card scanneris configured to scan a card using a barcode

reader.

5. The game table of Claim 1, wherein the cameras comprise an overhead camera configured to

capture video images of an overhead view of the gametable. :

6. The gametable of Claim 1, wherein tha cameras comprise a dealer camera configured to capture

video images of a dealer of the gametable.

7. The gametable of Claim 1, wherein the cameras comprise a physical player camera configured to

capture video imagesof a physical player of the gametable.
8. The gametable of Claim 1, further comprising a local console configured to allow a physical player

at the game table to enter playing instructions.

9, The game table of Claim 1, further comprises a microphone connected to the server, the

microphone being configured to record audio signals at the gametable, the server being further configured to transmit

the recorded audio signals ta the remote player.

10. A physical slot machine configured to display playing statistics, the slot machine comprising:

a storing medium located within the slot machine or connected to the slot machine, the storing

medium being configured to store a result for each of a plurality of plays at the slot machine; and

a display device located at the slot machine or connected to the slot machine, the display device

being configured to display at least a summary of the stored results.

11. The slot machine of Claim 10, wherein the physical slot machine is connected to another physical

slot machine.

12. A methodof enabling a remote playerto select a slot machine to play, the method comprising:
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Storing statistics of a first slot machine and statistics of a second slot machine;

displaying to the player at least a summary of the stored statistics of the first slat machine;

displaying to the player at least a summary of the stored statistics of the second slot machine; and

prompting the player to select a slot machine from a plurality of slot machines, the plurality of slot

machinesincluding the first slot machine and the second slot machine.

13. Tha method of Claim 12, wherein each of the plurality of slot machines is a physical slot machine

located at a physical gamecenter.

14. The method of Claim 12, wherein each of the plurality of slot machines is a virtual slot machine

simulated by a computer program.

15. A methodof creating security requirements at a website, the method comprising:

displaying a plurality of available verification fields to an administrator of the website;

prompting the administrator to select one or more verification fields from the plurality of available

verification fields; and

prompting a user to enter data into the selected verification fields when the user requests entry

into the website.

16. The method of Claim 15, further comprising verifying user entered data to determina whether to

allow the user to enter into the web site.

17. The mathod of Claim 16, wherein verifying user entered data comprises comparing user entered
data against usar information stored ina user information database connectable to the website.

18. The method of Claim 16, further comprising prompting the user to insert a smart card into a smart

card drive when the user requests entry into the website. ,

19. The mathod of Claim 16, further comprising prompting the user to insert a smart disk into a disk

drive when the user requests entry into the website.

20. The method of Claim 18, wherein verifying user entered data comprises comparing user entered

data against data stored on the smart card.

21. The method of Claim 19, wherein verifying user entered data comprises comparing user entered

data against data stored on the smartdisk..

22. A method of creating security requirements at a web site having a plurality of sub-sites, the method

comprising:

displaying a plurality of available verification fields to an administrator of the website;

for each of the plurality of sub-sites, of the web site, prompting the administrator to select one or

more verification fields from the plurality of available verification fields; and

prompting a user to enter data into the selected verification fields when the user requests entry

into a sub-site of the website.
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23. A method of enabling a remote player to participate in a game at a physical game center, the

method comprising:

prompting the remote player to connect to a server that hosts the physical game center;

verifying that the remote playeris permitted by his/her jurisdiction to play at the game center;

verifying that the remote playeris financially qualified to play at the gamecenter;

identifying a financial account of the remota player;

prompting the remote player to enter playing instructions;

receiving the entered playing instructions at the game center;

playing a game at the game center according to the received playing instructions;

transmitting a status of the played gameto the remote player;

optionally transmitting video imagas of the played game to the remote player; and

updating a balance of the identified financial account of the remote player.

24. The method of Claim 23, wherein verifying that the remote player is permitted by his/her

jurisdiction to play comprises comparing the remote player's age against his/her jurisdiction’s age limit.

25. The method of Claim 23, wherein verifying that the remote player is financially qualified to play

comprises examining the remote player's financial information stored in a smart card of tha ramote player.

26. The method of Claim 23, wherein verifying that the remote player is financially qualified to play

comprises examining the remote player's financial information stored in a smart disk of the remote player.

27. The method of Claim 23, wherein verifying that the remote player is financially qualified to play

comprises examining the remoteplayer's financial information stored in a financial database of the game center.

28. The mathod of Claim 23, wherein verifying that the remote player is financially qualified to play

comprises examining the remote player's financial information stored in a financial database of a third party financial

organization.

29, The method of Claim 23, wherein identifying a financial account of the remote player comprises

identifying a smart card account of the remote player.

30. The method of Claim 23, wherein identifying a financial account of the remote player comprises

identifying an e-wallet account of the remote player.

31. The method of Claim 23, wherein identifying a financial account of the remote player comprises

identifying a bank account of the remote player.

32. The method of Claim 23, wherein identifying a financial account of the remote player comprises

identifying a credit card account of the remoteplayer.

33, The method of Claim 23, further comprising prompting the remoteplayerto select a gamato play.
34. The methodof Claim 23, further comprising prompting the remote player to select a gamearea to

play.
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36. The method of Claim 34, wherein prompting the remote player to select a game area comprises

prompting the remoteplayer to select a gametable.

36. - The method of Claim 34, wherein prompting the remote player to select a gama area comprises

prompting the remote player to select a slot machine.

37. The method of Claim 23, wherein prompting the remote player to enter playing instructions

comprises prompting the remote player to speak audio commands.

38. The methodof Claim 23, wherein receiving the entered playing instructions comprises:

receiving the entered playing instructionsin a first format at the server;

converting the playing instructions in a first format into playing instructions in a second format;

and

transmitting the playing instructions in the second format from the server to the game center.

39. The method of Claim 38, wherein thefirst format is a non-audio format and the second formatis

an audio format.

40. The method of Claim 38, wherein the first format is an audio format in a first language and the

second format is an audio format in a second language.

41. The method of Claim 23, wherein transmitting a status of the played game comprises transmitting

a type of a card of the played game.

42, The method of Claim 23, wherein transmitting a status of the played game comprises transmitting

a numberofa rolled dice of the played game.

43. The method of Claim 23, wherein transmitting a status of the played game comprises transmitting
a type of a wheel landing area of the played game.

44, The method of Claim 23, wherein optionally transmitting video images of the played game

comprises optionally streaming the video images to the remoteplayer.

45. The method of Claim 23, wherein playing the game comprises using a human operator to carry out

the received playing instructions from the remoteplayer.

46. The methodof Claim 23, further comprising connecting the game center to another game center.

47. The method of Claim 23, wherein updating a balance of the identified financial account comprises

updating the balance when the remote playeris ready to exit the game center.

48, The method of Claim 23, wherein updating a balance of the identified financial account comprises

updating the balance when the remote playeris ready to exit a game area.

49. The method of Claim 23, wherein updating a balance of the identified financial account comprises

updating the balance when theresult of a bet entered by the remote player has been determined.

50. A method of a player playing a gama at a remote physical gamecenter, the method comprising:
connecting to a server that hosts the gamecenter;

entering verification information to satisfy lagal requirements;
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entering playing instructions to a game to be played or being played at the gamecenter;

receiving a status of the played game fram the server; and

optionally receiving video images of the played game from the server.

51, The method of Claim 50, wherein the gameis a slot machine game, the method further comprising

receiving Statistics of the slot machine. ,
52. The method af Claim 50, wherein receiving a status of the played game comprises receiving a type

of a card of the played game.

53. The method of Claim 52, wherein receiving a type of a card comprises receiving a type of a card

scanned by a card scanner connected to the server.

54. The method of Claim 50, wherein receiving a status of the played game comprises receiving a

numberof a rolled dice of the played game.

55. The method of Claim 50, wherein receiving a status of the played game comprises receiving a type

of a wheel landing area of the played game.

56. The method of Claim 50, further comprising receiving player rewards information from the server.

57. A method for enabling a remote player te participate in a game played in a casino remotely located

from said remote player and providing the remote player with a realistic game experience that substantially captures

the visual feel and excitement of the casino, the method comprising:

transmitting images ta said remote player of a game in prograss;
identifying a financial account of said remoteplayer;

prompting said remote player when it is said remote player's turn to play to enter playing

instructions during the game;

receiving at said casino the entered playing instructions from said remote player while the game is

being played;

receiving from said remote player an amount of wager specified by said remote player; and

communicating to said remote player the ongoing status of the gamein substantially real time.

58. The method of Claim 57, further comprising transmitting to said remote player sounds of the game

and voices of a dealer and on-site players.

59. A method for enabling a remote player to participate in a gameplayed in a casino remotely located

from said remote player and providing the remote player with a realistic game experience that substantially captures

the visual and audio feel and excitementof the casino, the method comprising:

transmitting images to said remote player of a gamein progress;

transmitting to said remote player sounds of the game and voices of a dealer and on-site players;

identifying a financial account of said remoteplayer;

prompting said remote player when it is said remote player's turn to play to enter playing

instructions during the game;
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raceiving at said casino the entered playing instructions from said remote player while the game is
being played;

receiving from said remote player an amount of wager specified by said remote player;

communicating ta said remote player the ongoing status of tha game in substantially real time; and

communicating to said remote player an amountof balance retained by said remote player.
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48"Floor
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(5a) Title: DISTRIBUTED GAME ACCELERATOR

(57) Abstract

_. Amethod and apparatus are provided, in which a gaming server (11) is responsible for accounting, game play, and payouts, while
the’,game console (12) is primarily responsible for presenting the user interface. In the general case, communication delays are eliminated
by generating game outcomeslocally to the console which will be used to determine game outcome to the console prior to the player
making their selection, The random numbers used to generate game outcomesare generated in a highly secure device and cannot be used
to determine the correct choice of player selection or influence the game outcome. When the player makes a selection the random numbers
are already available to the console and the game outcome can be determined and displayed immediately, independentof communication
delays.
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Distributed game accelerator

 Introduction

ia The present inventionrelates to the field of gaming machines and in
ne particular the invention provides a method and apparatus for speeding up the
“5 response time of games played overa network, beyond that achievable using

traditional systems.

Background of the Invention

Traditionally gaming machines have been provided as stand alone
devices connected via a network for information gathering, howeverin the

10 recentpast, distributed gaming systems have been proposed to meet the

changing needsof the gaming industry.
In a distributed gaming system gamesare split across the server and

console. In its simplest form, whenthe playerpresses the ‘play’ button on

the console, the console relays that fact to the server. The server may then

[15° decideto start a game, andif so instructs the console to initiate a spinning
. reel display. The spinningreel display will run for a set period and then

come to a stop with a certain set of symbols showing, as directed by the
server. The players accountis adjusted by the server according to the game
outcome. The console is instructed of the accountdetails by the server for

"20 display. :
ne It is a fundamental requirementfor security that the game outcome

and accounting are solely determined by the server. The console simply

provides a userinterface. If the game were to be in any way independently
controlled by the console then the potential would exist for tampering.

25 Therefore considerable data must be exchanged betweenthe serverand |

console, however communication delays limit the speed andinteractivity of

games.

The combinations of a game describe the mathematical structure of the

game and defineall possible games, including the winning patterns and the
30 payouts associated with each. From the combinations the gamestatistics are

= determined, including the theoretical return to the player.
fs Alimitation and crucial factor in gameplay in a traditional distributed

Ms gaming system is the response time of gamesto user input. This timeis
determined by network and server response times. If either of these is not

‘35 adequate then the user will notice delays in playing the game.
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A game used as an exampleis the red/black double up. It is a common
feature game requiring a fast response time. A card is shown face down on
the display so that the colour cannot be seen. The gameselects a colour for
the card, and the playertries to guess what colourthe cardis, ie. red or
black. The player has a 50% chance of guessing the correct colour and wins
double ornothing.

Consider the red/black double up game. When the player makes a
selection they expect to instantly be shown the outcome. Any delay must be

kept small for the gameto be playable. In existing systemsit was a
requirement that the network did not imposesignificant delays, or
alternatively that games played on the system were designed to make such
delays less noticeable.

In this context, the term "outcome" can have two meanings:-

a) the indicia or images displayed at the end of a game'

b) the result of the gamble(ie, win/loss and valueof prize).
Thefirst of these outcomes wewill call the 'game outcome' while the

second wewill call the ‘gamble outcome’. In most game types, game outcome
and the gamble outcomearedirectly linked. However, in some instances,
such as the red/black gamble referred to above, they are not because the game
outcomeis a particular colour of card while the gamble outcomewill depend
upon which colour wasselected by the player. The gamble outcomeis also
determined bythe size of bet selected by the player. The term "outcome"
describes the combination of both the game outcomeand the gamble
outcome.

Summary ofthe Invention

Accordingtoafirst aspect, the present invention provides a method of

operating a gaming system including at least one gaming console, the console
including secure storage meansanda userinterface allowing a user to
initiate a game and observea result, the method including thesteps of:

storing game or gamble outcomeinformation in the secure storage

meansfor use by the console to produce a game or gamble outcome;
and

upon receiptof a user input initiating a game, producing a game
play sequence including a game and/or gamble outcomeindication
determined by the game or gamble outcomeinformation stored in the
secure storage meansalone or in combination with a user input.
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According to a second aspect, the present invention provides a gaming
system includingat least one gaming console, the console including secure
storage meansanda userinterface allowinga userto initiate a game and
observe a result, the system including:

secure storage meansfor storing game or gamble outcome
information used by the console to produce a gameor gamble
outcome; and

gamecontrol meansin the console arranged to receive a user
input initiating a game and to produce a game play sequence
including a game and/or gamble outcomeindication determined by
the game or gamble outcome informationstored in the secure storage
meansaloneor in combination with a user input.

Accordingto a third aspect, the present invention provides a secure
storage meansfor use in a gaming console whichincludesauser interface
allowing a userto initiate a game and observea result, the secure storage
means being arranged to store game or gamble outcome information used to
produce a gameor gamble outcome.

According to a fourth aspect, the present invention provides a secure
removable control device for use in a gaming console which includesa user
interface allowing a userto initiate a game and observea result, the control
device being arranged to generate game or gamble outcome information used
by the console to produce a game or gamble outcome.

The information stored in the secure storage meansor generated by the

control device may be a sequentiallist of outcome informationrelating toa
sequence offuture games to be played on the console, a set of random
numberssufficient to generate one or more entire game outcomes,or a
random numberseed from which outcome information relating to a sequence

of future gamesto be played on the console is generated by operation of a
pseudo-random numberalgorithm. Preferably, the game outcome
information generated by a pseudo-random numberalgorithm, will be in the
form of a set of random numberssufficient to generate an entire game
outcome.

In one possible embodiment the outcome information is a random
numberindicating a gamble outcome value and the secure processing means

in the console then chooses a game outcome whichwill achieve that gamble
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outcome value, howevergenerally the information will indicate an outcome

and the gamble outcomevalue will be determined from the game outcome.
Preferably the secure storage meansorcontrol device is removably

connectable to or readable and writable by the console.
In one embodiment, the informationrelating to future game outcomes

stored in the secure storage meansis stored before the secure storage means
is connected to the console. Preferably the secure storage meansis a

programmable card whichis preprogrammed with outcome information
beforeorafter acquisition by a user and is inserted into the console by the
user to produce one or more game outcomesonthe respective console.

In one embodimentthe production of the game outcomeindicationis

performed in a secure processing means connectedto the secure storage
means by way of a secure communications path.

Preferably also the secure processing meansor control device includes
a smartcard or smartcard chip whichis either removably inserted into or

permanently fixed in the console.
The console and therefore the secure storage meansor control device,

may or may not be connected to the server when the gameis played, but in
either event, when the secure storage means orcontroldevice is next
connected to the server, it will generate and send a signalto the server

indicating that the stored precalculated result has been used.
Accordingto a further aspect, the present invention providesa virtual

casino including a plurality of virtual gaming machines (or gaming consoles,
each gaming machineorconsole having dedicated accounting, and
combinations, being uniquely identified and capable of being returned to at
any time by the player providedit is not in use by another player.

In a virtual casino,as inatraditional casino, if another player is using

a particularvirtual machine then, the player must wait or play another
machine. Preferably embodimentsof the invention will allow a player to
view a virtual machine while it is being played by anotherplayer.

The return remains with the machineforthe life of that machine.

Unused return is mathematically equivalent to money and can thus be
transferred between games,either as money or combinations changes. To be

fair to players and preventthe casino from cheating, when player accounts
are shut down,virtual game machinesare ended, the gamingsite is to be

closed, or jackpots are cancelled, etc, the extra accumulated return owed to
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players is transferred from the various accounts and redistributed among the
players, as jackpots, credits, combinations, etc.

Preferably, the game outcome determining data is stored in the secure
storage means and the game outcomeis calculated from the data in a secure
processing means connected to the secure storage means by wayof a secure
communications path. ,

The data precalculated by the server and sentto the secure storage
meansin the console, may be in the form of a set of random numbers
sufficient to generate an entire game outcome(ie, 5 random numbersin the
case of a slot machine with a 5 reel display)or alternatively, the

precalculated data may be a random seed from which the secure processing
means maycalculate the required numberof random numbers using a
pseudo-random numbergenerating program. In anotheralternative
arrangement, the server may calculate an actual game outcome(eg, ree]
stopping positionsor indicia) and transmit codes indicating these positions
although this arrangementis inconvenient in a machine capable of playing
any one of a numberofplayer selectable games as the server would have to
precalculate outcomesfor each possible game.

In an alternate embodiment, predetermined outcomes can be

implemented using a smartcard as the secure storage and processing means,
with predetermined bets and outcomesstored simply asa list of values.
Initially all values on the card (exceptthe first which is the initial value of
the card) are hidden and playing gamesdiscloses the values one by one. The
player may redeem thecardat any time for the amountofthe last disclosed
value. The console displays an appropriate game which generates the new
value. The player buys a smartcard (or downloadsvalues from a casino) with
a fixed numberof values. An advantage of this system is that the casino
knowsthe wins andlosses of every card released and can adjust the pattern
of wins andlosses as desired.

In another embodiment a smartcard is provided withalist of

predetermined outcomes, with the player making bets on each outcome. The
outcomesare initially hidden and are disclosed one at a time as gamesare

played. For each outcomedisclosed the player first makes a bet, whichis
written to the smartcard (in non-volatile memory). The total value owed to

the player is simply the sum of wins andlosses for each bet and outcome.
The player redeemsthe card for value stored by returning the card. This may
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be implemented with a very simple and hence cheap smartcard, requiring
only secure memory storage with controlled access. In another
implementation the value is redeemed via secure communications with a

game server.

The smartcard may be programmed with multiple functions, only one
of which is a gaming accelerator. In other modes the smartcard mayfor

example be used as an ID card,a credit card, a bankcard (eg. ATM), etc. The
protocol to access the smartcard may be an extension to another, perhaps
primary, mode of the smartcard,

In yet anotherpossible alternative arrangement, the servercalculates a
numberindicating a gamble outcomevalue (perunit bet) and the secure

processing meansin the console then chooses an outcome which will
achieve that win value. This arrangementwill work better with some games
than others, although, the concept could be altered to suit each game played.

In preferred embodimentsofthe invention, signals generated by the
server and console to send game outcomesorto indicate gameplay, are

encrypted prior to being sent.
Preferably, also encrypted signals are each provided with a piece of

unique information prior to encryption suchthatdifferent signals containing
the same game information are not the same after encryption.

Preferably also, the server includes an auditing function to check the

game and/or gamble outcome data returned from the secure device in the
console.

In one embodimentof the invention, the secure storage and processing

meansis a smart card which may be permanently fixed in the console or may
be removable and mayalso be used to carry player identification and credit

information. Preferably, when a smart card is used as the secure memory

and processing means, the encryption and decryption in the console of
signals to and from the server and the game outcomecalculation will be
performed by the smart card.

In one preferred form of the invention, an hierarchical network of

gaming servers are provided with the console connected to low order, low
security network servers which perform low security and routine control and
communication, while passing high security signals to higher level gaming
servers having highersecurity.
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Brief Description of the Drawings
Embodiments of the invention will now be described, by way of

example, with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:-
Figure 1 is a block diagram ofa distributed gaming system;
Figure 2 is a more detailed block diagram of the server and console

components of a distributed gaming system of Figure 1;
Figure 3 is a flow chart showinganinitialisation sequence for a system

according to the present invention,

Figure 4 is a flow chart showing a sequenceof steps in the playing of a
game on a system according to the present invention,

Figure 5 is a diagram showing a Blackjack handasitis initially dealt;
Figure 6 is a diagram of a message format for a message from the

smartcard and server;

Figure 7 is a flow chart showing a random numberbuffering
arrangement;

Figure 8 is a block diagram of a system employing a random number
server;

Figure 9 is a block diagram of a distributed gaming system including a
security server; and

Figure 10 is a block diagram ofa distributed gaming system including a
network of gaming servers.

Detailed Description of the Embodiments
Embodimentsof the invention will now be described in which the

gaming server 11 (refer to figure 1) is responsible for accounting, gameplay,
and payouts, while the game console 12 is primarily responsible for
presenting the user interface. The console 12 mayalso keep accountsfor the
player and run the game combinations, but only as an aid to the rapid update
of the display. The real accounts and the combinationsare held on the
server 11 and the playerwill be paid as the server determines. Although the

console 12 can in theory be tampered with to affect the combinations and
accounting any changeswill be local to the console 12, and cannotaffect the

accounting on the server 11, and hence payout. Forthe sake of
completeness, a control terminal 13 is illustrated in figure 1. This control
terminal is used by the system operator to manage the gamingserver 11.
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For a system able to transparently cope with significant delays
occurring throughout the system several advantages can be derived as
follows, depending on the embodimentused.

e A slower response time from the server 11 is allowable. A cheaper, lower

performance server system may be used. In a multiple serverinstallation
extra servers may even be eliminated. In addition serversoftware will be
easier to develop dueto the lower performance constraints.

e Network delays may be allowed to increase. Cheaper, lower performance

networking may be allowed. Internet gaming performance can be

improved.

e Delays associated with distance are ultimately limited by the speed of

light, and cannot be overcome. International delays are therefore
significant and cannot be reduced beyond a certain point. However
embodiments of the invention can reduce or eliminate the effect of such

delays.

Network and serverdelays may be eliminated orsignificantly reduced

at the console 12 in some circumstances by not waiting for a response from

the server 11 before giving the player feedback. Some gamesdo notrequire
knowledge of the gamble or game outcometo continue, although the game
cannot be completed until it is known.

In the general case, the delay can be effectively eliminated by sending
the random numbers whichwill be used to determine game or gamble

outcomesto the console 12 priorto the player making their selection. These
numbersare stored in a highly secure device 23 and cannotbe used by the

player(or a cheat) to determinethe correct choice of playerselection. When
the player makesa selection the random numbersare already available at the
console 12 and the game outcome can be determined and displayed

immediately.

Gamesmaybeplayedlocally on the console 12 in a similar way to that
found in a traditional gaming machine. The key difference being that game
outcomesare not determinedby the console 12, and that they are audited by
the server 11. The players choiceis passed to the secure device 23 andit
informs the console 12 of the subsequent game outcome. An unforgeable

message is generated to advise the game server 11 of the game outcome.
In the embodimentillustrated in the block diagram offigure 2, it will

be seen that the server 11 includes a CPU 14 andis usedto store
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combinations 16 and to perform random numbergeneration 15. The server
11 is connected to one or more consoles 12 via a network 17 and each

console 12 includes a CPU 21, a userinterface 22 and a secure storage and

processing device 23 arranged to provide encryption/decryption functions 24
and game outcomelogic 25.

The secure storage and processing meansin the console 12 may be
achieved by using a relatively standard processoron a separate board within
a security cage using techniques presently commonin the gaming industry or
these functions mayberealised in a secure software routine that

continuously checksitself for tampering or makes use of a hardware device
to constantly monitoritself for validity. The software embodiment, could for
example make use of a hardware decryption circuit that decrypts the program
and data on the fly during executions and constantly sends encrypted

messagesto the server11 to indicate the valid status of the decryption
circuit.

In the preferred implementation the secure random numberstorage
and processing device 23 is an ISO 7816 smartcard (or smartcard chip) with
embedded microprocessor 21, program ROM and EPROM. The smartcard 23
is provided with an encryption function 24 either via software or a hardware
accelerator. The smartcard 23 has a 5 pin interface with serial
communications for connectionto a readerin the console 12.

The smartcard 23 may be inserted into the console 12 by the playeror
embedded within it by the manufacturer. A smartcard or smartcard chip may
also be enclosed within a module whichis inserted into the console 12, for

example, within a PCMCIA card whichis then plugged into a personal
computer. .

In the following description the smartcard 23 and server 11 are
sometimes referred to as communicating directly with each other, without
the aid of the console 12. This is for simplicity of description, but it must be
realised that the console 12 must act as the intermediary. The console 12

does not interpret or modify any such communications.

In the following embodiments, the game outcomedata is preferably
transmitted from the server 11 and stored in the console 12 as a random

numberseed from which any numberof random numbersrequired for the

game may be generated.
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The gameserver 11 is responsible for accounting, game play, and
payouts, while the game console 12 is primarily responsible for presenting
the user interface. The console 12 mayalso keep accountsfor the player and

run the game combinations, butonly as an aid to the rapid updateof the user
interface. The real account and combinationsis held on the server 11 and

the player will be paid as the server 11 determines. The console in effect
presents a simulation of the gamethat is run onthe server. Although the
console 12 can in theory be tampered with to affect its combinations and
accounting any changeswill be local to the console 12, and cannotaffect the
accounting on the server 11, and hence payout.
Predetermined Outcomes

In the preferred implementation random numbers within the secure

storage and processing device 23 are used to generate game outcomesas
required by the console 12. In an alternate method, called predetermined
outcomes, the server 11 determines game outcomesprior to games being
played and securely transmits them to the secure storage and processing
device 23. When a gameis played the console 12 requests one of these game
outcomes from the secure storage and processing device 23 and produces a

display appropriate to the outcome. Game outcome messagesare preferably
secured using encryption techniques to prevent cheats decoding messages to
determine the outomces before they are played. Alternately physical security
of the communicatiocs medium may be used.

For example, considerthe red/black double-up game. In the preferred
implementation the outcome is dependent on the match betweentheplayer
selection and random numberwithin the smartcard 23. Using predetermined

outcomesthe secure storage and processingdevice 23 contains a

predetermined win or lose outcome and the player selection makes no
difference to the game outcome. The console 12 outputs an appropriate win

or lose display according to the predetermined outcome and playerselection.
If the player wins the console 12 showsthe hidden card the same colouras
the players choice, while if the player loses the console shows the opposite
colour. The secure storage and processing device 23 generates an

unforgeable messageto the server 11 informingit of the outcomeselected
and the amountbet.

Consideralso slot games. Again outcomeis predetermined, but with
the win outcomealso containing a win multiplier which is the multiple of
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the bet that the player wins. The console 12 displays the outcome

appropriate to the winor loss, which may be selected randomly from a range
of possible win or loss displays.

The console 12 requests and buffers game outcomesfrom the server 11

appropriate to the gamesto be played. Before all of the outcomes have been
used the console 12 requests replacement outcomes from the server 11.

In an alternate application, predetermined outcomes can be

implemented using a smartcard 23 as the secure storage and processing
device 23, with predetermined bets and outcomesstored simplyasa list of
values. Initially all values on the card (except the first whichis theinitial
value of the card) are hidden and playing gamesdiscloses the values one by

one. The player may redeem the card at any time for the amountofthelast

disclosed value. The console 12 displays an appropriate game which

generates the new value. The player buys a smartcard (or downloads values
from a remote casino) with a fixed numberof values. An advantage of this

system is that the casino knowsthe wins andlosses of every card released
and can adjust the pattern of wins and lossesas desired.

In another application a smartcard 23 is provided witha list of
predetermined outcomes, with the player making bets on each outcome. The
outcomesareinitially hidden and are disclosed one at a time as games are

played. For each outcomedisclosed the playerfirst makes a bet, ‘whichis
written to the smartcard 23 (in non-volatile memory). Thetotal value owed

to the player is simply the sum of wins andlosses for each bet and outcome.
The player redeemsthe card for value stored by returning the card. This may
be implemented with a very simple and hence cheap smartcard, requiring
only secure memorystorage with controlled access. In another

implementation the value is redeemed via secure communications with a
game server 11.

In another implementation the secure storage means and secure

processing meansare two separate devices, preferably smartcards.
Predetermined outcomesand/orbets are loaded from the server to the secure

storage means. Whenthe secure processing means and secure storage means
are in communication games maybe played as the secure processing means

uses the predetermined outcomesstored on the secure storage means. The
secure storage means mayalso store the players credit account whichis

gambled on and adjusted by the secure processing means during gameplay,
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or alternatively a separate secure storage means, preferably yet a further
smartcard or smartcard chip is provided to store credit account information.

Oneapplication of this implementation is where the secure storage meansis

a multi-application smartcard where the smartcard acts as a securefiling
system. Each application is a separate smartcard with secure access to the
data file area. The gaming system is simply one of the many applications,

with the secure processing means being the other smartcard. A secure access
meansprovidesthe off-line communication between server and secure
storage means to download orupdate the stored predetermined outcomes
and/orcredit information.

Applications

In Internet applications the smartcard 23 may be used in conjunction
with a PC via a standard smartcard interface or an adaptor such as a PCMCIA

card, or directly connected to a network computing device with built in

smartcard interface (eg. Sony WebTV, Oracle NC).
The smartcard 23 (or socket) may be integrated with a modem and

game program memory within a module for a game console (eg Sony
Playstation or Nintendo Ultra64). The game console 12 is then capable of
highly interactive gambling.

The smartcard 23 may have multiple functions, only one of whichis a

gaming accelerator. In other modes the smartcard 23 may for example be
used as an ID card, a credit card, a bankcard (eg. ATM), etc. The protocol to

access the smartcard 23 may be an extensionto another, perhaps primary,
modeof the smartcard.

A secure storage and processing device may be used to enhance

security in an otherwise traditional distributed gaming system (such as
Internet, hotel in-room gaming oron a ship) by securing the game outcome
determining function of the server. Depending on the implementation used
and as described elsewhere, random numbers(or game outcomes) are either

generated by the secure storage and processing device or received froma
random numberserver at a more secure location. Random numbers(or
game outcomes) generated at anotherlocation are securely (eg. by
encryption) communicated to the game server and hencesecurestorage and
processing device by a communication link or a storage medium such as a
CD-ROM orhard disk. The game server sends player requests to the secure
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storage and processing device and receives game outcomes, whichit then
communicatesto the player consoles.

Software method ofdisguising delays

Network and server delays maybeeffectively eliminated at the console
12 in some situations by not waiting for a response from the server 11 before

giving the player feedback. The game console 12 must be able to process
user input and take actions without waiting for commandsfrom the server
11. For example whenthe userpresses play, a message is sent to the server
11 as usual, but the reels also start spinning immediately.

To maintain security it is essential that the outcome of games be

determined only by the server 11, but this does notlimit the starting ofreel
spins (or other events), only stoppingof the reels. The typical reel spin time
of three seconds can easily encompass a network/serverdelay of two seconds

before the game outcomeis received and the reels slow downandstop.
If the response was not received within a set period, say 30 seconds,

the console 12 would abort the game without the usual stop and clearly
indicate to the player that the current gamedisplay is invalid, but that a

game mayhave taken place. A messageis then sent from the console 12 to
the server 11 indicating a time-out error. Two events may have occurred

The server 11 did not receive a start of game message, therefore the

gamedid not take place. A new game maybe played.
The server 11 received the start of game message and played the game,

but the console 12 did not receive the servers game outcome message. The

gamehastaken place and the players account updated, but the player does
not know what happened. The gameis redisplayed on the console 12 as soon

as possible.

Preferred Implementation ;

In the preferred implementation the secure storage and processing
device 23 is an ISO 7816 smartcard (or smartcard chip) with embedded

microprocessor, program ROM and EPROM.The smartcard 23 is capable of
encryption either via software or a hardware accelerator. A smartcard has a 5
pin interface with serial communications.

The implementation could also be a microcontrolleror a secure multi-
component module. The key requirement being that it is not possible to
determine the internal operation of the module, and hence the random
numbersorsecurity keys.
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Initialisation

Communication mustbe established between the server 11 and

smartcard 23 prior to any games taking place. Each smartcard 23 is provided
with a unique preprogrammed ID numberand secret encryption key.
Preferably the ID numberandsecret encryption keu are encodedinto the
smartcard after manufacture but before distribution to the casino or users.

Theserver is informed of the card ID and matching encryption key, which

will be the same as the smartcards key ordifferent depending on whether
symmetric or asymetric encryption is used.

Referring to figure 3, duringinitialisation the console 12 reads 101, 102
the ID from the smartcard 23 and informs 103, 104 the server 11. The server

41 uses the ID to look up the encryption key used to communicate with the
smartcard 23 and allows the console 12 access to the account information

once the server 11 has authenticated the smartcard 23. The console 12 may

access the players account for information including credit available, game |
preferences and gameinitialisation, following authentication of the
smartcard 23 by encrypted communications.

TheID is notitself required during communication with the smartcard
23, as due to the encryption,if the wrong ID is supplied communications
cannottake place. An exceptionto this is in an alternate implementation
where the samekeysare usedfor all cards, when the ID must be encoded

into all messages to prevent the same random numbers being played on more
than one card. Although the ID may be the smartcards public encryption

key, preferably, in the interests of security this is not disclosed.
Console to server communicationof the smartcard ID is one of the few

types of message that is not encrypted, asit is performed by the console 12
rather than the smartcard 23. In an alternate implementation these messages
mayalso be encrypted using a public key that the server 11 publishes.
Encrypted messages maythusbesent to the server 11 thatonly the serveris
able to decode.

Referring again to Figure 3, in the preferred implementation the server
11 first checks 105 the smartcard 23 for unacknowledged games, and the

smartcard responds 106 with details of the outstanding gamesit is holding.
The server then transmits 107 an initial game state to the console 12 and

enables initiation of game play 109. Where the previous game was

interrupted (eg. due to a communications failure or player choice)this
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restores the last state of the game. Preferably the initial state includes the
current value of the players account. It may also be requested during game

play to ensure that the game simulation that the player sees correctly reflects
the true account held by the server.

In some types of game the combination being played depends on

previous games, changing during the course of game play. For example, after
100 games with a return of 85% the playeris given 10 games at 90% return.

This change in combinations affects the long-term return to the player and
therefore the methodofinitialisation, which can be oneof:

¢ The server 11 alwaysinitialises the game to the same state, maximising
the return to the server. .

* The last gamestate is recorded in the player’s account and the samestate
is restored duringinitialisation.

The last gamestate of the player is randomly assigned to the next

player to play that game. This is analogousto the situation in a casino, when
one player finishes with a gaming machine and the nextplayerstarts. The
average return to the casino does not increase.
Virtual Casino

To further simulate an actual casino environment a Virtual Casino may

be created. The Virtual Casino contains a (preferably large) number of

virtual gaming machines which act like gaming machinesin a traditional
casino. Each hasit’s own accounting, combinations,etc, is uniquely
identified and can be returned to at any time by the player, but may only be

played by one player at a time. Ifa player is using a particularvirtual
machinethen as in a traditional casino other players must wait or play

another machine. Therefore the return remains with the machineforthelife

of that machine. To further simulate a real casino players may be able to

observe anotherplayerplay a virtual gaming machineandtostart playing

that virtual gaming machine whenthe current player ceases. A queue

mechanism may be used where multiple players want to play the same

virtual gaming machine.
Unused return is mathematically equivalent to money and can thus be

transferred between games,either as money or combinations changes. To be

fair to players and preventthe casino from cheating, when player accounts
are shut down,virtual game machinesare ended, the gamingsite is to be

closed, or jackpots are cancelled, etc, the extra accumulated return owed to
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players is transferred from the various accounts and redistributed among the
players, as jackpots, credits, combinations,etc.
GamePlay

In the preferred implementation the smart card generates the random
numbers used to calculate game outcomes from aninitial seed set priorto
use of smart card and optionally periodically updated from the server.

In an alternate implementation random numberseedsare generated by
the server 11 and sent to the smart card prior to each game. In this

implementation, the random numberseed, combined with an auto-
incrementing index (the seed index) is encrypted such that only the smart
card can decode it. The smartcard 23 uses the seed to generate as many

random numbersas required for the next game. Each time a new seedis

generated a unique new index is used. The index is unique to a game andis
used to identify that gameto the server 11 for the game outcome,and again
for theserver to acknowledgereceipt of the game outcometo the smartcard
23.

Figure 4 illustrates the game play sequence,following initialisation in
Figure 3 and the selection of a game to play. Once the playerhas selected
the gametype the console 12 sendsthe selection to the smartcard 23,
together with the game description and amountbet. The smartcard 23 then
writes the game type, player choice(s), amount bet, game outcomeand card
indexto its internal E-PROM memory. The smartcard 23 must inform the
server 11 of the amountbet, otherwise tampering could occur with the server

being told that losses had small bets, while wins hadlargebets.
The console 12 then requests a game outcome, which the smartcard 23

generates, stores in E’PROM andthensendsto the console, which can
immediately display the result to the player. The smartcard 23 also generates
an unforgeable encrypted game outcome messagefor the server containing
the gametype, gamble,player choice(s), amount bet game outcome,and card
index which it sends to the console 12, and henceto the server 11. The

server 11 decrypts the message and is thus informed of the game played and
is able to adjust the account correctly. The server 11 then sends an

acknowledgmentto the smartcard 23, which respondsbyerasing that
outcomefrom its E7PROM. Gamesare recorded in the smartcards EPROM

until acknowledged by the server 11. Unacknowledged gameswill quickly
fill the available memory and stop the smartcard from accepting new games.
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Security is dependenton it being impossible to determine what

encrypted message to send back to the server 11 if the wrong choice of
gamble is made. Only the smartcard has this information.

The game type uniquely identifies each type of gameto the server 11.
Many games may share the same combinations, but each hasa different game
type. Note that the combination type maybe sent instead of the gametype,
but auditing (to check popularity of games, for example) is better served by
sending the gametype.

In anothervariation, after initialisation (eg. power up), the card may

refuse all gamesuntil any outstanding game outcomes in E7PROM have been
acknowledgedbythe server11.

So far only the first game has been accelerated. To eliminate delays in
subsequent games twofactors must be considered

« Anew game mustbeableto take place before the server 11 acknowledges
receipt of the first game outcome.

e New random numbers mustbe available immediately.

Whenthe server 11 has not yet acknowledged the previous game
before the playerstarts the next, a numberof game outcomes maybe stored
in E’PROM. The next game may be played immediately assuming more
random numbers and spaceis available. Games can continue to be played
until the limit of EPROM memoryis reached, random numbersare no longer
available, the total value of player losses in outstanding games reaches the

preset loss limit, etc.
The server 11 mayattimes require that all game outcomes outstanding

in the smartcard must be acknowledged,in particular before the player
collects money from their account. The server 11 may query the smartcard
for outstanding games, or in an alternate implementation simply maintain a
list of the random numbers seeds that have not yet been used.

In the alternative implementation, where the server generates a

random numberseed for each game, before a gamestarts a random number
seed is generated 108 (vefer to Figure 4 and Figure 7) by the server 11,
combined with the seed index, encrypted, and sent to the console 12 where
it is stored 121 at or prior to start of game play 123. Referring to Figure 7,

maintenanceof the seed buffer is performed by a backgroundtask that

regularly tests 140 the state of the seed buffer in the console 12 andifit
contains less than a predetermined numberof seeds, a request 107 is
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generatedto the server 11 for more seeds. As the seeds are encrypted and
contain an encrypted sequence number,the buffer does not need to be
maintained in a secure part of the console 12.

Whena gamerequires a seed to generate a set of random numbers, the
console 12 tests the buffer 150 to ensure it is not empty and thenretrieves
151 a seed and sends 124 the seed to the smart card whereit is received 157

and any required additional random numbers generated. In the eventthat a
gamerequires only one random number, the seed maybe useddirectly as the
random number, however, where more numbersare required, the smartcard

uses a pseudo-random numberalgorithm knownto the server 11, such that
the server can predict the numbers generated by the seed.

Only the smartcard is able to receive and decrypt 124 the seed.
Referring to figure 4 the smartcard uses the seed to generate 129 as many
random numbersas required for the next game outcome. Each time a new

seed is generated 108 a unique new index is used. The index is unique to a
gameandis used to identify that gameto the server 11 whenreporting 130
the game outcome,and again for the server to acknowledgereceipt 132, 133
of the game outcometo the smartcard.

Oncethe type of gamehas beenselected 123 by the player the console
12 waits 125 for the player to press play 126 and thensendsthis information
to the smartcard with a request 127 for a game outcome, together with the

game type and amountbet. The smartcard then writes 128 the received seed
index or card index, game type, gamble type, player choice, amount bet and
outcome(note: the outcomeis notstrictly required as the server is also able
determineit) to its internal E7-PROM memovy.

The smartcard informs the server 11 of the amountbet otherwise

tampering could occur with the serverbeing told that loses had small bets,
while wins had large bets.

The game outcome131 is then sent to the console 12, which can-
immediately display the result to the player. The smartcard also generates
129 an unforgeable encrypted game outcome message for the server 11
containing the seed index, game type, gamble type, player choice, amount
bet and game outcome, which it sends to the console 12, and hence 130 to
the server. The server 11 decrypts the message and is thus informed of the

gameplayed andis able to adjust 132 the account correctly. The server 11
then sends 133 an acknowledgmentto the smartcard which responds by
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erasing 134 the outcomefrom its E-PROM. Whenthe gameis complete 135
the console 12 waits 125 for another player input 126 to commence another

game.

Security is dependenton it being impossible to determine what
encrypted messageto send backto the server 11 if the wrong choice of
gamble is made. Only the smartcard knowsthis and this information is not
accessible

When each new random numberseedis received the embedded index

is checked against that of the most recent game outcomestored in EPROM.
There are three possible outcomes;

e The received index is newer(ie. larger) than thatof the last stored game,

indicating that it is a new seed, for a new game.
e The received index is the sameas the stored index, indicating that the

gamehasalready takenplace, and the console 12 is so informed. No new
gamble choice will be accepted. This may occurif the system aborted the
game without completing the transaction (ie. power down)to the console
12, or server 11. It also acts to prevent cheating where the encrypted
random numbersare resent and the gambleis tried again with a different
choice.

e The received indexis older(ie. less) than that of the last stored game.

This is either the result of an error in the system or an attemptat cheating.

This condition is signalled back to the console 12 and the set of random
numbers discarded.

In a variation on the implementation described above, the index must
be the next in the sequence for the smartcard to accept the communication.

For example, if the last index was 1000, the next must be 1001.
In anothervariation,afterinitialisation, (ie, power up) the card may

refuse all games until any outstanding game outcomes in E’PROM have been
acknowledged by the server11.

Wheretaxes are required to be paid to government these may be
calculated from the player accounts.

High Loss Gambles

If the value of a gamble is large it may easily exceed the value of the

smartcard. If the smartcard is destroyed then any losses outstanding on the
smartcard and of which the server 11 is not aware are lost with the smartcard

and the player will not have their account on the server debited with theloss.
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In some cases it would therefore be in the players best interest to destroy the
smartcard and avoid large losses.

A loss limit is programmedinto the smartcard, to prevent a single

gamble ora series of gambles abovethe set limit. Theloss limit is set by the
smartcard issuerto be that value at which it is not worth tampering with the

smartcard in this way. In applications where the smartcard is physically
secure and there is no question of such tampering, as in a traditional casino

environment,a loss limit is not required.

Whena series of gambles has been madeandarestill outstanding
(unacknowledged) on the smartcard, the orderof notifying the server 11 of
game outcomes may be modified to give priority to losses over wins.

Oneor moreof the following methods maybe used to deal with high

loss games

« The player is charged for a new smartcard. For example a player paying
$50 for a smartcard will not profit by destroying a smartcard with only $50
losses on it. The loss limit in this case may be $50.

¢ Theloss limit is set to such a point that even thoughit is possible to make
moneyby destroying the smartcard it is not economically worthwhile.

° The issuer may detect players who regularly destroy cards and refuse
further business with them. Analysis software on the server11or off-line
aids in detecting suspicious activity.

¢ The player makes a guarantee to the server 11 fora play limit. If the
smartcard is destroyed the playerforfeits the amount guaranteed. For

example the player guarantees $500, and the server 11 instructs the
smartcard of a new loss limit of $500. This is analogousto transferring

moneyinto the smartcard and if the smartcard is destroyed the player
loses $500.

° The player mayonly be able to withdraw moneyfrom their account on the
server 11 by using the smartcard. If the accountis in net credit then the

player would have to keep the smartcard safe.
e The player must present the smartcard in person to collect winnings, so

that the smartcard can be physically examined. This would typically be

used if tampering were suspectedor the value of the win waslarge.
e The system may revertto the traditional distributed gaming modefor high

value gambles, where gamesare played directly from the server 11 and the
smartcard is not used. The gambleis set up on the server 11, the outcome
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solely determined by the serverafter the player selection and then
transmitted to the console 12.

e For high value gambles the console 12 requests a gamble amount from the
server 11, The playeris then committed to gambling this value or
cancelling it via the correct (secure) method. The server 11 responds with
an encrypted gamble confirmation message to the smartcard which allows
the gameto proceed. If tampering takes place and the server 11 never
receives a response from the smartcard, the player forfeits the gamble

amountinitially set up on the server. This method hasthe delays
associated with the traditional method and thatthis inventionis designed
to eliminate.

e The smartcard may be a multipurpose card, and destroying it may not be
worth the trouble caused, due to the nature of the other functions. It may,

for example, also be a bank or credit'card.

An attempt may be madeto tamper with the system by deleting a

losing game outcome messagebefore it reaches the server 11, or system
errors may cause the loss of messages. Therefore the previous gameis stored
in E’7PROMuntil the server 11 acknowledgesreceipt (with an unforgeable
message) of the encrypted game outcome messagefor that game, upon which
it may be deleted. The encrypted acknowledge messagewill at least include
an acknowledge code and the card index that identifies that game. One or
more of the following methods maybe usedto detect and prevent tampering
where losing messages are deleted.

The server 11 monitors responses from the console 12 and quickly
detects lost messages. This is possible using the card index and/or in an
alternate implementation the random numberseed index. If the causeoflost
messagesis determined to be the player he is deterred from tampering.

When a messageis lost the server 11 cannot acknowledge that game. It
will remain in the cards E°PROMandcontribute to theloss limit and

memory space taken up. Eventually the smartcard will become unusable.
Game outcomesare stored in the smartcards E*PROMuntil

acknowledgedbythe server 11. In one implementation, any subsequent
communications between the smartcard and server allows the server 11 to

uncover these stored outcomes. Therefore to lose messages the smartcard

may never again communicate with the server 11. In this implementationail
game outcome messagesto the server 11 may additionally contain the
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numberof game outcomesstored in the smartcard. The server 11 may then
request these game outcomes from the smartcard.
Gameand Function Description To Smart Card

The console 12 informs the smartcard, and hencetheserver 11, of the

game type to be played. Theoretically this is sufficient for the smartcard to
know the combinations for that game and the gamble thatis about to take

place. Howevera smartcard preprogrammed with this information will not
be able to deal with new games,and the large numberof possible games may
overrun its memory capacity. Therefore in practice it is preferable for the
console 12 to also describe the gamble to the smartcard and hencethe
server 11.

The gameis described to the smartcard using a minimal numberof
generic descriptions or commands. For some gamesthe generic commands
may not be adequate to describe the game and gamespecific commands may
need to be added. As the smartcard contains a microprocessorvirtually any

type of game command maybe added. In response to a commandthe
smartcard generates a response,stores the appropriate information in the
E’PROM(forlater transmission to the server 11) and then sendsa response to
the console 12. Generally a gameis described by:

e The console 12 sends a message to the smart card describing somestate of
the gameto the server 11. The card does not interpret the message, but
encodesit for transmission to the server 11. By sending the messageto the

smartcard the console 12 proves to the server 11 that the message (eg. a

player selection) was made ata particular point in the game. Messages
include start of game, end of game,player selections, game type, amount
betetc. ;

e The smartcard generates an array of M random numbers,eachin the range
1 to N. The numbers may be independently selected (ie duplicates may

exist) or of unique values. The console 12 subsequently requests numbers
from the array, with the smartcard recording the requests and values for
transmission to the server 11. Note that a request for a single random

numberin the range 1 to N is a simple case of an array in which M = 1.
Whenanarrayis required exceeding the maximum memorycapacity

of the smartcard the array is split into multiple sub-arrays that are generated
independently. Using a selection algorithm that is commonto both console
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12 and server 11 the arrays are merged (in the console 12 and server 11) and
if necessary duplicate values are reselected from the smartcard.

Many games havea fixed sequence of events, however the sequence of
events in some games dependson the actions of the player. The server 11
mustbe able to determine the end of a gamble to update the players account.

Preferably the console 12 informs the smartcard, and hencethe serverof the
start and end of games, although this may not be necessary for some types of
gamein whichthese are implicit. For example, a winning slot game may be
followed by a sequence of up to 5 double-ups. The server11 is able to
determine that the game endsif the player loses on the slot gameor any of
the double-ups, but must be informedif the player chooses notto play the
double-ups.

Card games(eg blackjack) usually deal cards from a single deckof52,
whichis reshuffled for each game. Traditional casino games usually deal

from a deckof 6 packs of cards, to hinder card counting. Gamesusing 6

packsof cards can be handled in two ways. Preferably cards (random
numbers) are selected from the smartcard independently and sequentially. If
a card is selected that has already been selected 6 or more timesthenit is
reselected until a valid card is selected. Alternately a special game

description command can be addedthatis able to generate an array

representing 6 shuffled packs of cards.
Another example of a special game description commandis the use of

multiple arrays. The preferred implementation is able to generate and select
values from only onearray. If a game were implementedthat required

generation and selection of multiple arrays, extra commands would need to
be added. Preferably when such commandsare added compatibility with old

gamesis maintained.

Double-Up GameDescription

In red/black double-up the player chooses a number(colour) between 1

and 2 which the console 12 sends to the smartcard as a messageto the server
11. The console 12 then requests the smartcard to generate a random
numberbetween 1 and 2. If the player selection matches the smartcard

selection the player wins, otherwise the player loses. Both the console 12
and server 11 can determine the game outcomefrom the player choice and
the smartcards randomly determined choice.
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Alternatively the smartcard first generates the random number, the

playerselects a colour, and only then does the smartcard disclose the colour
chosen.

Using the card index the server 11 verifies the player selected the card
colourbefore the colour was disclosed by the smartcard.

Odds Gamble GameDescription

An odds gamble is similar to double up, except the player chooses the
oddsto play. The odds chosenare both the random numberrange and the

amount by which the stake will be multiplied if the player wins.
Preferably the player chooses the odds, N to 1 (eg. 2:1 or 3:1), and the

smartcard generates a random numberin the range 1 to N. If the random
numberis the winning value (eg 1) the player wins, otherwise the player
loses.

Alternately the player chooses the odds, N to 1, then makesa selection.

The gameis described to the smartcard as a playerselection of a number
(from 1 to N) followed by a smartcard generated random numberin the range

1 to N. If player and smartcard selections match the player wins.

Slots Game Description

A typical spinning reel slot game has3 reels, each of 30 symbols with 3
symbols from eachreel visible to the player on the screen. This particular
gamerequires the generation of 3 independent random numbersin the range
1 to 30, representing the final stopping positions of each of the 3 reels. A
choice madebythe playeris not applicable in this situation.

The console 12 requests an array of 3 independently selected random
numbers from the smartcard, each random numberbeingin the range 1 to 30.

The smartcard then returns the result to the console 12 and server11, as to
whichof the N possibilities was randomly selected for each selection in the

array of M,as described previously. In the case that reel strips have different
numbersof stop positions a random numberis generated in the appropriate

range for each.

Blackjack Game Description

The gameof blackjack is more complex and requires a gamespecific

command. In one implementation of blackjack four cards 201, 202, 203, 204

are selected from a deck, two for the dealer 201, 202 and twoforthe player

203,204 (See Figure 5). One of the dealer's cards 201 and both player cards

are displayed to the player. The other dealer card 202 is hidden. ‘If the
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displayed dealercard is an ace the player may chooseto take an insurance
bet against a dealerblackjack (ie that the hidden card has a countoften). If
the dealer has a blackjack the game endsandthe playeris paid a winonly if
they took an insurancebet. If the dealer did not have a blackjack the game
continues. Using the usualrules of blackjack the player and dealer choose
additional cards from the deck.

First, a shuffled deck of cards is created by generating an array of up to

fifty two unique random numbers, each in the range one to fifty two. Next
the console 12 reads three of the cards from the array and displays to the

player the two player cards 203, 204 and one dealer card 201, leaving the
second dealer card 202 displayed facedown. If the displayed dealercard is
an ace then using a blackjack specific commandthe console 12 checks if the
second dealercard 202 has a count of ten. The smartcard does not disclose

the actual value of the card 202, onlyif it had a countoften,or not.
Additional player cards are selected as required from the remaining numbers
in the array.

Keno GameDescription

To play Kenothe player selects X unique numbers in the range 1 to Z
and the console 12 selects Y unique numbersin the range 1 to Z. Typically X
= 10, Y = 20, and Z = 80. The console 12 compares the X player selected
numbers with the Y console selected numbers and pays the player according
to the numberthat match.

First the player makesa selection of X numbers, whichare sent as a
message for the server 11 to the smartcard, This proves the player selection
before the smartcard generates the console selection
The console 12 then requests the smartcard to generate an array of Y unique .
numbers in the range 1 to Z and reads the generated numbers. The console
12 reads these numbers and scores the gameaccording to the quantity that
match.

Accounting Description

In the preferred implementationthe server performs accounting.
Alternatly the smartcard may also be used to perform accounting to allow
independantauditingof player gambling and hence provide enhanced
security against tampering at the server and help in resolving player disputes.
Although the console can keep accounts these are not secure and are
therefore of limited value. In this implementation an extra function
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description is used for the playerbet, so that the smartcard can keep
appropriate accounting of bets, wins and losses. These accounts may be read
independantly (of the server) from the smartcard but cannot be modified,
except by the playing of games.

5 Downloadof Code to the Smartcard

To increase flexibility of the smartcard, code may be downloadedtoit
from the console 12. Security of the smartcard may be maintained in two

ways:

e The code that can be executedis restricted such that no possible code that

10 is downloaded can compromise security. A simple interpreted language
could easily satisfy this condition.

e Downloaded codeis encrypted such that only an authorised source could

have generated it. Alternately a digital signature is used to show that the
code is from an approved source.

15 A copy of the code ora one way hashfunctionofit, is sent from the
smartcard to the server 11 as a meansofverification, with the server

confirming the code beforeit is executed.
Off-line Gaming

The smartcard may be usedin off-line gaming, in which the games
20 may be played without continuous communication with a server 11.

The smartcard is used to generate and record game outcomesof games

played without communicationto the server 11. When communicationis re-
established with the server 11 the recorded gamesare sent to the serverfor
verification and account update.

25 « A personal gaming machine comprising of a small handheld console,
similar in concept to a “Gameboy™” gamesconsole or Radica: ™ gaming
toy, into which the smartcard is either inserted by the player or embedded
by the manufacturer.

e A traditional gaming machine with enhanced security features provided by
30 an embedded smartcard.

¢ Gaming on a homeorbusiness computer, with the computeras the
console 12. Credits may be transferred to the card via a communications

link to the casino. The computer may be an Internet terminal and credits
transferred via Internet.

35 e A plug in module for a game console 12 {eg. Sony Playstation or Nintendo
Ultra64), containing the game program (gamedata) for the console 12 and
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the smart card. The module mayadditionally have a modem for
communications.

In anoff-line gaming application the numberof gamesplayedis
limited by the non-volatile storage available on the card and therefore data
compression techniques maybe used to increase the data storage capacity of
the card.

Alternately the card may perform verification of the combinationsfor
gamesitself instead of sending the game descriptionsto the server 11.
Therefore, the game descriptions are not stored within the card (exceptfor
the most recent, as required for gamerecall), saving space and increasing the
numberof gamesthat may be played independently of the server 11. The
server 11 need only check the total of wins and losses for these games.
However, only games with combinations known to the smartcard canbe
compressed in this way. Any other game combinations played take the usual
amountof non-volatile storage. In this implementation both the smartcard
and console 12 may store game descriptions intendedforlater
communication to the server 11, but they are not essential for security.
Server Verification Of Games

The server 11 verifies the games played on the console 12 using the
gamedescription message from the smartcard. Atleast the following checks
are made:

« If implemented, the server 11 checks that the random numberseed index
is valid.

° The game descriptions are consistent with the game typeselected.
e The gambleis correct for the game type played.
e The amountbetis valid, including maximum bet, maximum win,etc.

* The game has been fully described and that no messages from the
smartcard are missing.

e The server 11 may knowtheinitial random numberand hencebeable to
calculate all future random numbers. It can therefore check the random

numbers generated by the smartcard.

For example, a game mayallow upto five red/black double ups
following a win on a spinning reel game. The server 11 would check that the
double up followed a win, that no more than five double ups were played,
that each successive double up was played only as a result of a win on the
previous game, and that the odds described to the smartcard for each game
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were correct. The gamble is not complete until the last double up has been
played, and preferably the end of game message has been sent. The server11
cannot update the accountuntil each of the outcomesis known,in the
correct sequence. The gametypeis therefore different for each of the games
played (ie. there are a maximumof six game typesplayed),or anotherfield
is added to the game description message to describe which gameinthe
sequenceis being played.

Additionally games may be validated by anotherserver 11 whosesole
purposeis to verify games. All communications between smartcard and
server 11 are copied to the verification server by the gameserver. The
verification server 11 must know the encryption keys used for

communication between gameserver and smartcards 23. A jurisdictional
body may,for example, use a verification server11 to verify the correct
operation ofthe casinos operating within its authority.

Optionally, the encrypted game outcome messages from the smartcard
to server include the random numbers used to determine the game outcome.

The server verifies that the random numbers producethe specified game
outcomesand that the random numbersare valid (either by checking the

sequenceorstatistical tests).
GameRecovery

In the event of an interruption to the game sequence (power down,
communicationsfailure, console failure etc.) it is possible to recoverto the

same position in the sequencevia several means, including;
e The console 12 may have non-volatile storage from whichit can recoverits

previousstate of play.
e Outstanding game outcomesin the smartcard are first transmitted to the

server 11. Onceall game outcomes have been acknowledged, the server 11
has a complete record of the state of game play and the console 12 may
then request the currentstate.

e Inan alternate implementation the smartcard stores information sufficient
to restore a gamein its non-volatile memory, which is passed on request
from the smartcard to console 12.

Communications

Prior to encryption messages may include a message type
identification code and a message integrity code (eg. CRC or checksum or
secure hash). An additional integrity code added after encryption ensures
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successful transmission of data over the communications link between the

server 11 and console 12. Therefore, when either the smart card orserver 11

detects errors within the encrypted message either may assumethat these are
not communicationerrors and that.tampering is taking place and hence take

appropriate action.

The console 12 may require secure communications with the server 11

separate to that required by the smartcard. This may includethe need to
download gamegraphics, sound and code,or player account information.
Two methods may be used to accomplishthis:

e The servers 11 and console 12 communicate using the smartcard as the

encryption means. The console 12 effectively encrypts and decrypts data
using the smartcard as the encryption engine.

e The console 12 requests an encryption key from the server 11 for the game

session. Thekey is generated by the server 11, encrypted, and sentto the
smartcard. The smartcard decrypts the key and givesit to the console 12
which then uses it for private communications with the server 11.

In a variation on the preferred implementation the console 12 or
smartcard suspends games when communication delays with the server 11
exceed a preset time limit, thus ensuring that when the server or networkis
not operating the console does not play games.
Server To Smart Card Messages

The server 11 and hence the console 12, may send the following

messagesto the smartcard, as described elsewhere in this document:
e¢ Send random numberseed to the smartcard.

e Request previous game outcomes from the smartcard.
e Request last game outcome from the smartcard.
e Request Card ID (or public key) from the smartcard.
e Send game outcome receipt acknowledge to the smartcard.
e Security poll requiring an immediate and unforgeable response.

Messagesfrom the server 11 are encrypted to prevent eavesdropping or
tampering, especially where game outcomes and random numbersare being
sent. The server 11 unforgeably identifies itself to the smartcard in its

communicationsby:

* Encrypting messages using the smartcards encryption key,if that key is
secret and shared only between the server 11 and smartcard.
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e By the server 11 having at least one other encryption key that is a secret
knownonly to the server and smartcard(s).

° By the server 11 having a public key pair and encryptingorsigning
messages with its private key. The smartcard(s) verify messages with the
public key.

To ensure cryptographic freshness and preventattacts by replaying

messages to the smartcard, the message may contain two additionalfields
(similar to those in smartcard to server messages) in which:

e Arandomising code ensures that otherwise identical messages produce
different messages when encrypted.

e An index field is used to determine if the message is fresh. Typically this

field contains an incrementing 32-bit number and for a messageto be valid
it must contain a larger index numberthanthe last valid message.

A replay attact might, for example, replay the transmission of a random
numberseed and causeit to be reused. The optimum gamechoices could

then easily be determined.

Smart Card To Server Messages

Each commandsentto the smartcard used to describe games or

generate game outcomesfor the console'12 also generates an encrypted and
unforgeable messageto the server 11 (See Figure 6). Each type of game
description or commandwill cause a different type of message to the server
11 to be generated. Each message is comprised of the card index, game
description and optionalintegrity code (eg. checksum or CRC), whichis then
encrypted. Therefore four basic messages types are used (message from
console 12 to server 11, random numberarray generation andselection, and

the blackjack specific command) with more being addedas required.
The card index is used to uniquely identify and sequence each game

description sent from console 12 to the smart card, and henceto the server
11. It is automatically incremented for each description and used by the
server 11 to determine the order and completenessof all games. Typically
the card index is a 32-bit number. For example, if the server 11 receives

messages with card indexes of one and three only, it knowsthatit is missing
message two. If a message is lost and needs to be resent to the server 11 the
original card index is used and the messageis identical, except in an
implementation where a randomising numberis included in the message. It
also knows that game description two was madeafter description one, and
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that three was after two. The card index also prevents tampering by replay
attacts in which messagesare recorded and resentto the server.

To improve security a randomising code maybe includedin the
encrypted message to ensure that every message from the smartcard is
unique, even if it contains otherwise identical data. The randomising codeis
different for each transmission and would typically be a simple count value
or random number. The server 11 ignores the randomising code.

In the alternate implementation where random numberseedsare

generated by the server 11 the encrypted game outcome message sent from
the smartcard to the server also includes the index numberthat was received

with the random numberseed used for that game. Including the index

ensuresthat all packets of encrypted data sent back to the server 11 are

unique, and that a previous winning game outcome message cannotbe resent
to the server. The server 11 checks the index numberto ensurethat this

game outcomehas not been previously recorded. Old messages or messages
for games that have never occurred are evidence of attempted tampering.
The random numbers mayalsobe includedin this return packet as further
confirmation.

Messagesto and from the smartcard may be combined reduce the
amountof data transmitted and the response time. The response timeof the

card to game commands is composed of communications times, command
processing time, and E’PROMwrite time. Therefore to reduce the response
time commandsto, and results from, the smartcard may be combined. For

example, if the E7PROM write time is 5ms, three commandseachresulting in
writes to E7PROM would require at least 15ms. Howeverif the commands
are combined only a single 5ms E’PROMwrite is required, saving 10ms.

Attacks on smartcard security may be attempted by timing analysis of
smartcard responses to commandsfrom the console 12. Two methods may
be used to preventthis:
e Asmall random time delay may be introducedinto all communication

‘from the smartcard to the console 12.

e All responses from the smartcard are delayed to the maximum time that
any response could take. All messages therefore take the same amountof
time from initiation.
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.Random NumberGeneration

The random numbers used to determine game outcomesare generated

either within the smartcard, by the server 11 and sent to the smartcard,ora
combination of both.

Smartcard Generated Random Numbers

In the preferred implementation the smartcard generates the random
numbers required for outcomesfrom aninitial seed. The seed maybeset
once during configuration/manufacture or updated at various times by the
server 11. An implementation that does not allow the server 11 to update the

seed eliminates the possibility that a compromised server can be used to
influence or determine the game outcomeand hence cheatthe system. In an

implementation in which the random numberseed canbe updated the
principals set forth for server generated random numbersare also applicable.

An obvious pointof attack is the random numbergenerator asit is on

the smartcard. An automated attack can play a large number of games and
record the outcomesto try to determine the random numbersequence. One

or moreof the following methods can be used to preventthis attack:
e The random numbergenerator is reseeded from the server 11 periodically.

Each time the generator is reseeded the attack analysis would have to
restart.

e Whentheset limit on the generator is reached without a new seed the
smartcard refuses to accept new gambles.

e The delay betweengenerating random numbers can be sufficiently large
that it takes too long to determine the sequence by exhaustivetrial.

e The generator used is unpredictable, even if its output can be recorded.
e The results output from the smartcard do notindicate the exact random

numbergenerated, only a region in whichit falls. Thus the random
numberis quantised, becoming much harderto determine.

e An automated attack would preferably be made without gambling and
thereby losing money. Therefore zero value gamblesare either not
allowed orenable a different type of random numbergenerator. If this

generator is compromisedit is of no help in real games.
* The smartcard generates an internal random numberfrom aninitial seed

set during manufacture and combines(eg. exclusive or) it with a random

numbergenerated with a seed sent from the server 11. The random
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number sequence therefore changes when a newserverseedis sent, but a
compromised server cannot influence the outcomeof games.

Server Generated Random Numbers

In this alternate implementation the server 11 generates random
numbers and transmits them to the smartcard prior to the game requiring

them. The server may generate all the random numbers required for games,

but preferably a single random numberseedis used to generateall the
random numbers required for a game, reducing the amountof data
transferred. For example,a five-reel slot game requires at least five random
numbers, but five random numbersare easily generated from a single random
numberseed.

In a variation encrypted random seeds mustbe used withina settime

period. Seeds having a limitedlifetime, of say 1 hour, shorten the time seeds
are available for malicious decrypting. Both encrypted and non-encrypted
‘use by dates’ are attached to each encrypted seed to enable the console 12
and smartcard to discard seeds that are no longervalid. If a gameis played
with an invalid seed the server 11 will declare that game void. To prevent

tampering whereby messages about losing games are delayed and voided by
the server only winsare voided,notlosses.

In anothervariation random numbersare continually sentto the

smartcard. The smartcard discards all those that it does not use, and

optionally informs the server 11 thatit has doneso.
Whenthe console 12 is initialised for game play it requires random

numberseeds for the smartcard. These maybestored locally from the

previous gamesessionorwill be generated on request, by the server 11. The
console 12 stores multiple seeds in a buffer (Figure 7), the quantity being
determined by the delay associated in requesting more over the network.

The console 12 or an intermediate level server in an hierarchical

system may store seeds and these can be used in a new session. The console
12 is therefore able to immediately supply random numberseedsto the
smartcard as required and whenthe console buffer runs low it will request
more from the server 11.

Where the random numberseedsare sent with a unique index the

server 11 may need to determine the last seed used by the smartcard, to
enable the next numbers in the sequenceto be generated. In this
implementation the server 11 is able to query the smartcard during
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initialisation for the sequence number(or entire game outcome message)of
the last game played.

In an alternative implementation, random numberseedsare sent from
the server 11 with an embedded index number, whichis returned to the

server with the game outcomethat was created with that random number.
The index numberprevents cheating where a random numberseedis reused
and further enables the server 11 to verify game outcomes. When each new
random numberseed is received the embedded index is checked against that

of the most recent game outcomestored in E-PROM. Thereare three possible
outcomes: .
e The received index is newer(ie. larger) than that of the last stored game,

indicating that it is a new seed, for a new game.
e The received index is the sameas the stored index, indicating that the

gamehasalready taken place, and the console 12 is so informed. No new
gamble choice will be accepted.

e The received indexis older(ie. less) than thatof the last stored game.

This is either the result of an error in the system oran attemptat cheating.

This condition is signalled back to the console 12 and the random number
seed discarded. .

Optionally the index mustbe the next in the sequencefor the
smartcard to accept the communication. For example,if the last index was
1000, the next must be 1001. In an alternate implementation is for the next

random numberseedto be sent in response to the encrypted game outcome

for the last game being received by the server 11. However, a delay may
occurbefore the next gameif sufficient seeds are not available during

subsequent games.
Random NumberServer

In a variation on server generated random numbersandto increase

security or control over gaming (by governmentjurisdiction), a random
numberserver 114 (Figure 8) may be used to create random numberseeds.
The random numberserver 114 generates and encrypts seeds using an

encryption key not knownto the gameserver(s) 11 and sends themto the
gameserver(s) 11 for distribution to the player consoles 12 and hence
smartcards 23. It is therefore not possible for a compromised server to be
used to influence or determine the outcome of games.
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Randomseeds may be encoded such that they can only be used by a

specific smartcard, to reduce the possibility of cheating by sending the same
seed to multiple smartcards.

The smartcard may generate an acknowledgment message to confirm
that it has received the random numberseed, which the game(or

verification) servers then use to verify the correct operationif the system.

Whensending the acknowledgment message, the smartcards card indexis
incremented, allowing the game(orverification) server to detect when the
same random numberhas been used by multiple smartcards,as

acknowledgments cannotbe deleted without detection.
Multiple sources of random numbers may be combined within the

smartcard to produce the random numberto be used to generate the game
outcome. The multiple sources may be used for each random number

required or periodically used to randomise the sequencefurther, for example,
the server 11 sends the smartcard its own random numbertogether with that

from two independent random numberservers 114. The smartcard in
addition has its own random numbergenerator seeded during manufacture of
the card. The four random numbers are combined(eg. exclusive or) to form

the random number(s) used to generate a game outcome. So long as atleast
one of the sources of a random numberis not compromised the game

outcome cannotbe influenced or predicted.

Security

Preferably security will be provided in signals transmitted between a
game serverand a smartcard by use of cryptographic techniques, with the
following general principles being employed:
1. All critical transmissions will be encrypted using state-of-the-art

encryption schemes;

2. Key management schemeswill be used to ensure the security of IDs
and keys;
3. The freshnessofall transmissions will be ensured and monitored

4. Mutual authentication of principals will be routinely implemented.
5. Cryptographically strong, unbiased pseudo-random numbergenerators
will be used through-out the implementation.

In applications where the smartcard is associated with a single player
or account(such as Internet gaming)it is an ideal meansof identifying the
player to the console 12. Preferably to prevent unauthorised use of the
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smartcard players are required to identify themselves to the smartcard in
orderforit to function, typically using a pin number, password or biometric

identification. Multiple accounts (eg. members of a family) may be accessed

using a single smartcard and multiple pins, passwords or biometric
identification.

Although smartcards are very hard to compromise, they cannot be

assumedto be perfectly secure. The potential for breaking the security on

the smartcard is acknowledged and the system designed to minimise the
damage caused. One or moreof the following methods may be used to

improve security or detector limit damage:
» A measure of physical security may be provided whenthe smartcard is not

player accessible. This is only applicable in situations where the playeris
not required to access the smartcard.

e A different encryption key is used on each smartcard, so that if one
smartcard is compromised notall cards are compromised.

e The smartcard issuer (eg. Casino) may retain the ownership rights to cards

and can reclaim a smartcard at any time. This allows them to checkfor

physical compromise and remove anycards from use that seem to be
suspicious,

e The server 11 can cancel a smartcard. The server 11 will not allow any

transactions with that smartcard and maynotify its humanattendants of

any such attempts.

e To prevent stolen cards being used the card ID is programmed when the
cards are manufactured. Cards cannot be used without the server 11

knowingthe card ID and hencestolen cards cannot(safely) be used.

e Whenthe smartcard detects attempted tampering via erroneous requestsit
may respond with a randomly generated response message that appears
the sameas a correct response, but is meaningless.

e When the smartcard detects attempted tampering via erroneous requestsit

maydelay its response to the next request bya significant time.
Automated tampering will be slowed downto the point of worthlessness,
but normalactivity will never encounterdelays.

e The server 11 examines the pattern wins and losses associated with

individual cards for evidence of tampering. For example, if the return to

the player exceedsthestatistically likely amountora statistically
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significant distribution exists in the size of bets between winsandlosses
(ie. large bets on wins and small bets on losses).

e A smartcard that is used from a secondlocation at a distance fromthe first

location that is impossible to reach in the time between uses. This may
indicate duplicate smartcards 23.

In someapplications where the smartcard is continuously on-line,

such as hotel in-room gaming, security may be enhancedbythe server 11
periodically establishing secure communications with the smartcard. Only
the smartcard is able to correctly respond, hence there is some assurance that

the smartcard is not being tampered with. In addition the smartcard may
require a similar response from the server 11, to checkforitself that
tampering is not taking place, and take appropriate action (eg shut down)ifit
is,

Verifiability of the smartcard may be enhanced by a command causing
the smartcard to dumpits entire memory contents. Security demandsthat
this command can only be issued by an authorised source, typically a server

11 (in which case the memory dump maybe encrypted)or test equipment.
Preferably the commandis encrypted using the server 11 encryption key ora
key reserved especially for this purpose.

Encryption

The purpose of encryption between server 11 and smartcard 23 is to
both hide the data (especially random numbers) and authenticate the source

of the message.

Either symmetric or asymmetric (public key) encryption may be used
for smartcard to server communications. When public key encryptionis

used the public key need not be made public (except in an hierarchical
system or to identify the smartcard to the server11).

Preferably each smartcard has its own unique key, so that in the event

of a single key (or smartcard) being compromised the entire system is not
compromised. The server 11 uses a different key for communicating with
each smartcard.

Alternatively, cards use the same key for communication with the

server 11, which simplifies key management, but leads to potential security
problems

In the hierarchical or verification server system public key or a hybrid

encryption scheme maybepreferred as it enables a feature where eachof the
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servers is able to decode messages from the smartcard withoutpossibility of

any server 11 compromising the system by forging messages.
To further prevent tampering messages may be paddedout with extra

data, prior to encryption, that is randomly generated each time a messageis
sent. The messages mayalso be paddedoutto the same length each time.
Each time an encrypted message mustbe resent(eg. due to a system error)it
will be different. It will not therefore be possible to determine which

messages are associated with which events. The recipient may ignore the
extra data.

Server

The server 11 functions muchasaserverfor a traditional distributed

gaming system would, with someadditional features:
e An account is maintained for each smartcard that exists. In addition to

player accounting and games information the account holds the
encryption key(s) used for the smartcard and other information required to
monitorsecurity.

e Software to detect tampering.

* Encryption for smartcard communications and highly secure storage of
smartcard keys.

e The server 11 reads the gametype played and verifies the gamble. The
outcome and amountbetare used to adjust the players account. Any

discrepancy betweenthe server determined result and that of the game
console are either system bugs or an attempt at tampering. .

Security Server

Ensuring security of the server 11 may be a difficult and expensive
process, In theory any software modifications on the server 11 require
complete recertification of the software.

An encryption server 113 (See Figure 9) may be provided to physically
separate the functions of the server 11 and encryption. Whensoftware
unrelated to security is changed on the server 11 the security system does not
need to be recertified. All communications between the server 11 and

consoles 12 passes through the security server 113.
To match the bandwidth of the game server 11 and security server 113

to the application one or more gameservers 11 may be used with one or more
security servers 113, in any combination.
Hierarchical Server Architecture
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A large network maybe constructed containing an hierarchy of servers
(See Figure 10). The function of the servers is somewhat different to that
described for a single server system. Advantages overa single level network

are possible:

e When random numbersare generated by the top level server 111 the

games cannotoperate withoutit, ensuring a high level of control. The top
level server 111 is able to maintain highly accurate accounting of the

entire system.

e The lowerlevel servers 112 need not have a high level of security if they

are not involved in payouts, in which case payouts are determined by a

higher level server 111 that does have high level security.
* The low level servers 112 are used for local monitoring and accounting

and can improve responsetime.

e Ina very large system the load is distributed across multiple servers.
Lowerlevel servers 112 off load communicationstraffic.

e Communications from the console 12 to its server 11 must berelatively

fast to keep games responsive. Communications betweenthelevels of
server need notbe fast, if the top level server 111 generates a large number
of random numbers and downloadsthem to the lowerlevel servers 112 for

later use. Games can proceed without immediate communication to the
top level server 111 until the supply of random numbers runsout.

Smartcards 23 may use public key encryption(ordigital signatures) on
game outcome messages, with the public key knownto eachof the .
appropriate levels of servers. In this implementation both the low level
server 112 and higherlevel server 111 can keep track of games and
accounting information. The low level server 112 can verify transactions, but
not modify them.

Examples of possible implementationsare:-

State wide networks spanning an entire state, such as Nevadain the
USAor Victoria in Australia. The lowerlevel servers 112 would be located

in casinos or clubs and the top level server 111 controlled by the governing

body ofthat state.

OnInternet a central high security server 113 distributes games

(including random numbers) to lower security servers. The lowerlevel
servers 112 have a reduced responsibility to not loose gamesorresults, but

since it is not possible for them to tamper with games, security requirements
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are reduced. Attempts to tamperare easily detected by the top level server
111.

A low level server 112 is implemented on an aeroplane.
Communications between the aeroplane server 112 and ground based high
level, high security server 113 maybeslow,or only used when the plane has
landed.

Verification Server

In an alternate implementation verification of games and accountsalso
takes place on a verification server, in addition to verification by the normal
game server. This enables enhanced security as some types of tampering at
the game server canbe detected, depending on the system implementation
used. The verification server may be run,for example, by a government

controlled regulatorto audit commercial establishments.
Copiesof all communications to the smartcard affecting game

outcomes, from the smartcard to server reporting game outcomes, and

acknowledgments, are sent by the gameserver to the verification server.
Messagesare encrypted, suchthat the verification server can read

messages between the gameserver and smartcard. This may require that the
verification server has the encryption keys shared by the gameserver and
smartcard, or that an encryption methodis used that allows a three way
secure communication. Preferably, the game and verification server cannot

forge the identity of the other.
Verification Mode

The secure storage means may be provided with a verification mode in
which the memory contents of the secure storage means may downloaded to

an external device. Preferably, in the interests of security, secret encryption

keys stored within the secure storage means are not disclosed. Crytographic
technuiques are used to ensure only an authorised party is able to initiate the
verification mode. Typically it is the server using its secret key which is
authorised, but other parties may be used whenthe secure storage meansis

provided with a secret verification key. Preferably invocation of device
verification disables the secure storage means from futher use, except for

device verification, and minimal changes are made to memory contents.
Downloaded Console Code

Traditional gaming machinesdo notallow the downloading of code
because tampered code can cheat the system. Because console security is
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solely dependent on the smartcard and encrypted communications, thenit is
perfectly reasonable to download code to the console 12 as part of the game
package. No possible code can compromise the security of the system,
except in so far as it may mislead the player into the nature of the game
being played. However, to further enhance security, code may be
authenticated with methods such as digital signatures or encryption.

It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art that numerous
variations and/or modifications may be madeto the invention as shownin

the specific embodiments without departing from the spirit or scopeof the
invention as broadly described. The present embodimentsare, therefore, to
be consideredin all respects as illustrative and notrestrictive.
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CLAIMS:

1, A method ofoperating a gaming systemincludingat least one gaming

console, the console including secure storage means andauserinterface

allowing a userto initiate a game and observe a result, the method including
the stepsof:

storing gameor gamble outcome information in the secure storage
meansforuse by the console to produce a game or gamble outcome

respectively; and

uponreceipt ofa user inputinitiating a game, producing a game
play sequence including a game and/or gamble outcomeindication
determined by the game or gamble outcome information stored in the
secure storage meansaloneor in combination with a user input.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the information stored in the secure

storage meansis a sequential list of outcome information relating to a
sequence of future gamesto be played on the console.
3. The methodof claim 2, wherein the game outcomeinformation stored

in the secure storage means, is in the form of a set ofrandom numbers
sufficient to generate an entire game outcome.
4, The methodof claim 1, wherein the information stored in the secure

storage means is a random numberseed from which outcome information
relating to a sequence of future gamesto be played on the consoleis
generated by operation of a random numbergenerator.
5. The method of claim 4, wherein the random numbergeneratoris

provided as a pseudo-random numberalgorithm.
6. The method of claim 4 or 5, wherein the game outcome information

generated by the random numbergenerator,is in the form ofa set of random
numbers sufficient to generate an entire game outcome.

7. The methodof claim 4 or 5, wherein the outcome informationis a

random numberused to determine a gamble outcome and the secure

processing meansin the console then chooses a game outcome whichwill
achieve that gamble outcome.
8. The method as claimed in claim 7, wherein the game outcome chosen

depends upon the game being played.
9. The methodas claimed in any oneof claims7 or 8, wherein the game

is chosen by the player.
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10. The methodas claimedin any oneof claims 7,8, or 9, wherein the
gameis chosen bythe console.
11. The methodas claimed in any oneof claims 7, 8, 9 or 10, wherein the

gamebeing played includesa plurality of game outcomes correspondingto
the gamble outcome corresponding to the random numberandoneof the
game outcomesis chosen bythe console.
12. The method as claimed in any one of claims 10 or 11, wherein games

or outcomes chosenby the console are chosen at random. ,
13. The methodas claimed in any one of claims 10 or 11, wherein games

or outcomes chosen bythe console are chosen sequentially.
14. The methodas claimed in any one of the preceding claims wherein the

secure storage meansis removably connectable to or readable and writable
by the console.
15. The method of claim 14, wherein the information relating to future

gaine outcomesstored in the secure storage meansis stored before the secure
storage means is connected to the console.
16. The method of claim 15, wherein the secure storage meansis a

programmable card which is preprogrammed with outcome information
before orafter acquisition by a user and is inserted into the console by the
user to produce one or more game outcomeson the respective console.
17. The method as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 16, wherein the

production of the game or gamble outcome determination is performed ina
secure processing means connectedto the secure storage means by way ofa
secure communications path.
18. The method as claimed in claim 17, wherein communications over the

secure communications path are secured by encryption.
19. The methodas claimed in claim 17, wherein communications over the

secure communications path are secured by physical security means.
20, The method as claimedin any oneof claims 17, 18 or 19, wherein the
secure processing meansis a smartcard or smartcard chip whichis
permanently fixed in the console.
21. The methodas claimed in any oneof claims 1 to 13, wherein the
secure storage meansis a smartcard or smartcard chip which is permanently
fixed in the console.

22. The method as claimedin any one of claims 1 to 20, wherein the

secure storage meansis a smartcard which is removable from the console.
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23. The method of claim 21 or 22, wherein the secure storage means

carries playeridentification and credit information.
24. The method of any one of claims 1 to 14, wherein a gaming serveris

provided andis in communication with each gaming console, the gaming
server being arranged to calculate the outcomeinformation in relation to a

game for storage in a secure storage means and to send outcomesignals to
the console in which the secure storage meansis located, the method

including the steps of:

in the gaming server, precalculating data whichpartially or
completely defines an outcomeof at least one game on one console,
and generating and sendingto the respective console a signal
indicating the precalculated data prior to a userinitiating the game
on the console;

in the console, receiving the data signal and storing the data as

part orall of the game or gambleoutcome information in the secure
storage means.

25. The method of claim 24, wherein the console, uponreceiptof the user

inputto initiate a game, generates and sendsa signal to the gaming server
indicating that the stored information has been used to determine the
respective game or gamble outcome.
26. The method of any one of claims 1 to 14, wherein a gamingserveris

provided and is in communication with each gaming console, and each
console, uponreceipt of the user input to initiate a game, generates and
sends a signal to the gamingserver indicating that the stored information has
been used to determine the respective game or gamble outcome.
27. The method as claimed in claim 24, 25 or 26, wherein the gaming

server additionally performs the function of an accounting server whereby
the accounting serveris arranged to maintain credit account information in

relation to a player playing a game on the gaming system and to send
accounting information to the console on whichthe playeris playing.
28. The method as claimedin any oneof claims 1 to 26, wherein an

accounting serveris provided and is in communication with each gaming
console, the accounting server being arranged to maintain credit account
information in relation to a player playing a game on the gaming system and
to send accounting information to the console on which the player is playing.
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29. The method of claim 27 or 28, wherein the console, upon receipt by of

the user input to initiate a game, generates and sends-data to the accounting
serverto allow the accounting server to update the players account.
30. The method of claim 24, wherein the console communicates to the

gamingserverdata to enable the gaming server to verify the game.
31. The method of any one of claims 24 to 30, wherein the console saves
data sent to each server and uponreceipt of a secure signal indicating that
the respective serverhas received the data thendeletes the data from
memory.

32. The methodof any oneofclaims 24 to 31, wherein the precalculated
data is transmitted from the gameserverto the secure storage meansin the
console and the gameverification data is transmitted by the secure storage

meansto the gameserver. ,
33. The method of claim 27, 28 or 29, wherein the accounting data is

transmitted from the serverto the secure storage meansin the console.

34. The method of claim 25 or 26, wherein the secure storage means,is not

in communication with the gaming server when the gameis played, and each
time the secure storage means is next connected to the gaming server,it will
generate and senda signalto the serverindicating the stored game outcome
information that has been used.

35. The method as claimedin any oneofclaims 24 to 34, whereinsignals
generated by the server and console to transmit game outcomesorto indicate
gaine play, are encrypted prior to beingsent.
36. The method of claim 35, wherein encrypted signals are each provided

with a piece of unique information prior to encryption suchthatdifferent
signals containing the same gameinformation are different to one another
after encryption.

37. The method as claimedin any oneof claims 24 to 36, wherein the

server includes an auditing function to check the game and/or gamble
outcome data returned from the secure device in the console.

38. The method as claimedin claim 35, 36 or 37, wherein the game

outcome calculation and the encryption and decryption of signals to and
from the gameserverare performed in the console by the smartcard.
39. The method as claimedin any oneof claims 24 to 38, wherein an
hierarchical network of gaming servers are provided with the console
connected to a low order, low security network server which performs low
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security and routine control and communication, while passing high security
signals to higher level gaming servers having highersecurity.
40. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the gameor gamble

outcome information represents a plurality of predetermined gamble
outcomes whichare stored in the secure storage means.

41. The methodas claimed in claim 40, wherein the game outcome

information is stored asalist of values representing a plurality of game
outcomes.

42. The methodas claimed in claim 41, wherein all unused values in the

secure storage means, exceptforan initial value, are hidden and playing
gamesdiscloses the values one by one.
43. The methodas claimed in claim 40, wherein the game outcome

information is stored as aninitial value representing a game outcome, and

values representing subsequent gamesare generated fromtheinitial value
using a pseudo-random numberalgorithm.
44. The method as claimed in claim 40, 41, 42 or 43, wherein the secure

storage meansis a smartcard or smartcard chip. .
45. The method as claimed in claim 44, wherein the player can redeem the

smartcard device at any time for the amountof the last disclosed value.
46. The methodas claimed in claim 45, wherein the redemption of the

value on the smartcard is carried out via secure communication between

smartcard and an accounting server.
47. The method as claimedin claim 45 or 46, wherein the last disclosed

value of the smartcard is the sum of the value of gamble outcomesfor all

games played on the smartcard.
48. The method as claimed in claim 45, 46 or 47, wherein uponinitiation

of a game byaplayer, the consoleretrieves the new value of the smartcard
device and displays an appropriate game sequence.
49. The method as claimedin claim 48, wherein the player acquires a

smartcard device with a fixed numberof values.

50. The methodas claimed in claim 49, wherein the smartcard deviceis

provided with a list of predetermined outcomes, and gameplay includes a
step in which the player makes a bet on the outcome of each game.
51. The method as claimed in claim 50, wherein for each outcome

disclosed the playerfirst makes a bet, which is written to non-volatile
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memory in the smartcard device, and the total value owedto the playeris
calculated from the wins andlosses for each bet and outcome.

52, The method as claimed claim 51, wherein the player redeems the

smartcard device for a latest value owed to the player.

53. The method as claimed in claim 52, wherein the secure storage on the

smartcard device is accessed via controlled access provided by the smartcard
device.

54. The method as claimed in claim 53, wherein the secure storage on the

smartcard is accessed via a secure communications system within the

console.

55. The method as claimed in claim 54, wherein the secure

communications system is provided by a furthersmartcard device.
56. The method as claimed in any oneof claims 40 to 55, wherein the

smartcard device is programmed with multiple functions, only one of which

is a gaming accelerator.
57, The method of claim 56, wherein the smartcard device is programmed

for use as an ID card and/ora credit card and/or a bank ATMcard.

58. The methodof claim 57, wherein the protocol to access the smartcard

device is compatible with another mode of the smartcard.
.59, The method as claimedin any oneof claims 24 to 39, wherein the

console sendsa signal to the secure storage means describingastateof a

gamebeing played to the gameto the server.
60. The method of claim 59, wherein the secure storage means encodesthe

message for transmission to the server.
61. The method of claim 59 or 60, wherein the message indicates start of

game, end of game, playerselections, gametype, or amountbet.
62. A gaming system includingat least one gaming console, the console
including secure storage means and a userinterface allowing a userto
initiate a game and observe a result, the system including:

secure storage meansfor storing game or gamble outcome
information used by the console to produce a game or gamble
outcome; and

gamecontrol meansin the console arranged to receive a user

input initiating a game and to produce a game play sequence
including a game and/or gamble outcomeindication determined by
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the game or gamble outcomeinformation stored in the secure storage
meansaloneor in combination with a userinput.

63. The system of claim 62, wherein the information stored in the secure
storage meansis a sequential list of outcome information relating to a
sequenceof future gamesto be played on the console.
64. The system of claim 63, wherein the game or gamble outcome
information stored in the secure storage means, is in the form ofa set of

random numberssufficient to generate an entire gamble outcome.
65. The system of claim 64, wherein the information stored in the secure
storage meansis a random numberseed from which outcomeinformation
relating to a sequenceof future gamesto be played on the consoleis
generated by operation of a pseudo-random numberalgorithm.
66. The system of claim 65, wherein the game outcomeinformation
generated by the pseudo-random numberalgorithm,is in the form ofa set of
random numberssufficient to generate an entire game outcome.

67. The system of claim 66, wherein the outcome information is a random
numberindicating a gamble outcome value and the console then chooses a
game outcome which will achieve that gamble outcomevalue.
68. The system as claimedin any oneof claims 62 to 67, wherein the
secure storage means is removably connectableto or readable and writable
by the console.

69. The system of claim 68, wherein the information relating to future
game outcomesstored in the secure storage means is stored before the secure
storage means is connected to the console.
70. The system of claim 69, wherein the secure storage meansis a
programmable card which is preprogrammed with outcome information
before orafter acquisition by a user andis inserted into the console by the
user to produce one or more game outcomesonthe respective console.
71. The system as claimed in any one of claims 62 to 70, wherein a secure
processing meansis provided to produce the game or gamble outcome
indication and is connected to the secure storage means by wayof a secure

communications path.

72. The system as claimed in claim 71, wherein the secure processing
meansis a smartcard or smartcard chip which is permanently fixed in the
console.
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73. The system as claimed in any one of claims 62 to 67, wherein the
secure storage meansis a smartcard or smartcard chip which is permanently
fixed in the console.

74, The system as claimed in any oneof claims 62 to 72, wherein the
secure storage meansis a smartcard or smartcard chip which is removable
from the console.

75, The system of claim 74, wherein the secure storage meanscarries

player identification and credit information.
76. The system of any oneof claims 62 to 75, wherein a gaming serveris
provided in communication with each gaming console, the serverbeing
arranged to calculate the outcome information in relation to a gamefor
storage in a secure storage means and to send gameor gamble outcome
signals to the console in which the secure storage meansis located, and the
console including receiving meansforreceiving the game or gamble outcome

signal and storing the information carried in the signal as the game or gamble
outcomeinformation in the secure storage means.

77. The system as claimed in claim 76, wherein the server includes an
auditing means for checking game and/or gamble outcomedata returned from
the secure device in the console. ;

78. The system of any one of claims 62 to 75, wherein a gaming serveris

provided in communication with each gaming console, the serverincluding
an auditing means for checking game and/or gamble outcome data returned
from the secure device in the console.

79. The system as claimedin claim 76, 77 or 78, the server and console
each includes encryption and decryption means to encode transmission of
game outcomesand/ortransmissions indicating gameplay.
80. The system as claimed in claim 77, wherein the encryption and
decryption meansin the console is a smartcard.
81. The system as claimedin any oneof claims 76 to 80, wherein an
hierarchical network of gamingservers are provided with the console
connectedto a low order, low security network server which performs low
security and routine control and communication, while passing high security
signals to higher level gaming servers having higher security.
82, The system as claimed in claim 62, wherein the game outcome
information represents a plurality of predetermined gamble outcomes which

are stored in the secure storage means.
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83. The system as claimed in claim 82, wherein the secure storage means
is a smartcard or a smartcard chip.

84. The system as claimed in claim 83, wherein the secure storage device
is arranged to keep hiddenall unused values until disclosed by playing a
respective game.

85. The system as claimed in claim 84, wherein the console is arranged to

display an appropriate game sequence in whichit retrieves, the new value of
the smartcard device uponinitiation of a game by a player.

86. The system as claimed in claim 85, wherein the smartcard deviceis

originally provided with a fixed numberofvalues.
87. The system as claimed in claim 86, wherein the smartcard device is

provided withalist of predetermined outcomes, and the console includes a
bet input meansarrangedto receive a bet on the outcomeof a game.
88. The system as claimed in claim 87, wherein a non-volatile memoryis

provided in the smartcard device for recording player bet values , and the
total value owedto the player.

89. The system as claimed in claim 88, wherein the smartcard deviceis
provided with controlled access means in communication with the secure
storage means for secure communication therewith.
90. The system as claimed in claim 88, wherein the console is provided
with a secure communications system for secure communication with the

secure storage device.
91. The system as claimed in claim 91, wherein the secure
communications system is provided by a further smartcard device.
92. The system as claimedin any one of claims 83 to 91, wherein the
smartcard device which provides the secure storage means is programmed

with multiple functions, only one of which is a gaming accelerator.
93. The system of claim 92, wherein the smartcard device which provides
the secure storage means, is programmedforuse as an ID card and/ora credit
card and/or a bank ATM card.

94. The system of claim 93, wherein the protocol to access the smartcard
device which provides the secure storage means, is compatable with another
modeof the smartcard.

95. The system as claimed in any one of claims 76 to 61, wherein the
console sendsa signalto the server via the secure storage means describing a

state of a game being played to the gameto the server.
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96. The method of claim 95, wherein the secure storage means encodes the

message for transmission to the server.
97. The method of claim 95 or 96, wherein the message indicates start of

game, end ofgame,playerselections, game type, or amountbet.
98. A secure storage meansfor use in a gaming console which includes a
user interface allowing a userto initiate a game and observea result, the
secure storage means being arranged to store game or gamble outcome
information used by the console to produce a gamble outcome.
99. The secure storage meansof claim 98, wherein the informationstored
in the secure storage meansis a sequential list of outcome information
relating to a sequence offuture games to be played on the console.
100. The secure storage meansof claim 99, wherein the game outcome
information stored in the secure storage means, is in the form ofa set of
random numberssufficient to generate an entire gamble outcome.
101. The secure storage meansof claim 100, wherein the information stored
in the secure storage means is a random numberseed from which outcome
informationrelating to a sequence of future gamesto be played on the
console is generated by operation of a pseudo-random numberalgorithm.
102. The secure storage meansof claim 101, wherein the game outcome
information generated by the pseudo-random numberalgorithm,is in the
form of a set of random numberssufficient to generate an entire game
outcome.

103. The secure storage meansof claim 101, wherein the outcome
information is a random numberindicating a gamble outcomevalue.
104. The secure storage meansas claimed in any one claims98 to 105,
wherein the secure storage meansis arranged to be removably connectable to
or readable and writable by the console.

105. The secure storage meansof claim 98, wherein the information relating
to future game outcomesstored in the secure storage meansis stored before
the secure storage meansis connected to the console.
106. The secure storage meansof claim 105, wherein the secure storage
meansis a programmable card which is preprogrammed with outcome
information before orafter acquisition by a user andis arrangedto be

‘insertable into the console by the user to produce one or more game

outcomeson the respective console.
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107. The secure storage meansas claimed in any one of claims 98 to 106,
wherein a secure processing meansis provided, and the secure storage means

is arranged to be connected to the secure processing means by way of a
secure communications path, and the secure processing meansis arranged to
provide the gamble outcome. ,
108. The secure storage meansas claimed in any one of claims 98 to 103,
wherein the secure storage means is a smartcard or smartcard chip whichis
arranged to be permanently fixed in the console.
109. The secure storage means as claimed in any oneof claims 98 to 107,

wherein the secure storage meansis a smartcard which is removable from the
console.

110. The secure storage meansofclaim 109, wherein the secure storage
meanscarries playeridentification and/or credit information.
111. The secure storage meansof any oneof claims 98 to 110, wherein the
secure storage meansis arranged to communicate with a gaming server via a

gaming console, the serverbeing arranged to calculate the game or gamble
outcome information in relation to a game for storage in the secure storage
means and to send outcomesignals to the secure storage meansvia the
console, the secure storage meansbeing arranged to receive andstore the
game or gamble outcomeinformation.
112. The secure storage meansof claim 111, wherein the game or gamble
outcome information received by the secure storage meansfrom the serveris
combined with existing information held by the secure storage meansto

generate a game or gamble outcome.
113. The secure storage meansof claim 111 or 112, wherein upon receipt by
the consoleof the user inputto initiate a game, the secure storage means

generates and sendsa signal via the console to the gaming serverindicating
that the stored information has been used to determine the respective game

or gamble outcome.
114. The secure storage meansof any one ofclaims 98 to 108, wherein the
secure storage meansis arranged to communicate with a gamingserver via a
gaming console, and uponreceipt by the console of the userinputto initiate
a game, the secure storage means generates and sends a signalvia the console
to the gamingserverindicating that the stored information has been used to
determine the respective game or gamble.
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415, The secure storage meansof claim 113 or 114, wherein the signal sent
to the gaming server includes data indicating a game played ora function
performed and the secure storgage meansstoresthe data sentto the server
until the gaming server acknowlegesreceiptof the signal.
116. The secure storage means of claim 111, 112, 113, 114 or 115, wherein
communications betweenthe gaming server and the secure storage meansis

encrypted.
117. The secure storage meansas claimed in claim 98, wherein the game
outcome information representsa plurality of predetermined gameor gamble
outcomes whichare stored in the secure storage means.

118. The secure storage meansas claimed in claim 117, wherein the secure

storage meansis a smartcard or a smartcard chip.
119. The secure storage meansas claimed in claim 118, wherein all unused
values in the secure storage means, exceptfor the initial value, are hidden
and playing gamesdiscloses the values one by one.
120. The secure storage meansas claimed in claim 119, includinga fixed
numberofinitial values.

121. The secure storage meansas claimed in claim 120, including aninitial

list of predetermined outcomes.
122. The secure storage meansas claimed in claim 121, wherein the
outcomesareinitially stored in a secure form accessible only during game
play whereby they are disclosed oneat a time as gamesare played.
123. The secure storage meansas claimed in claim 98, wherein for each
outcomedisclosed the playerfirst makes a bet, which is written to non-
volatile memory in the smartcard device, and the total value owed to the
playeris the sum of wins andlosses for each bet and outcome.
124. The secure storage meansas claimed in claim 123, wherein the secure
storage on the smartcard is accessed via a secure communications system
within the console.

125. The secure storage meansas claimed in claim 124, wherein the secure
communications system is provided by a further smartcard device.
126. The secure storage meansas claimed in any one of claims 118 to 125,
wherein the smartcard device is programmed with multiple functions, only
one of which is a gaming accelerator.
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127. The secure storage meansof claim 126, wherein the smartcard device

is programmedfor use as an ID card and/or a credit card and/or a bank ATM
card.

128. The secure storage meansof claim 127, wherein the protocol to access
the smartcard device is compatible with another modeof the smartcard.
129. A secure removable control device for use in a gaming console which

includesa user interface allowing a userto initiate a game and observe a
result, the control device being arranged to supply game or gamble outcome
information used by the console to produce a game outcome.
130. The control device of claim 129, wherein the information supplied by

the control device is a sequential list of outcome information relating to a
sequence of future gamesto be played on the console.
131. The control device of claim 130, wherein the game outcome

information supplied by the control device,is in the form of one or more
random or pseudo-random numberssufficient to generate an entire game
outcome.

132. The control device of claim 130, wherein the outcome information is a

random numberindicating a gamble outcome.

133. The control device as claimed in any one of claims 129 to 132, wherein

a secure processing meansis provided within the control device, the secure
processing means being arranged to provide the game outcome indication
134. The control device as claimed in any one of claims 129 to 132, wherein

a secure processing meansis provided, connected to the control device by
wayof a secure communications path, and the secure processing means
being arranged to provide the game outcomeindication.
135. The control device as claimed in claim 134, wherein the secure

processing means is a smartcard or smartcard chip which is permanently
fixed in the console.

136. The control device as claimed in any oneof claims 129 to 134, wherein
the control device is a smartcard or smartcard chip which is permanently
fixed in the console.

137. The control device as claimed in any one of claims 129 to 134, wherein
the control device is a smartcard which is removable from the console.

138. The control device of claim 136 or 137, wherein the control device

carries player identification and/orcredit information.
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139. The control device of any one of claims 129 to 138, wherein the control
device is arranged to communicate with a gamingserver via the gaming
console.

140. The control device of claim 139, wherein uponreceipt by the console

of the user input to initiate a game, the contro] device generates and sends a
signal via the console to the gaming server and/or an accounting server_
indicating the details of the game outcome information that has been used to
determine the respective game or gamble outcome.
141. The control device of claim 139 or 140, wherein communications

between the control device and the server is secured by encryption.

142. The control device as claimed in claim 129, wherein the game outcome

information represents a series of game or gamble outcomes whichare

supplied by the control device.
143. The control device as claimed in claim 142, wherein the control device

is a smartcard or a smartcard chip.

144, The control device as claimed in claim 143, wherein for each game

outcomethe playerfirst makes a bet, which is written to non-volatile
memory in the smartcard device, and the total value owedto the player
calculated from wins andlosses for each bet and outcome. |
145. The control device as claimed in claim 144, wherein the secure storage

on the smartcard is accessed via a secure communications system within the

console.

146. The control device as claimed in claim 145, wherein the secure

communications system is provided by a further smartcard device.
147. The control device as claimed in any one of claims 143 to 146, wherein

the smartcard device is programmed with multiple functions, only oneof

whichis a gaming accelerator.
148. The control device of claim 147, wherein the smartcard deviceis

programmedfor use as an ID card and/or a credit card and/or a bank ATM
card.

149. The control device of claim 148, wherein the protocol to access the
smartcard device is an extension of another modeof the smartcard.

150. A virtual casino system including a gaming server, a gaming console

and at least one virtual gaming machine operable via the console, each

virtual gaming machine having its own accounting, and combinations, and
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each virtual machine being uniquely identified and capable of being returned

to at any time by the player.
151. The virtual casino system of claim 150, wherein each virtual machine

is only capable of being returned to for play by the player providedit is not
in use by anotherplayer.

152. The virtual casino system of claim 150 or 151, wherein a player can

observe on the console the operation of a virtual machine while it is in use

by anotherplayer.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CONNECTING

GAMING DEVICES TO A NETWORK FOR REMOTE PLAY

Background of the Invention

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention generally relates to electronic devices. In particular,

the invention relates to methods and systemsofinteractive gaming.

DescriptionoftheRelatedTechnology

[0002] Traditionally, the way for a gaming operator to increase revenue from

gaming devices is to increase the number of gaming devices available for play. In order for

casinos to increase the number of gaming devices available for play, casino floor space must be

added to house the additional gaming devices. The floor space allocated to house additional

gaming devices must meet specific criteria as defined by the gaming authority for the jurisdiction
in which the gaming devices are to be located. Providing additional floor space is an expensive

processfor casino operators and often requires constructing new casino properties. Also, adding

gaming devicestypically requires paymentofadditional licensing fees for each additional game.

[0003] A trend in the gaming industry has been to provide Internet gaming. Internet

gaming allows players to make wagers on the outcome of casino style games similar to that

described above, except that the player does not have to be physically located in a casino to do

so. Internet players make wagers and play casino games using a personal computer and wager on

games running on computers connected to the Internet.

[0004] Morebroadly,interactive gaming is the conduct of gambling games through

the use of electronic devices. The popularity of Internet gambling sites has indicated a strong

market for remotely accessible gaming, or other interactive gaming. Regulated casino operators

strongly desire to provide interactive gaming while capitalizing on existing infrastructure. Thus

there is a need for improved electronic devices that support regulated remote gaming.

Summary of the Invention

[0005] The system of the present invention has several aspects, no single one of

which is solely responsible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the scope of this

invention as expressed by the claims which follow, its more prominent features will now be

discussed briefly. After considering this discussion, and particularly after reading the section

entitled “Detailed Description of the Invention” one will understand how the features of this

invention provide advantages which include providing remote gaming in regulated environment.

-l-
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[0006] A gaming system and method of using the sameto allow a host gaming device

to be played from remote player devices to allow casino operators to obtain maximum advantage

from their gaming licenses.

{0007] Moreparticularly, in one embodiment gaming system may comprise a data

network, a host gaming device connected to the data network, the gaming device configured to

execute at least one game and a plurality of remote player devices connected to the data network.

Each of the remote player devices is configured to receive game information provided by the host

gaming device. Whether each remote player device is permitted to receive gaming data may be

based upon,at least in part, the geographic location of the remote player device.

[0008] The host gaming device may be configured to allow no more than a

predetermined number of remote player devices to concurrently receive game information provided

by the host gaming device during the gaming session. This predetermined number may be

determined by a gaming agency.

[0009] In another embodiment of a gaming system, at least one of the plurality of

remote player devices may be permitted to receive game data based upon, at least in part, the

geographic location of the remote player device, an age of a user of the remote player device.

[0010] A gaming system according to the invention may also include a central gaming

controller configured to record gaming transactions on the host gaming device and on each remote
gaming device. |

[0011] The data network may be, in part, the Internet, and be comprised of one’ot

more logical segment, which may include closed-loop networks. The host gaming device may be

configured to identify the geographic location of a remote player device based, at least in part,on
logical segment corresponding to the remote player device. A mobile communications network, or

a GPS device mayalso allow identification of the geographic location of the remote player device.

[0012] The host gaming device maybe in a location approved by a gaming agency and

include at least one game control configured to provide local use. This game control may be

disabled when the host gaming device is providing game information to a remote player device. A

host gaming device may also be configured to save an encrypted gamestate allowing a gameto be
resumed following a device or networkfailure.

[0013] A remote player device may be coupled to a credential device configured to

receive information relating to a user of the remote player device. The information relating toa

user may include the age of the user, or a password that is input by the user. The credential device
is a smart card reader, a biometric device such as a fingerprint reader, or any type of input device.
The credentials may be verified against information, such as age, password, or fingerprint in a

database configured to provide information associated with each of a plurality of users of the
gamingsystem. oo

-2.
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(0014) In another embodiment, a gaming system may be comprised of a means for

executing at least one game, the game providing game information during its execution, a local

access means provides local access to the game information for a user in a location approved by a

gaming agency, player means for receiving game information, presenting the game information to a

user and providing at least one game control, a means for providing the game information over-a

data network to a predetermined numberof receiving means, means for determining the location of

the receiving means, and meansfor disabling the local access means. Other similar embodiments

may also be comprised of means for creating an auditable record of gaming transactions on the

playing means and on the gaming means.

[0015] Another embodiment of a gaming system, in addition to the features of the

embodiments discussed above, may also include customized promotional messages to players of

gaming devices.

[0016] On a remote player device, an embodiment of a method of remotely accessing

a host gaming device may include: establishing access to the host gaming device through a data

network, receiving gaming related information from the host gaming device through the data

network, presenting the gaming related information to a player, receiving at least one control signal
from the player, sending the control signal to the host gaming device through the data network, and

disabling local use of the host gaming device. In one embodiment, the method may also include
recording each gamingtransaction occurring on the remote player device. Another embodimentof

the method may include providing a geographic location of the remote player device. In another
embodimentof the method,the age of the user of the remote player device is also provided. ae

[0017] On a host gaming device, an embodiment of a method of providing remote
access, including: verifying the geographic location of a remote player device, establishing a

gaming session on a host gaming device from a remote player device through a data network,
receiving at least one control signal from the remote player device through the data network, and

sending gaming related information from the gaming device through the data network. One

embodimentof a method may also include recording each gamingtransaction occurring on the host
gaming device,

[0018] In order to provide tolerance for failures of system components, a method of
resuming an interrupted gaming session on a gaming device is provided. One embodiment of a
method may include generating a gaming state of the gamingsession on the first gaming device,
encrypting the gamingstate, transporting the encrypted gamingstate from the gaming device. The
method may also include the converse: transporting the encrypted gaming state from the first

gaming device to a second gaming device, decrypting the gaming state on the second gaming
device; and loading the gamestate into a second gaming device to resume the gamingsession.

3-
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[0019} Axi embodiment of a gaming system which provides for resuming interrupted

gaming sessions across a data network. The system may include a first host gaming device

connected to the data network, the gaming device configured to execute at least one game, generate

a gaming state based on execution of at least one game, encrypt the gaming state, and send the

encrypted gaming state over the data network. A second host gaming device may be connected to

the data network, the second gaming device configured to receive the encrypted gamingstate over
the data network, decrypt the gaming state, and resume executing at least one game from the
gaming state. A plurality of remote player devices, configured to receive game information

provided by the host gaming device, may be connected to the data network. The gamingstate may
include user payment or credit information, and game jackpot or payout information.

{0020] Another embodiment of a gaming system providing resumption of interrupted
gaming sessions may include means for executing at least one game, means for generating a

gaming state based on execution of at least one game, means for encrypting the gamingstate, and

means for sending the encrypted gaming state. The system may also include meansfor receiving

the encrypted gaming state, means for decrypting the gaming state and means for resuming

executing at least one game from the gamingstate.

(0021) To enable gaming regulatory compliance, methods authenticating gaming

system users are also provide. An embodiment of a method of authenticating a user of a host

gaming device may include receiving a security certificate from the smart card, sending the security

certificate from the gaming device to an authenticator device, receiving an authentication reply
from the authenticator, and playing a gamein response to the authenticationreply. -

[0022] An embodiment of the method may also include presenting the security
certificate from the gaming deviceto a certificate authority for authentication over a data network.

[0023] An embodimentof a method of authenticating a user of a remote player device

for playing a host gaming device may includereceiving an indicia of identity for a user, sending the
indicia of identity to an authenticator device, receiving an authentication reply from the
authenticator device, and authorizing use of a host gaming device based on the indicia of identity.

The indicia of identity for a user may be provided by a biometric device, a smart card, or a
password provided by the user. .

[0024] Another embodiment of a gaming system provides authentication of users.

The system may include a data network, a host gaming device interfaced to the data network, a

plurality of remote player devices interfaced to the data network, and a security device configured

to provide player credentials to at least one remote player device. The each of the remote player

devices may be configured to receive game information provided by the host gaming device. The

host gaming device may provide gameinformation to a predetermined number of permitted remote
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player devices. Whether a remoteplayer device is permitted to receive gaming information may be

based upon, at least in part, on player credentials provided by the security device.

[0025] In one embodiment, a method of remotely accessing a gaming device provides

for creating records of gaming transactions on both host gaming devices and remote player devices

sufficient to provide an auditable record for a gaming authority in the jurisdiction. The method

may includeestablishing a gaming session on a gaming device for a remote player device through a

data network, sending gaming related information from the gaming device through the data

network, receiving at least one control signal from the remote player device through the data

network, creating an auditable gaming session record representing each gaming transaction of a

gaming session on the host gaming device and on the remote gaming device. In addition, the

record maybesent to a third party, such as a gaming authority, through the data network.

[0026] In another embodiment of a gaming system, the gaming system includes a

network comprised of a pluralityof logical segments. A security policy controls the flow of data

between logical segments. A host gaming device may be connected to the data network, the

gaming device configured to execute at least one game. A plurality of remote player devices may

be connected to the data network. The plurality of remote player devices are each configured to -

receive game information provided by the host gaming device, and to control a gaming session

established on the gaming device, subject to the security policy. The security policy may be based,

at least in part, on the geographic location of a logical segment.

[0027] One embodiment of the gaming system may include a promotional message

server to deliver customized promotional messages to users of the gaming system. In this

embodiment, a gaming system may include a data network, a promotional message server

configured to provide customized promotional messages. Each message may be customized with

information associated with a user of the gaming system. In addition, a gaming system may
include a host gaming device interfaced to the data network, and a plurality of remote player
devices interfaced to the data network. Theplurality of remote player devices are each configured

to receive game information provided by the host gaming device and to receive and present
promotional messages.

[0028] In another embodiment, a gaming system may include a means for data
communication, means for executing at least one game, meansfor providing game information over

the data network to a predetermined numberof receiving means, a plurality of means for receiving

game information over the data communication means. Each means for receiving game

information may be coupled to a meansfor receiving customized promotional messages. A gaming

system mayalso include a means for presenting promotional messages in conjunction with gaming
data.

-5«
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(0029) A related method of displaying information on a remote player device is also’

provided. The method may include receiving a promotional message on a remote player device,

presenting the promotional message in conjunction with gaming information for an amountof timé;

and removing the promotional message from the remote player device. Information in the

promotional message may be used to calculate the amount of time to present the promotional

message.

[0030] A remote player interface of a gaming system may have a number of

embodiments. In one embodiment of a gaming system, the gaming system includes data network, a

host gaming device interfaced to the data network, and at least one remote player device interfaced

to the data network. The remote player device is configured to receive game information provided

by the host gaming device. The remote player interface of the gaming system mayinclude a video

display device in communication with the remote player device and a remote control device in

communication with the remote player device. The remote control device is configured to control

operation of a game.

[0031] An embodiment of method of remotely accessing a gaming device may inchide
establishing a gaming session on the host gaming device from a remote player device througha

data network, receiving gamingrelated information from the host gaming device through the data
network, presenting gaming related information to a player via a video display device, receivingat
least one control signal generated by a remote control device for controlling the gaming session,
and sending the control signal to the host gaming device through the data network.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0032] FIG.1 depicts a simplified block diagram of a gaming system according to one

embodimentofthe invention.

[0033] FIG.2 depicts a simplified block diagram of system elementsrelating to a host

gaming device of FIG.1 according to one embodimentofthe invention.

[0034] FIG, 3 depicts a simplified block diagram of system elements relating to a

remote player device of FIG, 1 according to one embodimentofthe invention.

[0035] FIG. 4 is a flowchart depicting the sequence of events for acknowledging

command messagesin a gaming system as embodied in FIG.1. _
[0036] FIG. 5 is a flowchart depicting the sequence of events for establishing:a

remote gaming session, playing a game, and terminating the remote gaming session in a gaming

system as embodied in FIG.1.

[0037] FIG.6 is a flowchart depicting the sequence of events for transferring funds

from a player’s source offunds in the gaming system of FIG.1.

-6-
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[0038] FIG. 7 is a flowchart depicting the sequence of events for a host gaming

device of FIG.2 to connect to a network using security certificates and a certificate authority. -
(0039} FIG.8 is a flowchart depicting the sequence of events for a gaming device of

FIG. 2 to build and deliver an encrypted block of data representing the complete state of the

gamingdevice.

{0040} FIG.9 is a flowchart depicting the sequenceof events for retrieving a block of
data representing the state of a gaming device from a database and loading the block into a gaming
device as performed by a gaming system embodimentas in FIG.1.

[0041] FIG. 10 is a more detailed block diagram of a gaming system as depicted in

FIG.1.

[0042] FIG. 11is a detailed block network diagram ofa portion of a gaming system

as depicted in FIG. 10.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment

[0043) The following detailed description is directed to certain specific embodiments

of the invention. However, the invention can be embodied in a multitude of different ways as

defined and covered bythe claims. In this description, reference is made to the drawings wherein

like parts are designated with like numerals throughout. -
[0044] In a traditional casino environment, gaming devices are generally located on a

gaming floor. Gaming devices are subject to regulation by gaming regulatory agencies,
Regulations may limit the locations where gaming devices may be placed and by limit usersof
gaming devices to those of legal age to gamble in the respective jurisdiction. Regulatory agencies

for a given jurisdiction may also limit the number of licensed gaming devices provided to a

licensee. Where gaming devices are physically located on a casino gaming floor, verification of

whether a device is being usedin its licensed location within the jurisdiction may be determined by

physical inspection of the gaming floor. Further, monitoring of the gaming floor in casinos ensures

that players are of legal age as set by the jurisdiction.

[0045] An embodiment of a gaming system according to the present invention allows

a licensed host gaming device to be used by one or more remote player devices geographically
separated from the host gaming device, but still located within the jurisdiction of a gaming
authority. FIG. 1 depicts a simplified block diagram of an embodiment of a gaming system 100
according to the invention. One or more host gaming devices 160, 161, 162 are licensed gaming

devices. Although three host gaming devices are shown on FIG. 1, the gaming system 100 may

employ any number of host gaming devices ranging from one to thousands. For convenience of
discussion, set forth below is a description ofcertain aspects of the host gaming device 160. It is to
be appreciated that the other gaming devices may contain the following or different aspects.

7.
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[0046] A host gaming device may be any device, comprised of electronic, mechanical,

or a combination of electronic and mechanical components, which is used for gaming and which

affects the result of a wager by determining win or loss. A host gaming device 160 is connected to

a data network 150. In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 1, the data network of gaming system 100

is comprised of three logical segments. Gaming network 150 connects each host gaming device

160 and related elements such as the database 170 and central gaming controller 180. Remote

network 120 connects remote player devices 110, 111, 112 to the system. Backbone network 140

provides interconnection between the gaming network 150 and the remote network 120.

[0047] The database 170 may be computer server running database software, or any

other commercially available database solution. In one embodiment, as depicted, the database 170,

is a casino database. In other embodiments, the database may also contain other data related, or

unrelated to the casino operation.

[0048] Remote network 120 connects remote player devices 110, 111, 112 to the

system. Each remote player device 110 allows a user to play a game executing on a host gaming

device 160. For convenience of discussion, set forth below is a description of certain aspects of the

remote player device 110. It is to be appreciated that the other remote player devices may contain

the following or different aspects. Although three remote player devices are shown on FIG.1, the

gaming system 100 may employ any number of remote player devices ranging from one to

thousands. -

[0049] The remote network 120 may be any form of computer network, as discussed
below. In one particular embodiment, the remote network 120 is part of a network provided by a

cable television system. FIG. 10 depicts an embodiment of a gaming system where the remote

network 120 is provided through a digital home communications terminal (DHCT) 1000, such as a

set-top box. , .

[0050] Each host gaming device 160 may be located in any location approved by a

gaming agency, such as a casino gaming floor. A host gaming device 160 provides a legally

regulated random number generator. Once generation of random number has been performed, a

game result is determined. Any further interaction through the game’s user interface is for the

benefit of a user. For example, in one embodiment of a gaming system, the host gaming device

may be a slot machine. After payment is made, through a coin, token, credit device,etc, the player

pulls a lever arm to execute play. In a mechanical game, for example, a slot machine, a gameresult

may be determined by the interaction of spinning wheels. In a host gaming device 160 of an

embodiment of the present invention, however, pulling the arm triggers generation of a random

number which determines the game result. Thus any spinning wheelsorits electronic equivalent is

-8-
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purely for entertainment ofthe user. A host gaming device 160 plays at least one game of chance,

including, but not limited to, Slots, Blackjack, Poker, Keno, Bingo, or Lotteries.

[0051] FIG.2 depicts a more detailed block diagram of an embodiment of a gaming

system 100 showing additional gaming system elements coupled to the host gaming device 160.

The host gaming device 160 may include local controls 220 such as an arm. The host gaming

device 160 may have a display 210 to present the results of a game to a user. Further, the gaming

device 160 may have a smart card reader 280. Functions of the smart card reader 280 may include

receiving payment for a game, or identifying a user for promotional or loyalty programs. A

biometric identity device 290, such as a fingerprint scanner, may be used for similar functions by
the gaming system.

[0052] Networks 120, 140, 150 may include any type of electronically connected:

group of computers including, for instance, the following networks: Internet, Intranet, Local Area

Networks (LAN) or Wide Area Networks (WAN). In addition, the connectivity to the network

may be, for example, remote modem, Ethemet (IEEE 802.3), Token Ring (IEEE 802.5), Fiber

Distributed Datalink Interface (FDDI) Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), Wireless Ethernet

(IEEE 802.11), or Bluetooth (EEE 802.15.1). Note that computing devices may be desktop, server,

portable, hand-held, set-top, or any other desired type of configuration. As used herein, the network

includes network variations such as the public Internet, a private network within the Internet, a secure

network within the Internet, a private network, a public network, a value-added network, an intranet,

and the like. In embodiments of the present invention where the Internet is the backbone network

140, gaming network 150 and remote network 120 may form a virtual private network (VPN)

transported over the Internet.

[0053] In preferred embodiments, the remote network 120 may be a closed-loop

network, such as the cable network depicted in FIG. 10. A closed-loop network 120 may have a

limited geographic scope which allows the geographic location of a remote player device 110 to be

identified. For example, a given cable network may be limited to a specific hotel. Each hotel room

may be provided with a remote player device 110 which may then be identified with that location.

In other embodiments, the remote network 120 may be a mobile telephone network whichis
capable of identifyinga caller’s geographic location. .

[0054] As depicted in the simplified block diagram of FIG. 3, a remote player

interface 300 may comprise a remote player device 110, a display 310 for presenting game

information and a control 320 to provide user game control for the remote player device 160. In

one embodiment, a remote playerinterface 110 may also comprise a remote control 395 to provide
game controls. In preferred embodiments of the remote control, the connection 394 between the

remote control 395 and the remote player device 160 may be any type of wireless connection,

-9-
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including infra-red based protocols, or a RF wireless protocol such as Bluetooth (802.15.1), The
remote control 395 may also be connected to the remote player device 160 through a wired

connection such as Universal Serial Bus (USB), serial, or equivalent connection. The remote

control 395 may also include controls customized for gaming. A handheld computer may also
comprise a remote control 395. |

{0055} The display 310 may be a television, a personal computer, or a handheld

computer device. A fixed or wireless telephone handset may comprise a display 310 and controls
320 of a remote player interface. In some embodiments the controls 320 may be integrated with

display 310, as for instance, in a touch screen.

[0056] In one embodiment, the game information may be a random number which
represents the result of the game, information related to gaming device jackpots, or player credits.

In another embodiment, the gaming information may be multimedia, sound and images, including,

in one embodiment, video, representing the execution of a game. In another embodiment, game

information may also be software for execution on a remote player device 110 or on any element of

a remote player interface 300, such as a remote control 395, which interactively presents the game
through the remote player interface 300. /

[0057] To enable regulatory conformance of the gaming system, gaming device users

must be geographically within an approved jurisdiction and of legal age in the jurisdiction. In.a

regulated gaming environment, such as a gaming floor, physical control of the premises allows

enforcement of this requirement. For remote player devices 110 not operated in the regulated

gaming environment of a gamingfloor, the age of the user of a remote player device 110 must be

verified before game information is provided by a host gaming device 160. Credentials may be

received from a user using a variety of security devices and compared to records, such as ina
database 170 to confirm identity and thus age ofthe user.

[0058] To ensure compliance with regulatory requirements, a gaming system 100 may

identify the geographic location of a remote player device 110. As discussed above, a network 120

may be a closed-loop network 120 whose devices are thereby identified in geographic location by

the location of that network. Other embodiments may employ a GPS system on the remote player

device 110 to provide the geographic location of the device 110. In other embodiments, the remote

network 120 may be a mobile communications network which provides the geographic location of

network clients, such as a remote player device 110.

[0059] In one embodiment, a security device may be a smart card reader 380 that is
coupled to the remote player device 110. In embodiments using a smart card reader, a user inserts
a smart card into the reader which provides credentials sufficient to verify the age of the user. In
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one such embodiment, indicia present on the smart card reader are compared to recordsin a casino

database 170 to verify the age of the user.

[0060] In other embodiments, a remote player device 110 may be coupled to a

biometric identity device 390, such as a fingerprint scanner. In one embodiment, information.

received from the biometric identity device 390 may be compared to records in a casino database.

170 to verify the age of the user. In other embodiments a biometric identity device 390 may be

retinal scanneror facial recognition device.

(0061) In some embodiments, the controls 320 may include an input device (not

pictured in FIG. 3) coupled to a remote player device 110 to receive a password or PIN as.a

security device. The password or PIN may be comparedto information, such as records in a casino
database 170 to verify the identity, and thus the age, of the remote player device user. For

example, the input device may be a keyboard, rollerball, pen and stylus, mouse, or voice

recognition system. The input device may also be a touch screen associated with an output device.

The user may respond to prompts on the display by touching the screen. The user may enter

textual or graphic information through the input device. The controls 320 may be coupled to a

display 310 in the form of a personal computer, a television, a television with a set-top box, a

handheld computer, or a telephone, fixed or mobile, handset. ,
[0062] Embodiments of a remote player device 110 may be a television, a cable

interactive set-top box, a remote control, a personal computer, or a mobile or fixed telephone

handset. Another embodiment may comprise a handheld computer coupled to a fixed or preferably

wireless network. Also, a host gaming device 160 may also be a remote player device 110.

{0063] In one embodiment, a remote gaming device 110 may be in a location

approved by a gaming agency with controls 320 and display 310 which match the appearance of a

stand-alone gaming device. For example, a remote gaming device 110 may be appear to be a slot

machine with an arm control 320, a mechanical or electronic “slots” display 310. In other

embodiments, remote gaming devices 110, regardless of location, may have controls and displays

which match the appearance of a host gaming device 160. This may include control devices

coupled to personal computers or set-top boxes which may be customized for one or more games.

[0064] Indicia of identity and age received from a smart card reader 380, biometric

identity device 390, or user entry of a password may also be compared to records stored on the

remote player device 110. For example, a remote player device 110 in a hotel room may be

programmed by hotel staff to store identification information for eligible guests in the room
containing the gaming device without the identification information being included in the casifio
database 170. In these embodiments, access to the remote player device thus mayitself bean

indicium of legal age to the central gaming controller 180 or host gaming device 160.
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[0065] A central gaming controller 180 may manage the interaction of remote player

devices and host gaming devices. The central gaming controller 180 may comprise one or more

server computers or may be integrated with a host gaming device. In the embodiment depicted in

FIG. 10, the application server 1027 and request processing servers 1023 comprise the central

gaming controller 180.

[0066] One embodimentof a gaming system 100 comprises a single remote player on

a remote player device 110 establishing a gaming session on a host gaming device 160 with no

local player using the host gaming device 160. In this embodiment, the local controls 220 of a host

gaming device 160 become disabled for local play during the remote gaming session.

Correspondingly, a host gaming device 160 in this embodiment also becomes unavailable for

remote play while a player uses the local controls 220 to use the host gaming device 160.

[0067] Another embodiment comprises a single player using the local controls 220 of

a host gaming device 160 and a single remote player on remote player device 110 concurrently.

Thus in this embodiment, the local game controls 220 on the host gaming device 160 are not

disabled during the remote gamingsession.

[0068] Another embodiment of the gaming system 100 comprises a single local player

of the host gaming device 160 and multiple remote players on a plurality of remote player devices

110 having concurrent gaming sessions. A similar embodiment comprises multiple concurrent

remote players and no local players on the host gaming device 160 because the local controls 220

may be disabled during the remote gaming sessions.

[0069] Another embodiment of a gaming system 100 comprises one or more remote

player devices 110 which are physically located in a location approved by a gaming agency and

networked to a host gaming device 160 that hosts both local and remote player sessions. Players

physically located in the casino may occupy a remote player device 110 and play the games
provided by the host gaming device 160. Concurrently, gaming sessions to one or more remote

player devices 110 physically located outside the casino may be provided. Thus, in this
embodiment, players may concurrently play using the host gaming device 160, a physically remote

player device 110, or a remote player device 110 in a location approved by a gaming agency.

[0070] Another embodiment of the invention comprises one or more remote player

devices 110, physically located in a location approved by a gaming agency andat least one host

gaming device 160. In this embodiment, player sessions may only be established on a host gaming
device 160 from a remote player device 110 if that remote player device 110 is physically located

in a location approved by a gaming agency, such as a casino gaming floor. Players may also play

the host gaming device 160 using local controls 220 concurrently with remote player sessions.
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Thus, in this embodiment, players may concurrently play using the host gaming device 160, or a

remote player device 110that is located in a location approved by a gaming agency.

[0071] In each of the above disclosed embodiments, the remote player devices 110
that may concurrently receive game information from a host gaming device 160 may belimited to a

predetermined numberthat is determined by a regulatory gaming agency for the jurisdiction.

[0072] A remote player device 110 that is physically located in the casino in a
location approved by a gaming agency, such as a casino gaming floor, may differ from a remote

player device physically located outside the casino floor. In one embodiment, a remote player

device 110 located in a location approved by a gaming agency resembles the appearance of a stand-

alone gaming device and may thus be similar in appearance and operation to the host gaming

device 160.

[0073) In one embodiment, a remote player device 110 requests game data from the

host gaming device 160 by sending a request for a game to a central gaming controller 180. The
central gaming controller 180 then transmits the request for a game to the host gaming device 160.

The host gaming device 160 receives the request and provides game data to the central gaming

controller 180 that passes to the remote player device 110. That information is then translated into

a game by the remote player device 110 and displayed or performed to the player. The remote
player device 110 may contain on-board hardware and software that may be required to present a

game. The regulated portion of hardware and software required to execute a game, such as a

random numbergenerator, is on the host gaming device 160 and the information transmitted to the

remote player device 110 each time a game is requested.

[0074] Gaming devices according to an embodiment of the invention may use mixed-

protocol delivery systems for game content and game results. Game information and results

comprising image and sound data may be delivered by packet based network protocols such as IP

datagrams, by connection-oriented network protocols, or by a combination of both. Streaming

media protocols may also be employed. During a given gaming session, these communication
methods may be used interchangeably or concurrently. -

[0075] In one embodiment, communication over the data networks 120, 140, or 150,
may use IP datagrams to package image and sound data comprising a host gaming deviceinterface

and display, encrypts it, and delivers it to the remote player device. ”

[0076] Internet Protocol (IP) is a network layer protocol used by many corporations,

governments, and the Internet worldwide. JP is a connectionless network layer protocol that

performs addressing, routing and control functions for transmitting and receiving datagramsover a
network. The network layer routes packets from source to destination. An IP datagram is a data

packet comprising a header part and a data part. The header part includes a fixed-length header
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segment and a variable-length optional segment. The data part includes the information being

transmitted over the network. As a connectionless protocol, IP does not require a predefined path

associated with a logical network connection. Hence, IP does not control data path usage. If a

network device or line becomes unavailable, IP provides the mechanism needed to route datagrams

around the affected area.

[0077] The remote player interacts with a game through a remote player interface 300.
A remote player device 110 may send commands back to the central gaming controller 180 as, in

one embodiment, IP datagrams. The IP datagramsare interpreted by the central gaming controller

180 and used to proxy user interface interaction between the gaming device and the remote player.

Gameresults may also be packaged as JP datagrams and delivered to the remote player through this

method.

(0078) Alternative embodiments may use connection-oriented protocols such as TCP,

or a combination of connection oriented protocols and connectionless packet protocols such as IP.

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is a transport layer protocol used to provide a reliable,

connection-oriented, transport layer link among computer systems. The network layer provides

services to the transport layer. Using a two-way handshaking scheme, TCP provides the

mechanism for establishing, maintaining, and terminating logical connections among computer

systems. TCP transport layer uses IPas its network layer protocol. Additionally, TCP provides

protocol ports to distinguish multiple programs executing on a single device by including the

destination and source port number with each message. TCP performs functions such as

transmission of byte streams, data flow definitions, data acknowledgments, lost or corrupt data re-"

transmissions, and multiplexing multiple connections through a single network connection.

Finally, TCP is responsible for encapsulating information into a datagram structure.

[0079] Static content comprising the game interface or other elements of the game
may be delivered to the remote player device 110 and stored on the remote player device. This

delivery of content may use a mixed-protocol as described above. A static image may be a fixed

image or an animation activated by the remote control device. Such images may further be

overlaid with additional game content such as images and sound that is delivered dynamically

during gameplay.

[0080] In an embodiment of the invention, a central gaming controller 180 converts
image and sound data comprising the gaming device interface and display from the remote machine

into a data stream (for example but not limited to MPEG-2), encrypts it, and delivers it to the
remote player device 110. The remote player interacts with the game using the remote player

interface 300 to send commands back to the central gaming controller as IP datagrams. The IP
datagrams may beinterpreted by the central gaming controller 180 and used to proxy user interface
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interaction between the gaming device 160 and the remote player device 110. Game results may

also be packaged as a data stream and delivered to the remote player through this method.

[0081] FIG.4 is a flowchart depicting a method employed when a command message

is acknowledged by a central gaming controller 180 according to one embodiment of a gaming

system 100. Depending on the embodiment, additional steps may be added, others removed, steps

merged, or the order of the steps rearranged. Note that in some embodiments, not all messages

received by the central gaming controller 180 need be acknowledged. Starting at step 401, a
command messageis sent to the central gaming controller 180 by a host on the network. The host

may be remote player device 110 used for remote play, or other authorized network devices. Next,

at step 405, a qualified request message is received by the central gaming controller 180. Moving

to step 410, the message is then recorded in a database. The database may be a casino database
170. Proceeding to step 415, the message is processed and a response prepared. Next at step 420,

the response is recorded in the database. Moving to step 425, the response is sent back to the
requesting device. At step 430, a test to determine whether an acknowledgmentof the message has

been received is made. Continuingat step 435, if the timeout value has passed control continues to

step 440,if the timeout period has not expired control returns to step 430. Moving to step 440,

whether the message has not been acknowledged by the originating host is tested. If

acknowledgement has been received, control proceeds to 445, if not control proceeds to step 455.

At step 445, the message status is recorded as “RECEIVED”andthe process moves to the end

state. Returning to step 455, where the process flow continues following an unacknowledged
message, the system sends a status request message to the sending host. Next, at step 460, if the

originating device responds to the message then flow continues to step 465, otherwise control

moves to step 480. Moving to step 465, a diagnostic message is sent to query whether the

originating device is ready to receive the original message. Next at step 470, if the originating host
respondsthat it is ready to receive the original message, then control transfers to step 425 but if the

originating host fails to respond then control moves to step 480. Moving to step 480, the status of

the originating host is set to offline until such time as the originating host can respond or

reinitializes, and the process movesto theend state.

[0082] FIG.5 is a flowchart depicting a method used when a request for a remote

gaming session is received, when playing a game, and when terminating the remote gaming

session. Depending on the embodiment, additional steps may be added, others removed, steps

merged, or the order of the steps rearranged. Starting at 510, a request for a remote gaming session

is received as a request for a secured encrypted connection to the central gaming controller 180.
Included in the request are the remote players security credentials in the form of a security
certificate, for example, X.509 certificate. Next at 515, the security credentials are authenticated.
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This authentication may be performed by submitting the security certificate to a certificate

authority for authentication. Moving to 520 if the player is not authenticated, control reverts to

515. Continuing to step 525, the central gaming controller 180 establishes a secure encrypted

connection with the remote player device 110. Next, at step 530, if required the player transfers

funds to use during the remote gaming session. Continuing to step 535, the player then chooses a

host gaming device 160 to play. Next, at step 540, in one embodiment, when a host gaming device

160 is chosen for remote access play the local controls of the host gaming device 160 is disabled to

prevent local play. Moving on to step 545, a remote play session is opened on the host gaming

device 160. Continuing at step 550, after a remote gaming session is established on the host

gaming device, the central gaming controller 180 sends a message to the host gaming device 160

instructing it to displace representations of its user controls, graphics and sounds to the remote

player interface 300. The central gaming controller 180 directs the host gaming device 160

controls over the secured encrypted connection and manages the remote gaming session. Next at

step 555, the remote player may transfer funds from a player accountto the host gaming device 160

for wagering on the host gaming device 160. Moving to step 560, a wager is made. Next at, 656 a
game is played. Continuing to step 570, the central gaming controller 180 delivers the results of

the game to the remote player interface 300. Next at step 571, the remote player may repeat the

sequence from step 560. Next at step 575, if there are any credits on the host gaming device 160

when the player terminates the remote gaming session, the central gaming controller 180

automatically transfers those credits back to the players account. Moving to step 580, the central

gaming controller 180 terminates the remote gaming session with the host gaming device 160.

Continuing to step 585, the central gaming controller 180, enables local play on the host gaming

device 160, control is then transferred to the end state. .

[0083] FIG. 7 is a flowchart depicting a method for a host gaming device 160 to

become connected to a network using security certificates and a certificate authority. Depending
on the embodiment, additional steps may be added, others removed, steps merged, or the order of

the steps rearranged. Starting at 705, a host gaming device 160 starts the process of connecting to a

network aspart ofits initialization mode. Continuing to step 720, at a point during initialization,

the host gaming device 160 submits a security certificate to a certificate authority for

authentication. Moving to step 725, the certificate authority authenticates the certificate. Next at

step 730, if the certificate is authenticated control moves to step 740, otherwise control moves to

step 735. Continuing on to step 740, the host gaming device 160 is permitted onto the network and

the process movesto its end state. Returning to step 735,if the certificate is not authenticated then

a log entry is generated and the host gaming device 160 is not permitted onto the network,
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[0084] Embodiments according to the invention may also use instant messaging

and/or email messaging systems. Typical instant messaging systems permit computer users to type-

text messages and add file attachments into a host program and have the host program

automatically deliver the text through a virtual direct connection to a target computer. Public email

systems are those available for general use, as over the internet. Examples of public instant

messaging systems in use today include but are not limited to chat programs like IRC, MSN

Messenger, AOL Instant Messaging and a host of others. Private systems are restricted to a casino

or gaming system. Typical email messaging systems permit messages and file attachments to be

entered into a host program and addressed to a specific recipient on a network. These messages

may not be delivered directly to the addressee, but are sent to a storage area where the recipient

mayretrieve the message at a time of their own choosing.

[0085] Gaming devices 160 and remote player devices 110 routinely exchange

information with a central gaming controller 180 for, typically, but not limited to, account and

game tracking functions. In one embodimentof the invention, devices may send and receive data

over public and/or private email-type messaging systems. The message body of anyparticular

message may vary, using a proprietary or non-proprietary format, and may be encrypted or in.

human-readableformat. Messages may be sent at a time determined by the message originator,

typically, but not exclusively, in response to an event. The recipient of the message may be any

device capable of consuming the message. The message recipient may be responsible for checking

the prescribed message storage area for messages addressedto it. The message recipient may reply

to a reccived message or may generate a new messageto a specific recipient, a group of recipients,

or all recipients connected to the system. Remote player devices 110 may periodically check for

new messagesin the system and process them.

[0086] According to one embodimentof the invention, gaming devices 160 may send

and receive data over public and/or private instant messaging systems. The message body of any

particular message may vary, using a proprietary or non-proprietary format, and may be encrypted

or in human-readable format. Messages may be sent at a time determined by the messagé

originator,typically, but not exclusively, in response to an event. The recipient of the message may

be any device capable of consuming the message. Both the gaming device 160 and the message
recipient may queue incoming and outgoing messages. Queuing messages permits devices

involved in instant message communications to accept new messages while processing received

messages and to generate outgoing messages for delivery as system resources permit. ~

(0087] In another embodiment according to the invention, devices may send and

receive data over public and/or private email-type messaging systems. The message body of any

particular message may vary, using a proprietary or non-proprietary format, and may be encrypted

or in human-readable format. Messages may be sent at a time determined by the message
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originator, typically, but not exclusively, in response to an event. The recipient of the message may

be any device capable of consuming the message. The message recipient may be responsible for

checking the prescribed message storage area for messages addressedto it. The message recipient

may reply to a received message or may generate a newmessageto a specific recipient, a group of

recipients, or all recipients connected to the system. Gaming system devices 110 and 160 may

periodically check for new messages in the system and process them.

[0088] Embodiments according to the invention may present promotional messages

during remote play sessions. Messages sent may comprise instant messages for promotional

information, notification of events, or other pieces of information that can be communicated

electronically. Promotional messages may also include jackpot and bonus information. A

promotional message server may be used to construct and send promotional messages. In one

embodiment, a computer server, comprising a central gaming controller 180, may also comprise the

promotional message server.

[0089] A user interface may be provided to construct message templates. These

templates are then used to construct a deliverable message. Embodiments of a message template

may comprise a timeout value that indicates how long the messageis to be displayed, the frequency

with which the message displays in relationship to other scheduled messages, a limitation value

that prevents the message from being displayed too often and an expiration date after which the

message is no longer used in the system. Custom graphics and display modes may also be
specified for a message template, such as icons, animations, and various scrolling methods.

[0090] A remote player device 110 may present a promotional message for an amount

of time determined from the contents of the promotional message. The promotional message may

be presented to a user in conjunction with gaming information. The presentation may contain

icons, animations, and variousscrolling methods. In addition multimedia such as sound and video

may beutilized.

[0091] The promotional message server may also provide a dynamic data insertion

function to insert player information such as the player’s name or birthday into a message prior to

delivery. Dynamic data insertion may be accomplished through the use of specialized tags within

the message body. When encountered, the tag characters within the messageare replaced with data

from a related data source. The specific tag’s character sequence is associated with a specific

subset of the data in the data source, such as a player’s namein a data source ofplayer information.

Processing comprises reading the data source andits subsets, parsing the specialized tags from the

message template, indexing the data source and replacing the tag characters with data from the data

source to create a deliverable message for each item in the data source. This sequence continues

until all the data in the data source has been included in messages, The messages may be delivered
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as they are created or queued until all items in the data source have been used to create messages,

then all messages maybesent at the sametime.

(0092) In one embodiment, a gaming system 100 may comprise a card readerinstalled

in a gaming device 280 or remote player device 380. Promotional messages may be based on ©

information obtained about a player that is either stored on a card inserted into the card reader or

by using identifying information from the card to access the casino’s proprietary database

systems 170. .
[0093] One embodiment of the promotional message server may also provide a

dynamic grouping function in which a subset of players currently gaming is selected and collected
into a group. Casino operators may address a message template to this dynamic subset of current

players and send a specific message or messages exclusively to that subset. These messages may

be constructed using the dynamic data function. The dynamic grouping function may use criteria
specified by the casino and available in the casino’s proprietary database systems 170 andcriteria

generated by live gaming activity to establish a profile that players must meetto be selected. The

criteria may comprise loyalty points the player has eared, a player’s birthday, length of current

gaming session, or other data that is collected by the casino on players and gamingactivity.

[0094] The dynamic grouping function may be scheduled to run at time intervals

determined by the casino. Each time the interval is reached the promotional gaming server

searches for current players that meet the established criteria and builds a dynamic group then

sends the assigned message to that group of players exclusively. The gaming devices 160, remote

player device 110, card readers installed in gaming devices 280 and remote player device 380, and

casino proprietary database systems 170 may provide data to search for players that meet the

specified criteria and assemble them into a dynamic group.

[0095] In one embodiment of the invention, the casino may advertise a casino

sponsored event. The casino mayusea user interface display to construct the message and schedule

its delivery start time, duration of the message e.g. number of hours, days, weeks, or months that
the message will run, and specific values that weight the message’s delivery interval and frequency

amongst other promotional messages scheduled in the system. The style of message may also be

specified, including but not limited to flashing, scrolling, scroll direction, and the use of custom

graphics. The casino operator may also specify the criteria players must meet to receive the

message. Once the casino operator accepts the promotional message configuration, the

promotional message server may deliver the message across a network to remote player devices

110 or host gaming systems 160.

[0096] An embodiment of a gaming system 100 may provide for the electronic

transfer of funds to a gaming device for the purpose of making wagers. Whena player chooses a

gaming device 160 to play remotely, funds are electronically transferred to the gaming device and
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appear as credits on the gaming device 160. The player then uses those credits to make wagers on

game outcome. When the player is finished, the system transfers any remaining credits on the |

gaming device back to the source of fundsorto an alternate storage. Limitations on the amount of

funds transferred may be set for a minimum or maximum amount transferred, a minimum or

maximum amount transferred within a given time period, or a minimum or maximum amount

transferred for the life of the account, or a combination of any of these. The limitation may also

vary between accounts, permitting one account to have a different limitation on transfers than
another. When the limitation set is reached, further transactions are prevented until the limitation

is resolved. The limitation may be set voluntarily by the player, by the casino, or by a gaming

authority. Limitations may be set for all players within a specific jurisdiction or for selected

players only. The source of funds used by a player for remote access play may be maintained in a

database located on a computerthatis directly or indirectly connected to the casino network 150.

[0097] FIG. 6 is a flowchart depicting an embodiment of the invention whereby a

player transfers funds from a bank account to a player account for the purpose of wagering on

games. Depending on the embodiment, additional steps may be added, others removed, steps

merged, or the order of the steps rearranged. Starting at step 601, a remote player device 110

initiates an electronic funds transfer. Continuing to step 605, the central gaming controller 180

verifies the remote players banking information. Next at step 610, if the banking information is

valid, control transfers to step 620, otherwise control moves to step 615. Continuing at step 620,

the remote player device 110 prompts the player to enter the amount of the transfer. Moving to

step 615, the central gaming controller 180 verifies fimd availability. Next at step 630, if funds are

not available control moves to step 615. Otherwise, control moves to step 635, where, in a one
embodiment, the ‘central gaming controller 180 may consult a casino database 170 and determine
whether the remote players total gaming activity exceed limits placed on that activity. Next at step

640, if the limit is reached control moves to step 615. Otherwise, continuing at step 645, the

transfer is completed. Retuming to step 615, if the players banking information is not correct,

funds are not available or a transfer limit is reached, then the transaction is canceled and control

transferred to the endstate. .

[0098] An embodiment of a gaming system 100 may record the interaction between

remote players and host gaming devices 160 during remote gaming sessions for the purposeof
resuming games in-progress after a communicationsfailure. If at anytime the connection between

the remote player and a gaming device becomes unavailable, the system has a sufficient record of

player positions to restart the gameas at the time justprior to the failure. Thus an embodiment of a

gaming system may record, transfer, and reinstate on a like device an encrypted block of data

representing the precise state of a particular gaming device 160 at the time that the data block is

requested. The encrypted block of data is generated by the gaming device 160 and transferred
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using a communication protocol. The encrypted block of data may be used to continue a gamein-

progress that was interrupted by a gaming device 160 failure or other system failure. In addition,

the payer’s wagerandcredit data along with gaming payout data may be includedin the data block.

The data may also be transported to another gaming device 160 for the purpose of completing an

interrupted game or resuming a gaming session. The destination gaming device 160 receives the

encrypted block of data, decrypts it, and loads the gamestate into its own systems, allowing a game-

in-progress to complete or a game session to continue.

[0099] FIG.8 is a flowchart depicting a method for a gaming device 160 to build and

deliver an encrypted block of data representing the complete state of the gaming device.

Depending on the embodiment, additional steps may be added, others removed, steps merged, or

the order of the steps rearranged. Starting at 805, a central gaming controller 180 sends a message

to a host gaming device 160to initiate the build of the encrypted data block. Continuingto step 10,

the gaming device responds with an acknowledgement. Next, at step 815, the gaming device 160

begins the build process. When finished with the build and encryption process, at step 820, the

gaming device saves the data block to non-volatile memory in the gaming device. Continuing to

step 825, the gaming device 160 sets an indication that may be queried by the central gaming

controller 180 as to the status of the build/encryption process. Moving to step 830, the central

gaming controller 180 checks the gaming device’s status. Next at step 835, if the build/encryption

process is complete, control continues to step 840, otherwise control returns to step 830. Moving

to step 840, the central gaming controller 180 retrieves the data block fromthe gaming device 160.
Next, at step 845, when the central gaming controller 180 has retrieved the data block it saves the

data block to a database. Continuing to step 850, the central gaming controller then checks the

validity of the saved data block. If the data block is not verified then the central gaming controller

initiates another retrieval by returning control to step 840.

[0100] FIG.9 is a flowchart depicting a method for retrieving an encrypted block of

data representing the state of a gaming device from a database and loading the encrypted block into

a gaming device. Depending on the embodiment, additional steps may be added, others removed,

steps merged, or the order of the steps rearranged. Starting at step 905, the central gaming

controller 180 retrieves a saved encrypted data block from the database. Next at 910, the controller

180 verifies the integrity of the data block. Continuing to 915, if the data block is verified, control

continues to step 925,ifnot control movesto step 920. Returningto the flow of control at 925, the

central gaming controller 180 notifies a target gaming device 160 of an intent to upload the data

block. Next, at step 930, the target gaming device 160 responds with a message indicating whether

it is available for the upload. Movingto step 935, if the target device is ready control moves to
step 940, if not control is diverted to step 920. Returning back to step 940, the encrypted data
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block is uploaded to the target gaming device 160. Next at step 945, the target gaming device 160

verifies the encrypted data block. Moving on to step 950, if the data block was verified, the

gaming device moves on to step 955, if not verified, control moves to step 920. Continuing on to

step 955, the gaming device 160 initializes its state to the new state defined by the received data

block and the process moves to the end state. Returning back to step 920, which is reached on

error conditions, an error log entry is generated and the requesting process notified.

[0101] FIG. 10 is a block diagram depicting one embodiment of a gaming system
according to the present invention wherein the host gaming devices 160 are available for remote

play over a network that connects to a cable modem termination system. The cable modem

termination system 1005 is located at the head-end of a cable television provider who makes

broadband network connectivity available as a service to its customers. Cable television customers

whosubscribe to broadbandordigital television services access the remote network 120 through a

digital home communications terminal (DHCT) 1000. The remote player device 110 may be a

stand-alone cable modem or a set-top box that includes a cable modem and a digital television

broadcast decoder. The DHCT 1000 may, in some embodiments include the remote player device
110. The remote player interface 300 may be any device or combination of devices that remote

players operate to interact with the remote player device 110, for example,a television with remote

control or a personal computer. To connect to the central gaming controller 180, a remote player

uses the remote player device 110 to send messages, using, in one embodiment, IP datagrams,

through the DHCT and the cable modem termination system 1005. The cable modem termination

system 1005 uses a network router 1004 to route the IP datagrams over a network connection 140

to the central gaming controller 180. The backbone network connection 140 can be any type of

network connection such as a dedicated T1 or fiber optic over which network traffic can be

exchanged. In preferred embodiments the backbone network 140 is part of a closed loop network.

However, in other embodiments, a public network such as the Internet may form at least a portion

of the backbone network. Encryption of the data may be performed,either at the endpoints such as

remote player device 110, at a host gaming device 160, at a central gaming controller 180, over
network 120, or only over network 140.

[0102] Network traffic from the remote network 120 and backbone network 140

travels over a numberofvirtual local area networks (VLAN) configured using a multilayer network

switch 1022. Segmenting the internal network into VLANscreates security zones whereby only

permitted network traffic appears on a given VLAN.

[0103] IP datagrams are received over the backbone network 140 through network

router 1020 and firewall 1021. Network router 1020 filters IP datagrams that are not coded with

the configured port for access to the gaming network 150. If an IP datagram passes the network
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router 1020 it then must pass the firewall-1021 in order for the IP datagram to be processed by the

request processing server(s) 1023 which comprise a portion of a central gaming controller 180 in

this embodiment.

[0104] The firewall 1021 has two network interfaces 1050, 1051; the external-facing

network interface 1050 is connected to the router 1020 and the internal-facing network interface

1051 is connected to the multilayer network switch 1022. In this configuration the firewall 1021

acts as a type of network switch that may perform additional security checks on the IP datagram,

then move the datagram to the internal-facing network interface 1051 where the multilayer network

switch 1022 movesthe datagram to the VLAN where request processing server(s) 1023 are located.

{0105] Each request processing server 1023 has two network interfaces 1052, 1053,

both connected to the multilayer network switch 1022. Each network interface 1052, 1053 may be

configured on a different VLAN of the multilayer network switch 1022. The multilayer network

switch 1022 moves IP datagrams between the firewalls 1021 internal-facing network interface 1051

and the request processing server(s) 1023 external-facing network interface 1052. This
embodiment provides a layer of protection for the host gaming devices 160 in the event that the
request processing server(s) 1023 are compromised.

{0106} When an IP datagram arrives at a request processing servers 1023 external-

facing network interface 1052, the request processing server 1023 interprets the IP datagram and

issues commandsover its internal-facing network interface 1053 to the application server 1027.

The request processing server 1023 may reject invalid commands or make other determinations as

to the appropriateness of a request that prevent the request from being passed on to the application
server 1027. Likewise, the request processing server 1023 may request data from the application

server for use in building its own response to the request, which may or may not require an
acknowledgementfrom the remote player device 110 as described below.

[0107] Command messages received by the application server 1027 may be recorded
in a database using the database server 1025. The application server 1027 then executes the

command, which may include any function relevant to the operation of the host gaming device 160

and may or may not return data to the request processing server 1023 for delivery to the remote

access player. In one embodiment, the database server 1025 may comprise the casino database

170. In other embodiments the database server 1025 and the application server 1027 may comprise

the casino database 170.

[0108] Some commands mayrequire the remote player device 110 to acknowledge the

receipt of information sent from the central gaming controller 180. For commandsthat require

acknowledgement, the central gaming controller 180 queues the status of the messages that are sent

to the remote player device 110. The status of messages sent but not acknowledged is stored in a
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database as “open” using the database server 1025. When the remote player device 110 receives
the message it sends an acknowledgment message back to the central gaming controller, which in
turn marks the message in the database as “closed”; indicating that the message has reached its

destination and has been acknowledged. If the message is not acknowledged within a specified
timeout,the message is resent. FIG. 4 depicts the sequence of events for the receipt, queuing and

response loop for qualifying messages.

[0109] Recording of messages between the remote player device 110 and a host
gaming device 160 by the central gaming controller 180 allows each gameor transaction, on both

the host gaming device 160 and remote player device 110, to be recorded. This allows each host

gaming device or remote player device to be individually auditable using standard accounting

practices in the gaming jurisdiction where the game is located. In one embodiment, a third party,

‘such as a gaming authority may be sent the records of games and transactions online by the gaming
system 100.

{0110} Whenthe application server 1027 receives a command request that requires

communication with gaming devices 160, 161, 162 it connects to those devices using terminal
server 1035. Terminal server 1035 provides Ethernet connectivity to the RS232 serial interface

1054 of the game. Through that interface the remote player device 110 communicates to the
gaming devices 160, 161, 162 using a communications protocol supplied by the gaming machine
manufacturer. The protocol includes commands that permit the remote operation of the gaming

devices 160, 161, 162 and the reporting of game results so that the application server 1027 can

control remote play.

[0111] FIG. 11 depicts a more detailed network diagram of one embodiment of
network 150 and elements of a gaming system 100 connected to network 150. This includes a host

gaming device 160, and a database 160. As in the embodiment of FIG. 10, a central gaming

controller 180 may be comprised of request processing servers 1027 and an application server 1023

connected to one or more VLANsofnetwork 150.

[0112] While the above detailed description has shown, described, and pointed

out novel features of the invention as applied to various embodiments, it will be understood that

various omissions, substitutions, and changes in the form and details of the device or process
illustrated may be made by those skilled in the art without departing from the spirit of the

invention. The scope of the invention is indicated by the appended claims rather than by the

foregoing description. All changes which come within the meaning and range of equivalency of

the claims are to be embraced within their scope.
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WHATIS CLAIMED IS:

1, A gaming system comprising:

a data network, wherein the data network is comprised of at least one logical
segment, wherein at least one logical segment is 2 closed-loop network;

a host gaming device connected to the data network, the gaming device configured

to execute at least one game wherein the host gaming device in a location approved by a

gaming agency;

a plurality of remote player devices connected to the closed-loop network; and

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device and on each ofthe plurality of remote player

devices,

wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device, and

wherein the host gaming device is configured to provide game information to a

predetermined numberofpermitted remote player devices.

2. A gaming system comprising:

a data network;

a host gaming device connected to the data network, the gaming device configured

to execute at least one game; and

a plurality of remote player devices connected to the data network,

wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device,

wherein the host gaming device is configured to provide game information to a

predetermined numberofpermitted remote player devices, and

wherein at least one of the plurality of remote player devices is permitted based

upon,at least in part, the geographic location of the remote player device.

3. The system of Claim 2, wherein the predetermined number is determined by a

gaming agency.

4. The system of Claim 2, wherein at least one of the plurality of remote player

devices is permitted based upon,at least in part, an age of a user of the remote player device.

5. The system of Claim 2, wherein the data networkis, at least in part, the Internet.

6. The system of Claim 2, wherein the data network is comprised of at least one
logical segment. |

7. The system of Claim 6, wherein at least one logical segment is a closed-loop
network.
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8. The system of Claim 6, wherein the host gaming device is configured to identify

the geographic location of a remote player device based, at least in part, on a logical segment

correspondingto the remote player device.

9. The system of Claim 2, wherein the host gaming device is configured to identify

the geographic location of a remote player device based, at least in part, on information provided

by a mobile communications network.

10. The system of Claim 2, wherein the host gaming device is configured to identify

the geographic location of a remote player device based, at least in part, on information provided

by a GPS device.

11. The system of Claim 2, wherein the data network is, at least in part, the casino
intranet.

12. The system of Claim 2, wherein the data network is, at least in part, the hotel

intranet.

13. The system of Claim 2, wherein the data network is, at least in part, a wireless

network.

14. The system of Claim 2, wherein the host gaming device is in a location approved

by a gaming agency.

15. The system of Claim 2, wherein the host gaming device includes at least one game

control configured to provide local use.

16. The system of Claim 15, wherein the host gaming device is configured to disable

local use when the host gaming device is providing game information to a remote player device. .

17, The system of Claim 2, wherein each of the remote player devices is in a location

approved by a gaming agency.

18. The system of Claim 2, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device. .

19. The system of Claim 2, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on each ofthe plurality of remote player devices.

20. The system of Claim 2, wherein the gaming information is, at least in part,

software.

21. The system of Claim 2, wherein at least one remote player device is coupled to a

credential device configured to receive informationrelating to a user of the remote player device.

22. The system of Claim 21, wherein the information relating to the user is an age of
the user.
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23. The system of Claim-21, wherein the information relating to a user is a password

that is input by the user.

24, The system of Claim 21, wherein the credential device is an input device

configured to receive a password from the user.

25. The system of Claim 21, wherein the credential device is a smart card reader.

26. The system of Claim 21, wherein the credential device is a biometric device.

27. The system of Claim 28, wherein the biometric deviceis a fingerprint reader.

28. The system of Claim 21, further comprising: a database configured to provide

information associated with eachof a plurality of users of the gaming system.

29. The system of Claim 28, wherein the information associated with a user includes a

password.

30. The system of Claim 28, wherein the information associated with a user includes

an age of the user.

31. The system of Claim 28, wherein the information associated with a user includes

information relating to a fingerprintof the user.

32. The system of Claim 2, wherein the host gaming device is configured to encrypt

the game information.

33. The system of Claim 2, wherein the game information is provided via a public
email system.

34, The system of Claim 2, wherein the game information is provided via a private

email system.

35, The system of Claim 2, wherein the game information is provided through a public

messaging system.

36. The system of Claim 2, wherein the game information is provided through a

private messaging system.

37. A gaming system comprising:

a data network;

a host gaming device in a location approved by a gaming agency connected to the

data network, the gaming device configured to execute at least one game; and
a plurality of remote player devices connected to the data network.

wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device, and

wherein the host gaming device is configured to disable local use of the gaming

device when providing game information to the remote player devices.
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38. The system of Claim 37, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device.

39. The system of Claim 37, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on each of the plurality of remote player devices.

40. The system of Claim 37, wherein the host gaming device is configured to allow no

more than a predetermined number of remote player devices to concurrently receive game

information provided by the host gaming device.

41. A gaming system comprising:

gaming means for executing at least one game, the game providing game

information during execution;

local access meansfor providing local access to the game information for a user in

a location approved by a gaming agency;

player means for receiving game information, presenting game information and

providing at least one game control;

means for providing the game information over a data network to a predetermined

numberofreceiving means; ,

means for determining the location of the receiving means; and

means for disabling the local access means.

42. The system of Claim 41, further comprising:

a means for creating an auditable record of gaming transactions on the gaming
means.

43. The system of Claim 41, further comprising:

a means for creating an auditable record of gaming transactions on the playing
means.

44, The system of Claim 41, wherein the predetermined number is determined by a

gaming agency.

45. The system of Claim 41, further comprising:

means for receiving information associated with a user of the gaming system.

46. The system of Claim 45, wherein the information associated with the user includes

the age ofthe user.

47. The system of Claim 45, wherein the means for receiving information associated
with a user is a smart card reader.

48. The system of Claim 45, wherein the means for receiving information associated

with a user is a biometric identity device.
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49. The system of Claim 45, wherein the means for receiving information associated

with a user is a keyboard configured to receive a password.

50. The system of Claim 45, wherein the user information includes, at least, a

credential for authentication of the user.

51, The system of Claim 50, further comprising:

means for authenticating the credential coupled to means for limiting access to the

gaming system.

52. A method of remotely accessing a host gaming device on a remote player device

comprising:

establishing access to the host gaming device from the remote player device

through a data network;

receiving gaming related information from the host gaming device through the data

network;

presenting the gaming related information to a player;

receiving at least one control signal from the player; .

sending the control signal to the host gaming device through the data network; and

disabling local use of the host gaming device.

53. The method of Claim 52, further comprising:

recording each gaming transaction occurring on the remote player device.

54. The method of Claim 52, further comprising:

providing a geographic location of the remote player device.

55. The method of Claim 52, further comprising:

providing information relating to a user of the remote player device to the gaming

device. _

56. The method of Claim 55, wherein the information relating to a user includes, at

least, the age ofthe user.

57. The method of Claim 52, further comprising:

allowing no more than a predetermined number of remote player devices to

concurrently establish a gaming session on the gaming device.

58. A methodofproviding remoteaccessto a host gaming device comprising:

verifying a geographic location of a remote player device;

establishing a gaming session on a host gaming device from a remoteplayer device

through a data network;

receiving at least one control signal from the remote player device through the data

network;
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sending gaming related information from the gaming device through the data

network;

59. The method of Claim 58, further comprising:

recording each gaming transaction occurring on the host gaming device.

60. The method of Claim 58, further comprising:

receiving information relating to a user of the remote player device on the gaming

device.

61. The method of Claim 60, wherein the information relating to a user includes, at

least, the age ofthe user.

62. The method of Claim 58, further comprising:

disabling local access to the gaming device.

63. The method of Claim 58, further comprising:

allowing no more than a predetermined number of remote player devices to

concurrently establish a gaming session on the gaming device.

64. A methodofresuming an interrupted gamingsession onafirst host gaming device

comprising:

generating a gaming state of the gaming session onthe first gaming device;

encrypting the gamingstate;

transporting the encrypted gamingstate from the first gaming device;

transporting the encrypted gamingstate to a second gaming device;

decrypting the gaming state on the second gaming device; and

loading the gamestate into a second gaming device to resume the gamingsession.

65, A gaming system comprising:

a data network;

a first host gaming device connected to the data network, the gaming device

configured to:

execute at least one game,

generate a gaming state based on execution ofat least one game;

encrypt the gaming state; and

send the encrypted gaming state over the data network;

a second host gaming device connected to the data network, the gaming device

configured to:

receive the encrypted gamingstate over the data network;

decrypt the gamingstate;

resume executingat least one game from the gamingstate; and

a plurality of remote player devices connected to the data network,
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wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device.

66. The system of Claim 65, wherein the remote player devices are each configured to

receive an encrypted gamingstate from a first gaming device over the data network and to send the

encrypted gamingstate to the second gaming device.

67. The system of Claim 66, wherein the first gaming device is the second gaming

device. ;

68. The system of Claim 65, wherein the second gaming device is configured to

receive an encrypted gamingstate fromafirst gaming device over the data network.

69. The system of Claim 65, wherein the gaming state includes user payment

information.

70. The system of Claim 65, wherein the gaming state includes gaming machine

payout information.

71. The system of Claim 65, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device.

72. The system of Claim 65, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on each ofthe plurality ofremote player devices.

73. A gaming system comprising:

meansfor executing at least one game;

means for generating a gaming state based on execution of at least one game;

meansfor encrypting the gaming state;

meansfor sending the encrypted gamingstate;

means for receiving the encrypted gamingstate;

meansfor decrypting the gamingstate; and

means for resuming executing at least one game from the gamingstate.

74, The system of Claim 73, wherein the gaming state includes user payment
information. . |

75. The system of Claim 73, wherein the gaming state includes gaming machine

payout information.

76. The system of Claim 73, further comprising:

a meansfor creating an auditable record of gamingtransactions onthe host gaming
device.
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77. The system of Claim 73, further comprising:

a meansfor creating an auditable record of gaming transactions on each of the

plurality ofremote player devices.

78, A method of authenticating a user of a host gaming device comprising:

receiving a security certificate from the smart card;

sendingthe security certificate to a certificate authority for authentication:
receiving an authentication reply from the authority; and

playing a game in response to the authentication reply.

79. A method of authenticating a user of a remote player device comprising:

receiving an indicia of identity for a user;

sendingthe indicia of identity to an authenticator device;

receiving an authentication reply from the authenticator device; and

authorizing use of a host gaming device based on the indicia of identity

80. The method of Claim 79, wherein the indicia ofidentity for a user is provided by a

biometric identity device.

81. The method of Claim 79, wherein the indicia of identity for a user is provided by a

password input by the user.

82. The method of Claim 79, wherein the indicia of identity fora user is provided by a

smart card.

83. A gaming system comprising:

a data network;

a host gaming device interfaced to the data network;

a plurality of remote player devices interfaced to the data network; and

a security device configured to provide player credentials to at least one remote

player device,

wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device,

wherein the host gaming device is configured to provide game information to a

predetermined number ofpermitted remote player devices, and

wherein at least one of the plurality of remote player devices is permitted based

upon, at least in part, on player credentials provided by the security device.

84. The system of Claim 83, wherein the security device is a smart card reader.

85, The system of Claim 83, wherein the security device is a biometric device.

86. The system of Claim 83, wherein the security device is an input device.

87. The system of Claim 86, wherein the player credentials are, at least in part, a

password.
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88. The system of Claim 83, wherein the remote player device is authorized to receive

game information provided by the host gaming device based, in part, on the player credentials.

89. The system of Claim 83, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device.

90. The system of Claim 83, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on eachofthe plurality of remote player devices.

91. A method of remotely accessing a gaming device comprising:

establishing a gaming session on a gaming device for a remote player device

through a data network;

sending gaming related information from the gaming device through the data
network;

receiving at least one control signal from the remote player device through the data

network.

creating an auditable gaming session record representing each gaming transaction
of a gaming session on the host gaming device;

creating an auditable gaming session record representing each gaming transaction

of a gaming session on the remote gaming device; and

sending the record to a third party through the data network.

92. The method of Claim 91 wherein the third party is a gaming authority.

93. A gaming system comprising:

a data network comprised of a plurality of logical segments wherein a security

policy controls the flow of data between logical segments;

a host gaming device connected to the data network, the gaming device configured

to execute at least one game; and me

a plurality of remote player devices connected to the data network,

wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device, and

wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to control a

gaming session established on the gaming device subject to the security policy wherein the

security policy is based, at least in part, on the geographic location of a logical segment.

94. The system of Claim 93, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device.
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95. The system of Claim 93, further comprising:
a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on each ofthe plurality of remote player devices.

96. A gaming system comprising:

a data network;

a promotional message server configured to provide customized promotional

messages wherein cach message is customized with information associated with a userof
the gaming system;

a host gaming device interfaced to the data network; and

a plurality of remote player devices interfaced to the data network,
wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device and to receive and present promotional

messages.

97, The system of Claim 96, wherein the remote player devices are in a location

approved by a gaming agency.

98. The system of Claim 96, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device.

99, The system of Claim 96, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on each ofthe plurality of remote player devices.

100. The system of Claim 96, wherein promotional message are comprised of bonus
information.

101. The system of Claim 96, wherein promotional message are comprised of jackpot

information.

102. The system of Claim 96, further comprising: at least one database configured to

provide information associated with a plurality of users of the gaming system.

103. The system of Claim 96, wherein each of the plurality of remote game devices is

associated with a user. .

104. The system of Claim 96, further comprising a smart card reader configured to

provide information associated with a user of the gaming system.

105. The system of Claim 102, wherein the database is configured to provide

information which forms,at least in part, the content of the promotional message.

106. The system of Claim 96, wherein each of the plurality of remote player devices is

configured to receive and present the promotional message in conjunction with game information

provided by the host gaming device.
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107. The system of Claim 106, wherein each of the plurality of remote player devicesis

configured to present the promotional message for an amountoftime.

108. The system of Claim 106, wherein the amountof time is based, at least, in part on

information associated with the promotional message.

109. The system of Claim 102, wherein the database is configured to provide

information which comprises,at least in part, the content of the promotional message.

110. The system of Claim 96, wherein the promotional messages are transported via an

instant messaging system.

111. The system of Claim 96, wherein the promotional messages are transported via an

email system.

112. A method of displaying information on a remote player device comprising:

receiving a promotional message on a remote player device;

presenting the promotional message in conjunction with gaming information for an

amountoftime; and

removing the promotional message from the remote player device.

113. The method of Claim 112, further comprising

calculating the amount of time based, at least in part, on information associated

with the promotional message.

114. A gaming system comprising:

means for data communication;

meansfor executing at least one game;

means for providing game information over the data network to a predetermined

numberofreceiving means; and

a plurality of means for receiving game information over the data communication

means, each coupled to a meansfor receiving customized promotional messages.

115. The method of Claim 114, further comprising:

meansfor presenting customized promotional messages in conjunction with game

information.

116. The method of Claim 1 14, further comprising:

means for sending promotional messages.

117. The method of Claim 114, further comprising:

means for providing data used to select which players receive customized

promotional messages.

118. The method of Claim 114, further comprising:

meansfor providing data which forms, at least in part, the content of promotional

messages.
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119. The system of Claim 114,further comprising:

a means for creating an auditable record of gaming transactions on the host gaming

device. ,

120. The system of Claim 114,further comprising:

a means for creating an auditable record of gaming transactions on each of the

plurality of remote player devices.

121. A gaming system comprising:

a data network;

a host gaming deviceinterfaced to the data network;

at least one remote player device interfaced to the data network;

a video display device in communication with the remote player device; and

a remote control device in communication with the remote player device,

wherein the remote player device is configured to receive game information

provided by the host gaming device and the remote control device is configured to control

operation of a game.

122. The system of Claim 121, wherein the video display device is a television.

123. The system of Claim 121, wherein the video display device is a computer.

124. The system of Claim 121, wherein the video display device is a control device.

125. The system of Claim 121, wherein the remote player device is coupled to a cable

television system.

126. The system of Claim 121, wherein the data networkis, at least in part, the Internet.

127. The system of Claim 121, wherein the data network is, at least in part, the casino

intranet.

128. The system of Claim 121, wherein the data network is, at least in part, the hotel

intranet.

129. The system of Claim 121, wherein the data network is, at least in part, a wireless

network.

130. The system of Claim 121, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming
transactions on the host gaming device.

131. The system of Claim 121, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on each oftheplurality of remote player devices.
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132. A method of remotely accessing a host gaming device comprising:

establishing a gaming session on the host gaming device from a remote player

device through a data network;

receiving gaming related information from the host gaming device through the data

network;

presenting gaming related information to a player via a video display device;

receiving at least one control signal generated by a remote control device for

controlling the gaming session; and

sending the control signal to the host gaming device through the data network.

133. The method of Claim 132, further comprising:

recording each gaming transaction occurring on the remote player device.
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METHODS AND SYSTEMS OF PROVIDING REAL TIME ON-LINE CASINO GAMES

Background of the Invention

Field of the Invention :

This invention relates to methods and systems of providing real time on-line casino games.

Description of the Related Art

On-line casinos have been established to allow remote players to enter a web site and play simulated casino

games. Since the casino games are simulated by computer, the remote players do not have the realistic experience of

playing at a real casino with real dealers and interacting with other players. The remote players cannotrely on a real

dealer to deal real cards, but must rely on a computer algorithm to generate virtual cards. Players cannot be assured

that the virtual cards are generated fairly.

To provide a more realistic experience to remote players, and to alleviate their concern of a computer
generating virtual cards to disfavor the players, video images at a game table of a real casino can be transmitted to

remote players. Because remote players can see the video images of the game being played, they will find the

experience more realistic. However, video images captured by typical cameras may not be able to reliably and

automatically capture images of the cards being dealt. In addition, transmitting video images may not be suitable for a

remote player with limited bandwidth connection. Although a human operator can determine and enter information

such as the types of cards dealt or the types of dices rolled to be transmitted to a remote player, such a process may.

be time consuming and vulnerable to human error. Therefore, it is desirable to read cards reliably and to automatically

determine the type of every card being dealt, and to transmit such information in a space-saving non-video formatto

remote players.

Almost all casinos have slot machines. Many players believe that selecting the “right” slot machine can

improve one’s chance of winning. Many players believe that the ideal slot machine is one that has been playeda lot

recently but has not awarded large winnings. Since a large amounthas been entered into the slot machine but the slot

machine has not returned a large winning, it is believed that this slot machine is primed to return a large winning.

Other players belteve that a slot machine that has frequently awarded winnings in a recent period is an ideal machine.

Therefore, many players spend time to observe slot machines before they select one to play. However, making such

observations requires time and patience. For remote players, it is difficult, if not impossible, to observe slot machines
at a casino. Thereforeit is desirable to provide player with statistics on slot machines, such as the amount of money

entered into the slot machine within certain timeintervals, the amount of winning returned by the slot machines within

certain time intervals, the amount and the time of the last larga winning, and so forth. Statistics on real slot machings

as well as computer simulated slot machines can both be stored and madeavailable.
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Credit cards are often used to make on-line purchases. Using credit cards carries security risks, because

once a victim's name, card number and expiration date are obtained, a third person can use the victim's credit card

- account to make purchases. A smart card provides security against credit card fraud. Commercial embodiments of

smart cards include the Blue Card from American Express. To use a smart card to make a purchase at a web site, a

user typically inserts the smart card into a smart card drive connected to the user’s personal computer. For example, a

Blue Card user can insert the card into a compatible card drive that connects to an USB port of the user’s personal

computer. A user can also swipe the smart card at a smart card reader connected to a game center. Tha smart card

reader can be located at an ATM machine, a remote gaming kiosk at a shopping mall, a gametable local console at the

game center, and so forth. After inserting or swiping the smart card, the user is usually prompted to enter a pin

numberfor identification. A chip in the smart card stores information about the user. The website retrieves user

information stored on the smart card. The web site may optionally retrieve additional information about the user at a

database, for example a database maintained by a credit card company. Since the user needs both the smart card and

a pin number to use the smart card, smart cards are safer than credit cards. To alleviate the cost of buying and
installing smart card drives, smart disks allow smart card information to be stored on the smart disks and to be read

by floppy disk drives.

Although smart cards and smart disks are safer than credit cards, they do not provide flexibility and security

at the same time. For applications that only require a low level of information, requiring users to enter pin numbers

may be toa inconvenient to the users. For applications that require a high level of information, requiring users to enter

pin numbers may not provide enough security, since pin numbers are typically only four digits in length and can be

cracked through trial and error, especially if an automated process is used to try different pin number combinations. If

users are required to enter a pin number of greater length, the users will be further inconvenienced when they use the

smart card/smart disk to access applications that do not require strict security. What is desired is a flexible solution

that provides sufficient security for different types of applications without adding inconvenience to the users.

Summaryof the Invention

One aspect of the invention relates to a game table for a remote player to participate in a card game, the

game table including a card scanner configured to scan a card and to determine a type of the card, the card having an

embedded code that indicates the type of the card, the card scanner being connected to a server, the server being

configured to transmit the type of the scanned card to the remote player, one or more cameras connected to the

server, the cameras being configured to capture video images of the game table, the server baing further configured to

transmit the captured video imagas to the remote player, and a remote instruction system configured to receive playing

instructions from the remote player through the server, and to display the received playing instructions at the game

table in visual or audio form.

Another aspectof the invention relates to a method of enabling a remote playerto select a slot machine to

play, the method including storing statistics of a first slot machine and statistics of a second slot machine, displaying
-2-
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to the player at least a summary of the stored statistics ‘of the first slot machine, displaying to the player at least a

summary of the stored statistics of the second slot machine, and prompting the player to select a slot machine froma

plurality of slot machines, the plurality of slot machines including the first slat machine and the second slot machine.

Another aspect of the invention relates to a method of creating security requirements at a wabsite, the

method including displaying 2 plurality of available verification fields to an administrator of the website, prompting the

administrator to select one or moreverification fields from the plurality of available verification fields, and prompting a

user to enter data into the selected varification fields when the user requests entry into the website.

Another aspect of the invention relates to a method of enabling a remote playerto participate in a game at a

physical game center, the method including prompting the remote player to connect to a server that hosts the physical

gama center, varifying that the remote player is permitted by his/herjurisdiction to play at the game center,, verifying

that the remote player is financially qualified to play at the game center, identifying a financial account of the remote

player, prompting the remote player to enter playing instructions, receiving the entered playing instructions at the

gamecenter, playing a game at the gamecenter according to the received playing instructions, transmitting a status of

the played game to the remoteplayer, optionally transmitting video images of the played game to the remote player,

and updating a balance of the identified financial account of the remote player.

Another aspect of the invention relates to a method of a player playing a game at a remote physical game

center, the method including connecting to a server that hosts the game center, antering verification information to

satisfy legal requirements, entering playing instructions to a game to be played or being played at the game center,

receiving a status of the played game from the server, and optionally receiving video images of the played game from

the server.

Another aspect of the invention relates to a method for enabling a remote player to participate in a game

played in a casino remotely located from said remote player and providing the remote player with a realistic game
experience that substantially captures the visual and audio feel and excitement of the casino. The method includes

transmitting images to the remote player of a gamein progress, transmitting to the remote player sounds of the game

and voices of a dealer and on-site players, identifying a financial account of the remote player, prompting the remote

player whenit is the remote player's turn to play to enter playing instructions during the game, receiving at the casino

the entered playing instructions from the remote player while the game is being played, receiving from the remote

player an amount of wager specified by the remote player, communicating to the remote player the ongoing status of

the gamein substantially real time, and communicating to the remote player an amount of balance retained by the

ramote player.

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIGURE1 is a diagram showing one embodiment of users connecting to gamecenters.

FIGURE2 is a diagram showing one embodiment of users connecting to a hotel gamecenter.
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FIGURE3 is a flowchart showing one embodiment of the verification process.

FIGURE 4 is a diagram showing one embodiment of a gametable.

FIGURE5is a diagram showing one embodiment of a system for delivering data to remoteplayers.

FIGURE6 is a flowchart showing one embodimentofa processof allowing a usar to play a slot machine.

FIGURE 7, comprising FIGURE 7A and FIGURE 7B, is a flowchart showing one embodiment of a remote

player playing process. .

FIGURE 8 is a flowchart showing one embodiment of a process of a remote player playing a game of chess

against anotherplayer.

FIGURE 9 is a diagram showing one embodimentofa client device display.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment

Overview

FIGURE 1 is a diagram showing one embodiment of users connecting to game centers. Users use client

devices 102 to connect by wire or wirelessly to an on-line central gaming server 104 through a network. The client

devices 102 may include personal computers, network appliances, mobile phones, televisions, video game consoles,

custom gaming devices, a gaming console on a passengerairline or a cruise ship, and so forth. Video game consoles

include devices such as Sony Playstation, Nintendo Gameboy, Micrasoft X Box, and so forth. Custom gaming devices

include devices custom designed for playing one or more casino games. For example, one custom gaming device may

include buttons of “hit”, “stay”, “double”, “split”, and “buy insurance”, etc., corresponding to instructions in playing a

Black Jack game. Another custam gaming device may include selection buttons for the user to select playing

instructions displayed an a screen of the device. The network can be the Internet or an Intranet. The game server 104

verifies that the useris legally allowed and financially able to play. [n one embodiment, theverification is performed by

a verification server 106. The verification server 106 can be connected to a financial institution such as a bank or a

credit bureau. In another embodiment, the verification is performed by the central gaming server 104, More details of
the verification process are described below in connection with FIGURE3.

The central gaming server 104 is connected to game centers, including a virtual casino 108, a first casino

110, a sacond casino 112, and a cruise ship gaming facility 114. In one embodiment, a virtual casino 108 is a casino

with real dealers and real gametables but only accepts remote players. In another embodiment, a virtual casino 108

is a computer-simulated casino, it has no real dealers or real game tables. Each game center may be hosted by

secondary servers that are connected to the central gaming server 104. The dealers receive playing instructions from

remote players and play the games at the game tables according to the instructions. The first casino 110 and the
second casino 112 are casinos with physically present players but also equipped to allow playing by remote users. A

casino can also include a chain of casino establishments linked by a network. A cruise ship gaming facility 114 can be

connected wirelessly to the central gaming server 104,

Through the central gaming server 104, a user selects a game center 108, 110, 112, or 114 to play. In

another embodiment, the user directly connects to a game center server without accessing the central gaming server
-4.
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104. The useridentifies from the client device 102 a game to be played at the game center. The identified game that

includes the user is then started at the game center. The game of blackjack is described in the specification as an

example. Throughout the game, game information such as the cards dealt to the user, to the dealer, and to other

players at the table, and/or video imagesof the table, the dealer, the other players and the surrounding environment are

transmitted by the central gaming server 104 or a game center server from the game centerto the user's client device

102. User instructions such as hit, hold, split, double, or purchase insurance are transmitted through the central

gaming server 104 or a game center server to the game center. User instructions may also includa instruction to tip

the dealar. A dealer at the game center then follows the user's instructions in playing the game. More details of

transmitting game information are described below in connection with FIGURE4.

FIGURE 2 is a diagram showing one embodiment of users connecting to a hotel game center. A user

connects from the client davice 102 to an Internet front end server 202. In one embodiment, the Internet front end

server 202 is maintained or monitored by a government agency to ensure fairness. The Internet front end server 202

verifies the user and connects the user to the hotel central server 204, which is connected to a game table server 206

and a slot machine server 208. in another embodiment, the Internet front end server 202 uses an additional

verification server connected to a third party such as a financialinstitution to verify the user. The user can then

choose to play a table game such as Black Jack, Caribbean Studs, Roulette, and so forth, or play a slot machine. The

game table server 206 facilitates the remote playing of the table games. The slot machine server 208 facilitates the

remote playing of the slot machine games. In another embodiment, the user can also choose to play other types of

games, for example trivia games such as Jeopardy, Who Wantsto be a Millionaire, and so forth, board games suchas
Chess and Monopoly, computer games and wagering on future outcomes such as sporting evants. The hotel central

server 204 also connects to hotel rooms 210 and restaurants and bars 212. Hotel patrons can access the hotel

central server 204 to play table games or slot machines from their hotel rooms, using devices connected to the hotel

central server 204, such as televisions with remote controls, video game appliances, or custom gaming devices.
Patrons at restaurants and bars 212 can also access the hotel central server 204 to play table games or slot

machines, using devices connected to the hotel central server 204, such as televisions, video game appliances, or

custom gaming devices,

FIGURE 3 is a flowchart showing one embodimentof the verification process. A start block 302 proceeds to

block 304, At block 304, a server prompts a userto insert the user's smart card into a smart card drive connected to

the client device 102. !n another embodiment,instead of inserting the card into a smart card drive, the user inserts a

smart disk that stores the user‘s smart card information into a floppy disk drive. In yet another embodiment, the user

swipes the smart card on a smart card reader connected to the game center. Block 304 proceedsto block 306. At

block 306, the server prompts the user to enter a pin number associated with the smart card. Block 306 proceeds to
block 308. At block 308, the server prompts the user to enter additional verification information, such as the user's
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address, social security number, or other personal information. In one embodiment with a low level of information

requiremant, tha server does not prompt the user for additional verification information. Block 308 proceeds to block

310. At block 310, the server compares the user-entered information including the pin number and the additional

verification information against the data stored on the smart card. In another embodiment, the server compares the

user-antered information against user data stored at a database, such as the database of a credit card company or a

casino. If the user-entered information does not match the data stored on the smart card or data stored at the

database, then block 310 proceeds to block 312. In one embodiment of block 312, the server prompts the user to

enter verification information again. In another embodiment of block 312, the server denies the user request for game

play. The server may take additional steps such as notifying organizations such as the user's credit card company, the

company that issued the smart card, and/or tha game center.

Still referring to FIGURE 3,if the user-entered information matches the user data stored on the smart card or

the database, then block 310 proceeds to block 314. At block 314, the server examines the user demographics

information stored in the smart card or stored at the database, such as the age of the user and the jurisdiction of the

user against a legal database stored at the server or connected to the server. The lagal database stores information on

whether a jurisdiction permits its residents or citizens to participate in on-line gaming, and the age over which its

residents or citizens are permitted to participate in on-line gaming. The legal database can store additional information

about eachjurisdiction, such as the jurisdiction's regulations on differant types of on-line gaming. For example, a

jurisdiction may havedifferent rules regarding on-line gaming for non-profit purposes as compared to on-line gaming for

profit. For another example,a jurisdiction may permitits residents or citizens to only play in game centers organized or

monitored by its government. For yet another example,a jurisdiction maylimit its residents orcitizens to playing with

a certain credit limit or playing certain types of games. The information obtained from the legal database can be used

by the server to make jurisdiction-specific accommodations, for example, to only offer certain games permitted by the

jurisdiction to its residents or citizens, and to limit the type and amountof credit that can be usedbyits residents or
citizens in gaming. If the examination determines that the user is not permitted by its juristliction to join the game
center, then block 314 proceads to black 312, where the server informs the user and denies the user requestto join.

Still referring to FIGURE 3, if the user demographics information clears the legal database, then block 314

proceeds to block 316. At block 316, the server examines the user against information stored on tha smart card,

information stored at a financial database of the game center, or information stored at a financial database of a third

party financial organization such as a bank or a credit card company. In one embodiment, the server examines the user

information against a financial database of people who are financial risks. In another embodiment, the server checks

the user's financial information stored on the smart card and/or stored at the financial database, such as the user's

available credit, to ensure that the user has sufficient funds to join game play. In one embodiment, the user is
prompted to designate an account, such as a smart card account, a digital cash {or e-wallet) account, a credit card

account, or a debit card account as the account from which wager amounts will be drawn and winnings will be

transferred to.
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In one embodiment in which the server checks user information against a financial database, the server

preferably terminates connection with the financial database after it obtains required information from the financial

database. §n one embodiment, the server re-establishes connection with the financial database after the user has

finished playing and is ready to exit the game center, and updates the user’s account balance or other user information

at the financial database. If the user is deemed not financially qualified to play, then black 316 proceeds to block 312

to deny the user request to join. Otherwise block 316 proceeds to block 318, where tha server grants the user’s

request to join tha game center. The server can also make adjustments based on the information of the user. For

example, having known the country of the user, the server can recommend gamesthat are popular within that country

to the usar, or display a userinterface in the language of the country. Block 318 proceeds to an end block 320.

The user is optionally prompted to designate a playing limit, so that when the user's playing loss or playing

loss plus the current wager has reached the playinglimit, the user is reminded of the playing limit and asked to exit the

game center. In one implamentation, the user is allowed to increase the playing limit when the limit has been reached.

In one embodiment, the useris optionally prompted to designate a playing limit in terms of playing frequency or playing

time. For example, the user can limit his/her playing limit to a maximum of five hours within a seven-day period, or no

more than once within a day. When the user's playing time or playing frequency exceeds thelimit, the user is asked to
exit the game center. In one implementation, the user is allowed to increase the playing limit when the limit has been

reached. The playing limit option can be used to prevent excessive gaming and/or excessive gaming loss. The playing

limit can be stored on a database connected to the server or a smart card or smart disk of the player. In one

embodiment, the playing limit is enforced by all the game centers hosted by the server, so that the player cannot move

to another gamecenter to circumvent the playinglimit.

Smart Card Program Providing Multiple Levals of Security

A smart card program canbeinstalled by web sites that use smart cards or smart disks to verify users. The

smart card program specifies multiple levels of security. In one embodiment, three levels of information requirements

are specified. The first level requires reading the smart card by a smart card drive or smart card reader, or reading the

smart disk by a floppy disk drive. It does not require the user to enter a pin number. The second level requires reading

the smart card/smart disk and the entering of a pin number. Thethird level requires reading the smart card/smart disk,
the entering of a pin number, and the entering of additional verification information, for example the user's social

security number, address, full name, and/or date of birth. Information such as the user's pin number, addrass, full

name, date of birth, and purchase history can be stored on the smart card or at a user database of a credit card

company of gamecenter. In oneembodiment, a website verifies user-entered information against information stared
on the smart card. In another embodiment, a website uses the user identification information entered by the user or

stored on the smart card to find a user’s records at the user database. The web site then verifies user-entered

information against the user's information stored at the user database.
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After the smart card program is installed on a web site, the level of information required for the web site or

for each sub-sita of the web site is determined. For example, for reading a member-only newspaperarticle, thefirst

level of information may be applied to allow ease of access by members. For logging into a parsona! email account, the
sacond level of information may be applied to provide the right balance of security and ease of access. For buying an

expensive item on-line, the third level of information may be applied to ensure security. A web site can be categorized

into multiple sub-sites, for example a member-only sub-site and a public area sub-site. Each sub-site includes one or

More wab pages of the website.

in one embodiment, a web site administrator installs the smart card program and selects fromalist of

verification fields tha fields to be used for each level of information. For example, the user's date of birth can be

selected as the required entry field for the second Jevel of information, and the user's zip code and pin number can be

selected as the required entry fields for the third level of information. In theory, every field of information that is

stored on the smart card/smart disk can be used as a verification field. If the web site connects to a database for

verification, every field of user information stored on the database can also be used as a verification field. Using the

smart card program, the web sita administrator can specify a security level for each sub-site or each web page of the

website.

Game Table Davices

FIGURE4 is a diagram showing one embodiment of a gametable. In the exampleillustrated by FIGURE 4, a

Black Jack gameis played by a dealer 404, a physical player 406, and a remoteplayer at the game table 402. The

remote player is represented by the remote instruction system 408. In one embodiment, the remote instruction system

408 includes a screen, which displays the remote user's playing instructions. In another embodiment, the remote
a”

instruction system 408 includes multiple display buttonstitled “hit”, “stay”, “double”, “split”, “buy insurance”, and so

forth. Corresponding display buttons are activated according to the remote user's playing instructions.

In one embodiment,the player instruction system 408alsodisplays video images of the remote player. Video

images of the remote player are captured by a camera connected to the remoteplayer's client device 102. Displaying

video imagas of the remote player provides the dealer 404 and the physical player 406 with more comfort toward the

ramote player. It also deters fraudulent and underage players. In another embodiment, a remote player transmits a

photo file from the client device 102 to the player instruction system 408 ashis/her identification. A remote player

can also select an image representation as an avatar of himself/herself.

In one embodiment, the player instruction system 408 includes a speaker, which plays audio signals of

playing instructions from the remote player. In one implementation, the playing instructions ara transmitted from the

client device 102 to the game center in non-audio format as text or numerical information. Transmitting playing

instructions in non-audio format reduces the bandwidth and storage space requirements. The playing instructions are

then converted into audio format to be played by the play instruction system 408. Since the number of playing

instructions for a gameis limited, a limited number of corresponding audio files can be played to represent the playing
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instructions. In another implementation, the player instruction system 408 receives playing instructions in audio

format but in a foreign language spoken by the remote player. The player instruction system 408 then automatically
translates the playing instructions into the default language used by the game center. Since the vocabulary associated

with gameplay instructionsis very limited, a translation module withlimited memory and high processing speed can be

provided to provide fast and accurate translation. The translation can also be performed by a server, which then

transmits the translated audio to the player instructions system 408.

The dealer 404 deals cards out of a card shoe 432. Each card is embedded with a code, which is scanned by

a card scanner 434. The card scanner 434 can be placed inside tha card shoe 432, on the game table 402, or above

the game table 402. The card scanner 434 determines the type of the card. The card information is then transmitted

to the remote user. More details of card scanning are described below in the section titled “card scanning methods

and devices.”

A number of cameras can be used to capture video images to be transmitted to the remote player. For

example, an overhead camera 412, a dealer camera 414 facing the dealer 404, and a physical player camera 416

facing the physical player 406, can be used to capture video images. A plurality of cameras can be placed such that

each camera aims at a seat of the game table 402. The cameras can be turned on whenthe dealer or a physical player

occupies the seat. A microphone 422 can be used to record audio signals at the game table 402 to be transmitted to
the remote user. The microphone 422 can be used to record the voices of the dealer 404 and physical players 406,

and sounds of the game such as the sound of cards being dealt or a wheel being spun. In one embodiment, video

phones ara used to transmit images and audio signals between the remote player 408 and the game table 402. The

video phone at the game table 402 can be aimed to capture images of the cards dealt to the remote player 408. More
details of providing video images are described below in the sectiontitled “providing video images to the player.”

In ane embodiment, each physical player 406 uses a local console 410 at the game table to play the game.

In one embodiment, the local console 410 and the remote instructions system 408 ara interchangeable, because each
includes the features of the other. Therefore each device occupies a fixed location at the game table 402, and

functions as a local console 410 or a remote instructions system 408 depending on whether a physical player or a

remoteplayeris using the device. The local console 410 allows the physical player 406 to enter play instructions such

as “hit”, “stand”, and so forth. The physical player 406 enters play instructions, for example by pressing buttons on

the local console 410, clicking a mouse of the local console 410, or by speaking voice commands to the local console
410. The local console 410 can be integrated into the game table 402. For example, the buttons, display screen, of

microphone of the local console 410 can be placed on the game table 402. In one embodiment, the entered

instructions are transmitted to the server, which transmits the information to the ramote player. Therefore the remote

player can be informedof the plays of physical players at the game table 402.

Requiring physical players 406 to enter instructions into local consoles 410 has another advantage. Since

hand signals representing instructions such as “hit” and “stand” are subject to interpretation, physical players in

occasion have challenged dealer's interpretation of their hand signals as incorrect. Requiring physical players 406 to
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use {focal consales 410 reduces the need for dealer interpretation and the possibility of player challenge. In ona

embodiment, the local consola 410 is also configured to allow the physical player 406 to participate in conversation

with remote players at the game table 402, for example by using a chat room or an instant messaging service. Each

game table 402 can be organized as a chat room. Gametables 402 that play the same type of game ean also be
organized as a chat room. To provide better visual representation, a three-dimensional chat room can be used by

remote and physical players. Players can be represented by three-dimensional avatars that can change motions or

axpressions, Thelocal console 410 can also be equipped with a credit card reader or a smart card reader to accept the

physical player 406’s credit card or smart card, so that the physical player 406 can usehis/her credit card or smart

card accountto play the game.

In another embodiment, the plays of physical players 406 are captured by cameras 412 and 416 and/or the

microphone 422. The video and/or audio data is then transmitted fram the server to the client devices 102 of the

remote players, to inform the remoteplayers of the plays of the physical players 406.

Card Scanning Methods and Devices

Cards are often dealt quickly by a dealer 404 from a card shoe 432 to the game table 402, making capturing
video images of the cards difficult. In addition, a remote user may contest that because the video imageis unclear,

he/she had mistaken the displayed video image of one card as another card. For remote players with limited bandwidth

connection, transmitting video images of cards may result in delay. It is therefore advantageous to scan cards to

quickly andreliably determine the type of card dealt without controversy, and to transmit such information to remote

players in a space-saving non-video format.

In one embodiment, each card is embedded with a code thatindicates the type of the card, such as Spade of

Seven, Ace of Heart, and so forth. The code is preferably unreadable by humans. In one embodiment, a codeis printad

on the face up side of a card, so that a human can only see the code whenhe/she holds the card face up.

In one embodiment, the humanly unreadable code is embedded in a low-cost miniature chip. Commercial

embodimants of a miniature chip cost as low as several cents. The code embeddedin the chipis read by a chip reader,
for example a chip reader that reads the coda by transmitting a radio signal to the chip and receiving a returned radio
signal that identifies the embedded code. In another embodiment, the code can also be embeddedin a bar code, and a

bar code scanner scans the bar code as the card is removed from the card shoe 432. {n yet another embodiment, the

code is embedded as an invisible bar code in the card, and an infrarad scanner scans the code as the card is removed

from the card shoe 432. Making the bar code invisible not only further prevents player fraud, but also improves

aesthetics of the cards. The scanning device connects to the server. The server transmits the card-type information
to the client device 102. The client device 102 receives the card-type information and advantageously uses a display

application such as a Java applet to display the card ina graphic form to the user.

Raferring to FIGURE 4, in operation at a game table 402, a server determines the number of physical and

remoteplayers that participate in the game. The number of physical players 406 can be determined and entered into
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the server by the dealer 404 of the game table 402. The number of physical players 406 can also be determined by

using video images of the cameras at the game table 402, or by counting the number of active local consoles 410 at

the gametable 402. As a card is removed from the card shoe 432 and scanned by a card seanner 434,the destination

of the card (i.a., dealt to the dealer 404, dealt to a remote player, or dealt to a physical player 406) is immediately

determined, because the numberof players have been determined and the order of dealing cards (clack wise or counter

clockwise at the game table 402)is fixed. The server then displays to the remote players the cards dealt to each party

at the game table 402. in embodiments in which a player typically only read his/her own cards, for example in

Caribbean Studs, single-deck Black Jack, Pai-gow, and Let It Ride, the sarver then only displays to a remote player the

cards dealt to him/her. After a gama ands, the type of cards dealt to other players can be transmitted to the remote

player to ensure him/her that the game has been playedfairly. In one embodiment, the dealer flips every dealt card on

the game table 402 to be face up, the video images of the flipped cards and/or tha scanned card type information of

the flipped cards are transmitted ta remote players.

In some gamesat least a dice is rolled. For example, in the game of Craps, two dices are rolled. In ona

ambodiment, a human operator records the resulting number(s) of the dice(s) on a recording device connected to the

server. For example, the human operator enters a number from one through six for each rolled dice on the recording

device, or selects a button from the buttons “one” through “six” of the recording device for eachrolled dice, In another

embodiment, an overhead camera captures an imageof the rolled dice(s). For each rolled dice, a pattern recognition

program analyzes the image of the rolled dice to determine the resulting number of the dice. Since only up to six

possible outcomes are associated with each dice, and since each of the six possibla outcome imagesarerelatively

simple, a pattern recognition program can be programmed to quickly and reliably determine the result of the rolled
dices.

In another embadiment, information such as cards dealt and dices rolled are captured as video images by

cameras at the game table 402 and sent to the remote player. However, doing so requiresrelatively high clarity video

images. Therefore large bandwidth is required for connecting the player to the network, and the player may experience

a delay time in seeing the images. In yet another embodiment, the scanned card/dice information and the video images

of cards/dices are both displayed to the remote player. Therefore the player can use the scannad information for clear

viewing and quick playing. The video images provide realistic feelings to the player of being physically present at the

gametable.

Providing Video Images to the Player

Video cameras are placed at the game center to capture video images to be streamed to the client device

102. Audio data can also be recorded by microphones and streamed to client devices 102. The microphones can be

placed at game tables 402 or on dealers 404.

In one embodiment, when a remote player starts playing at a particular game table 402, the video images

captured by tha overhead camera 412 at the game table 402 is streamed to the player's client device 102. Since most
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game centers already have overhead camerasinstalled for monitoring purposes, the existing overhead cameras simply

need to be connected to a server to stream video images to remote player.

In another embodiment, a plurality of cameras are placed at each game table 402, For example, one camera

412 is directed at the game table 402, another camera 414 is directed at the dealer 404, other cameras 416 are each

directed at a physical player 406 at the game table 402. The video images captured by the plurality of cameras are

streamed to the user’s client device 102. The video images captured by the plurality of cameras can be displayed at

ona combined picture, or as multiple pictures each within an individual window. The remote user 408 at the client

device 102 is therefore able to have a realistic experience, because the user is able to watch the images of the dealar

404 and the physical players 406 at the game table 402. A camera can also be used to capture images of multiple

physical players 406 at the game table 402. For example, a camera can be programmedto aim at a physical player

406 or the dealer 404, and then switch aim to a different physical player 406 after every three seconds. A motion
sensitive camera or a voice sensitive camera canalso be used to aim at the physical player 406 or the dealer 404 that

spoke or moved.

As described abovein connection with FIGURE 4, remote players can capture video images of themselves by

using cameras connected to their client devices 102. The video images are then transmitted to the server. When

multiple remote players 408 are playing at the same game table 402, video images of the remote players 408 can be

usad ta enhance interaction between the remote players 408. in one embodiment, video images of the remote player

408 is displayed at its remota instruction system 408, and captured by a camera that is aimed at the remote

instruction system 408. The video images captured by the camera can then be transmitted to other remote players

408. In another embodiment, the server receives the original video images cf remote players 408 and transfers them

directly to the client devices 102 of the other remote players 408 at the same game table 402. Additional interaction

features, such as chat rooms or instant message services, can also be provided. Instead of video images, a remote

player 408 can also use a photo to representhis/her presence at the gametable 402.

In addition to video images and photos, a holographic image can be displayed at a game table 402 to

represent the presence of a remote player 408. A holographic image is a three-dimensional image formed by the

interference between a coherent laser beam andthe light scattered by the object being imaged. The image can be

viewed whenilluminated by the same light that formed the image. In one embodiment, holographic images of the

dealer 404, the cards being dealt, the physical players 406 and/or the game table 402 are recorded at the game center

and transmitted to the remote player’s client device 102. The client device 102 then reproduces the holographic

images. In another embodiment, a remote player 408 is prompted at his/her client device 102 to select a default

holographic image fromalist of default holographic images. Thelist of default holographic images represents different

types of persons, for example personsof different gender, age, and ethnicity combinations. The default image selected

by the player is then displayed at the game table 402 to represent the remote player 408. By using default

holographic images, the remote player 408 does not need to record a holographic image of himself or herself. The

remote player 408 also does not need to transmit his/her image data from the client device 102 to the server. Only the
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remote player's selection of an image needs to be transmitted. According to the received user selection, the selected

default holographic image is then displayed at the game table 402. In yet another embodiment, a holographic system

at the remote player's location records a holographic imageof at least a portion of the remote player 408, for example

the remote player's head. A holographic image can be recorded byilluminating the target with laser. Tha image record

is then transmitted to the server and used to reproduce a three-dimensional holographic image of the remote player

408 at the game table 402.

Streaming video images requires substantial bandwidth. In one embodiment, a server adjusts delivery rate

depending on the bandwidth of the client device 102. Far example, if a client device 102 is connected to the server by

a T-1 line, the server then streams video images to the client device 102 at a high rate, such as equal to the camera

refresh rate of the cameras at the game table 402. If a client device 102 is connected by a 28.8Kb modem, then the

server streams video images to the client device 102 at a lower rate. In another embodiment, the remote playeris

allowed to adjust video image delivery rate. A higher delivery rate provides a more realistic experience, but a lower

delivery rate typically still provide sufficient information for game play. In one embodimentin which video images from

a plurality of cameras can be streamed to the user, the remote player is allowed to select video images from only some

of the plurality of cameras to be streamed or displayed. For example, instead of video images of the dealer 404 and

other physical players 406, the remote player 408 may choosa to have only video images of the game table 402

streamed or displayed. The remote player 408 may choose to have video images transmitted only after a card is dealt.

FIGURE 5 is a diagram showing one embodiment of a system for delivering data to remote players 408. The

original madia server 502 is connected to a cache server 504, which is connected to multiple local servers 506. Each

local server 506 stores at least a portion of the original media server 502's data. Whenaclient device 102 requests

data, the cache server 504 selects aparticular local server 506 to deliver data to the client device 102. In one

embodiment, the local server 506 with the shortest physical distance to the client device 102 is selected. In another

embodiment, the local server 508 with the shortest network distance to the client device 102 is selected. In yet

another embodiment, the local server 506 with the least network congestion to the client device 102 is selected.

Commercial embodiments of cached delivery and delivering data to the “edge” of the network have been provided by

companies such as Netcache, Inktomi, Akamai, and so forth.

Commercial software-on-demand applications such as Extent’s EXEtenderallow software to be transmitted

to the client device 102 without installation. For example, in one embodiment in which the client device 102 is a

personal computer, software for providing a remote player-game center gameinterface is transmitted from a server to

the memory of the personal computer for execution, without the need for installing the software on the hard drive of

the personal computer. Therefore software can be executed almost instantaneously, without the time consuming

installation process and the need for storing the software on the hard drive. Thelikelihood of unauthorized copying is

also reduced. Software can be streamed to the client device, so that at any particular moment only a necessary

portion of the software is streamed to the client davice 102. Therefore client devices 102 with limited storage space

can execute large software programs.
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Providing Slot Machine Statistics to the Player

The statistics associated with a real or virtual slot machine can be displayed to the player. The statistics

can include the last time the slot machine awarded a winning to a player, the last time the slot machine awarded a

large winning {such as above $100) to a player, the amount of winnings, the total amount of winnings awarded by the

slot machine in certain time intervals, the total amount of money entered into the slot machine in certain time

intervals, the result of the last 100 plays, and so forth. Although the statistics are advantageously stored and

displayed to players automatically, statistics can also be entered by operators who observe playing slot machines,

Although human data entry maybelabor intensive, it can be limited to, for example, recording statistics only for high

raller slot machines that require large amounts to play, or only recording certain statistics such as the occurrence of

large winnings. The slot machines of the game center can be linked together, or linked to slot machines of other game

centers, to increase the potential jackpot amount. The slot machinestatistics provide the players with information and

incentive to play. The playeris enabled to select a slot machine to play after reviewing tha statistics. The statistics

data can also be used to comply with government regulations, to monitor the fairness of the slot machine operation,

and to provide tax, auditing and reporting information io the game centeror investors.

FIGURE 6 is a flowchart showing one embodiment of a process ofallowing a player to play a slot machine. A

start block 602 proceeds to block 604. At block 604, the server displays statistics associated with each slot machine

to the player. In one embodiment, the slot machines are virtual slot machines,i.e., computer simulated slot machines.

The statistics of each virtual slot machine are stored after every play. The statistics are sent from the server to the

player's client device 102. In another embodiment, the slot machines are physical slot machines in the game center.
The statistics of each slot machine are sent from a statistics storage medium through the server to the player's client

device 102. In one implementation of this embodiment, the slot machines for on-line play are located in an on-line play

area not available to physical players of the game center. In another implementation, the slot machines of the game

center can be shared by physical players and virtual players. A display panel on a physical slot machine or next to a

physical slot machine displays statistics of the slot machine to the physical players. .
Block 604 proceeds to block 606. At block G06, the server prompts the player to salact a slot machine to

play. In anothar embodiment, the server prompts the player to select a slot machine from slot machines that are

available to be played, In yet another embodiment, a record is kept storing the identifier of a slot machine as tha

personal favorite slot machine of the player. For exampla, the slot machine last played by the player on a previous visit

to the game center can be identified as the player's favorite machine. A slot machine that awarded the most recent

winnings to the player on a previous visit can also be identified as the player's favorite machina. Block 606 proceeds
to block 608. At block 608, the server determines if the selected slot machine is available to be played. The slot

machine is not available if it is currently being played by anothervirtuat or physical player,orifit is being taken off-line

for maintenance. If the slot machine is not available, then block 608 returns to block 606 to prompt the player to

select another slot machine. Otherwise block 608 proceeds to block 610.
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Still referring to FIGURE 6, at block 610, the server receives playing instructions on playing the next hand at

the selected stot machine. Playing instructions may include instruction to “spin the wheel”, instruction to double the

bet, instruction to triple the bet, and so forth. Block 610 proceeds to block 612. At block 612, a determination is
made as to whether the use has finished playing. Ifthe player has finished playing, for example if the player has

entered a “finish” instruction at block 610,orif the player has not entered playing instructions within a specified time

limit, then block 612 proceeds to an end block 618. Otherwise block 612 proceeds to block 614.

At block 614, the slat machine plays the received player instructions. In one embodiment, the received

player instructions are automatically sent to the slot machine to be played. In another embodiment, a human operator

plays the slot machine according to received player instructions. Although using human operators may be labor

intensive, it may provide more of a realistic feeling te remote players. Using human operators can belimited to high

roller slot machines to reduce the number of human operators required. Depending on the result of the play, either a

winning is awarded to the player or no winning is awarded. Block 614 proceeds to block 616. At block 616, the

Statistics of the slot machine is updated to reflect the current progress. For example, winnings paid out by the slot
machine and amounts entered into the slot machine are recorded with corresponding date and time, For a physical slot

machine,its statistics is stored in a storage medium located within the slot machine or connected to the slot machine.

The storage medium can be a volatile memory or a static memory. The statistics of multiple slot machines can be

Stored in the same storage medium as separate units of data. A display panel can be used to retrieve statistics from
the storage medium andto display to physical players at the game center. In one embodiment in which multiple slot

machines are connected by a slot machine server, the statistics for the each of the connected slot machines is stored

in a database of the server. A virtual slot machine is simulated by a simulation computer. The virtual slot machine's

statistics is stored in a database. Tha database is stored in a storage medium located within or connected to the

simulation computer. Block 616 returns to block 610 to receive the player playing instructions on playing the next

hand of the slot machine.

Remote Player Playing Process

FIGURE 7 is a flowchart showing one embodiment of a remote player playing process. FIGURE 7 is

separated into figures 7A and 7B foreaseofillustration. Referring to FIGURE 7A, a start block 702 proceeds to block

704, At black 704, the client device 102 connects to a server serving a game center, and the remote player is

prompted to provide verification information to the server. Details of one embodiment of a verification process have

been described above in connection with FIGURE 3. After. the server verifies the player and grants the player's request

to enter, block 704 proceeds to block 706. In one embodiment, based on the player's information such as country of

origin, age, and/or gender, etc., a custom interface is presented to the player. For example, for a player that is

identified as Chinese, a Chinese language interface can be presented to the player. For another example, based on the

player's previously played gamesat the gamecenter, or based on the most popular games played by other players from

the same country and/or of the same age and gender, one or more games can beidentified as the games mostlylikely
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to be played by the remote player. These games can be displayed in prominent positions in the interface presented to

the player. At block 706, the client device 102 receives from the server and displays video images of the game center.

In one embodiment in which multiple game centers are connected to the server, the player is prompted to select a game

center.

Block 706 proceeds to block 708, where the player is prompted to buy chips. After the player specifies the

amount of chips to buy, the amount of chips remaining to the player is advantageously displayed on the client device

102 atall times, to remind the player of the amount of chips left. The amount of remaining chips is updated through

the player playing process, depending on the player's winnings and loss.

In one embodiment, the player is prompted to buy chips when the player selects a gametable ta play. The

purchase requestis transmitted to the server, which transmits the request to the dealer at the selected gametable.

The server reduces the player’s account balance by the purchase amount, and the dealer places the chips at the game

table next to the player instructions system 408 that represents the player. When the player exits the game and the

gametable, the server increases the player's account balance by the amount of chips remaining at the game table, and

the dealer removes the chips from the table. In another implementation, whenthe player exits the game and the game

table, the server does not update the player's account balance, but keeps a record of the amount of remaining chips of

the player. Therefore the player is able to virtually “carry the chips” to other gametables or other game centers that _
honor the same chips. When the player is ready to exit the game center or the server, the server “redeems” the

player's remaining chips by increasing the player’s account balance by the chip amount. The playeris also provided

with the option to kasp the remaining chips at the player’s game center account to be used next time at the game

center. Ta encourage the player to keep the remaining chips with the game center, the game center can provide

incentives to the player, such as awarding interests to the player on the remaining chips or adding free chips to the

player's remaining chips.

In another embodiment, tha player is prompted to enter a wagering amount for every wagering opportunity

(such as every hand of cards) ina game. The wagering amountis transmitted to the server, which verifies the amount

against the player's account balance. If the player has sufficient funds to make the wager, then the wager requestis

granted. Otherwise the wager request is deniad and the player may be prompted to enter a lower wagering request. If

the player's jurisdiction has specified a wagering amount limit or a casino credit limit for players, the server also

verifies that the player’s wager does not exceed his/herjurisdiction'slimit.

Still referring to FIGURE 7A, block 708 proceeds to block 710. At block 710, the player is prompted to

select a game area in which a gameis played, such as a gametable in which a Black Jack gameis played, a room in

which Kenois played, a Wheel of Fortune wheel, or a slot machine. In one embodiment, the player is prompted to

select a game table from the displayed images of the game center. In another embodiment, the player is prompted to

select a game type such as Black Jack or slot machine, and is automatically assigned an available gametable orslot

machine that plays the selected game type. In a Wheel of Fortuna game, a dealer spins the wheel and waits for tha

wheel to cometo a final stop at a wheel landing area. The game of Black Jack is described below as an example.
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Block 710 proceeds to block 712. At block 712, the client device 102 receives and displays images of the selected

game table. Details of providing images of a game table to remote players have been described above in the section

titled “providing video images to the player.”

Block 712 proceeds to block 714. At block 714, a determination is made as to whether the player has

started playing a game at the selected gametable. If the playeris already in the process of playing a game, block 714

proceeds to block 720. Otherwise block 714 proceeds to block 716. At block 716, the player is promptad to indicate

that he/she is ready to participate in the next game. The player indication is transmitted to the dealer at the game

table. The remote instructions system 408 is then activated at the game table to represent the player. Block 716

proceeds to block 718. At block 718, a game module is advantageously activated at the client device 102 or
transmitted from the server to the client device 102. The game module includes instructions related to the game and
allows the player to play the game according to the rules. The game module can be transmitted to the client device

using a software-on-demand application described above. Block 718 proceeds to block 720.

At block 720, the cards dealt by the dealer are displayed at the client device 102. In one embodiment

described above in the section titled “card scanning methods and devices,” a code embedded in each of the cards dealt

by the dealer is scanned. The server then transmits the type of the card as text data or numerical data to the client

device 102. A display application such as an applet is advantageously utilized to display a card at the client device

102 according to the received card type information. The display application may ba downloaded from the server to

the client device 102. Block 720 proceeds to block 722. At block 722, the player is prompted to enter instructions,

such as “hit”, “stay”, “double”, “split”, and so forth. In one embodiment, the player speaks a voice commandinto a

microphone connected to the client device 102. The client device 102 receives the voice command and uses a voice
recognition program to recognize the instructions. The recognized instructions are then transmitted to the gametable.

In one implementation, the player trains the voice recognition programprior to starting the game, The player speaks a
voice command, advantageously in his/her native language, and identifies to the voice recognition program the

instruction that the voice command represents. After one or moreiterations of training, the voice recognition program

is able to recogniza the player's voice commands. The player can also interact with the dealer, physical players and

other remote players by entering and transmitting audio comments, by entering and transmitting video images of

himself/herself, by entering and transmitting chat messages or instant messages, and so forth. Block 722 proceeds to

block 724. At block 724,the playerinstructions are transmitted to the server, which transmits the player instructions

to the remote instructions system 408 at the game table. Other data such as audio data, video image data, chat

messages, instant messages, and so forth can also be transmitted. The dealer then executes the received player

instructions. Block 724 proceeds to block 730.

Failure situations can occur during a game. For example, the communication link between a remote player

and the server maybe interrupted or disconnected by the remote player or by network error. A remote player mayfail
to enter playing instructions within a specified time limit during a game. Rules are set to determine that a failure has

accurred. For example, a network monitoring program can be used to determine whether the network communication
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betweenthe remote player and the serveris functioning properly. A time limit such as ten seconds can be specified as

the tima limit under which the remote player must enter playing instructions. If a failure is determined to have

occurred, contingency rules are used to continue the game at the gametable 402. In one embodiment, a failed remote

player is considered as having entered a “surrender” instruction for the current game. A “surrender” instruction orders

the dealer to stop playing the player's hand, collect part of the player's wager for the game center, and return the

other part of the player’s wager to the player. The game center and the player usually each takes half of the player's

wager. In another embodiment, a failed remote player is considered to be entering contingency instructions for tho

remainder of the game. Contingency instructions are computer-generatedinstructions to be played in the absence of

player instructions. For example, contingency instructions such as “hit on 16 or less, stay on 17 or more” can be used

as the failed remote player's instructions in a Black Jack game. In one implementation, the remote player can select,

modify, or create contingency instructions for himself/herself prior to a game. For example, a conservative remote

player may prefer contingencyinstructions such as “stay on 16 or more.” For another example, a player may select,

modify, or create contingency instructions such as “split two 8's.” In the event of a failure, the server retrieves the

remote player's contingencyinstructions to continue the current game.

Remoteplayers can also back-bat on a game. A remoteplayer selects a game table 402 and receives video

images and/or audio signals of the game table 402. In one embodiment, car type information of each direct player and

dealer at the game table 402is transmitted to the remote player. In another embodiment, the remote player selects a

direct player at tha game table 402 and receives card type information of the selected direct player. A direct player is

a remote or physicalplayer that directly plays at the game table 402. Anindirect player is a player that back-hets on a

game at the gametable 402. The indirect player transmits an instruction indicating he/she wishes to back-bet, a direct

player selection, and a wager amount from the client device 102 to the server. If the indirect player back-bets on a

game such as Black Jack or Roulette, then the indirect player does not enter further playing instructions. The direct

player enters playing instructions or the dealerrolls the dices, and the indirect player’s winning or loss is determined

accordingly. If the indirect player back-bets on a game such as Caribbean Studs, the indirect player can choose to

copy the direct player's playing instructions or enter instructions of his/her own. The indirect player's winning or loss

is determined by the indirect player's playing instructions. Since the number of back-betting remote players at a game

table 402 is not limited by physical space near the gametable 402, and since a server instead of a dealer can receive

back-betting instructions and determine results, a potentially unlimited number of remote players can back-bet at a

limited number of game tables 402.

Referring to FIGURE 7B, at block 730, a determination is made as to whether the playeris exiting the game

table. A player can indicate that he/she will not play the next game at the table by entering, for example, a “exit game

table” instruction at the client device 102. In one embodiment, the player is determined to beexiting the gama center

if he/she has not placed a new wager within a specified time frame. If the determination is negative,i.e., if the player

wishes to keep playing at the game table, then block 730 returns to block 712 to keep playing. Otherwise block 730

proceeds to block 732. At block 732, a determination is made as to whether the player is ready to exit the game
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center. A player can enter an instruction at the client device 102 to indicate he/she is ready to leave the gamecenter.

if the playeris not ready to exit the game center, then block 732 returns to block 706, Otherwise block 732 praceeds

to block 734. At block 734, the chips remaining with the player is redeemed. The server redeems the chips by

increasing the player's account balance by the amount of the chips. In ona embodimentin which the player did not

purchase chips to play, the amount of winning or loss of the player is calculated, and the player's financial accountis

updated accordingly. When the player axits the game center, the server connects to a database of the game center or

a database of a third party financial organization, and updates the player's financial account. In other embodiments,

the player's financial account at tha database canalso be updated after the player exits a game table, after a gameat

the gametable, or after each play. Block 734 proceeds to an end block 736. In another embodiment, the player may

exit a game center but enter another game center hosted by the server to continue playing.

Player Rewards Program

The playing information of remote players can be recorded by a server and stored into a user playing history

database. The stored playing informationcan be used in a player rewards program. The playing information can

include the nameof the player, the identifier of the player, the amount of winning made by the player, the amount of

money spent by the player, date and time of playing, the types of games played by the player, and so forth. Multiple

casino chains or multiple casino locations within the same casino chain can share the same rewards program. In

addition to being used for a player reward program,the information can also be used for other purposes, for example in

making recommendations of product and services to the player, in determining the amount of casino credit to provide

the player, and in determining whether to grant the player a VIP or preferred guest status. The information can also be

used to comply with government reporting regulations and to ensure qualify of customer service.

In one embodiment, every time a remoteplayer plays at a casino, the server checks the user against the user

playing history database. {f the amount of money spent by the player has reached a certain triggering amount, then

the server announces a winning reward to the player. The server then prompts the player to designate an account to

receive the winning, or transfers the winning amount to a default account of the player. In another embodiment, a

fixed percentage of rebate is automatically credited to the player every time the player plays at the casino. Incentives

can also be provided to the player in the form of extra play opportunities, such as prompting the player to “play a free

hand!” at the expense of the gamecenter, or informing the player that “the casina doublas this wager for you!” Tha

playing information stored in the database can also be used to conduct drawings to award large prizes to one or more

players. The drawings can be random,or partially correlated to the playing information, such as the amount of money

a player has spent and the player's playing frequency. The player reward program can also replace or compliment the

axisting bonus program at a hotel or casino. For example, the money a player has spent on gaming can be used to earn
bonus points toward free stays at the hotel. The money a player has spent at other services of the casino can earn

cashpoints to be spent on gaming at the casino.
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In another embodiment, physical players at the casino can also join in the player rewards program. For

example, referring to FIGURE4, physical players can enter personalidentification information on local consoles 410 at

the game table 420. The rewards currently available to the physical player can be displayed on the local console 410.

For example, as the player continues playing, the player can view on the local console 410 the increasing amount of

bonus points or entitled prize winning. For remote players, the rewards information can be displayed on their client
devices 102.

Computerized Monitoring

A monitoring program can be used to replace or compliment human “pit bosses”. The monitoring program is

designed to watch for irregularities, such as a physical player or remote player winning abnormally large amounts of

money or winning constantly. In one embodiment, the monitoring program uses pattern recognition to analyze video

images from cameras at the gama table. For example, the monitoring program can betrained to distinguish normal

dealer and physical player motions from abnormal dealer and physical player motions. If the video image of a dealer

shows abnormal motions, such as thedealer reaching into his/her pocket, the monitoring program alerts a human

security supervisor.

The monitoring program also acts as a coach or supervisor to the human dealer. Using information such as

the types of cards dealt, the monitoring program can instruct the dealer on actions such as whether to hit or stand on

the dealer's hand, When the monitoring program detects a card dealt to the dealer as an “Ace”, the monitoring
program reminds the dealer to ask players if they wish to buy insurance. The monitoring program can issue warnings

if the dealer makes an error, for example continuing to deal a card to the dealer after dealer's hand exceeds 17. A

training device such as a device similar to the local console 410 can be placed next to the dealer 404 on the game

tabla 402, to provide real time instructions to train an inexperienced dealer 404. The training device displays the

playing instruction such as “hit” or “stand” regarding the dealer’s hand, and displays the total count of every player's

cards. The training device also displays the amount of money to be paid to or collected from each player after a game.

Since information such as the wining and losing amount on eachplayer and dealer at every game table can be

collected by the server, statistical data on winnings and losing can be used to provide tax, auditing and reporting data
to the game center, to government regulatory bodies, and to players. The game center can usestatistical data to

analyze the popularity and profitability of various game types and gamecenters.

To prevent players, especially remote players from counting cards, cards can be shuffled frequently, such as

every game, every other game, or every five games. A card shuffler can be used to shuffle cards, so that the dealer

need not shuffle the cards. A large number of decks of cards, such as four, six, oreight decks of cards can he used.

A continuous card shuffler can be integrated with the card shoa to shuffle cards after every game. After every game,

the dealer retrieves the dealt cards and places them into the continuous card shuffler, which shuffles all cards in the

shuffler. The dealer then deals cards from the shuffler. Since the cards are shuffled after every game, only a small

numberof decks of cards need to be used.
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OtherGames

In addition to games in which players play against the game center, remote players can use the on-line

system at a game center to play among themselves. The game center provides the on-line communication system and

optionally the game table and the dealer. The game center charges tha players a flat fee, a percentage of the total

wager, or a percentage of the winnings. The game center obtains the financial account information from each player

and ensures that each player has the sufficient fund that he/she wagers. The game center serves as an escrow service

to ensure that the losing players cannot refuse to pay the winning players.

For example, remote players can join an on-lina game center to play the game of poker. Referring to FIGURE

4, the remote players select a gametable 402 to play. A real dealer 404 at the game table 402 deals cards face down

to the remote players, each represented by a remota instructions system 408. Each card is scanned, and the card

information is transmitted to the remote player for whom the card is dealt. The remote players caninteract through

video, audio, chat room messages, instant messages, and so forth. The playing instructions, video images, audio

signals, messages, and so forth are transmitted from the originating remote players through the server to the

destination remote players.

For another example, ramote players can join an on-line gamecenterto play a board game such as chessor
monopoly. FIGURE8 is a flowchart showing one embodiment of a process of a remote player playing a game of chess

against a remote or physical player. A start block 802 proceeds to block 804, where a remote player enters a chess

room of the game center. The remote player is verified to ensure that he/she is permitted by law and financially

capable of playing a wagered game. Details of one embodiment ofa verification process have been described abovein

connection with FIGURE 3. The chess room can be a computer simulated room or a real room with real chess boards.

In one embodiment, a real chess board is located on a gametable, such as the gametable 402illustrated in FIGURE 4,

to enable a physical player to play against a remote player. A human referee moves the chess pieces on the real chess

board according to playing instructions from the remote player. In another embodiment, a chess board is displayed on

a computer screen located on a gametable, such as the game table 402 shown in FIGURE 4. The physicalplayer or

remote player issues instructions to mave the pieces on the chess board on the computer screen.

Still referring to FIGURE 8, block 804 proceeds to block 806, where the remote player broadcasts his/her

intant to find an opponent to play. The remote player's message can be broadcastto the entire chess room or the

entire game center. The remote player mayalsolimit tha messagereceiverto his/her friends identified by player name

or player identifier. Additional information, such as the remote player's rating, winlloss record at the chess room,

video image, photo image, and so forth, can also be broadcast. Block 806 proceeds to block 808, where the remote

player waits for an opponent's response, evaluates the opponent, and accepts or rejects the opponent. The remote

player may evaluate the opponent by reviewing the opponent's information transmitted to the remote player, such as

the opponent’s name, rating, winiloss record, video image, photo image, and so forth. The opponent can be another

remote player, or a physical player at the chess room. The remote player may also interact with the opponent using
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video images, audio conversation, chat massages, instant messages, and so forth. A physical player can interact with

the remote player using an on-line device, for example the local console 410 illustrated in FIGURE 4. {f the remote

player rejects the opponent, then the remote player continues waiting and evaluating other opponents until one

opponentis accapted. Block 808 then proceedsto block 810.

At block 810, the remote player and his/her opponent determines a wager amount for each party. The

partias may communicate using video images, audio conversation, chat messagas, instant messages, and so forth. The

parties may agree to enter unequal wager amounts. For example, party A, whois believed to be the stronger player,

wagars (thus stands to lose) $100, while party B, whois believed to be the weaker player, wagers {thus stands to

lose) $50. The server verifies that each party has sufficient funds to cover the wager. The parties also determine

whostartsfirst, for example by mutual agreement or by rolling a real or computer-generated dice. Block 810 proceeds

to block 812, where the remote player starts the game and transmits his/her move to the opponent. Othar

information, such as his/her video images, photo images, chat messages, instant messages, audio comments, etc., can

also be transmitted to the opponent. Block 812 proceeds to block 814, where the remote player receives the

opponent’s move and other information such as video images of the remote opponent, or video images of the game

table whera the physical opponentis located. In one embodiment in which the other player starts the first move of the

game, the orders of block 812 and block 814 are reversed.

Still referring to FIGURE 8, block 814 proceeds to block 816, where a determination is made as to whether

the game has ended. The game ends whenthe parties agree to a draw, or when one party resigns. If the game has

not ended, then block 816 returns to block 812 to continue playing. Otherwise block 816 proceeds to block 818,

where the losing party pays out his/her wagerto be collected by the winning party. The server transfers the wagered

amount from the losing party's account to the winning party’s account. The server also collects a flat fee or a

percentage of the wager from the losing party or both parties. Block 818 proceeds to an end block 820.

For yet another example, remote players can join an on-line game center to play a computer game, such as a

combat game, a role playing game, a strategy game, or a sports game. A plurality of player, for example dozens or

hundreds of players, can play in the same game. In one embodiment, each player pays a wager amount to play the

game, and the server transfers the losing players’ wager amounts to the account(s) of the winning player(s). The

server also transfers a flat fee or a percentage of the wager amountsto the game center.

Remote players can also join an on-line game center to place bets on a future outcome such as a sporting

event. The betting events need notbelimited to sporting events, but can be any events whose outcome can bereliably

determined. In one embodiment, the remote players bet against each other, with the game center taking a percentage

of the total wager or the winning. For example, remote players each enter a wager to predict the winner of the next

World Cup Soccer tournament. The images of the events such as sporting events can be transmitted to the players,

using the above-described devices. For example, the video images of a boxing match held at a casino can be

transmitted to the players who have bet on the match. The television images of a sporting event can also be

transmitted to players who bet on the event.
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In another embodiment of betting on a future outcome, the game center sells or auctions the virtual
ownership of a sports team, a race horse, a race car, or an athlete to one or more players at a price, The price is
deducted from the financial accounts of the purchasing players and credited to the game center. The purchasing

players become virtual owners. Different teams, horses, cars, and athletes can be purchased at different prices,

depending on their expected chance of success. After a sporting event, the game center pays winning amounts to the

virtual owners of the winning teams, horses, cars, and athletes. This embodiment provides to the players a sense of

ownership and therefore greatincentive.

In addition to real sporting events, a sporting event can be simulated and displayed. For example, based on

the team andindividual player statistics of NBA teams, such as team win-loss percentage, team average scoring per

game,player average rebounds per game, player shooting percentage, and so forth, a computer simulates the plays of

a 48-minute basketball gama between two NBA players. The simulated game can be displayed as a pre-game show

prior to the start of the real game. Physical and remote users can enter wagers to predict the result of the simulated

game.

FIGURE 9 is a diagram showing one embodimentof a client device display. A display screen for Black Jack is

shown as an example. The display screen 902 on the client device 102 includes a card section 904, an instruction

section 906, a wager section 908, and an image section 910. The card section 904 displays graphic representations

of the types of cards being dealt to the remote player and the dealer. The instruction section 906 displays the playing

instructions available to the player. The remote player enters playing instructions by selecting instructions in section

906 or speaking an audio command. The wager section 908 displays the amount of the player's current wager and

the player's remaining balance for game play. The player can specify a wager amount by entering an amount in section

908. Section 910 displays a video image of the gama table 902 transmitted from the gamecenter.

This application incorporates by referencein its entirety the Australian provisional application # PO7B41/00

titled “METHOD OF AND SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING AN ON-LINE CASINO GAME"andfiled on May 29, 2000.

This invention may be embodied in other specific forms without departing from the essential characteristics

as described herein. The embodiments described above are to be considered in all respects as illustrative only and not

restrictive in any manner. The scope of the inventionis indicated by the following claims rather than by the foregoing

description.
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WHATIS CLAIMED IS:

1 A gametable for a remote player to participate in a card game, the gametable comprising:

a card scanner configured to scan a card and to determine a type of the card, the card having an

embedded code that indicates the type of the card, the card scanner being connected to a server, the server

being configured to transmit the type of the scanned card to the remote player;

one or mora cameras connected to the server, the cameras being configured to capture video

images of the game table, the server being further configured to transmit the captured video images to the

remote player; and ,

a remote instruction system configured to receive playing instructions from the remote player

through the server, and to display the received playing instructions at the game tablein visual or audio form.

2. The game table of Claim 1, wherein the card scanner is configured to scan a card using a radio

signal.

3. The gametable of Claim 1, wherein the card scanneris configured to scan a card using an infrared

signal.

4. The gametable of Claim 1, wherein the card scanneris configured to scan a card using a barcode

reader.

5. The game table of Claim 1, wherein the cameras comprise an overhead camera configured to

capture video images of an overhead view of the gametable. :

6. The gametable of Claim 1, wherein tha cameras comprise a dealer camera configured to capture

video images of a dealer of the gametable.

7. The gametable of Claim 1, wherein the cameras comprise a physical player camera configured to

capture video imagesof a physical player of the gametable.
8. The gametable of Claim 1, further comprising a local console configured to allow a physical player

at the game table to enter playing instructions.

9, The game table of Claim 1, further comprises a microphone connected to the server, the

microphone being configured to record audio signals at the gametable, the server being further configured to transmit

the recorded audio signals ta the remote player.

10. A physical slot machine configured to display playing statistics, the slot machine comprising:

a storing medium located within the slot machine or connected to the slot machine, the storing

medium being configured to store a result for each of a plurality of plays at the slot machine; and

a display device located at the slot machine or connected to the slot machine, the display device

being configured to display at least a summary of the stored results.

11. The slot machine of Claim 10, wherein the physical slot machine is connected to another physical

slot machine.

12. A methodof enabling a remote playerto select a slot machine to play, the method comprising:
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Storing statistics of a first slot machine and statistics of a second slot machine;

displaying to the player at least a summary of the stored statistics of the first slat machine;

displaying to the player at least a summary of the stored statistics of the second slot machine; and

prompting the player to select a slot machine from a plurality of slot machines, the plurality of slot

machinesincluding the first slot machine and the second slot machine.

13. Tha method of Claim 12, wherein each of the plurality of slot machines is a physical slot machine

located at a physical gamecenter.

14. The method of Claim 12, wherein each of the plurality of slot machines is a virtual slot machine

simulated by a computer program.

15. A methodof creating security requirements at a website, the method comprising:

displaying a plurality of available verification fields to an administrator of the website;

prompting the administrator to select one or more verification fields from the plurality of available

verification fields; and

prompting a user to enter data into the selected verification fields when the user requests entry

into the website.

16. The method of Claim 15, further comprising verifying user entered data to determina whether to

allow the user to enter into the web site.

17. The mathod of Claim 16, wherein verifying user entered data comprises comparing user entered
data against usar information stored ina user information database connectable to the website.

18. The method of Claim 16, further comprising prompting the user to insert a smart card into a smart

card drive when the user requests entry into the website. ,

19. The mathod of Claim 16, further comprising prompting the user to insert a smart disk into a disk

drive when the user requests entry into the website.

20. The method of Claim 18, wherein verifying user entered data comprises comparing user entered

data against data stored on the smart card.

21. The method of Claim 19, wherein verifying user entered data comprises comparing user entered

data against data stored on the smartdisk..

22. A method of creating security requirements at a web site having a plurality of sub-sites, the method

comprising:

displaying a plurality of available verification fields to an administrator of the website;

for each of the plurality of sub-sites, of the web site, prompting the administrator to select one or

more verification fields from the plurality of available verification fields; and

prompting a user to enter data into the selected verification fields when the user requests entry

into a sub-site of the website.
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23. A method of enabling a remote player to participate in a game at a physical game center, the

method comprising:

prompting the remote player to connect to a server that hosts the physical game center;

verifying that the remote playeris permitted by his/her jurisdiction to play at the game center;

verifying that the remote playeris financially qualified to play at the gamecenter;

identifying a financial account of the remota player;

prompting the remote player to enter playing instructions;

receiving the entered playing instructions at the game center;

playing a game at the game center according to the received playing instructions;

transmitting a status of the played gameto the remote player;

optionally transmitting video imagas of the played game to the remote player; and

updating a balance of the identified financial account of the remote player.

24. The method of Claim 23, wherein verifying that the remote player is permitted by his/her

jurisdiction to play comprises comparing the remote player's age against his/her jurisdiction’s age limit.

25. The method of Claim 23, wherein verifying that the remote player is financially qualified to play

comprises examining the remote player's financial information stored in a smart card of tha ramote player.

26. The method of Claim 23, wherein verifying that the remote player is financially qualified to play

comprises examining the remote player's financial information stored in a smart disk of the remote player.

27. The method of Claim 23, wherein verifying that the remote player is financially qualified to play

comprises examining the remoteplayer's financial information stored in a financial database of the game center.

28. The mathod of Claim 23, wherein verifying that the remote player is financially qualified to play

comprises examining the remote player's financial information stored in a financial database of a third party financial

organization.

29, The method of Claim 23, wherein identifying a financial account of the remote player comprises

identifying a smart card account of the remote player.

30. The method of Claim 23, wherein identifying a financial account of the remote player comprises

identifying an e-wallet account of the remote player.

31. The method of Claim 23, wherein identifying a financial account of the remote player comprises

identifying a bank account of the remote player.

32. The method of Claim 23, wherein identifying a financial account of the remote player comprises

identifying a credit card account of the remoteplayer.

33, The method of Claim 23, further comprising prompting the remoteplayerto select a gamato play.
34. The methodof Claim 23, further comprising prompting the remote player to select a gamearea to

play.
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36. The method of Claim 34, wherein prompting the remote player to select a game area comprises

prompting the remoteplayer to select a gametable.

36. - The method of Claim 34, wherein prompting the remote player to select a gama area comprises

prompting the remote player to select a slot machine.

37. The method of Claim 23, wherein prompting the remote player to enter playing instructions

comprises prompting the remote player to speak audio commands.

38. The methodof Claim 23, wherein receiving the entered playing instructions comprises:

receiving the entered playing instructionsin a first format at the server;

converting the playing instructions in a first format into playing instructions in a second format;

and

transmitting the playing instructions in the second format from the server to the game center.

39. The method of Claim 38, wherein thefirst format is a non-audio format and the second formatis

an audio format.

40. The method of Claim 38, wherein the first format is an audio format in a first language and the

second format is an audio format in a second language.

41. The method of Claim 23, wherein transmitting a status of the played game comprises transmitting

a type of a card of the played game.

42, The method of Claim 23, wherein transmitting a status of the played game comprises transmitting

a numberofa rolled dice of the played game.

43. The method of Claim 23, wherein transmitting a status of the played game comprises transmitting
a type of a wheel landing area of the played game.

44, The method of Claim 23, wherein optionally transmitting video images of the played game

comprises optionally streaming the video images to the remoteplayer.

45. The method of Claim 23, wherein playing the game comprises using a human operator to carry out

the received playing instructions from the remoteplayer.

46. The methodof Claim 23, further comprising connecting the game center to another game center.

47. The method of Claim 23, wherein updating a balance of the identified financial account comprises

updating the balance when the remote playeris ready to exit the game center.

48, The method of Claim 23, wherein updating a balance of the identified financial account comprises

updating the balance when the remote playeris ready to exit a game area.

49. The method of Claim 23, wherein updating a balance of the identified financial account comprises

updating the balance when theresult of a bet entered by the remote player has been determined.

50. A method of a player playing a gama at a remote physical gamecenter, the method comprising:
connecting to a server that hosts the gamecenter;

entering verification information to satisfy lagal requirements;
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entering playing instructions to a game to be played or being played at the gamecenter;

receiving a status of the played game fram the server; and

optionally receiving video images of the played game from the server.

51, The method of Claim 50, wherein the gameis a slot machine game, the method further comprising

receiving Statistics of the slot machine. ,
52. The method af Claim 50, wherein receiving a status of the played game comprises receiving a type

of a card of the played game.

53. The method of Claim 52, wherein receiving a type of a card comprises receiving a type of a card

scanned by a card scanner connected to the server.

54. The method of Claim 50, wherein receiving a status of the played game comprises receiving a

numberof a rolled dice of the played game.

55. The method of Claim 50, wherein receiving a status of the played game comprises receiving a type

of a wheel landing area of the played game.

56. The method of Claim 50, further comprising receiving player rewards information from the server.

57. A method for enabling a remote player te participate in a game played in a casino remotely located

from said remote player and providing the remote player with a realistic game experience that substantially captures

the visual feel and excitement of the casino, the method comprising:

transmitting images ta said remote player of a game in prograss;
identifying a financial account of said remoteplayer;

prompting said remote player when it is said remote player's turn to play to enter playing

instructions during the game;

receiving at said casino the entered playing instructions from said remote player while the game is

being played;

receiving from said remote player an amount of wager specified by said remote player; and

communicating to said remote player the ongoing status of the gamein substantially real time.

58. The method of Claim 57, further comprising transmitting to said remote player sounds of the game

and voices of a dealer and on-site players.

59. A method for enabling a remote player to participate in a gameplayed in a casino remotely located

from said remote player and providing the remote player with a realistic game experience that substantially captures

the visual and audio feel and excitementof the casino, the method comprising:

transmitting images to said remote player of a gamein progress;

transmitting to said remote player sounds of the game and voices of a dealer and on-site players;

identifying a financial account of said remoteplayer;

prompting said remote player when it is said remote player's turn to play to enter playing

instructions during the game;
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raceiving at said casino the entered playing instructions from said remote player while the game is
being played;

receiving from said remote player an amount of wager specified by said remote player;

communicating ta said remote player the ongoing status of tha game in substantially real time; and

communicating to said remote player an amountof balance retained by said remote player.
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(54) NETWORK GAME SYSTEM

(57)|Asystem to play a game through network to be
used for attracting customers to stores or shopping

malls by identifying game participants, proceeding the . POBtwatul K PO tereim! eo
gameonly once a day andlimiting the period oftime.

Eachshopis provided with one or more POStermi- : :
nal 1 also acting as a game terminalor a terminal exclu-
sively for games and connected to a game server3in
the center through internet. A magnetic cardis issued to
each game participant for identifying the individual. A cutee
customer coming to the store inserts his/ner magnetic
card into a POS terminal 1 to receive one lucky number

of the bingo game.If the tucky numberis equal to one of oot ot wee ==| —the numberson his/her bingo card, such information is poupepend B= ER—-5sentto the center. Such operation is repeated no more Noteee —
than once a day anda prize will be awardedif BINGOis
established within 30 days. Similarly, in addition to the
bingo game, “sugoroku” game or other games can be
played. Since the game can proceed no more than once
a day, customers are encouraged to cometo the store
everyday, thereby making it effective for customer
attraction.

Figers 1

Printed by Xerox (UK) Business Services
2.16.7 (HRSV3.6
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Description

(Field of Invention)

[0001] The present invention relates to a network
gamesystem, more specifically to a system for identify-
ing each gameparticipant and proceeding the game
onceor several times a day until the gameis terminated
in a predetermined period of time.

(Prior Art)

[0002] Many gamessuchas bingo gamesare pop-
' ular among notonly adults but also children. As shown

in FIG.12, bingo games are played using cards having
written numbers in matrix on a papercard. Disclosed in,
for example, JP-A -7-328178 (328178/95), is a bingo
gameto be played with a copy type card. Also knownis
an electronics bingo gameto be joined through network.
Disclosed in JP-A -5-317485 (317485/93) is a bingo
game system using a conventional number selection
drum and also electronic technique for reading num-
bers,. displaying numbers in arrays, summing up the
numbers. JP-A-7-136311 (136311/95) discloses a
technique for sequentially printing symbols on a card
whenevera user(or customer) buys something, thereby
proceeding a bingo game. JP-A-8-501236 (501236/96)
discloses a technique for transmitting and receiving
data between a basestation and terminals to proceeds
a bingo gamethrough network.
[0003] However, such conventional game systems
computerizes any game using paper cards, thereby
continuously playing the gameoverindefinite time. They
are effective to speed up the processof the game and to
make the game enthusiastic. However, the players are
boredin a shorter time, thereby spoiling the game. Also,
since the gameis played by any participantin the con-
ventional game system,it is impossible that the gameis
played byidentified participants for a specified period of
time.

[0004] The present invention is directed to a net-
work game system played by identified players, pro-
ceeding at a controlled pace,limited to a predetermined
period of time and maintaining the enjoyment of the
gameovera longtime.

(Meansto Solve the Problems)

[0005] For this end, the network game system
according to the present invention comprises meansfor
identifying game participants, means for limiting the
process of the gameto onceto several times a day and
meansfor setting the time to terminate the game.
(0006) The aforementioned construction of the
gamewill help the game participants to enjoy it over a
long time. Also, identifying the game participants or
players will help to limit the players. If the game is
applied to customers (or buyers) of shops of a large
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chain-stores or shopping malls (referred to as stores
below), the game system will be effective as a customer
attraction event.

(Brief Description of Drawings )

(0007)

(FIG.1) A system configuration of a first embodi-
mentof the network game system accord-
ing to the present invention.
Aninitial screen display of the first embod-
iment of the network game system accord-
ing to the presentinvention.
A game selection screen of the first
embodiment of the network game system
according to the presentinvention.
A flowchart showing how the bingo game
of the first embodiment of the present
invention proceeds.
A system configuration of the second
embodiment of the network game system
according to the present invention.
A flowchart showing how the "we'd like to
visit distant places" game of the second
embodiment according to the present
invention proceeds.
A first screen display of the “we'd like to
visit distant places" game of the second
embodiment according to the present
invention.

Asecondscreendisplay of the "we'dlike to
visit distant places” game of the second
embodiment according to the present
invention.

A flowchart showing how the "sugoroku”
game of the second embodiment accord-
ing to the present invention proceeds.
A first screen display of the “sugoroku”
gameof the second embodiment accord-
ing to the present invention.
Asecond screen display of the "sugoroku"
game of the second embodiment accord-
ing to the presentinvention.
A card for the bingo game.

(FIG.2)

(FIG.3)

(FIG.4)

(FIG.5)

(FIG.6)

(FIG.7) |

(FIG.8)

(FIG.9)

(FIG.10)

(FIG.11)

(FIG.12)

(Description of Preferred Embodiments)

[0008] Now, the invention as defined in claim 1
comprises a central unit for controlling how to proceed a
game or gamesandaplurality of terminals connected
to the central unit through network, The network game
system provides a gameto participants through theter-
minals interconnected through network. Each terminal
includes meansfor identifying individual game partici-
pant. The central unit includes meansfor registering the
gameparticipants, means for recording numbers picked
by each gameparticipant and meansfor controlling the
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process of the game by predetermined times a day. The
network game system provides customersto the store
with enjoyment or excitement of the game over a long
period oftime.

[0009] The invention as defined in claim 2 is the
network game system of claim 1, wherein each of the

_terminals is a POS (point of sales) terminal capable of
“giving enjoyment of a game or games to customers

coming to the store overa long period oftime.
[0010] The invention as defined in claim 3 is the
network game system of claim 1, wherein the central
unit is provided with means for terminating the game
when a predeterminedtime is lapsed so that customers
to the store can play the game only for the predeter-
mined period oftime.
[0011] The invention as defined in claim 4 is the
network game system of claim 1, wherein each of the
terminals is provided with meansfor transferring to the
central unit the amount of money that each gamepartic-
ipant has spent and the central unit is provided with
meansfor giving a right to each customer to proceed
the game once whenever he/she spendsin excessof a
predetermined amount of money, thereby providing the
customers with enjoyment of the game whenever they
purchase over a predetermined amount of money.
[0012] Now,detailed descriptions will he made on
preferred embodiments of the presentinvention byref-
erence to FIGs.1 through 12.

(First Embodiment)

[0013] A first embodiment of the present invention
is a network game system m which a game server
installed in a center is connected to a POS terminal or

terminals at each shop of a store through internet. The
network gamesystem identifies game participants, con-
trols the process of a bingo gameonce a day and termi-
nates the bingo game when a predetermined time has
lapsed.
[0014] Illustrated in FIG.1 is a network game sys-
tem configuration accordingto a first embodimentof the
present invention. POS terminals 1 are installed at
shopsof a store to act not only as conventional POSter-
minals but also as terminals to identify game partici-
pants by allowing magnetic game cards to pass through

“the terminals and to communicate with a game server3
in the center to proceed the game.
[0015] The POSterminals 1 are connected to the
system basically for management of the sales. How-
ever, such basic portion is omitted in FIG.1. The com-
munication lines 11 are internet communication lines
but can be other lines or wireless lines. The game
server 3 is a computerinstalled in the center for control-
ling the process of the game in communication with the
POSterminals 1. A gamefile 4 is a file storing data such
as rules of the game. A userfile § is a file for storing
data such as names of the gameparticipants. An oper-
ationfile 6 is a file for storing data such as the gamein
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process.

[0016] Now,reference is made to FIG.2 showing an
initial screen display of the system for choosing games
and other information access. FIG.3 is a gameselection
screen for selecting the game system and selecting a
preferred game outof a plurality of games. FIG. 4 is a
flowchart showing how the bingo gameproceeds. Now,
reference is made to FIGs.1 through 4 to describe the
operation of the first embodiment of the network game
system according to the present invention.
[0017} Priorto initiation of the game, the POS termi-
nals 1 are used to register game participants. Registra-
tion data such as names and addresses of the game
participants are entered andtransferred to the centerfor
recording and managing the userfile 5. Upon comple-
tion of the registration, magnetic cards are issued to the
gameparticipants to be used for identifying the game
participants by allowing the cards to pass through the
POSterminals 1 when playing the game.

{0018] Whenthe gamestarts, the magnetic card is
inserted into the POS terminal 1 to select the bingo

game.At the beginning of playing the bingo game, par-
ticipants must choose 24 numbers tofill a bingo game
card asillustrated in FIG. 12. If automatic modeis cho-

sen, the game server 3 in the center randomly choose
the numberstofill the card. After choosing the numbers,
participant data and the data for a bingo gameare reg-
istered in the operation file 6. Subsequently, the game
proceeds and is managed in accordance with the data
in the operationfile 6. Rules and the like of each game
are registered in the gamefile 4 in advance.
[0019] Game participants come to any shop and
choose the gameontheinitial screen display as shown
in FIG.2. While the game selection screen of FIG.3 is
displayed, the magnetic card is allowed to pass through
the POSterminal 1 for identifying the game participants.
.The data on the magnetic card will be transferred to the
center. If there are any corresponding data in the oper-
ation file 6, the game server3 notifies the POS terminal
1 to permit entry. After identifying individual participant,
the gamein processwill be displayed on the selection
screen of the POSterminal 1. If the bingo gameis cho-
sen by the participant, a bingo gamecard for the partic-
ipant and a lucky number are displayed. The bingo
gameparticipants look at their bingo game cards and
the lucky number on the screen.If there are any coinci-
dence of the lucky numberwith the numberon the bingo
game card, the number on the bingo game card is
touched by a finger. Negligence of the coincidence will
invalidate the number. The data will be sent from the
POSterminal 1 to the center so that the game server 3
in the center can check and record if BINGO is estab-

lished. The lucky numberwill be generated and sent to
the POSterminals 1 once a day from the center in a ran-
dom manner.

[0020] The game participants can proceed the
bingo gameonly once a day. The gameserver3 in the
center refers to the operation file 6 and checks the date
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when the gameparticipant played the gamelasttime so
that the game does not proceed no more than once a

day. Also, the date when eachparticipant started the
gameis checked so that the gameis not played longer
than a predetermined period of time.

[0021] For example,if a participant comes to a shop
only 10 days in 30 days period, the participant can gain
only 10 lucky numbers. In the bingo game,a prize will
be awarded only if 4 numbers ( for any row passing
through the center ) or 5 numbers ( for any row other
than passing through the center) coincide with the lucky
numberIf a participant is lucky, BINGO will be estab-
lished on the 4" day. Unfortunately, if no BINGO is
established in 30 days, he/she is a loser and may be
awarded a consolation prize to terminate the game. The
gameserver 3 in the center manages the times of the
game played by each participant within the predeter-
mined. periodoftime. If not played 10 or more times, no
consolation prize is awarded Since the bingo gameis a
kind of simple lottery, it can excite both adults and chil-
dren.

(0022) As apparent from the above description, the
first embodimentof the network game system according
to the presentinvention comprises a gameserverin the
center and a plurality of POS terminals installed in the
shops and connected to the gameserverthroughinter-
net. Any participant to the gameis identified and the
game is managed to proceed once a day and to termi-
nate within a predetermined period of time. As a result,
game participants among customers coming to the
shops can play the bingo game everyday. This is effec-
tive to attract customers because they can gain a prize
of the bingo game when they go shoppingto the shops.
[0023] Although the gameparticipants are identi-
fied by their magnetic cards to be passed through the
POSterminals in the first embodiment of the network

game system,it is also possible to use appropriate ID-
numbers or any other hi-tech personal identification
means suchas, for example, a finger print reference
system. Sinceit is only necessary to identify individuals
with certain reliability, any commonly used ID meansis
sufficient for this purpose.

(Second Embodiment)

[0024] Now, a second embodimentof the present
invention comprises a game server in the center and
POS terminals installed in shops and connected
through internet. The network game system identifies
game participants, provides the customers (partici-
pants) with a right to proceed the game once whenever
they buy more than a predetermined amount of money.
The game can be played only once a dayandis termi-
nated within a predetermined period of time.
[0025] ~ The second embodiment of the network
game system differs from the foregoing first embodi-
ment of the network game system in that the amountof
money spentby the customers or gameparticipants is a
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condition to proceed the game.

[0026} Wllustrated in FIG.5 is system configuration of
the. network game system according to the second
embodiment of the present invention. Since the game
serverin the center does notdiffer from that in the first

embodiment,files are omitted in FIG.5. The POS termi-
nals installed in a shop may be a POSterminalalso act-
ing as a gameterminal if the shop is small and the
number of customers is relatively limited. On the other
hand, a larger shop having many customers should
have one main POSterminal 1 acting as a POS server
and a plurality of POS terminals (client terminals) are
installed and connected by LAN(local area network) so
that the game can be played without disturbing normal
business. These additional POS terminals may be pro-
vided with various guides and some other functions
other than the games.
[0027] lilustrated in FIG.6 is a flowchart showing
how a "we'd like to visit distant places" game proceeds.
FIG.7 is a first screen display of the "we'd like to visit dis-
tant places" game. FIG.8 is a second screen display of
the "we'd like to visit distant places" game. FIG.9 is a
flowchart of a “sugoroku" game. FIG.10 is a first screen
display of the "sugoroku" game while FIG.11 is a sec-
ond screen display of the “sugoroku" game.
[0028] Now, the operation of the second embodi-
ment of the network game system according to the
present invention will be described by reference to
FiGs.6 through 11.
[0029]. Game participants enter their names,
addresses, phone numbers, etc. through any POSter-
minal 1 in any shop. Upon completion of entering all
necessary input data, they are registered in the center
and magnetic cards are issued for the game partici-
pants. The above operation is identical to the first
embodiment.

[0030] Whenever the game participants buy in
excess of a predetermined amount of money, they gain
certain points representing a right to proceed one or
more game. For example, one point is gained at every
1,000 yen shopping. This means that 5 points are
gained whenthey spend 5,000 yen. The magnetic card
is passed through the POS terminal 1 when paying at
the cashier and the acquired paints are registeredin the
userfile in the center, thereby permitting the customer
to proceed the game depending on the points at any
time. However, the participants are allowed to proceed
one kindof game only once a day. In other words, the
customersare allowed to proceed one game once a day
whenthey gained 1 point and they can proceed second
and third games whenthey gained two andthreepoints,
respectively. Some gamesrequire two or three points to
proceed the gamesonce.Also,different games can be
programmed to be terminated in different periods of
time.

[0031] Whenthe gameparticipants go to any shop
to play the game, they are supposedto touch with a fin-
ger icon of the gamesas displayed ontheinitial screen
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of FIG.2 for choosing the game. A magnetic card is
passed through the POSterminal 1 to identify the par-
ticipant while the game selection screen in FIG.3is dis-
played. The data on the magnetic card is transferred to
the center. If corresponding data is found in the opera-
tion file, the POS terminal 1 is notified for permission of
data entry. Upon completion of identifying the individual
participant, a pending game selection screen is dis-
played on the POS terminal 1. The participant can
choose one of the games.It is preferable to prepare a
bingo game and someotherrelatively simple games

_ that will be described hereinafter. Since number of
,..points requiredto play a certain gameis predetermined,

" digplayed on the screen are only the gamesthat can be
"played with the points currently acquired by the partici-
“pant. The participant can choose any gamedisplayed
on the selection screen. lt is possible to choose one or
more gamesto proceedin parallel.
{0032] The centerretrieve the userfile based on the
data on the magnetic card. Upon confirmating registra-
tion of the user (participant), the operation file is
retrieved to read out the pending (or proceeding) game
or games,points acquired by the user and the current
status to be transferred to the POS terminal for being
displayed.
[0033] FIG.6 is a flowchart ofthe "we'd like to visit
distant places" gameto proceed the game by answering
series of quizzes. This game proceeds by touching with
a finger any desired place on a map displayed on a
screen as shown in FIG.7. A quiz relating to the
selected place is displayed on the screen as shown in
FIG.8.If the answeris correct, a predetermined mileage
is ranted depending ondifficulty of the quiz and the time
to reach the answer. A prize will be awarded depending
on the mileage acquired within 30 days.
[0034) Upon touching with a finger any piace on the

map, the data is transferred from the POSterminal to
:, the-center. The center retrieve the gamefile to transfer

. aquiz relating to the place to the POS terminal. When
the game participant chose one of optional answers by
touching with a finger, the selected answer is trans-
ferred to the center to determineif the answeris correct.

If the answer was wrong, the POS terminal displays
"Sorry; you are wrong.” On the other hand, if the answer
is correct, the mileage of the quiz is granted. However,if
it took more than one half of the time limit to reach the

correct answer, one half of the mileage is granted.If it
took longer than the time limit to reach the correct
answer, it is deemed to be "unanswered" and no mile-
age is granted. Acquired mileageis saved in the opera-
tion file in the center and a prize is awarded when the
acquired mileage reaches a predetermined fevel. If the
predetermined mileage is not reached within 30 days,
only consolation prize is awarded. No consolation prize:
is awardedif the gameis not played 10 or more times.
(0035) FIG.9 is a flowchart showing how the "sug-
oroku” game proceeds. As shownin FIG.9,this gameis
played by choosing any numberof 1-6. A randomly gen-
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erated numberis, then, transferred from the center. You
can move forward the number of steps equal to the
transferred number minus the chosen number. The

game server 3 in the center randomly generates 1-6
numbers in equal probability and forwards the number
addedto the numberfrom the POSterminal. A prize will
be awardedif a goal is reached within 30 days by chal-

‘fenging once a day. Shown in FIG.10 is a first screen
display of the "sugoroku" game. Like a typical "sug-
oroku" game, this game includes such steps as "take a
rest once", "move back two steps", "return to the start
point", etc. FIG.11 is a second screen display of the
“sugoroku" game whenfallen into a pitfall.
[0036] Although the game can proceed only once a
day in the above embodiment.it is possible to proceed
two to three times a day depending on games.
[0037] As described above, the second embodi-
ment of the network game system according to the
present invention comprises the game server in the
center and one or more POSterminalinstalled in each

shop of a store and interconnected through internet.
The game serveridentifies individual game participant
and grants a right to proceed the game once when
his/her purchase exceeds a certain amount of money.
The gamecontinues once a day and terminates within a
predetermined period of time. Customers can play the
game when he/she buys a certain amount, thereby
encouraging customers to come for shopping as often
as possible.
[0038] Although the above mentioned second
embodimentof the network game system grants a right
to proceed the game uponpurchasein excessof a pre-
determined amount,it is possible to apply the game to a
"pachinko" gameto save extra balls so that he/she can
proceed the game once whenthe saved balls reach a
predetermined number.

(Advantageof the Invention)

[0039] As apparent from the above description, the
network game system according to the present inven-
tion can provide enjoyment of the game over a long
period of time because the gameparticipants are iden-
tified and allowed to proceed the game once a day over
a predetermined period oftime.
[0040) In case of applying the network game sys-
tem to a service eventfor a shopping mall, it will help to
encourage customers (shoppers) to come to the shop-
ping mall as frequently as possiblefor proceeding the
game oncea day, thereby significantly increasing the
numberof customers.

[0041] Since the period of time to proceed the
gameis restricted, the game participants mayrevisit the
shops.more frequently in such period of time.
[0042] The use of POS terminals as gametermi-
nals, even smaller scale of stores can provide the cus-
tomers with enjoyment of the game withoutinstallation
of additional gameterminals, thereby attracting custom-
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ers with minimum expenseforfacilities.

[0043] For larger scale stores, a plurality of POS
terminals tied to LAN system can be used notonly for
the gamesbut also for other events such as sales pro-
motion.

Claims

1. - Anetwork game system including a central unit for
controlling the way of proceeding a game or games

’ and a plurality of terminals connectedto said center
unit through network for enabling customers to play
the game through said terminals, characterized in
that: said terminals include means for identifying
each game participant, and said central unit
includes means for registering the game partici-
pants , means for recording numbers and charac-
ters entered by the participants and means to
proceed the gamepredeterminedtimes a day.

2. A network game system of claim 1, wherein said
terminals are POS terminals.

3. A network game system of claim 1, wherein said
central unit includes means for terminating the
game when a predetermined period of time has
lapsed.

4. A network game system of claim 1, wherein said
terminals include meansfor transferring the amount
of money spent for shopping by each gamepartici-
pant to said centra! apparatus and said central
apparatus includes meansfor proceeding the game

“once when the game participant spends in excess
of a predetermined amountof money.
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Description screen.
[0007] Furthermore, the verification of players’ IDs

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a network
game system wherein a plurality of game terminal
devices are mutually linked via a communication means
so that a prescribed game application program may be
executed among the game terminal devices, as well as
to a game terminal device used in this system and to a
storage medium on which the game application pro-
gramis stored.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Conventional network game systems ofthis
type comprise a server machine and video game
devices which are terminal devices, and the server

machine and each video game device are either directly
connected by meansof a telephone line, or they are
connected over the Internet by means of an Internet
service provider. The terminal devices receive control
from the server machine and a common gameapplica-
tion program, so that a common game space for com-

petitive games orthe like is constructed between the
terminal devices, and players may play games inside
this space.
[0003] In recent years, many different network
game systemsof this type have been developed, and
the numberof players using them has been increasing
remarkably. In these game systems, anyone may
access the network game system so long as theyfulfill
the specified requirements to be a player.
[0004] In a network game system, even though
players whoare total strangers play against each other
in a competitive game, the information exchanged
between players is limited to their names and player
IDs, and the problem exists that for the players who par-

" ticipate ‘in the network game system, the information
they receive regarding their opponentis insufficient.
[0005] Furthermore, in this type of game system,
the game proceeds underrestrictions applicable to all of
the players. For example, while the gameis underway,
the players are prohibited from discontinuing the game
until a match is completed. However, even where a
player performs such a prohibited action, in the conven-
tional game system, measures such as terminating the
game being played over a network have not been
adopted, in order to protect the other players.
[0006] Moreover, when a players does decide to
play a network game, the player usually connects the
gameterminal device to the dedicated server over the .
Internet. Therefore, some time must be spentverifying
the player's ID and password. Becauseit requires a cer-
fain amountof time to connect to the network (approxi-
mately five minutes), during this time, the problem
arises that the player becomestired of looking atstill
images onhis orher (hereinafter‘his' for convenience)
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and passwordsis individually performed by the servers
that manage the respective network game programs,
and at present, information is not exchanged between
the plurality of game servers. As a result, when a bad
act occurs while one gameserver is being accessed,
i.e., while a specific network gameis being played, even
if access to the specific game server is subsequently
prohibited, it is easy for the player who committed the
bad act to access other game servers, which hinders
the smooth operation of the network games.
[0008] Accordingly, an object of the present inven-
tion is to provide a network game system wherein suffi-
cient information regarding other players connected to
the system is provided to the player. Another object of
the presentinventionis to provide a network game sys-
tem wherein necessary personalinformation regarding
players may be easily exchanged among terminal
devices connected to the network game system.
{0009] Another object of the present inventionis to
provide a network game system wherein it is easy for
players to verify this personal information. Yet another
object of the present invention is to provide a network
game system wherein when a gameis played over the
Internet, appropriate measures are taken against play-
ers who violate pre-established rules, such that viola-
tions are prevented, and anyone can easily and
enjoyably play the game.
[0010] ‘ Yet another object of the present inventionis
to provide a network game system wherein players hav-
ing a game terminal device are not forced to become
impatient during the time interval required for their game
terminal device to connect to the network.

[0011] Still another object of the present invention is
to obtain a network game system wherein, where a plu-
tality of game terminal devices andaplurality of servers
are connected over a network, it may be determined on
a system-wide basis whether each game terminal
device is authorized to access the network.

[0012] Still another object of the presentinvention is
to provide a game terminal device usedin this network
game system. A further object of the present invention
is to provide a storage medium on whichis stored a pro-
gram by which to execute the network game on the
game terminal device in order to obtain the objects
described above.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0013] In order to achieve the objects described
above, the present invention provides a network game
system which is constructed such that a plurality of
gameterminal devices are connected to each other and
each game terminal device is capable of executing a
specified game application program, and is character-
ised in that it has (i) a plurality of game servers to man-
age information pertaining to the individual game
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' application programs, and(ii) an authentication server
that is provided independently of said game servers,
acts as a commonserverto the plurality of game serv-
ers, and has a function to determine whether or not
each of the terminal devices should be permitted to
access the gameservers.
[0014] In other words, use of an authentication
serverthat servesthe plurality of game servers in com-
mon eliminates the need to individually determine
whether or not access to a gameserveris authorized,

and allows an accurate determination to be made based
on information regarding the individual game applica-

~ tion programs.
[0015] Furthermore, in the present invention, the
commonauthentication server is characterised in thatit

performs initial registration to permit the terminal
devices to access the game servers, and after registra-
tion, determines whether or not each terminal deviceis
authorized to access the game servers.
[0016] Users participating in the network game sys-
tem mustfirst perform initial registration of their IDs and
passwords using the game terminal device.If this initial
registration is carried out using the common authentica-
tion server, there is no need to perform initial registra-
tion each time one of the plurality of game servers is
accessed.

[0017] Moreover, the present invention is character-
ised in that information regarding a game termina!
device is input to the common authentication server
from the plurality of game servers, whereupon registra-
tion is performed.
[0018] In other words, because game terminal
device information is supplied byall of the game servers
and registration is performed in the authentication
server, integrated managementofinformation regarding
the game terminal devices is made possible.
[0019] This information is information that identifies
any gameterminal device that has performed a bad act
that may result in denial of access authentication to the
gameservers. ‘
[0020] Denial of access authentication to the game
servers is determined based on the seriousness of the

badact, and this determination may be subject to condi-
tions involving the period or the types of gamesfor
which access authentication is denied.

[0021] For example, the determination may impose
denial of access authentication for a specified time such
as one month or one year, denial of access to a particu-
lar gameserver, or other conditions.
[0022] The present invention also provides a net-
work game system in which a plurality of game terminal
devices are connected to each other so that each game
terminal device is capable of executing a specified
gameapplication program, and the network game sys-
tem is characterised in that each gameterminal device
has a control means that can exchange player personal
introduction information with other game terminal
devices.
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[0023] For example, this control means is con-
structed suchthatit can transmit a request to exchange
personal information to another terminal, determine
whether or not to accept such a request to exchange
personal information, and transmit the results of this
determination to the other terminal, as well as, when an

input accepting the request to exchange personalinfor-
mation is made, carry out the exchange of personal
information and save the exchanged data, while not car-
rying out the exchangeif an input denying the exchange
requestis made.

[0024] In this case, the personal information com-
prises data displayed in the form of a virtual business
card, for example. This display data in the form of a card
may comprise data pertaining to the games played by
the particular player. Furthermore, the data displayed in
the form of a card may, for example, be stored in the
memory area of the gameapplication on each terminal,
with the individual parts that form a character each
being assigned a code. Whenthis occurs, the data dis-
played in the form of a card may be transmitted over the
communication network as codes for characters

selected for the displayed data.
[0025] In each of the constructions described
above,the terminal may also be constructed as a game
machine that can execute its own online game applica-
tion.

[0026] At the same time, in the construction in
which the personal information comprises display data
in the form of a card, this system may have a means that
changes the data regarding the format of the card in
responseto the numberof times personal information is
changed. !n this case, the data regarding the formatof
the card consists of at least one of the following: the
color of the card, the motion of the character on the
card, the background behind the character, or the card's
name.

[0027] . Furthermore,in the construction in which the
personal information comprises display data in the form
of a virtual card, the personal information may include
the player's e-mail address attached to the display data
in the form of a card.

[0028] In addition, in the basic construction
described above, the game parent station may also
have a tournament server means that executes the

online game application in a tournament format, a
determining means that determines which players have
violated prescribed rules governing the execution of the
online game application, and a sanctioning meansthat,
the next time a player that has violated the rules
attempts to join the tournament, issues a warning
regarding the violation or imposes the sanction of pre-
venting the player from connecting to the tournament
server means.

[0029] Where a construction that includes sanc-
tions for violations is adopted, the determining means
and the sanctioning means are constructed as part of
the tournament server means, for example. The deter-
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mining means and the sanctioning means may also be
constructed as part of the online game application.

(0030) Onthe other hand, the storage medium per-
taining to the present invention is a storage medium that
allows the online game application to be realized on the
terminal.

[0031] Another game system pertaining to the
present invention is a game system in which a plurality
of terminals are connected to a game supply station
over a communication network, and in which the online

gameapplication may be realized on the terminals by
meansof this game supply station, wherein each termi-
nal has a personal information processing meansthat
can exchange personal information between players
whenthe online game application is executed between
the plurality of terminals, and this personal information
processing meansis characterised in that it hasafirst
processing meansthat can transmit to another terminal
an exchange request indicating a desire to exchange
personalinformation, and a second processing means
that can (i) send to the other terminal the result of its
determination whether or not to accept the exchange
request indicating a desire to exchange personalinfor-
mation, (ii) where input that the personal information
exchange request was accepted is made, carryout the
exchange of personal information and save the
exchanged data, and (iii) where input denying the
exchange request is made, refrain from carrying out the
exchange.
[0032] The present invention provides an online
game system in which terminal devices are connected
to servers over a network, and whichis characterised in
that the:terminal devices have a control meansthat exe-

cutes the game programin parallel with the process of
connecting to the servers.
[0033] These terminal devices read out both the
game program and a program indicating the process of
connecting to the servers, while the control means
begins the execution of the game program when the
userinstructs that the server connection processbeini-
tiated.

[0034] The terminal devices can also perform dis-
play on a display device in accordance with the execu-
tion of the game program, as well as perform display of
the state of connection to the servers.

[0035]. The terminal devices can execute the game
program until the connection to the servers is termi-
nated,or until it is detected that connection to the serv-
ers may not be performed.
[0036] The control means can also execute the
gameprogram until the connection to the serversis ter-
minated, or until it is detected that connection to the
servers may not be performed.
[0037] Theplurality of game terminal devices in the
present invention are characterised in that they are pro-
vided with an extra game program that has no connec-
tion to the game application program, and executes

duringthe interval required for the game terminal device
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to connect to the game parentstation over the network.
[0038] In other words, because it takes a certain
amount of time (about five minutes) to connect to the
network, players can becometired of watching still
imageson their screens during this period. Therefore,if
an extra gameis run which allows the player to perform
some movementor carry out some action on the screen
through operation of the game equipment during this
network connection interval, the player can become
absorbed in this game and the time spent waiting can
be more enjoyable.
[0039] It is preferred that this game comprise a very
simple mini-game that does not extend the time
required to connect to the network. In other words,
because the extra game is played during the network
connection process,if it were a complex game, the time
required to connect to the network would increase, and
consequently it is preferred from a time allocation stand-
point that game system spend a larger percentageofits
time connecting to the network.
[0040] In addition, by displaying the fact that the
network connection process is underway while the extra
gameis running, the user can enjoy the extra game
without concern.

{0041} ‘ Furthermore, the extra game can proceed
continuously even where the player does not operate
the game equipment. Considering the fact that some
players will not play the extra game, in which case end-
ing the game would bepointless,if the game is made to
continue even if the player does not use the game
equipment, the screen will remain dynamic during the
network connection process, making it at least more
enjoyable to watchthanstill images.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0042]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing the overall con-
struction of the game system pertaining to a first
embodimentof the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a game device
usedin this system.
Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing the construction
of a game parentstation used in this system.
Fig. 4 is a flow chart to explain the operation to con-
nect the game device and the game parentstation
in this game system, as well as the operation when
the gameis played after the connection is made.
Fig. 5 is a flow chart of the processof the sub-serv-
ers in this system.
Fig. 6 is a flow chart of the process of the first
through tenth serversin this system.
Fig. 7 is a drawing showing the network map screen
that is displayed when the process of this system
shownin the flow charts is underway.
Fig. 8 is a drawing showing the display screen with
the configuration of a card in this system.
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Fig. 9 is a flow chart to explain the operation per-
formed on the side sending the card in this system.

Fig: 10 is a flow chart to explain the operation per-
formed on the side receiving the card in this sys-
tem.

Fig. 11 is a drawing showing the screen displayed
while the process shownin Figs. 9 and 10 is under-
way.

Fig. 12 is a front view of the cardlist in this system.
Fig. 13 is a drawing showing a table that describes
the relationship between each part and its code in
this system.
Fig. 14 is an example of the game system pertain-
ing to a second embodimentof the present inven-
tion.

‘Fig. 15 is a table showing one example of the
''Number of Encounters and Evaluations Table'

which showsa first variation.

Fig. 16 is a screen shotof the various typesof cards
with different backgrounds in accordance with the
numberof previous encounters.
Fig. 17 is a flow chart explaining the process of the
gamedevice on the side of the person sending the
card pertaining to a secondvariation.
Fig. 18 is a flow chart explaining the process of the
gamedevice on the side of the person receiving the
card pertaining to the second variation.
Fig. 19 is a drawing explaining the game tourna-
ment conceptpertaining to a third embodiment of
the present invention.
Fig. 20 is a drawing explaining the tournament
server used in the game tournament.
Fig. 21 is a list explaining the play data items saved
in the tournament authentication database.

Fig. 22 is a drawing explaining the time sequence of
the game tournament.
Fig. 23 is a flow chart showing the control routine
followed during the connection to the server shown
in Fig. 4.
Fig. 24 is a front view showing one part of the extra
gamedisplay screen.
Fig. 25 is a drawing explaining the communication
protocol used between the servers and the termi-
nals, using terminals A, B and C as examples.
Fig. 26 is a block diagram explaining in detail the
state in which a game device is connected to a
game parent station by meansof an Internet serv-
ice provider, as well as details regarding the sta-
tion's specified servers (worlds).
Fig. 27 is a block diagram to explain the state in
which a play server client has entered a room, as
well as the form of communication (packet commu-
nication).
Fig. 28 is a drawing showing the communication
protocol used during a card exchange.
Fig. 29 is a system constructiondiagram showing
the basic construction of the network system, par-
ticularly where a single authentication server is
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used fora plurality of game servers.

Fig. 30 is a flow chart of the control performed to
determine whether access authentication is

granted or denied in the system having the con-
struction shownin Fig. 29.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0043] Embodimentsof the present inventionwill be
explained below with reference to the attached draw-
ings.

(System construction)

[0044] The construction of the system by which to
access the gameserver 77 (equivalent to the game par-
ent station 7 described below (see Fig. 1)) from a spe-
cific game device 1 will now be explained with reference
to Fig. 29.
[0045] First, the specific game device 1 must per-
form initial registration. After initial registration, it must
be determined whether or not access authentication

may be granted, based on whether or not the game
device 1 has a history of bad acts in the gameserver 77
connected to the network system.
[0046] As shownin Fig. 29, the game device 1 is
connected to the network 3, and this game device is
permitted to access a specified game server 77 con-
nected to the network 3 and execute the network game.
While there is only one game server77in this example,
other game servers 77 may be connected to the net-

work 3. Naturally, the number of game devices 1 is not
limited to the number shown in the drawing, and many
gamedevices 1 may be connected to the network.
[0047] An authentication server 900 is connected to
the network 3. This authentication server 900 is a com-

mon authentication server 900 that servesa plurality of
gameservers 77. In other words, each gameserver 77
does not haveits own authentication server. Information

regarding the game device 1 based on the execution of
the game application programs on each of the plurality
of gameservers 77 is registered in the database 902 of
the authentication server 900 by the game servers 77.
The mostimportantof this information is the information
regarding the commission of bad acts by the game
device 1, based on which determinations are made
regarding whetherfuture accessis authorized.
[0048] The determination of the 'badness'of a par-
ticular act varies depending on each gameserver 77.
The determination may be made andtransmitted auto-
matically, or it may be made by the administrator of the
gameserver 77 and transmitted by means of an input
operation.
[0049] As described above, the operations exe-
cuted on the authentication server 900 consistoftheini-

tial registration of the user(i.e., the game device 1), and
the determination of whether or not the user (game
device 1) accessing the gameserver should be author-
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ized for access(i.e., whether or not access permission
should be granted).

[0050] The process by which a game device 1 is
granted or denied access by the authentication server
900 will now be explained with reference to Fig. 30.
[0051] First, in step 950, it is determined whetheror
not registration has already been performed.If registra-
tion is determined not to have already been performed,
the authentication server 900 advancesto step 952, in
which the process of registering with the authentication
server 900 is executed using the registration program
incorporated in the game device 1, and the authentica-
tion server 900 then advancesto step 954. In the event
of an affirmative determination in step 950, that is,
where registration has already been performed, step
952 is skipped, and the authentication server 900
advancesto step 954.

[0052] In step 954, the authentication server is
accessed. During this access, the user ID and pass-
word must be input.
[0053] In the subsequent step, step 956, an authen-
tication determination is made. This authentication

determination is based on information provided by the

plurality of game servers 77 to the database 902 that
the user is a bad user, and in addition to determining

whether or not connection to the network 3 will be per-
mitted, such a determination also decides the condi-
tions to be applied in the event permission is denied.
These conditions include the denial of permission for a
limited time, the granting of access to some gameserv-
ers 77 while denying access to others based on the
nature of the bad acts committed, the display of infor-
mation on the gameterminal device that the user may
be deemed a baduser, or the blanket denial of access
to the game servers.
[0054] In the next step, step 958, where the authen-
tication determination is that access permission is
granted (including cases in which accessis granted to
only someof the gameservers 77), the authentication
server 900 advancesto step 960, in which a messageis
transmitted stating that connection to the game servers
77 is permitted, and then to step 962, in which connec-
tion to the desired game server 77 is carried out, and
the gamefinally begins to be played in step 964.
[0055] Where it is determined in step 958 that
accessis denied (including denial for a limited time), the
authentication server 900 advances to step 966, in
which a messageis transmitted stating that connection
to the gameservers 77 is denied, and then to step 968,
in-which.the logoff process is executed.
[0056} As described above, because when a game
device 1 accesses the game servers 77, it is first
required that the game device 1 access the common
authentication server 900 rather than the plurality of
gameservers 77, and new registration is thereafter per-
formed,orif the game device 1 has already been regis-
tered, it is determined on this authentication server 900
whetheror not the user is permitted to join the network
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3 based on information supplied by each game server
77, bad acts committed on the game servers 77 may be
managedin an integrated fashion, and users that com-
mit bad acts on any of the gameservers 77 can be pro-
hibited from accessing other game servers 77.
[0057] Because this construction does not require
the installation of any additional authentication servers
900 evenif the number of gameservers 77is increased,
the system construction may be simplified.
[0058] Moreover, because the various items of
information in the game servers 77 may be managed in
an integrated fashion, it becomes easy to identify bad
users (or game devices 1). As a result, the system may
have the effect of inhibiting the commission of bad acts.

(First embodiment)

[0059] A first embodiment will now be explained
with reference to Figs. 1 through 10. As shownin Fig. 1,
in this system construction, a common game applica-
tion program is executed on a plurality of game devices.
[0060] Thefirst embodimentwill now be explained
with reference to Figs. 1 through 10. Fig. 1 is a block
diagram showing the functions of the network game
system pertaining to the present invention. In this sys-
tem, a common gameapplication program is executed
on a plurality of game devices.
[0061] In Fig. 1, the system comprises a plurality of
terminal devices 1 that comprise video game machines,
a game parent station 7 that includes a plurality of
server machines, and a communication network 3 that
connects the game devices and the gameparent sta-
tion. In this system, the terminal devices are connected
to the game parentstation 7 via a specified Internet pro-
vider 5 that is designated in order to execute a particular
game, and the common gameapplication program is
executed on a plurality of game devices (terminal
devices) 1 through the gameparentstation 7. The game
devices 1 may also be connected to the server
machines through the network 3 and an Internet pro-
vider 9 that is not a specified Internet provider.
[0062] In this system, each gamedevice 1 incorpo-
rates a personalinformation processing means 10 that
can exchange detailed personal information regarding
each individual user when the gameapplication pro-
gram is executed.
[0063] Fig. 2 is a function block diagram that
explains the construction of the game device.In Fig. 2,
the game device 1 comprises a CPU 1a that serves as
a processing device to execute the game application
program and other control programs, a ROM 1b that
stores as the contro! programs, for example, program
codesto interpret macros or scenario macros, program
codes to perform processing in accordance with
abstract operation commands,and other data or operat-
ing systems necessary to process the game program,a
CD-ROMdevice 1c that includes a CD-ROMthatstores

data such as graphics including dynamic images,text,
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or other information, as well as a game application pro-
gram that runs a specified game based thereon, a bus
controller 1d that controls the flow of data between the

CPU 1a and the various other components, a RAM 1e
used for data processing, a graphics processor 1f that
forms image signals from graphics data, and a sound
processor 1g that forms sound signals from sound data.

[0064] A VRAMis is connected to the graphics
‘processor if, and is used when graphics signals are

a formed. AVRANit is connected to the sound processor
“'4g, and is used when sound signals are formed. The

output unit of the sound processor 1g is connected to an
audio/video connector‘r.

[0065] The bus controller 1d roughly comprises a
peripheral interface 1h, a graphics processor controller
4u, an internal bus controller 1v, and an external bus
controller 1w.

[0066] The bus controller 1d is connected to the
CPU 1a via the bus 11a, and the CPU 1a controls the
bus controller 1d. The RAM 1e is also connected to the

bus 14a. An extension serial connector 19 is connected
to the CPU 1a via the bus 11b, and the CPU 1a can use
or contro! serial connection-based accessory devices
connected to the extension serial connector 1q by

exchanging signals with them based on a prescribed
data transfer method. In other words, serial connection-

based accessory devices may be connected to the
game device 1, and program, image, sound, command
or other signals may be exchanged betweenthe acces-
sory device and the game device 1.
[0067] The graphics processor controller 1u can
contro! the graphics processor 1f under the control of
the CPU ia. The CD-ROM device 1c, the ROM 1b and

_ the sound processor 1g are connected to the internal
__bus controller iv via the bus 11c¢, and the internal bus
_Controller 1v can contro! the CD-ROM device 1c, the

ROM 1b and the sound processor 1g underthe control
of the CPU 1a.

[0068] The output unit of the external bus controller
1w is connected to the extension connector 1m via the

bus 11d, and this expansion bus controller 1w can use
or control serial connection-based accessory devices
connected to the extension serial connector 1m under

the control of the CPU 1a by exchanging signals with
the serial connection-based accessory devices. In other
words, the seria! connection-based accessory devices
can be connected to the game device 1, and program,
image, sound, command or other signals may be
exchanged between the accessory device and the
game device 1.
[0069] Peripheral devices 2 are connected to the
peripheralinterface 1i. A video monitor 4 is connected
to the audio/video connector tr.

(0070) A cable modem6is connected to the exten-
sion connector 1m as a parallel-connection based
accessory device, and the game device is connected to
the network 3 via the cable modem 6.

[007 1} In addition to the cable modem 6,a terminal
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adapter, satellite data receiver, portable terminal device
(PDA), cellular telephone, data recording device, or
otherparallel- connection based accessory device may
be connected to the expansion bus 1m.

[0072] A PHS, data recording device, communica-
tion cable or other serial connection-based accessory
device may be connectedto the extension connector tr.
(0073) Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing the con-
struction of the game parentstation. In Fig. 3, the game
parent station 7 comprises a communication device 71
that carries out communication with the game devices
via the network 3 and a specified Internet provider 5, an
authentication server that is connected to the communi-

cation device 71 and functions as a genera! server to
control sign-ups and connection requests from the
gamedevices 1, and specified servers (sub-servers) 73
that are subordinate to the authentication server 72 and

perform processing to realize a virtual experience on
the gamedevice 1 in whichthe player feels as if he were
playing an athletic game such as ping-pong or a game
such as mah-jonggin a resort hotel, etc., for example.
Here, the sub-servers 73 comprisea first server 73a, a
second server 73b, and so on,up to a tenth server 73}.
The sub-servers 73 have a control meansto run in each

gamedevice a specific online game.
[0074] This system enablesthe realization of a tour-
nament-format game environment among the game
devices. Each player can, for example, participate in a
tournament-type game and receive a game ranking. A
tournament format means that there is a game space

subject to prescribed rules, and particularly, that any
player may participate, that the game is a competitive
game,andthat players mayfreely decide whetheror not
to participate.
[0075] Fig. 26 is a block diagram showing the situa-
tion in which a game device 1 is connected to sub-serv-
ers via an Internet provider 9, a network 3 and a
specified Internet provider 5, respectively.
[0076] The sub-servers 73 are called ‘worlds’in Fig.
26, and comprise five worlds, from.a first world 73A to a
fifth world 73E. Because each world has the same con-

struction, the construction of the worlds will be
explained in detail below using only the first world 73A
as an example.
[0077] Players authorized by the authentication
server 72 are notified by the gate server 71 of such
information as the type of gamethat is played in the first
world 73A, tournamentinformation, sponsors and main-
tenancetimes.

[0078] The gate server 71 comprisesthefirst server
(first play server) 73a, the second server (second play
server) 73b, and so on,up to the tenth server (tenth play
server) 73j. Because each play server has the same
construction, the internal construction of the play serv-
ers will be explained below using only the first server
(first play server) 73a as an example.
[0079] When a player's terminal device is con-
nected tothefirst server 73a, the server's environment
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is provided to the player's terminal device. In other
words, the player first enters a space resembling the
lobby 75 of a resort hotel. A memory area correspond-
ing to this lobby exists in this server.

[0080] Next, by making a selection after receiving
reports from the gate server71, the player can enter the
selected room in the memory area of the first server
73a. The lobby 75 is a so-called waiting room, and play-
ers may select their playing room (from the first room
75R through the 224" room 75R)from the lobby 75.
[0081] Each play server is assigned play rooms
such asfortune-telling rooms, chess rooms, card game
rooms, or mah-jongg rooms. Each room in a special
play server is a play room dedicated to a designated
game, such as mah-jongg, and each room has a maxi-
mum occupancy. The player can enter a desired room if
the maximum occupancy has not been reached, but
cannot enter if the maximum accupancy has been
reached. A player entering a play room can play an
online game such as mah-jongg with other players that
have already entered the room. The player selects
which world to enter.

[0082] Fig. 27 shows the state of entry into the
world 73A (or worlds 73B to 73E) by clients (gameter-
minal devices or players) of each play server (thefirst
server through the tenth server). It showsa situation in
which threeclients in the lobby 75 have completed their
network connection, and are at the stage of deciding
which game to select. Meanwhile, the clients that have
entered a room (in Fig. 27, rooms 01 or 02) can play the
gameoffered in that room.
[0083] As shownin Fig. 27, communication is pos-
sible between each of the game devices 1a, 1b and 1c
owned byaplurality of clients that have entered the
room (in Fig. 27, the room shown underroom 03), with
the play server 73a (or the servers 73b through 73)j) at
the center, and messagesregarding rules (special rules
established by the users), exchangesof cards, and noti-
fication of completion of game preparations are sent
and received via packet transmission. This information
is managed byall of the play servers 73A through 73J.
For example, if the room is a room in which card games
are played, the play server 73A managesthe cards that
were ‘initially dealt to all players, or the cards that have
been dealt during the game,in an integrated fashion.
[0084] The operation of the game system will now
be explained. In the explanation of the operation ofthis
game system, the operation that takes place when the
gameterminal is connected to the game parentstation
and the gameis begunwill first be explained, and the
operation that takes place whenthe personal informa-
tion regarding the players that operate the game
devices is exchanged among the players will then be
explained.
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[Connection and gameplay between game device 1
and gameparentstation 7]

[0085] Fig. 4 is a flow chart to explain the operation
to connect the gameterminal and the game parentsta-
tion, as well as the operation of the game that is run by
the game terminals after the connection is made.Fig. 5
is a flow chartof the processing performed by the sub-
servers. Fig. 6 is a flow chart of the processing per-
formed bythefirst through tenth servers.
[0086] Whenthe player makessettings for the con-
nection of the game device 1 to the sub-server 73, and
inputs a request to connect to the sub-server 73 in the
gamedevice 1, the sequence shownin the flow chart of
Fig. 4 begins. The game device 1 determines whether
or not prescribed setting operations have been carried
out in the game device (S101 in Fig. 4) If the game
device 1 determines that the settings are insufficient
(NO in $101), the message ‘Settings are not complete.’
appears on the video monitor 4 (S102), and the game
device 1 waits until the settings are input once more.
[0087] If the game device 1 determinesthatthe set-
tings are correct (YES in $101), the game device 1 car-
ries out the process of connecting to the specified
Internet provider 5 in accordance with the connection
procedure stored in the RAM 1e in the game device 1
($103). The game device 1 then determines whetheror
not the connection has been made ($104), and if the
connection has not been made (NO in $104), the mes-
sage 'The network is congested.’ is displayed on the
video monitor 4 (S105), and the game device 1 returns
to the beginning of the process shownin the flow chart.
[0088] Incidentally, the connection process of step
$103 shownin Fig. 4 normally takes several minutes.
Accordingly, in order to use this connection wait time
productively, an extra game (mini-game) that the player
can playis displayed on the screen.
[0089] The extra game execution cantrol routine will
now be explained with reference to Fig. 23. This routine
begins based on a YESdetermination in step $101 in
Fig. 4, and proceeds in tandem with the connection
process of step S103 in Fig. 4. However, in order to
ensure that the extra game may be played during the
connection wait time, the extra game is a mini-game
having simple rules.
[0090] As shownin Fig. 23, the game program is
read out of the work RAM in step $1031 in tandem with
the connection process. The read-out game programis
then booted up ($1032) and the game is begun
($1033). The game screen then appears based on the
commencementof the game ($1034).
[0091] As shownin Fig. 24, the extra gameis a sim-
ple gamein which the player tries to bounce back the
obstacles 520 that bother the main object 500, and the
player moves the main objectto the left and right using
the operating unit of the game device in order to bounce
back the obstacles.

[0092] The current status of the connection to the
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provider is continuously displayed on the screen (for

example, through the message 'Connecting...'), and the
_ | time elapsed since the commencementof the gameis

‘continuously displayed ($1035). The player can there-
' fore know that the connection to the provider is being

made and be aware of the elapsed time even when
playing the game. The numberof points scored is also
displayed onscreen.

[0093] Whenthe connectionto the provideris either
completed orfails ($1036), the gameis forcibly termi-
nated ($1037) even if the extra gameis being played,
and the game device 1 returns to the step $104 in Fig.
4. Whenthis occurs, the ‘Connecting...’ display changes

‘to ‘Connected’. On the other hand, where the connec-
tion attempt fails due to a busy signal or because the
room is full, the message ‘Connection failed’ is dis-
played.
[0094] The extra game is not related to the main
program explained below in connection with the first
embodiment, and the points scored during this game
are cleared when the game ends. The extra game may
be designed to be appropriate to its status as a ‘link’ to
the pending connection process. On the other hand, itis
acceptable if the extra game is connected to the main
gamesuchthat the points scored during the extra game
are added to the points scored during the main game.
[0095] As shown in Fig. 4, when the connection is
made to the Internet provider 5 (YES in S104), the
game device 1 executes the process of connecting to
the authentication server 72 (S106).It then determines
whether or not the connection to the authentication

server 72 is completed (S107). If the connection to the
authentication server 72 is not completed (NO in $107),
the message ‘The amount of moneyis insufficient, or
the settings are incorrect.’ is displayed on the video
monitor 4 of the game device (step $108 in Fig. 4), and
the game device 1 returns to the beginning of the proc-
ess shownin the flow chart.

[0096]. ‘If the connection to the authentication server
72 has been completed (YESin S107), the game device
1 executes the process of connecting to the sub-server
73 (step $109 in Fig. 4). The game device 1 then waits
for the result of the determination made by the sub-
server 73 regarding the game device ID (NO in S110 in
Fig. 4).
[0097] As shownin Fig. 5, the sub-server 73 checks
the ID sent by the game device 1, and if the ID is correct
(step S201 in Fig. 5), the sub-server 73 approves the
downloading of program data or necessary game data
from the sub-server73 to the game device (step $202 in
Fig. 5), while if the ID is incorrect, the sub-server 73

._issues a new ID and sendsit to the gamedevice 1 (step
--§203 in Fig. 5), and approves the downloading of data

. from the sub-server 73 to the game device (step $202 in
Fig. 5).
[0098] Returning to Fig. 4, where the downloading
of data from the sub-server 73 is approved (YES in
$110 in Fig. 4), data regarding the status of the game
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running in the game system is downloaded (step S111
in Fig. 4). This data regarding the status of the game
consists of information regarding the games being
playedin the servers 73a through 73j, as well as regard-
ing the tournaments currently being played in the sys-
tem. This data is displayed on each game device.

[0099] The game device 1 displays a network map
on the video monitor 4 based on the downloaded data

(S112), and waits for the player to select which of the
games on the servers 73a through 73j will be played
(NO in S113). When the player selects one of the serv-
ers among the servers 73a through 73j for connection
(YESin $113), the game device 1 executes the process
of connecting to that server 73x (x being any letter from
a to j)($114). The game device 1 then executes the
process .of transmitting the player's name and the ID
assigned to the playerto the server (S115).
[0100] In response, as shown in Fig. 6, the server
73x sends to all of the game devices 1 the names,etc.,
of all of the connected players using the game devices 1
connected to the server 73x (S301 in Fig. 6). Next, the
server 73x sends to the game device 1 the data
required to wait in the lobby (S302 in Fig. 6), and waits
for a selection to be made from the game device 1 (NO
in $303in Fig. 6).
[0101] Returning to Fig. 4, the game device 1 dis-
plays the network map 400 shownin Fig. 7 on the video
monitor 4, based on the data from the server 73x (step
$116 in Fig. 4). As shownin Fig. 7, the network map
400 comprises game contents 401 located at the left
edgeofthe screen, room types 402 located at the top of
the screen, a new room create command button 403
located at the right edge of the screen, a room Connect
button 404 located below the button 403, a 'Back’ button
405 below the button 404, an exchange location desig-
nation button 406 at the lowerleft of the screen, and a

keyboard display 407 located in the bottom third of the
screen. The purposesof each of these componentswill
be explained below.
[0102] The gamedevice 1 then waits for a game to
be selected based on this screen 400 (NO in $117 in
Fig. 4). When the player inputs a game selection com-
mandto the gamedevice 1, the game device 1 performs
the process of transmitting the type and nature of the
selected game to the server 73x (S118 in Fig. 4).
[0103] As shown in Fig. 6, when the server 73x
thereby receives data regarding the selected game
(YESin $304in Fig. 6), the data required to execute the
gameapplication program is sent to the game device 1
($304in Fig. 6). The server 73x then receives the game
data from the game device 1 and sendsthe data to the
other game devices 1 connected to the same game
application (S305 in Fig. 6), and managesthe state of
progressof the game application (S306 in Fig. 6).
[0104] As shown in Fig. 4, while connected to the
server 73x, the game device 1 receives the data and
programs required to process the game application,
performs required processing, andfinally proceeds with
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the game (S118 and $119 in Fig. 4).

(0105) In this way, in the game system, a network
game may be run while the game devices 1 are con-
nected to the authentication server 72, a sub-server 73

and a selected subsidiary server 73x, which is subordi-
nate to the sub-server73.

[0106] The communication protocol between the
gameterminals and the serverwill now be explained in
detail using as an example the case in which threeter-
minals — a terminal A, a terminal B and a terminat C —

areused, with referenceto Fig. 25.
[01 07] ‘The terminal A is operated bya player whois
going to connectedto the server to play a online game,
théterminal B is operated by a player who has been
connected andis nowin the ‘lobby’, and the terminal C
is a player who is already connected to a room (room
01) to which the terminal A would like to be connected.
[0108] As shownin Fig. 25,first, the intention to
connectis conveyedto the server by the terminal A (sig-
nal a).
[0109] in responsetothis signala, after the connec-
tion is made, the types of games and the progress sta-
tus are sentto the terminal A (signal b), and the terminal
B is notified (signal b’) of the fact that the terminal A is
connected.

[0110] The terminal A immediately notifies the
serverof its desire to enter the room 01 (signal c). The
server investigates the state of occupancy of the room
01 in responseto this request, and if entry is possible, it
issues an entry permission signal (signal d). Whenthis
occurs, the server provides to the terminal A, in addition
to the entry permission, information regarding the room
01 and information regarding the other terminal (the ter-
minal C) that has already entered the room 01.
[0111] The terminal A performs preparation (under-
standing of the rules, etc.) based on the information
sent from the server, and sendsasignal indicating that
the preparation is completed(signal e). In response to
this signal, the server informs the terminal A and the ter-
minal C of the status of progress of the game(signals f
and f, respectively). When this occurs, the signal f
transmitted to the terminal C includes a notification that
the terminal A has entered the room.

(0112) Whenthe gameis thereafter commenced,a
signal based on the operation of the terminal A is sent
to the server (signal g), and based onthis signal g, infor-
mation on the operation of the terminal A is sent back to
the terminal A (signal h), as well as to the terminal C
(signal h'). :
[0113] - Conversely, a signal based on the operation
of the terminal C is sent to the server (signal i), and
based on this signal i, information on the operation of
the terminal C is sent back to the terminal C (signal j).
as well as to the terminal A (signal j').
(0114} The game is played through repetition of
these steps, and when the game ends,the server sends
a gametermination confirmation signal to the terminals
Aand C (signals k and k', respectively). In response, the
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terminal A sendsthe state of the gameafter termination
(including the winner and loser) to the server(signal 1),
as doesthe terminal C (signal m).

[Creation of card format data for personal information
exchange]

[0115] The game system described above is con-
structed such that each game device can exchange
introductory information regarding the individual play-
ers. This personal introduction information includes
data appropriate for introducing the individual player,
including the player's name, date of birth, address,
hobby, portrait, and past game results. The player need
not necessarily indicate real private information such as
his real name, addressordate of birth. Alternatively, he
mayusefalse information that he creates, or may chose
not to disclose such information. These information

items are preferably arranged so that they are displayed
on the gameterminal device as a card object. In other
words, in this network game system, the game control
program executes a control process by which the per-
sonalintroduction information is expressed in the form
of a card on each terminal device, and the information

arranged in this fashion may be exchanged between
players as if exchanging business cards.
[0116] Fig. 28 shows the communication protocol
for card exchanges between the servers and the game
devices. In Fig. 28, A, B and C are game devices 1, and
an example is shown in which A, B and C have already
entered a prescribed room, and A has asked B to
exchangecards.
[0117] First, A sends a requestto the server, via the
signal a, that seeks a card exchange with B. After
receiving this request, the server notifies B (via the sig-
nal b) that a card exchange request has beenissued by
A, and informs A via the signal b' that it has sent said
notification to B. When this occurs, because no card

exchange request wasissuedfor C, the server does not
transmit any messageto C.
[0118] Next, B, which has received A's requestfor a
card exchange,notifies the server whetherit is willing to
exchangecards, in the form of OK or NO(signal C).
[0119] The server conveys B's responseto A (sig-
nal d), and then informs B that the server has sent B's
responsetoA(signal d'). Whenthis occurs, because no
card exchange request was issued for C, the server
does not transmit any messageto C.
[0120] Fig. 8 is a drawing showing the screen 500
showing the state in which the personal introduction
information is arranged in the form of a card. The data
usedto create the card screen includes character codes

corresponding to a character that comprises the equiv-
alent of a self-portrait of the player, the player's ID, the
player's name, game data regarding the player's past
results, the frequency with which the game was played,
the percentages of time that various types of games
were selected, etc. The game device 1 forms the char-
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acter codes, ID, name and otherinformation into display
data in the form of a card, and displays this data on the
video monitor 4 of the game device as a card graphic
500 as shownin Fig. 8. This card graphic 500 includes
a character 501 displayed in the square area, personal
ID 502 and name 503.

‘ [Operation to exchange personal information]

[0121] The operation to exchange personal infor-
mation will now be explained. Fig. 9 is a flow chart to
explain the operation of the game device on the side of
the player sending the card. Fig. 10 is a flow chart to
explain the operation of the game device on the side of
the player receiving the card. Fig. 11 is a drawing show-
ing in a sequential manner the screens displayed when
the processesdescribedin the flow charts of Fig. 9 and
Fig. 10 are performed.
[0122] The exchangeof information between indi-
vidual players is carried out through the exchange of
cards. Players cannot exchange cards while a gameis
being played, but may exchange them before the game
has started or after it has ended. However, the permit-
ted timing of a card exchange can be changed.
[0123] When the card exchange described in the
flow charts of Figs. 9 and 10 is carried out, the screens
600 shownin Figs. 11(a) through 11(d) corresponding
to the current stage of the process are displayed. The
contents of the screen 600 will be explained simply.
Data 601 describing the player himself is displayed at
the lowerleft of the screen 600. In addition, name and

other brief data 602, 603, 604 and 605 comprising self-
introduction data regarding other players connected to
the individual game space (room)in which the playeris
participating is displayed. 605 indicates brief data
regarding players not currently present in the same
‘individual game space (room). In the center of the
screen 600 are displayed a card exchange button 606
that carries out a card exchange with a player selected
from among the players connected to the ‘individual
game space’" and a 'Back' button 607 by whichto return
to the process described on the previous screen.
[0124] Whenthe game device 1 is connected to the
server 73x, the initial screen from which to select the

type of gameis displayed. When a specific game screen
is selected, the ‘lobby' game screen described above,

- comprising theinitial screen for that game,is displayed.
Fig. 7 displays the game screen for this ‘lobby'. Of the
types of gamesavailable, 'mah-jongg’ is chosen. ‘Room’
refers to the unit in which mah-jongg is played, and
comprisesfour players. Players may enter game spaces
in which the numberof players has not yet reachedfour.
To enter a desired room, a player selects the 'Connect
to room’ icon 404. To create a new room and recruit

mah-jongg game participants, the player selects the
‘Create new room’icon 403.

[0125] Whenthe player selects 'Room' or ‘Create
new room', the game device executes a process by
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which the gameis played with other players, and dis-
plays the corresponding screen.In Fig. 7, 406 is an icon
indicating a tocation where cards may be exchanged.In
the example of Fig. 7, cards are exchangedin a ‘Room’
with the three other players. 405 is a button used to
return to the previous process. The‘lobby’ is a large
game space designed for each type of game, while a
‘room' is equivalent to an individual game space com-
prising a group of players that are playing a gamewith
eachother, and is formed underthe ‘lobby’. A player can
easily engage with other gameplayers by choosing a
type of game, entering the ‘lobby’, and then choosing a
‘room’, thereby simplifying the process by which a
player can participate in a network game.

[0126] When a player clicks on the 'Exchange
cards’ button while in a 'room’, the process shownin the
flow chart of Fig. 9 begins.
[0127] Whenthe ‘Exchangecards’ buttonis clicked
on, the game device 1 immediately determines whether
the player wishing to exchange cards already pos-
sesses 100 cards obtained in trades with other players
($401 in Fig 9). If 100 cards have already been obtained
(YESin $401 in Fig. 9), the message 'You have already
reached the limit of 100 cards. Please organize your
cards.’ is displayed on the video monitor 4 (S402in Fig.
9), and the game device returnstothe initial state.
[0128] If the limit of 100 cards has not yet been
reached (NO in S401 in Fig. 9), the game device 1 dis-
plays the screen 600a shownin Fig. 11{a) on the video
monitor 4 and waits for the person with whom a card will
be exchangedto be determined (NO in $403). If any
button is clicked on (YES in S403), the game device 1
detects the content of the button, andif the Cancel’ but-

ton' is chosen, the game device returns to the initial
state.

[0129] If any buttonis clicked on (YES in $403), and
a particular player among the otherplayersin the 'room'
is selected after the game device 1 determines the con-
tent of the button, as shown in Fig. 11(b), it is deter-
mined through communication with the server 73x
whetherthe selected playeris still in the room (S404).
[0130] If it is determined that the selected player
has already left the ‘room’ (NO in S404), the game
device 1 waits once more for a button to be clicked on

(NO in $403). On the other hand, if the other player has
not yet left the room (YES in $404), it is determined
whetheror not the otherplayer is exchanging a card via
the server 73x (S405).
[0131] If the other player is exchanging a card (YES
in S405), the game device displays the message ‘That
player is currently exchanging cards with another
player.’ on the video monitor 4 (S406), and then returns
to the initial state. On the other hand, if the other player
is not exchanging cards with another player (NO in
$405), the game device 1 issues a card exchange
request to the other game device 1, and displays the
message ‘Requesting card exchange...'on the video
monitor 4 (S407).
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[0132] Meanwhile, the other game device 1 that
receives the card exchange request executes the proc-
ess shown in the flow chart of Fig. 10. First, provided
that no card exchangeis being carried out with another
player (NO in S501 shownin Fig. 10), the message
' has asked to exchange cards. OK?" is dis-
played on the video monitor 4 connected to the other
gamedevice 1, as shownin Fig 11(c) ($502 in Fig. 10).
In addition to this message, an ‘Accept (card exchange)’
button 608 and a ‘Do not accept’ (card exchange) button
609 are displayed on the screen 600c.

[0133] The other game device 1 waits for input from
the player for a limited time, such as 10 seconds (S503
in Fig. 10). If the other game device 1 does not receive
from the player an input choosing to either accept or
refuse the card exchange within the time limit (YES in
$503), data indicating a refusal to exchange cards is
sent to the game device 1, the message ‘Because no
responsewasreceived within the allotted time, the card
exchange cannottake place.’ is displayed (S504 in Fig.
10), and the other game device 1 returns to the initial
state in the flow chart of Fig. 10.
[0134] If the other game device 1 receives an input
from the player within the time limit either accepting or
refusing the card exchange (NO in S503in Fig. 10), the
input is confirmed (S505 in Fig. 10), and if the input
refuses the card exchange (NO in $505), data indicat-
ing'a refusal of the card exchangeis sent to the game
device 1 that requested the card exchange, the mes-
sage ‘The card exchange request was refused.’ is dis-
played on the video monitor 4 (S506in Fig. 10), and the
other game device 1 returnsto theinitial state in the flow
chartof Fig. 10.
[0135] Where the other game device receives an
input accepting the card exchangefrom the player (YES
in $505 in Fig. 10), the other game device then deter-
mines whether the accumulated numberof cards that

have been exchanged has reached a prescribed
amount, such as 100 ($507in Fig. 10), andif thelimit of
100 cards has not been reached (NO in $507), the card
exchange processis carried out. Icons 611 and 612
indicating that a card exchange is underway are dis-
played as shownin Fig. 11(d), and the message ‘Card
exchange with completed.' is displayed on the
screen (S508in Fig. 10).
[0136] The message ‘Please don't forget to save.’ is
then displayed on the video monitor 4 connected to the
other game device 1 (S509 in Fig. 10), and the process
ends.

[0137] Returning to Fig. 9, if a response either
accepting or refusing the card exchangeis not received
within the time limit (YES in S408 in Fig. 9), the mes-
sage 'A response was not received within the allotted
time.'.is displayed (S409 in Fig. 9), and the process
ends, and the game device 1 returns to theinitial state
inthe flow chart of Fig. 9.
[0138] If a responseis received within the timelimit
(NO in $408in Fig. 9), the game device 1 confirms the
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response (S410 in Fig. 9), and if the response is a
refusal (NO in $410), the game device 1 displays the
message ‘The card exchange wasrefused.’ on the
video monitor 4 ($411 in Fig. 9), and then returns to the
initial state in the flow chart in Fig. 9.

[0139] Onthe other hand, if a responseis received
accepting the card exchange (YES in $410 in Fig. 9),
the game device 1 determines whetheror not 100 cards
have been exchanged(S412 in Fig. 9), and if 100 cards.
have not been exchanged (NO in $412), the card
exchange process is carried out, and the message
‘Card exchange with completed.' is displayed
(S413 in Fig. 9).
[0140] The message ‘Please don't forget to save.' is
then displayed on the video monitor 4 connected to the
other game device 1 (S414 in Fig. 9), and the process
ends.

[0141] Whenthe current exchange represents the
100" card exchanged (YESin $412 in Fig. 9, YES in
$507 in Fig. 10), the card exchange is carried out
(S415, 5511), but the message 'The card exchange
was successful, but no more cards may be held. Please
organize your cards.’ is displayed on the video monitor 4
of the applicable game device 1 ($416, $511), and the
game device 1 returnsto the initial state.
[0142] When the cards received in exchange are
saved, as shownin Fig. 12, they are organized as a card
list 800 and stored in a prescribed memoryarea. This
card list 800 can save four cards 500a through 500d on
one page,and includes the date 504 on whichthe cards
were exchanged,and the contentof the game and the
points scored can also be savedwith the information on
the cards 500a through 500d.
[0143] The necessary data for these cardsis stored
in a prescribed memory area for each game terminal
device or player.
[0144] A character (501 in Fig. 8) is displayed in the
card described above. The characteris an aggregation
of specified parts. By selecting these parts appropri-
ately, the player can design his own character.
(0145) Fig. 13 showsthe situation in which a codeis
assigned to each part, and the part and the code are
cross-linked in a table. This table is stored in a pre-
scribed memory area in each gameterminal device.In
other words, in each gamedevice 1, in order to create a
character 501 on the card 500, a plurality of characters
501 are divided into parts 551, each part 551 is
assigned a corresponding code 552, and the resulting
table 550 is stored in the ROM ‘1b or the work RAM of-

each game device 1.
[0146] The parts 551 that form the characters com-
prise several frameworks for the upper torso of a man,
several types of hair styles to be inserted in these
human frameworks, several types of eyes, noses and
mouths, several anima! frameworks, several types of
eyes, noses and mouthsto be inserted in these animal
frameworks, a robot framework, and several types of
eyes, noses and mouths to be inserted in the robot
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framework.

[0147] To create the character 501 on the card 500,
the player selects parts 551 in the game device 1, dis-
plays them on the video monitor 4, and creates the
desired character 501. The player then pastes the char-
acter onto the card 500.

[0748] When the character 501 is sent from the
game device 1 that initiated the card exchange to the
game device 1 comprising the target of the card
exchange, only the codes 552for the parts 551 forming
the character 501 are sent to the other game device 1.
The receiving game device 1 extracts the parts 551

__, from its own internal table 500 based on the received
‘codes 552 and creates a character 501, and then dis-

_ plays the character 501 on the video monitor 4 as a part
‘ef the card 500. Therefore, because only text data(letter
data) is sent between the game device 1 thatinitiated
the card exchange and the game device 1 comprising
the target of the card exchange, and image data
(graphic data) need not be sent, the transmission speed
for the card exchange maybe increased.
[0149] As described above, because this embodi-
ment enables a player to have the perception of
traveling to a resort area, moving from a ‘lobby’ to a
‘game room’, and playing an entertaining game, and
permits the exchangeof personalintroduction informa-
tion in the game spaceofthat 'room’, using as a medium
data on a businesscard,etc., it is easy and enjoyable
for anyone to play the game, as well as easy to obtain
personal introduction information regarding other play-
ers.

(Second embodiment)

[0150] Fig. 14 is a block diagram showing an exam-
ple of the communication network pertaining to a sec-
ond embodimentof the present invention. Each game

_ device can access various networks by means of an
_ Internet provider. The game device can connect to a

general network described above by connecting to a
‘high-level specified server on a specified network. Each
game machine can also access a low-level specified
server that is subsidiary to the high-level specified
server, to connect fo a low-level specified network by
meansofthis low-level server. The high-level specified
network by meansof the high-level server is a network
created for a household game machine of the same
type as this system, while the low-level specified net-
work is a network constructed specifically for the game
system of the present invention. Making the low-level
game network subordinate to the high-level game net-
work makes the management and design of the speci-
fied game system easier.
[0151] In the embodiment described above, the
personal information comprises game-related informa-
tion in particular, and includes individual game results
and gamepreferences.
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(Variations of the first and second embodiments)

[0152] Variations of the first and second embodi-
ments described above will now be explained.
[0153] First, a first variation is characterised in that
the card data includes the number times a card has

been exchanged, and the screen display of the card
changes depending on how many times a card has
been exchanged.In other words, the card 500 data DT
contains the number of times the card has been

exchanged (a number equivalent to the 'number of
times the player has met anotherplayer’) in the network
game system. This number of previous exchangesis
accumulated each time a card is exchanged with the
sameplayer, and is saved as part of the card data.
[0154] For example, as shownin Fig. 15, a ‘Number
of Meetings/Evaluation Table’ is recorded in the sub-
server 73 of the game parentstation 7 as table data. As
can be seen from the drawing, the ‘Card color CL’,
‘Character motion MO’, 'Character background BK’ and
‘Title SR' all change in accordance with the 'Numberof
meetings’.
[0155] The ‘Number of meetings' is broken down
into ‘one or more, ‘two or more’, ‘four or more’, ‘six or

more’, ‘eight or more’, and ‘ten or more’. Where a card
exchangefalls into the 'two or more’ through ‘eight or
more’ categories, the content of the ‘Card color CL’,
‘Character motion MO'", 'Character background BK’ and
‘Title SR' changes depending on whetherthe gender of
the exchangeinitiator (oneself) and the gender of the
card exchangetarget player (the other player) are the
same ordifferent, i.e., whether the players are of the
same sex or the opposite sex, even if the 'Numberof
meetings’(i.e, the number of card exchanges) with that
player is the same.
[0156] Whena card is exchanged, the game device
1 calculates how many exchangesincluding the current
exchange have occurred with the same opponent, and
matchesthe result with the 'Number of Meetings/Evalu-
ation Table’ in the sub-server 73 of the game parent sta-
tion 7. It then updates the 'Card color CL’, ‘Character
motion MO', Character background BK'and'Title SR’
components of the card data in accordance with the
result of the matching operation, and subsequently car-
ries out the card exchangeprocessusing this card data.
Becausethe initiating player's card data is sent to the
other player, and the target player's card data is
received from the target player, both data items are
saved.

[0157] The card list in which the exchanged card
data is displayed is shown in Figs. 16(a) through 16(d).
As can be seen from the drawing, the parameters per-
taining to the configuration of the objects displayed in
the form of cards (the 'Card color CL’, ‘Character motion
MO'", Character background BK’ and ‘Title SR’) change
in accordance with the 'Numberof meetings’.
[0158] By changing the objects displayed in the
form of cards in accordance with the number of card
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exchanges (numberof meetings), a sense offriendship
between users may be addedto the game.

[01598] The secondvariation will now be explained
based on Figs. 17 and 18. In the second variation, when
a card exchange takes place, the sender's e-mail
address maybe attachedto the card, so that e-mail may
be sentto a user that attaches his e-mail address from

within the game application. This e-mail address may
be made usablein other applications as well.
[0160] In this second variation, the game device 1
on the side sending the card carries out the process
shownin Fig. 17, and the game device 1 on the side
receiving the card carries out the process shownin Fig.
18. The process shownin Fig. 17 correspondsto that
shownin Fig. 9. In Fig. 17, however, the processes of
$404a through S404d are added. The process shownin
Fig. 18 correspondsto that shownin Fig. 10. In Fig. 18,
however, the processes of $500a, S500b, $502a,
$502b, $505a and S505b are added.
[0161] In the process shownin Fig. 17 for the side
sending the card, if it is determined that the other player
has not left the game room (YESin step $404), the
game device 1 determines whetheror not to attachits
own e-mail addressto the card data (step $404a) based
oninteractive input from the user.If this determinationis
YES,the processof attaching the user's e-mail address
to the card data is executed (step S404b). If the deter-
mination is NO (i.e., do not attach e-mail address), step
$404(b)is skipped.
[0162] It is next determined whetheror not the other
useris already in possession of a prescribed numberof
cards (here, 100) through prior exchanges (step
$404c).If this determination is NO,i.e., if it can be con-
firmed that the other user does not yet have 100 cards,
andthereis sufficient room in the card data memory,the
processes of steps S405 and beyondare carried outin
the same way as shown in Fig. 9. Conversely,if the
determination is YES,i-.e., if it is determined that the
other user already has 100 cards, the message
‘Because the other player has already reachedthelimit
of 100 cards, the card exchange cannottake place.’ is
displayed (step S404d), and the game device 1 returns
to the initial state in Fig. 17.
[0163] Onthe other hand, where the processof Fig.
18 for the side receiving the card is carried out, the
game device 1 begins the process by determining
whetheror not it already has a prescribed numberof
cards (here, 100 cards) (step $500a),.If the determina-
tion.is YES,i.e., if the game device 1 determinesthatit

already has 100 cards, the message ' has
asked to exchange cards, but because you have
already reached the limit of 100 cards, the card
exchange cannottake place.' is displayed on the video
monitor 4 (step SS00b), and the game device 1 returns
to the process of step 500a. Conversely, if the determi-
nation in step 500a is NO (i.e, the player does not yet
have 100 cards), afterit is determined whetheror not a
card exchange is underway with any other player and
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the existence of a card exchange requestis displayed
(steps $501, S502), the processes of steps $502a and
$502b are performed.

[0164] In step S502a, the game device 1 deter-
mines whether or not the requesting player's e-mail
addressis attached to the card data, and if the determi-

nation is NO (i.e., the e-mail addressis not attached), it
carries out the processesof steps S503 and S505. Con-
versely, if the determination is YES (i.e., the e-mail
addressis attached), the message ‘An e-mail addressis
attached.’ is displayed on the video monitor 4 (step
$502b), and the game device 1 proceedsto the process
of step S503.
[0165] \f there is ultimately an input from the user
accepting a card exchange in step S505 (YES in step
$505), the game device 1 determines, based on the
user's input, whether or notto attach its e-mail address
to the card data (step $505a). If the determination is
YES,i.e., if the e-mail address is to be attached to the
card data, the game device 1 executes the process to

attach its own e-mail addressto its own card data to be
sent to the player requesting the card exchange (step
$505b). Conversely,if the answeris NO(i.e., if the card
is to be exchanged in accordancewith the request, but
the e-mail address is not to be attached to the card

data), the game device 1 does not execute the e-mail
address attachment process of step S505b, and pro-
ceeds to the card exchange processes of step S507
and beyond.
[0166] Excluding the processes described above,
the other processes are identical! to those shown in
Figs. 9 and 10.
[0167] Therefore, e-mail addresses can be
attached to card data and exchanged by meansofthis
e-mail address attachment process. Another character-
istic of this variation is thatit offers players the freedom
to choosethe items to be exchangedin accordance with
their degree of closeness with anotherplayer, such as
by exchanging a card but not yettheir e-mail address.In
this way, a relatively broad spectrum of communication
may be made available for an online game, thereby
increasing the variety of chances of game.
(0168} A third and fourth variation will now be
explained. These variations pertain to using the
exchanged card data with applications other than the
gameapplication of the presentinvention.
[0169] In the third variation, the card data is read by
other applications, so that it may be handled as a com-
mon formatnot only by one application but by a plurality
of applications over the network. To obtain this con-
struction, a commonarea from which the card data may
be read by other applications is reserved in the memory
area for data saved in this game application. Normally,
the saved game data is encrypted, and the ordinary
user cannotrewrite it or read it, but the card data should
be saved in a commonformatin a certain area contain-

ing saved data, such that the card data may be read by
meansof a prescribed program. In that case, confiden-
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tiality is preserved by having the common format and
the prescribed program undergo prescribed encryption,
and by using the encryption codes during decoding.
[0170] In the fourth variation, the card data contains
information on individual preferences. The card data
contains individual preference information such as ‘I like

_ cars’. Wherea flag that indicates this type of personal
informationis included in the card data, whenthisflag is

" - read in a car-based network game,it is displayed as a
priority item in the card. In addition, ‘For what game was
the card exchanged?’ can be specified in other applica-
tions. In this way, communication while playing the net-
work game can take place more smoothly, and the
application can be given greaterflexibility. Furthermore,
by meansof this system, information may be transmit-
ted amonga plurality of applications.

(Third embodiment)

[0171] A third embodiment of the present invention
will now be explained with reference to Figs. 19 through
22.

[0172] The game system pertaining to this embodi-
ment is characterised in that a 'game tournament’ is
constructed on the network, and particularly in that, in
order to ensure smooth and fair administration of the

tournament, penalties are imposed for violations of the
rules that players are required to follow in order to play
the game (suchviolations include copying data or reset-
ting the game while the game is underway, and are
termed ‘bad acts’ here).
[0173] The network-based gametournamentis car-

_ ried out based onplay data providedfor a fixed period of
_ time, and involves the announcementof rankings. The

conceptis shownin Fig. 19. Because the server of the
gameparentstation 7 used in the game system lacks a
database function, a database specifically dedicated to
the tournament is used in order to prevent users from
committing violations (game resetting, data copying,
etc.),.
[0174] The tournamentserveris built into the game
parent station 7. This tournament server includes a
tournament planning server, a tournament administra-
tion server (this role is performed by one ofthefirst
through tenth servers), a ranking data storage area, and
a tournament authentication database, all of which are

software-based. Each game device 1 participates in the
gametournamentcarried out on the tournament server
in roughly the order specified below. For purposes of
explanation, the numbers below in parentheses, which
indicate the orderin which the steps are performed,cor-
respond to the numberslocated inside the arrowsin the
drawing.

(1) The game device 1 connects to the tournament
server.

_ (2) The ‘tournament administration planning server’
checks the current status of the tournament and
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downloads the tournamentstatus data to the client

(game device 1).

(3) Wherethe client indicates an intention to partic-
ipate in the game tournament, the client's data is
registeredin the ‘tournament authentication server’.
This enables the client to participate in the tourna-
ment.

(4) The client enters the game serverthat is admin-
istering the game tournament, and plays the game.
(5) The play data generated during the game tour-
namentis saved in the tournament authentication
server.

(6) The results of the game tournament are calcu-
lated for each day, and the data is organized to cre-
ate rankings.
(7) To view the rankings, the client downloads the
rankings data.

[0175] Tournament planning is performed by con-
verting into data various information regarding the tim-
ing, location and nature of the game to be played, and
the rules that will govern them, and maintaining this
data in the tournament server. The game tournamentis
basically run over successive days for a fixed period.
Because the servers can go downat anytime, requiring
suspension of the game,this data may be changed. The
data managed during administration of the tournament
includes, for example, (1) the numberof players partici-
pating in the tournament, (2) the game to be played
(e.g., mah-jongg, chess,etc.), (3) the rules to be applied
(rule setting), (4) the date the tournament began, (5) the
tournament period (i.e., the number of days), (6) the
minimum number of matches (i.e., the prescribed
numberof matches), (7) the name of the tournament
(text data, displayed via downloading), and (8) data
regarding the tournament sponsor(displayed via down-
loading).
[0176] A client wishing to participate in the tourna-
ment must expresshis desire to participate in the game
tournament while playing the game. If the maximum
numberof participants has not been exceeded, the cli-
ent may participate. If the number of participants
recorded in the tournament databaseis already at the
maximum, the client is notified that he cannot partici-
pate. :
(0177] A basic rule is established for the game tour-
nament, whichis that if a user participating in the game
tournamenthasnotfinished the ‘prescribed numberof
matches’, the user is deemed to have not completed his
participation, and the user's final game results will not
be saved. A further condition is that the prescribed
numberof matches must be completed during the tour-
nament period. However, a player may play more than
the prescribed minimum numberof matches.
[0178] The conceptual construction of the tourna-
ment administration server GS is shown in Fig. 20. The
server GS may have its own format, or may have the
same format as a standard game server. However, per-
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sons other than clients (users)eligible to participate in
the tournament may not enter rooms in which games
are being played (however, they may observe).

[0179] All data regarding participation and play in a
gametournament(involving mah-jongg, chess, etc.) is
saved in a tournament authentication database residing

in the game parent station. An example of the saved
data is shownin Fig. 21. Specifically, the data com-
prises (1) player name data, (2) player face data, (3)
player participant ID numberdata, (4) tournamentplay
data totals, (5) data regarding the number of tourna-
ment matches, (6) player IP address data, (7) player
personal ID data, and (8) information regarding bad acts
(numberof resets,etc.).
[0180] In particular, the last item described in item
(8) above, information regarding bad acts, refers to bad
faith violations such as resetting the game and leaving
the game room before the prescribed number of
matches have been played despite the fact that the
player was participating in the game tournament. The
next time such a 'bad user’ attempts to participate in a
game tournament, he is either given a warning or
assessed a penalty, in order to discourage the commis-
sion of such actsin the future.

[0181} The methods by which bad acts are deter-
mined and a warning given or a penalty imposed com-
prise either methodsinvolving action by the tournament
administration server, or methods involving action by
the application (game software).

(A: Methodsof performing determination via server)

[0182] There are two methods.

(a) In one method, the tournament administration
server continuously manages all clients. The
numberof times that a client leaves a game room
during a match or uses prohibited language is
observed in detail, and records of these acts are

registered in the tournament database.
’ (b).1n another method, clients are managed only

when they enter and leave a game(i.e., when they
enter or leave a game room). This method man-
ages users who have notleft a game(i.e., left a
room) by meansofthe official method(thatis, users
that have disconnected their telephone). Compared
to the previous method in which clients were contin-
uously managed, this management method hasthe
advantage of reducing the burden on the tourna-
ment administration server.

{B: Method of issuing warning via server)

[0183] The method by which the tournament admin-
istration server issues a warning has the features
described below.

(a) In the case of a household game machine,
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because the game device 1 is certainly connected
to a for-pay server (not shownin the drawings), the
next time a client that has committed bad acts con-

nects to the server, the for-pay server issues the
warningor rejects the connection attempt by the
user. When this occurs, a blacklist containing the

namesof bad users may be shared amonga plural-
ity of games. In other words, a client listed on a
blacklist for game A may be issued a warning or
denied access to gameBas well.

(b) Each gate server (not shown in the drawings)
managesuser IDs, and whena client who has com-
mitted bad acts next attempts to connect, the server
sendsa blacklist flag to the client. Whenthis flag is
raised in the client's game application, a warning is
issued by means of a mark or messageindicating
‘Blacklisted player being superimposed on the
player's face displayed on the video monitor.
(c): Each gate server (not shown in the drawings)
managesuser IDs, and whena client who has com-
mitted bad acts next attempts to connect, the server
sendsa blacklist flag to the client. Whenthis flag is
taised in the client's game application, a warningis
issued by meansof a 'warning message’ being dis-
played on the screen each time the player connects
to the network.

(d): A blacklist of players who have committed bad
acts is created in the tournament database. The
data in the tournament authentication database is

checked basedonthis list, and a warning is issued
via e-mail in responseto the results of this check.!

QA: Method of determination via application)

[0184] There are two methods.

(a): In the first method, flags are raised when the
gamestarts and whenit ends. In a normal game,
game results and other data is saved when the
game ends. By contrast, when this method using
flags is used, a minusflag is saved when the game
starts, and when the game ends, a minusflag is
addedto the normal gameresults so that the minus
is offset. For example, when the gamebegins, ‘one
lass'is written, and when the game ends,this ‘one
loss'is returned to the original number.In this way,
a client who thinks ‘I'm losing, soI'll just quit’ and
leaves the gamewill acquire a ‘loss’, which will dis-
courage early game departures. This method has
the advantage of imposing no burden onthe server.
(b): In this method, certain conditions that deter-
mine the existence of bad acts are incorporated into
the application, and where these conditions are
met, this information is written into a fixed area in

the RAM of the game system mainunit. In this way,
becauseflags are notraised in just one application,
but may be shared acrossa plurality of applications,
the 'numberof reset operations’ and the use of 'pro-
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hibited language’ may be determined.

@B: Method of issuing warning via application}

[0185] The application-side warning method has
the following features.

(a): In the case of a household game machine, a
‘blacklisted player’ flag is written in the server unit,
and this warning will thereafter be generated
regardless of which game softwareis run.
(b): A flag from the blacklist is written into the RAM
in the game system main unit, and this ‘blacklist
flag’ is thereafter raised in all applications.
(c): A flag is inserted in the game data to be saved,
and penalties are imposed that bar the selection of
some items (such as face parts, games, etc.),
depending on the seriousnessof the bad acts.

[0186] As described above, the existence and
nature of bad acts may bereliably determined on either
the server side or the application side, and an appropri-
ate warning or sanction may be imposed in accordance

‘with the seriousness thereof. In other words, whena cli-
ent who has committed bad acts next connects to the

same game tournamentor a different game,the flag in
the saved data may be changed, and a warning such as
‘Reset is not allowed during a game’ maybegiven. In
addition, where the seriousnessof the bad act exceeds
a prescribed standard, the client may be denied access
on the next connection attempt.
[0187] In this way, the occurrence of bad acts such
as premature game departures (resets) may be elimi-
nated or inhibited, and a game tournament environment
may becreated that is appealing to clients participating
in the game.
[0188] Furthermore, data regarding game play is
saved in the tournament authentication database. This
data is processed on a daily basis, and the ranking of
the top 100 clients, for example, is saved in a ranking
data storage area. This ranking information can be
downloaded byclicking on a download button from a
menu, and may thereafter be viewed by a user. Down-
loadable information is limited to the items 1 through 5
listed in Fig. 21.
[0189] Whenthe tournament period ends,the final
rankings are calculated, and only the clients who have
completed the minimum numberof matchesare ranked.
When the tournament period ends, the final rankings
will continue to be displayed until the next tournament.
The relationship between the game tournamentand the
ranking display is shown in a summary fashion in Fig.
22.

[0190] In the embodiments of the presentinvention,
the authentication server performs control operations to
ensure that players are charged when they access the
specified game server. In addition, when a bad player
accesses the system, the specified game serveror the
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authentication server performs control operations by

which his game terminal device is informed that the
playeris a bad player.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0191] According to the invention described above,
a plurality of players connected to a specified server can
easily enjoy a gamein a relaxed fashion, and personal
information regarding game opponents can be
exchanged, so that new acquaintances and friends may
be madewhile enjoying the game.

Claims

1. A network game system constructed such that a
plurality of game terminal devices are mutually con-
nected and the game terminal devices can each
execute a prescribed game application program,
comprising:

a plurality of game servers for managing infor-
mation pertaining to the individual game appli-
cation programs; and
an authentication server that is provided inde-
pendently of the game servers, acts as a’'com-
mon server for the plurality of game servers,
and hasa function to determine whether or not

the game termina! device should be permitted
to access each game server.

2. The network game system according to claim 1,
wherein the common authentication server carries

outinitial registration to allow the game terminal
device to access each game: server, as well as
makes a determination of whether or not the game
terminal device should be allowed to access each

gameserverafter registration is performed.

3. The network game system according to claim 1 or
claim 2, wherein information regarding the game
terminal devices is input to and registered in the
commonauthentication server from the plurality of
game servers.

4. The network game system according to claim 3,
wherein the information comprises information
specifying game terminal devices on which bad
acts giving rise to denial of access to the game
servers have been committed.

5. The network game system according to claim 4,
wherein the denial of access to the gameserversis
determined based on the seriousness of the bad

acts, and this determination includes the phased
imposition of conditions involving the period for
which their access is denied or the types of games
from which they are barred.
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A network game system constructed such that a
plurality of game terminal devices are mutually con-
nected and the game terminal devices can each
execute a prescribed game application program,
wherein each game terminal device has a control
means with which player personal introduction

. information can be exchanged with other gameter-
minal devices.

The system according to claim 6, wherein the con-
trol means is constructed such that players can
exchange personal introduction information with
each other between terminal devices that belong to
a group of such devices that run a prescribed game
application.

A game system wherein the plurality of terminal
devices are connected to a common server
machine via a communication means.

The game system according to claims 6 and 7,
wherein the personal introduction information
includes groups of data items that are displayed in
the form of a virtual business card on each terminal
device.

The game system according to any of claims 6
through 9, wherein the control means is con-
structed such thatit carries out the exchange of the
personalintroduction information while the game of
the gameapplication program is being executed or
after the game has ended.

The game system according to any of claims 6
through 10,

wherein the control means sends a requestfor
the exchange of player personal introduction
information to the terminal device of the party
with whom the player wishes to exchange the
personalintroduction information;
wherein, when an exchange request is
received from another terminal device, the con-
trol meanstransmits to the terminal device that

sent the exchange requestthe result of input by
the player regarding whether or not the
exchange requestis accepted;
and

wherein, if an input indicating that the
exchange request is accepted is made by the
player, the control means carries out the
exchange of personal introduction information
with the other terminal device and cumulatively
stores the personal information sent from the
terminal device of the party with whom the per-
sonalinformation is exchanged.

The game system accordingto claim 6, wherein the
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13.

14,

15.

16.

17.

18.
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personalintroduction information includes data per-
taining to the results of games played by means of
the gameapplication program.

The game system according to claims 6 through 10,
wherein:

the personal introduction information includes
a character whichis divided into parts;
each gameterminal device has a memoryarea
in which data regarding each part andits corre-
sponding codeis saved; and
the control means is constructed such thatit

reproduces the character sent by the gameter-
minal device with which personalinformation is
exchanged by determining the parts of the
characters based on their codesreceived.

The game system according to claim 6 or claim 9,
wherein the personal introduction information
includes data regarding the history of exchanges of
personal introduction information.

The game system according to claim 14, wherein
the configurations of the objects comprising the
personalintroduction information organized in the
form of a business card are changed in accordance
with the history of exchanges of personal introduc-
tion information.

The game system according to claim 15, wherein
the data pertaining to the objects displaying the
business card comprisesatleast one of the color of
the card, the motion of the characters on the card,
the background behind the character on the card,
andthetitle of the card.

The game system according to any of claims 6
through 16, wherein the personal introductioninfor-
mation includes the player's e-mail address, which
is attached to the data displayed in the form of a
business card.

A network game system constructed such that a
plurality of game terminal devices are connected to
a gameparentstation over a network and a game
application program can be executed between the
game terminal devices by means of the gamepar-
ent station, wherein the game parent station com-
prises:

a server means that can execute the game
application program in such a waythata plural-
ity of players may participate;
a determining means that determines when a
player has violated prescribed rules in connec-
tion with the game application program; and
a sanctioning means that, when the violating
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player next attempts to participate, implements
measuresin regard to the violation.

The network game system according to claim 18,
wherein the sanctioning means is a means that
implements measures such as the issuance of a
warning or the denial of access of an offending
player to the server means.

A communication system in which terminal devices
are connected to servers over a network, wherein
the terminal devices have a control meansthat exe-

cutes a gameprogram in parallel with the process
of connection to the server.

The communication system according to claim 20,
- wherein the terminal devices previously read out

22.

23.

24.

- 25.

26.

both the program indicating the process of connect-
ing to the server and the game program, and
wherein the control means begins the execution of
the game program whenthe userissuesaninstruc-
tion to execute the process of connection to the
server. .

The communication system according to claims 20
or claim 21, wherein the terminal devices serve as

display devices to perform display of the execution
of the game program,and also display the status of
connection to the server.

The communication system according to any of
claims 20 through 22, wherein the terminal device
executes the game program until the connection to
the server is ended oruntil it is confirmed that con-

nection to the serveris not possible.

The communication system according to claims 20
through 23, wherein the contro! means executes
the game program until the connection to the server
is ended oruntil it is confirmed that connection to

the serveris not possible.

A storage medium on which a program to have the
gameterminal device execute the control means
according to claims 6 through 24 are stored.

The game terminal device constituting the system
according to any of claims 6 through 24.
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